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Cubic Spline Interpolation in Real-Time Applications
using Three Control Points

Jens Ogniewski

Linköping University
Information Coding Group
Department of Electrical

Engineering
581 83 Linköping, Sweden

jens.ogniewski@liu.se

ABSTRACT
Spline interpolation is widely used in many different applications like computer graphics, animations and robotics.
Many of these applications are run in real-time with constraints on computational complexity, thus fueling the need
for computational inexpensive, real-time, continuous and loop-free data interpolation techniques. Often Catmull-
Rom splines are used, which use four control-points: the two points between which to interpolate as well as the
point directly before and the one directly after. If interpolating over time, this last point will ly in the future. How-
ever, in real-time applications future values may not be known in advance, meaning that Catmull-Rom splines are
not applicable. In this paper we introduce another family of interpolation splines (dubbed Three-Point-Splines)
which show the same characteristics as Catmull-Rom, but which use only three control-points, omitting the one
“in the future”. Therefore they can generate smooth interpolation curves even in applications which do not have
knowledge of future points, without the need for more computational complex methods. The generated curves
are more rigid than Catmull-Rom, and because of that the Three-Point-Splines will not generate self-intersections
within an interpolated curve segment, a property that has to be introduced to Catmull-Rom by careful parameteriza-
tion. Thus, the Three-Point-Splines allow for greater freedom in parameterization, and can therefore be adapted to
the application at hand, e.g. to a requested curvature or limitations on acceleration/deceleration. We will also show
a method that allows to change the control-points during an ongoing interpolation, both with Thee-Point-Splines
as well as with Catmull-Rom splines.

Keywords
Spline Interpolation, Parameterization, Real-Time, Animation, Catmull-Rom Splines

1 INTRODUCTION
Spline interpolation is widely used for the creation of
smooth paths e.g. in computer graphics or for the mo-
tion of robots. These splines have typically to fulfill
four mathematical properties:

1. they have to be (at least) C1 continuous,

2. they have to be interpolating splines, i.e. pass
through all of their control points,

3. they have to be affine invariant, i.e. the sum of all
blending polynomials is always 1, for all values of
the interpolation variable, and

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

4. they must allow for local control, i.e. each control-
point influences only a small, compact part of the
overall generated curve.

Probably the most used interpolating splines are
Catmull-Rom splines (CR), which fulfill all of the
above properties, are fast to calculate and simple to
use. CR use 4 control points - the two defining the
current interpolation segment as well as the one directly
before and the one directly after; if interpolating over
time the latter point will ly in the future. However, in
real-time applications limited information is available
about future points, especially there might be no future
information available apart from the next control point,
rendering CR and all other conventional interpolation
splines unsuitable. The spline in this paper, called
Three-Point-Splines (TPS), exhibits the same prop-
erties as CR, but does not rely on the knowledge of
any future points, and is thus applicable even in these
scenarios.
In some cases the path to the next control point might
be blocked, e.g. by a moving object, normally neces-
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sitating motion replanning and probably stopping the
current motion. As alternative, a method is introduced
enabling to change the next control-point during an
ongoing interpolation without loosing any of their
properties, for both TPS and CR. This can be used
e.g. in animations for computer games or for instant
reactions of robots to a changed environment, thus
enabling the robots to perform safer and more effi-
ciently, a critical factor for their success in real-world
applications [ET14].
Furthermore, TPS exhibit a very rigid behavior, and
less variation as comparable splines (like e.g. CR). Be-
cause of this the curves generated by TPS are naturally
self-intersection-free, a property that has to be intro-
duced to CR by careful parameterization. In contrast,
TPS allow for a range of different parameterizations
that all are guaranteed to be self-intersection-free, and
can therefore be adapted to meet the requirements
of the application like e.g. limits on speed or accel-
eration/deceleration. Typically, reparameterizations
are needed to ensure that these limits are kept, which
introduces computational overhead. Also, not all
reparameterizations have an analytical solution (like
e.g. arc-length parameterization).
Finally, it is shown that the TPS are of lower com-
putational complexity than CR which is important
for real-time systems with limited computational
capabilities.
TPS have only been described once earlier, in a confer-
ence poster by the author [Ogn13]. This paper extends
the earlier work by describing the exact properties of
TPS and by introducing a recursive evaluation form and
parameterization scheme, needed for artifact-reduction.
The change of the next control-point during an ongoing
interpolation has not been described earlier.

1.1 Related Work
TPS are asymmetric splines that use three control-
points. Asymmetric interpolation, in the sense of
using a different number of points before (i.e. “in the
past” of) and after (i.e. “in the furture” of) the current
interpolation segment, was first proposed in [Yua96],
albeit in a more theoretical-stochastic fashion, without
a discussion of specific splines or their mathematical
properties. Interpolation using three points was first
explored in [Dod97]. However, in their work only
functions of second degree were considered, and thus
it was not possible to construct an interpolating spline
and reach C1 continuity at the same time. Furthermore,
their interpolation scheme is symmetric, and uses a
point in the past for the first half of the interpolation
segment and a point in the future for the second half.
An interpolating spline which does not use future
but reaches a higher continuity than C0 has to be
asymmetric by definition.

Edwin Catmull and Raphael Rom introduced their
splines already in [CR74], and later publications built
on this initial approach, for example [DB88] or [KB84]
which explored the basic properties of the splines
further. The latter one even introduced an additional
relaxation term, with which C1 continuity can no
longer be guaranteed though. Both did not explore
more advanced parameterization techniques, which
were made possible by the introduction of recursive
evaluation forms in [JAW67]. Correct parameterization
has been proven to be a vital part of spline interpo-
lation, since uniform parameterizations can lead to
unwanted behavior like loops. Thus, a number of
different publications have examined this issue, often
based on the findings of [IDS99], where for the first
time a scheme was proposed to include non-uniform
parameterization in CR and similar splines. Two of the
most popular schemes are the centripetal [Lee89] and
the chordal [ML88] scheme, which have been applied
to CR in [NDH09]. The work described in [CYK11]
built on this further by applying methods introduced
in [DM96] and [Flo08] to prove that the centripetal
parameterization is the only scheme that guarantees no
self-intersections in CR.

1.2 Definitions

In this paper piecewise polynonmial interpolation is
considered over a number of control-points Pi, where
the current interpolation segment r is interpolating
between the control-points Pr and Pr+1. Although
only the properties of this segment are considered,
its properties apply to all other segments as well,
and especially the continuation between segments is
guaranteed if not stated otherwise.
The following definitions are used:

Da,b = Pa−Pb

for the difference vector (between two points),
and

l(t) = tDr+1,r +Pr, t ∈ IR

for the line spawned by the two control-points of
the interpolation segment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section
2 introduces the uniform form of TPS interpolation,
section 3 its recursive version, section 4 shows how
control-points can be changed during an ongoing
interpolation (for both TPS and for CR), and section
5 concludes the paper. Proofs and Derivations can be
found in the appendix.
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Figure 1: Blending polynomials:
Upper row: Three-Point-Spline (left) and Catmull-Rom
(right): Red: polynomial for Pr−1, green: polynomial
for Pr and blue: polynomial for Pr+1; Catmull-Rom
includes an additional polynomial (cyan) for Pr+2; all
polynomials use an α of 0.5
Lower row: the polynomials for the difference vector
form (left) and their derivatives (right):
u(u−1)2 (red), u2(u−1) (blue) and u2(3−2u) (green)

2 DERIVATION OF THE UNIFORM
FORM

Taking the aforementioned mathematical properties
as constraints, the interpolation equations are set up
accordingly and lead to the following equation, with u
as interpolation variable, 0≤ u≤ 1:

FT PS(u) = (−αu3 +2αu2−αu)Pr−1
+ (2u3− (3+α)u2 +αu+1)Pr (1)
+ ((α−2)u3 +(3−α)u2)Pr+1

with α a parameterization value that can be chosen
freely. Figure 1 shows the blending polynomials, with
the ones from CR for comparison.
These equation can be rewritten to be based on the
differences of points rather than based on points:
FT PS(u) = αu(u−1)2Dr,r−1

+ αu2(u−1)Dr+1,r (2)
+ u2(3−2u)Dr+1,r
+ Pr

where the first two terms blend the derivatives at
points Pr and Pr+1 respectively, while being 0 at

both endpoints. The rest of the equation interpolates
between the two points of the segment, while having
a zero derivative at the endpoints (see also figure 1).
Thus, this form gives a good overview of how the
spline will behave (a similar form was already used in
[KB84] albeit not for TPS). For comparison, uniform
CR can be written in a similar way:

FCR(u) = αu(u−1)2Dr+1,r−1
+ αu2(u−1)Dr+2,r
+ u2(3−2u)Dr+1,r (3)
+ Pr

Note that CR includes an additional “future” point
Pr+2. The main difference between CR and TPS is
which difference vectors are used for the derivatives,
which has a high impact on how the splines behave.
Especially, using the same difference vector in the
second and the third term is exactly what gives the TPS
their rigid behavior.
Incidentally, the α values for the different segments
do not need to be the same, as long as they are the
same where the same segment is concerned, i.e. the α

value from the first term (in equation 2) needs to be the
same α value used for the second term in the previous
segment, or otherwise the interpolation will only be G1

continuous, which is true for both CR and TPS.
Of special interest is of course the maximal distance
dmax of the curve segment generated by TPS to the
line l(t), as already discussed in [Flo08] and [CYK11].
Also, this distance is needed to prove that TPS will
never generate loops (for parameterizations inside a
sensible bound), but might lead to overshots.
We define αa(u) = αu(u− 1)2, blending Dr,r−1, and
b(u) = u2((α − 2)u+(3−α)) (combining the second
and the third blending polynomials of equation 2),
blending Dr+1,r. Inserting these functions into the
point-line-distance equation yields (see also the ap-
pendix 7.1.2):

d(u) = ||Dr,r−1||αa(u)(1− cos2 θ)
1
2 (4)

with θ the angle between Dr,r−1 and Dr+1,r.
From the derivative d′(u) of equation 4 it is clear that
only one extreme point exists for 0 < u < 1, a maxi-
mum which lies at u = 1

3 , i.e. where the derivative of
a(u) becomes zero. Thus, the position of the maximal
distance of the curve segment from the line l(t) lies at
the same u-value in each segment and the maximum
distance can therefore be easily calculated.
The three points used for the current interpolation
segment (Pr−1, Pr, Pr+1) span a plane on which all
points of the generated curve for the current segment
lie (the special case where all lie on the line l(t) will be
discussed later). The plane also contains the line l(t).
As was shown earlier, the distance to this line depends
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only on the a-part of the interpolation function FCR(u)
(i.e. the b-part of the function lies completely on the
l(t)), which is non-zero for 0 < u < 1. Since a has no
zero-point in the interpolation interval all points of the
generated curve-segment lie on the same side of the
line.

Pr

Pr+1

Pr−1

Pr

Pr+1

Pr−1

Figure 2: the different behavior of the three-point-
spline with different αs: The interpolating curves (up-
per row) and the distance to the line l(t) (lower row)
a) (left) with α = 1, representing the case of 0 < α < 3
c) (right) α = 5, representing the case of α >= 4
The direction of the tangents in the respective extreme-
points (i.e. the maximum distances to l(t)) are visualized
by arrows; note that they are not in the same scale as the
curves for better visualization

The interpolation function can be divided into two
parts: a part e whose tangents are parallel to the
line (i.e. which blend the vector Dr+1,r) and a part f
whose tangents are perpendicular to the line. While
the f function-part only depends on the a-part of the
interpolation function (as was shown earlier), the e
function-part might depend on both a and b since
Dr,r−1 is not necessarily perpendicular to Dr+1,r.
If the generated curve has a loop, both function-parts e
and f change the signs of their tangents at some point
in the loop (i.e. move into one direction first, than into
the other, see also figure 2), which means that the loop
has to contain an extreme point for both e and f , i.e.
both function-parts need to have an extreme point in
the interval 0 < u < 1. It was already shown that the
a-function-part has a maximum, but since it is only
depending on one vector (i.e. all points generated by a

lie on a segment of the line through Pr−1 and Pr) this is
not enough to cause a loop, and whether a loop exist or
not depends on the extreme-points of b. Looking at the
derivative of b it becomes obvious that it contains one
at u = 0 (which it does by definition of the blending
functions), and another one that depends on the chosen
value for α:

α = 0: at u = 1
0 < α < 2: at u > 1
α = 2: at u = 0
2 < α < 3: at u < 0
α = 3: at u = 0
α > 3: at 0 < u < 1

This means that for 0 <= α <= 3 b does not
have an extreme point in the interpolation interval and
thus the generated curve will not contain a loop.
For α > 3, the first derivative of the b-function-part
will be negative in the beginning of the interpolation
segment, and become positive after the extreme-point.
If this extreme point lies after or at the extreme-point
of a (which is located at u = 1/3), the generated curve
will contain a loop. Inserting u = 1/3 int b′ yields:

b′
( 1

3 )
= ( 4

3 −
1
3 α), (6)

Which means that the generated curve will con-
tain a loop for α >= 4. The interval 3 < α < 4 would
need further analysis, but this is omitted here since the
interval 0 <= α <= 3 is deemed to be large enough,
since larger αs lead to curves with a large maximal
distance to l(t), and are therefore of limited use. Also,
note that in CR freedom of loops is much harder to in-
troduce, in fact only centripetal CR fulfills it [CYK11];
the reason for the comparable large range of possible
parameterizations of TPS which are guaranteed to be
free from loops lies in the rigid behavior of TPS.
Unfortunately, the case where all points of the current
segment lie on the line l(t) is harder to examine. For
Dr+1,r and Dr,r−1 pointing in exact opposite directions
the generated line will contain a segment where the
interpolation function moves into one direction first,
than in the other. If Dr+1,r and Dr,r−1 are pointing in
the exact same direction this depends on the length
of these two vectors, and on the value chosen for
α . On a side-note, setting α = 1 means that the
function will behave like a linear blending function
for Dr,r−1 = Dr+1,r (as with Catmull-Rom for α = 0.5
and Dr,r−1 = Dr+1,r = Dr+2,r+1), which means it will
interpolate with a constant first derivative i.e. it will
move with a constant speed if interpolating over time.
Since the distance to l(t) depends on α , setting α to a
low value will lead to a curve that deviates only slightly
from l(t). However, this will also result in large changes
of the length of the tangent vectors (i.e. changes in the
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a) b)

c)

Figure 3: Comparison of CR and TPS with different parameterizations:
a) Left: CR with α = 0.5 (red), TPS with α = 0.5 (green), α = 0.7 (cyan) and α = 1 (blue)
Right: zoomed in on the light-gray circle:
b) Top right: CR and c) Bottom right: TPS, both with parameterizations of α = 0.5 (green), α = 0.7 (cyan) and
α = 1 (blue)

speed if used for animations or robot movement), since
a small α results in short tangents in the control-points,
but not all terms are bound by α (see also equation
2 and figure 1, to the right). Thus the tangents in the
middle of the curve segments would be comparably
large. Depending on the applications, limits can be
determined on how far each curve segment is allowed
to stray from l(t), and how large changes of the lengths
of the tangent-vectors are allowed to be, and thus a
good value for α can be determined.
It is interesting to look at the derivative of TPS for
α = 1.0:

F′T PS(u) = (3u2−4u+1)Dr,r−1 +(4u−3u2)Dr+1,r
= (4u−3u2)(Dr+1,r−Dr,r−1)+Dr,r−1

Thus, the derivative becomes an interpolation itself,
between the derivatives at the point Pr and Pr+1.
A positive α value means also that Pr−1 and the
point with the maximum distance to l(t) will ly on
opposite sides of l(t). This means that if Pr+2 lies
between l(t) and the generated curve segment, the
next curve segment will cross the current one, thus
generating a self-intersection in consecutive segments.
For more than two dimensions, the points Pr−1, Pr,
Pr+1 and Pr+2 need to lie in the same plane for this
self-intersection to happen, since each curve segment

of course lies completely in the plane spanned by
the three points it uses for the interpolation. The
reason for these possible self-intersections lies in the
fact that it does not include a term containing the
next interpolation segment (e.g. Dr+2,r). Without this
information, it is of course impossible to construct a
curve that is guaranteed to be free of self-intersections
in consecutive segments. Note that this applies even to
the recursive form shown in the next section.
A comparison between different parameterizations of
TPS and CR is given in figure 3. Although TPS do not
lead to loops like CR, it introduces other artifacts in the
form of overshots. Taking a look at the distance of the
generated curve to the line l(t) (equation 4), it becomes
clear that it depends on the length of the last segment
Dr,r−1 rather than on the length of the current segment
Dr+1,r. Thus, if a long line segment is followed by
a much shorter line segment the interpolation will
unfortunately always overshoot in the shorter segment.
A better parameterization to conquer this issue will be
developed in the next section.

3 RECURSIVE EVALUATION FORM
AND PARAMETERIZATION

Using TPS, one might be tempted to simply vary the
different α values depending on the length of the
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Figure 4: Different recursive formulations, with sr =
||Dr+1,r||β : a) (top) CR, b) (bottom) TPS

segment, but this can lead to unwanted side-effects,
especially it would no longer be guaranteed that the
α values would be inside the bounds established
earlier. Instead, here one of the main ideas behind
chordal, centripetal and other related parameterizations
is used, namely varying the interpolation interval with
the distance between the different points, using the
interpolation variable v:

0≤ v≤ sr = ||Dr+1,r||β , (7)

Conventionally, recursive CR-formulations are de-
fined regarding to the sum of the lengths of the
interpolation segments:

s′0 = 0

s′r =
r−1
∑

i=0
s′i + ||Dr,r−1||β (8)

However, this more common formulation for re-
cursive CR can be easily received from the one given
here, and vice versa.
Using the formulation of (equation 7) reveals that the
derivative of recursive CR in point Pr is no longer a
simple scalar product of Dr+1,r−1 multiplied by the
interpolation parameter α but becomes:

F′CR,rec(v=0) =
sr

sr−1
Dr,r−1+

sr−1
sr Dr+1,r

sr−1+sr
(9)

(similar for v = sr since it is still C1 continuous.)
The centripetal and similar parameterizations of CR
are facilitated by the fact that they can be expressed
by a recursive evaluation form. Thus, to be able to
use similar parameterizations of TPS they are first
expressed in a recursive form as well, which is given in
figure 4b), with the corresponding form of CR in figure
4a), and example interpolations in figure 5.

The function of the distance to the line l(t) (equation 4)
becomes for recursive TPS:

d(v) = ||Dr+1,r||β ||Dr,r−1||1−β a′(v) (1− cos2 θ)
1
2

with a′(v) =
v
sr
( v

sr
− 1)2 (10). (See also the appendix

7.2.1 for a more detailed derivation.)
Thus, β can be seen as a blending factor of how
much the length of the current segment influences
the distance to the infinite line l(t), and how much the
segment before it influences this distance. For β = 1
the distance to l(t) is only depending on the length of
the current segment, and not at all on the length of
the segment before. For β = 0 it behaves exactly like
equation 2 for α = 1, i.e. it becomes a uniform param-
eterization. In the same way, the recursive formulation
of CR becomes the uniform parameterization with
α = 0.5 by setting β to 0.
Since the distance to l(t) is now bounded by the length
of the current segment the generated curves do not
overshoot anymore while interpolating comparably
small segments, as can be seen in figure 5, which shows
CR and TPS with different parameterizations. Also,
an additional curve was added (in magenta) which
uses different values for β , depending on the length
of the segment. The idea behind this is to minimize
the ||Dr+1,r||β and ||Dr,r−1||1−β factors (and thus the
distance to l(t))as much as possible.
Again it is possible to use different β values for dif-
ferent segments, just as it is to use different α valuess
in the uniform versions, but again the same β value
has to be used for the same segment, i.e. the β value
used to blend Dr,r−1 has to be equal to the β value
used to blend Dr+1,r during the interpolation of the last
segment, to maintain C1 continuity. This applies to
both TPS and CR, however for CR only the centripetal
(β = 0.5) parameterization is guaranteed to be free
from loops. For TPS β can be chosen freely, without
risk for self-intersections (in the same interpolation
segment), as will be shown next.
Similar as in section 2 the places of the extreme
points can be found of the distance function to l(t)
for recursive TPS, and again only one extreme point
exists, a maximum at v = 1

3sr
, i.e. again after 1

3 of the
interpolation interval, which is not surprising taking
the similar derivatives of the blending weights for
Dr,r−1 into account. From the derivative it becomes
obvious that the blending function b′v for Dr+1,r is
always positive in this point, i.e. the interpolated
curve will never contain any loops, independent of
which value β has (See also the appendix 7.2.1 for
a more detailed derivation.). It should be pointed
out however that whereas centripetal CR is also free
from self-intersections in neighboring segments, this
property cannot be introduced to the TPS, due to the
fact that it is missing a term for the next segment in its
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a) b)

c)

Figure 5: Comparison of centripetal CR and the recursive TPS with different parameterizations:
Left: centripetal CR (red), TPS with β = 0.5 (green), β = 0.7 (cyan) and β = 1 (blue)
a) Right: zoomed in on the light-gray circle:
b) Top right: CR and c) Bottom right: TPS, both with parameterizations of β = 0.5 (green), β = 0.7 (cyan) and
β = 1 (blue)
An additional curve was added for a TPS with a variable parameterization, which uses β = 0.5 for the long
segments and β = 1 for the short segment. Note that it in this example follows (and overlaps) very closely either
the curve created by the TPS with β = 0.5 or the one with β = 0.7, depending on the segment.

equation, as already discussed in section 2. Thus, TPS
will generate a self-intersection in two neighboring
segments if the next control-point after the current
segment lies in between l(t) and the interpolation curve
of the current segment and on the plane spanned by the
three control-points used during the current segment.
Finally, since the recursive formulation of TPS behaves
similar as the uniform version with α = 1, the deriva-
tive of the recursive formulation of TPS is a blending
function itself, of the derivatives at point Pr and Pr+1
(see also the appendix 7.2.2):

F′T PS,rec(v) = (1−h(v))
Dr,r−1
||Dr,r−1||β

+h(v)
Dr+1,r
||Dr+1,r ||β

with h(v) = 4 v
sr
−3( v

sr
)2 (11)

For a comparison in computation time both the uni-
form and the recursive version of both TPS and CR
were implemented. For a fair comparison, each was
implemented in different, hand-optimized ways and
the respective fastest version was used; the reached
optimizations should be comparable. The same
α = β = 0.5 were used for all the different interpola-
tion methods and the same 1 000 000 randomly chosen
control-points between which 100 intermediate points

for each segment were interpolated. This was done on
an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU running at 3.40GHz with 16
GBytes of RAM and gcc 5.4.0 with full optimization.
The results are given in table 1.
It is counter-intuitive that the recursive version of TPS
is faster than the uniform version, especially since it
involves square roots - however with modern comput-
ers and compilers square roots can be computed very
efficiently (in fact it took less than 4.5 s to calculate all
the s values needed during the comparison) and need to
be calculated only once for each interpolation segment.
The remaining computation of the recursive version of
TPS contains very few operations, less than needed for
the uniform version. However, for the uniform version
the minimal number of operations needed depends
highly on the value chosen for α , and in fact for α = 1
the uniform version needs fewer operations and thus
performs marginally faster than the recursive version.

Computation uniform uniform centripetal recursive
time CR TPS CR TPS

in seconds 1295 908 2009 699
in percent 65 45 100 35
Table 1: Timing results for the different methods.
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P Pr+1,new

Pr

Pr+1,org

Figure 6: Example of a change of control-points during
an ongoing interpolation:
A course is planned for a robot with centripetal CR
(red) and recursive TPS (with β = 0.5, in blue) through
a number of points given by the circles. However, dur-
ing its run the robot notices a new obstacle (visualized
by the gray rectangle) in point P. The robot plots an
evasion course through point Pr+1,new and thus is able
to reach its destination without the need to stop for a
replanning. The course it actually took is shown with
solid lines, the planed one with dotted lines (note that it
is partly overlapping with the robots actual course.)

4 CHANGE OF CONTROL POINTS
DURING AN ONGOING INTERPO-
LATION

Here, it will be shown how it is possible to change
the next control-point (Pr+1) during an ongoing in-
terpolation, without losing any of the mathematical
properties, for both TPS and CR. This is useful in
many real-time scenarios, an example might be a robot
which encounters a previously unknown obstacle that
it needs to circumvent.
The basic idea is to stop the ongoing interpolation,
and start a new one in the current point P, which thus
becomes Pr,new. The derivative in this point P′ = P′r,new
is calculated using the current interpolation interval,
and a new new destination point Pr+1,new is chosen.
The derivative of the recursive formulation of TPS in
point v = 0 is:

F′T PS,rec(0) =
1

||D0,r−1||β0
D0,r−1 (12)

Thus, setting D0,r−1 = P′ and β0 = 0 for the new
interpolation segment maintains C1 continuity. (Alter-
natively, if β0 is chosen freely the generated curve will
be G1 continuous in point P.)
In a similar way the next control-point can be changed
during an ongoing interpolation using recursive CR.

Equation 9 describes the derivative for CR and v = 0.
We set again the β0 for segment Dr,r−1 to zero, as well
as equation 9 F′CR,rec(0) = P′, and solve for Dr,r−1:

Dr,r−1 =
(1+sr)P′−

Dr+1,r
sr

sr
(13)

Note that in contrast to TPS, in CR setting β0 to
another value but zero will not lead to G1 continuity,
but will rather have no higher continuity than C0.
Setting β0 = 0 however means using an uniform
parameterization, albeit for only one segment, which
might lead to unwanted behavior (especially loops
in the case of CR). However, although no proof for
the existence or non-existence of such unwanted
behavior can be presented, none were found during the
experiments with neither CR nor TPS (i.e. no large
overshoots either). An example of this method can be
found in figure 6.
Of course, if the necessity to change the control-points
becomes known beforehand (i.e. before entering the
segment containing an afflicted control-point), no
measures need to be taken in case of TPS. For CR, this
is only the case if both the current and the next segment
are not affected.

5 CONCLUSION / FUTURE WORK
Three-Point-Splines (TPS) have been introduced
which have similar mathematical characteristics as
Catmull-Rom (CR). However, in contrast to CR and
similar splines TPS do not rely on the knowledge of
future points. Thus TPS enable spline interpolation
even in real-time scenarios where no future values are
known. Also, it was shown that TPS can be computed
faster than CR.
TPS are more rigid than CR and because of that are
trivially free of self-intersection (inside the inter-
polation segment) without the need for a particular
parameterization to avoid this. Thus the parameteri-
zation of TPS can be adapted to the application, but
ideal values for different applications still need to be
found. For CR, only one parameterization, centripetal,
fulfills this property. However, centripetal CR is also
free from self-intersections in directly consecutive
segments, a property that cannot be introduced to TPS
due to the fact that they do not include knowledge of
future points.
Also, a method was presented how to change the next
control-point during an ongoing interpolation, for both
TPS and CR, rather than having to do a computational
expensive replanning. However, although no such
behavior was observed in the experiments, it is not
completely clear yet if this can lead to unwanted
behavior like self-intersections (in the case of CR) or
overshots (in the case of TPS).
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7 APPENDIX - PROOFS AND DERIVA-
TIONS

In the following excessive use is made of the fact
that ||P|| =

√
PP (note that since this describes a

norm always the positive root has to be selected), and
especially ( P

||P|| )
2 = PP

(
√

PP)2 = 1.

7.1 Properties of the Uniform Version

7.1.1 Formulation and Derivative

Separating equation 2 in two terms, one blending Dr,r−1
and one blending Dr+1,r yields (with 0 <= u <= 1):

FCR(u) = αu(u−1)2Dr,r−1

+ u2((α−2)u+(3−α))Dr+1,r +Pr

= αa(u)Dr,r−1 +b(u)Dr+1,r +Pr

With the derivative:

F′CR(u) = α(3u2−4u+1)Dr,r−1

+ (3(α−2)u2 +2(3−α)u)Dr+1,r (14)

= αa′(u)Dr,r−1 +b′(u)Dr+1,r

7.1.2 Distance to l(t)

Inserting FCR(u) into the point-line-distance function
becomes:

d(u) = ||(FCR(u)−Pr)− ((FCR(u)−Pr)Dr+1,r)Dr+1,r||

= || (αa(u)Dr,r−1 +b(u)Dr+1,r)

− ((αa(u)Dr,r−1 +b(u)Dr+1,r)
Dr+1,r
||Dr+1,r ||

)

· Dr+1,r
||Dr+1,r ||

||

Simplifying this equation leads to:

d(u) = || αa(u)Dr,r−1 +b(u)Dr+1,r

− αa(u)
Dr,r−1·Dr+1,r
Dr+1,r ·Dr+1,r

Dr+1,r

− b(u)
Dr+1,r ·Dr+1,r

||Dr+1,r || ||Dr+1,r ||
Dr+1,r||

= αa(u)||Dr,r−1−
Dr,r−1·Dr+1,r

||Dr+1,r || ||Dr+1,r ||
Dr+1,r||

= ||Dr,r−1||αa(u)

· || Dr,r−1
||Dr,r−1||

− Dr+1,r ·Dr,r−1
||Dr+1,r || ||Dr,r−1||

Dr+1,r
||Dr+1,r ||

||

= ||Dr,r−1||αa(u) (
Dr,r−1·Dr,r−1

||Dr,r−1|| ||Dr,r−1||

− 2 Dr+1,r ·Dr,r−1
||Dr+1,r || ||Dr,r−1||

Dr+1,r
||Dr+1,r||

Dr,r−1
||Dr,r−1||

+ (
Dr+1,r ·Dr,r−1

||Dr+1,r || ||Dr,r−1||
)2 Dr+1,r ·Dr+1,r
||Dr+1,r || ||Dr+1,r ||

)
1
2

= ||Dr,r−1||αa(u)(1− cos2 θ)
1
2

with θ the angle between Dr,r−1 and Dr+1,r (4)

7.2 Properties of the Recursive Version
7.2.1 Formulation and Derivative
From figure 4 the equation for the recursive version of
TPS can be derived, for 0≤ v≤ sr = ||Dr+1,r||β :

FT PS,rec(v) = − v
sr−1

(1− v
sr
)2Pr−1 +

v
sr−1

(1− v
sr
)2Pr

+ (1− v
sr
)Pr +

v
sr

Pr

− v
sr
(2 v

sr
− v2

s2
r
)Pr +

v
sr
(2 v

sr
− v2

s2
r
)Pr+1

= v
sr−1

(1− v
sr
)2(Dr,r−1)

+ v
sr
(2 v

sr
− v2

s2
r
)(Dr+1,r)+Pr

= sr((
v
sr
−2( v

sr
)2 +( v

sr
)3)

Dr,r−1
sr−1

+ (2( v
sr
)2− ( v

sr
)3)

Dr+1,r
sr

+Pr

And from that the derivative:

F′T PS,rec(v) = (1−4 v
sr
+3( v

sr
)2)

Dr,r−1
sr−1

+ (4 v
sr
−3( v

sr
)2)

Dr+1,r
sr

= (4 v
sr
−3( v

sr
)2)(

Dr+1,r
sr
− Dr,r−1

sr−1
)

+
Dr,r−1
sr−1

7.2.2 Distance to l(t)
Inserting FT PS,rec(v) in equation 4 (with a(v) =

sr
sr−1

( v
sr
( v

sr
−1)2)) leads to:
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d(v) = ||Dr,r−1||
||Dr+1,r ||β

||Dr,r−1||β
( v

sr
( v

sr
−1)2)(1− cos2 θ)

1
2

= ||Dr+1,r||β ||Dr,r−1||1−β a′(v)(1− cos2 θ)
1
2

with 0≤ a′(v) =
v
sr
( v

sr
−1)2 ≤ 1

7.3 Equation and Derivative of recursive
Catmull-Rom

The following is needed to be able to change
the control-points during an ongoing interpola-
tion as described in section 4. Again we use
0≤ v≤ sr = ||Dr+1,r||β .

7.3.1 Formulation

FCR(v) =
s2
1v−2srv2+v3

sr−1sr(sr−1+sr)
Dr,r−1

+ (
sr−1srv+2srv2−v3

srsr(sr−1+sr)
+ srv2−v3

srsr(sr+sr+1)
)Dr+1,r

+ v3−srv2

srsr+1(sr+sr+1)
Dr+2,r+1

+ Pr

7.3.2 First Derivative

F′CR(v) = s2
r−4srv+3v2

sr−1sr(sr−1+sr)
Dr,r−1

+ (
sr−1sr+4srv−3v2

srsr(sr−1+sr)
+ 2srv−3v2

srsr(sr+sr+1)
)Dr+1,r

+ 3v2−sr2v
srsr+1(sr+sr+1)

Dr+2,r+1
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ABSTRACT
The specificity of paleoanthropological researchs and accurate anthropological documentation is due to the
complexity of the form of anthropological objects, their uniqueness, high historical and scientific value. The
main purpose of this work is to develop methods for creating 3D models with a high degree of informatively
for the development of digital documentation systems of paleoanthropological objects. The article presents a
comparative analysis of digital models of anthropological object create using photogrammetry and computed
tomography. It is shown that the combined use of non-contact methods of photogrammetry and computed tomog-
raphy allows to create high-precision three-dimensional models with photorealistic texture and accurate internal
and hidden geometry. The proposed approach allows not only to create virtual collections for wide sharing of
specialists, but also using modern methods of additive manufacturing to make exact copies of unique artifacts.

Keywords
paleoanthropology; non-contact measurements; digital model; computed tomography; photogrammetry; additive
technologies; three-dimensional documentation

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the main objectives of paleoanthropology is
the morphological description of bone remains, using
a number of measuring methods (craniometry, osteom-
etry, etc.), allowing for extensive comparative studies,
the purpose of which is to describe the diversity of an-
thropological types, both in ancient times and in mod-
ern times [Jur16a].

Despite the significant development of modern measur-
ing equipment, hand tools are used in modern physical
anthropology. In part, this is due to the fact that the de-
veloped measuring techniques of paleoanthropological
objects can be used with a specific set of measurement
instrument – stout, jig, sliding compass and other tools
(Figure 1), in addition, the accuracy of manual mea-
surements is in full compliance with the required accu-
racy (the measurement accuracy is up to 0.1 cm).
At the same time, manual measurement has a number of
obvious shortcomings - it is, first of all, the
complexity, time-consuming, often damage to the
object of study, and, surprisingly, the extreme high
cost of anthropological tools.

Modern non-contact methods of measurement allow to
obtain huge arrays of geometric data of paleontological
samples and to create on their basis high-precision

Figure 1: Mechanical tools for measuring anthropolog-
ical objects
digital models for documenting and providing wide
remote access to these data for specialists [Jur16a].
This is largely able not only to solve the above
problems of manual measurement and eliminate their
shortcomings, but also to expand the creative
research horizons in general.

Paleoanthropology imposes special requirements on
the created digital models [Web15], [Dav17]. Together
with precision and the desired level of detail of the
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paleoanthropological models must be exactly are
textured with high resolution. In addition, it is often
necessary to use digital models with different levels of
detail in different parts of the object [Sub02].

In geometric morphometry, the change in shape, de-
fined as the spatial distribution of benchmark, can be
analyzed independently of size using a set of morpho-
metric features. The coordinates of the labels can be
obtained either by using the digitizer directly from the
object, or on digital models created by computer
tomography (CT) [Nys15] or surface scan-
ning [Heg16]. Computer tomography also offers
the possibility of measuring internal structures.
Anthropology has a long history of measuring biolog-
ical form. Currently, there are several applications
that provide the ability to include new 3D benchmarks
and geometric morphometry methods in the study of
changes in size and shape. This approach allows for
original research [Cun14].

2 PHOTOGRAMMETRY
The paleoanthropological material for this study was 
obtained as a result of the excavation of Chernovaya 
VIII, carried out in 1962–1963. G.P. Maksimenkov, 
and dates back to II millennium BC. [Mak80]. More 
than 50 skulls suitable for research were found in 14 
burial mounds of the burial ground. For studying the 
paleoanthropology of the Okunev culture, the 
collected series of skulls is one of the most 
representative in terms of both the number and the 
preservation of anthropological material [Rav16].
Textured surface 3D models of paleoanthropological
objects were obtained using an original photogrammet-
ric system developed in the State Research Institute of
Aviation System [Kny16]. For purposes of paleoan-
thropological analysis 3D models of paleoanthropolog-
ical objects have to be of high geometric accuracy and
of high resolution (detailing). Additionally some spe-
cial requirements are imposed for the 3D reconstruction
system. They are as following:

• Short processing time

• Producing 3D model of a given object

• Texturing of the 3D model to capture visual features
of scanning area

To meet these requirements the system configuration
shown in Figure 2 is chosen.

It includes two high-resolution digital cameras, a
computer-controlled table for rotating the object
(optional), a special structured light projector to
illuminate the sample, and a digital SLR camera for
high-resolution texture generation. Original software
supports in automated a set of the functions needed for
creating accurate photorealistic textured 3D models.

The main functions are:
• Automatic system calibration based on coded targets

• Scanning 2.5D fragments of an object

• Merging all partial 2.5D patches in single 3D mesh

• Accurate automatic mapping of the high resolution
texture

The developed system is based on photogrammetric
principle of spatial measurements, which allows deter-
mining 3D coordinates for any point of the object if
its image correspondence for two oriented photographs
is established. The system provides automated images
orientation (calibration) and supports a set of methods
of automated correspondence problem solution based
on various structured light patterns such as scanning
stripe, coded light, phase shift.

Figure 2: Photogrammetric system

The original calibration procedure [Kny10] is used to
compensate geometrical distortions of imaging and to
provide high accuracy of generated 3D models. It
starts from the basic model of image formation – the
collinearity equation, expressing the condition that the
point of the scene G, the center of the projection of O
and the image of this point g lie on one straight line:

XG = X0 −µAT · (xg −xp) (1)

Here
X0 = (X0,Y0,Z0) – coordinates of the center of the
projection,
XG = (X ,Y,Z) – scene point coordinates,
xg = (x,y,− f ) – the corresponding coordinates of the
scene point in the image,
A – coordinate system transformation matrix,
xp – coordinates of the main point of the snapshot,
µ – scale factor.

In a real imaging system, an image is formed with the
distortions introduced by the elements of the optical
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system of the lens and inaccuracies in the manufacture
of the camera. To account for distortions, additional
terms are introduced into the collinearity equations ∆x
and ∆y, describing various distorting factors. Then the
real (distorted) xd ,yd coordinates of a point in the image
are defined as:

xd = x+∆x; (2)
yd = y+∆y; (3)

The practice of photogrammetric measurements have
proved the good description for nonlinear distortion is
the following model [Bey92]:

∆x = a0 · ya + xa(a1r2 +a2r4 +a3r6)

+a4(r2 +2xa
2)+2a5xaya;

	

(4)

∆y = a0 · xa + ya(a1r2 +a2r4 +a3r6)

+a5(r2 +2ya
2)+2a4xaya; (5)

here r2 = xa
2 + ya

2

Here
xa,ya – coordinates of a point on the image,
a0, ...,a5 – camera interior orientation parameters:
a0 – coefficient of affine distortion;
a1,a2,a3 – coefficients of radial distortion;
a4,a5 – coefficients of tangential distortion.

Firstly laboratory calibration was performed us-
ing a precise test field. The test field contains
49 reference points with known 3D coordinates.
The reference points are marked by coded targets
providing automated detection, identification and
precise sub-pixel measurement of reference points
in the image. The vector of estimated parameters
ve

l = (xp,yp,mx,my,a0, ...,a5)
T for test field calibration

includes coordinates of principal point, image scales
and additional parameters correspondingly, spatial
coordinates of reference points being known by
independent precise measurements.

The results of calibration procedure are presented in
Table 1.

Camera rmse, mm
Left Right Color

σx 0.022 0.024 0.014
σy 0.023 0.021 0.011
σz 0.033 0.035 0.020

Max error, mm
δ 0.083 0.078 0.044

Table 1: Results of system calibration

Table 1 ensures the accuracy of the generated 3D mod-
els at the level of 0.05 mm. This accuracy is sufficient
for the task of anthropological analysis.
The textured digital model provides the expert with
more information, as some features can only be found
on the color image of the object. Since the photogram-
metric system has been calibrated for all three cameras
using a single calibration field, this ensures that the tex-
ture is accurately superimposed on the geometric coor-
dinates of the digital model.

Figure 3: Object image

Figure 4: Object textured 3D model

Figure 3 presents an image of a skull. Figure 4
presents textured 3D model acquired with high
resolution ("micro" configuration of the
photogrammetric system).
These models can be used for paleoanthropological re-
search and solving such problems as:
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• measurements of morphometric anthropological pa-
rameters (distances, angles, coordinates));

• virtual and plastic reconstruction of the external ap-
pearance;

• restoration of paleoanthropological objects-digital
and manual;

• creation and documentation of specialized databases
of paleoanthropological objects.

As an alternative to the traditional method, a set of
algorithms for automatic detection and recognition of
landmarks is proposed. They use both an object digital
model and high-resolution textures to recognize a set of
necessary landmarks.

3 COMPUTER TOMOGRAPHY
The study of the paleontological object was carried out
on a modern multispiral computed tomography. The
data obtained in DICOM [DICOM] format (433 slices
with 0.572 mm step and 0.5723 mm X and Y resolu-
tion) were transmitted over the network to ILIT RAS
for processing and conversion into a three-dimensional
digital model.

Tomograms are a set of gray images of arrays of sec-
tions (layers) of the object under study at the z coor-
dinate. Each element of the tomogram is a function
of the density of the object at the corresponding point
q(x,y,z). To convert the tomogram into a digital model,
it is necessary to build a mathematical model of the ob-
ject as a solid. In general, such a model can be repre-
sented as:

F(x,y,z) =
{

1
0 : no object (6)

object present

the function F(xi,y j,zk) has the form of a three-
dimensional image with two gradations (0 or 1 - bits
per pixel). Thus, if you represent an image pixel as
a cube with dimensions dx × dy × dz, the transfor-
mation of tomographic data to a digital model can be
performed by converting Q(i, j,k) to F(xi,y j,zk).

For the conversion to be correct, it is necessary to cor-
rectly determine the boundary of the real object in the
tomogram. In the simplest case, the ratio (1) takes the
form

F(xi,y j,zk) =

{
1
0 if Q(i, j,k) ≤ Qt         (7)

Q(i, j,k)> Qt

The correct definition of the object boundary is possible
only if you know all the nuances of the mechanism of
tomographic scanning of specific types of objects and
representation of their images on the tomogram. After

defining the boundaries of the object, the accuracy of
the manufactured model is completely determined by
the number of image points and the number of layers in
the source data.
Tomographic data of the anthropological sample was
processed in the programs Inobitec DICOM Viewer
(Inobitec, Russia). Comparison of computer models is
shown in (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Left to right: anthropological model
creating by photogrammetry and tomographic 3D
model by programs Inobitec.

4 TEXTURED THREE-DIMENSIONAL
MODEL WITH INTERNAL STRUC-
TURE

The main objective of this work is to create a high-
precision three-dimensional textured model of paleoan-
thropological sample. To do this, a combination of ge-
ometric data of the photogrammetric and tomographic
models was carried out. Step-by-step combination of
shift and rotation was carried out according to STL data
in the program Magics (Materialise, Belgium). The
results of this alignment and standard deviations are
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Step-by-step combination of STL files
in the program Magics

The average deviation of the photogrammetric and to-
mographic models was 1.6 mm.
In addition, the models were automatically combined
in a specialized program for working with point data
(Figure 7).
The obtained results showed a good coincidence of the
geometric data created by photogrammetric and tomo-
graphic methods. This allows you to combine textured
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Figure 7: Automatic combination of photogrammetric
and tomographic models by minimum mean deviation

geometrically bound data with the internal structure of
the tomographic data and obtain a highly informative
digital model (Figure 8).

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. RE-
CONSTRUCTION WITH THE USE
OF ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGIES

Another advantage of the introduction of digital models
in the practice of paleoanthropological research is the
possibility of obtaining their exact copies with the help
of additive technologies. These copies of paleoanthro-
pological objects can be used for artistic reconstruction
of appearance, for creation of reference collections for
wide access.
The digital model created by the photogrammetric sys-
tem represents only the external surfaces of the object
can not be directly used for reconstruction on 3D print-
ers that use only solid-state models. The 3D surface
model was converted into a solid model by setting an
equidistant thickness in the Magics software.

Figure 9: The result of the reconstruction of the pale-
ontological object
The main purpose of creating real copies of digital mo-
dels is to check the quality and accuracy of 3D
printing and to study the possibility of using such
copies in paleoanthropological studies. To assess the
accuracy of the stereolithographic model it was
scanned photogrammetric system. The resulting
digital model was compared with the original model.
The results of comparison of these two models are
shown in (Figure 10).

Figure10: The comparison results for two models

The results of estimates of the accuracy of stereolithog-
raphy reconstruction show that SLA models can be used
to solve such anthropological problems as reconstruc-
tion of human appearance and object restoration.

This process required additional time and the
resulting internal structure do not correspond to the
real object.In the case of a digital model obtained by
converting tomographic data, the entire structure of
the object is reproduced in full, but information about
the texture and appearance of the object is lost.

Plastic copies of paleoanthropological digital models
were made on a laser stereolithograph LC250 [Che15],
developed in ILIT RAS (Figure 9).

Figure 8: Сombination of photogrammetric and tomo-
graphic models with high-resolution textures

CONCLUSION
The problem of anthropological research and accurate
documentation of the studied objects is associated with
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the complexity of their geometric shape, including
the presence of hidden from view areas, as well as
the fragility of high – value paleoanthropological
materials. In this regard, the possibility of
measurements by contact methods and their accuracy
are significantly limited. The methods and means of
non-contact mea-surements developing today create
high-precision dig-ital models of the studied objects,
to provide measure-ments with high accuracy, as
well as to create conditions for the preservation
of the objects of research, which is of great
importance when working with
paleoanthropological materials. Methods of
creating digital three-dimensional models of
complex spatial form provide opportunities
for automation of measurement processes and
application of data mining methods. The resulting
digital models are the basis for creating exact copies
of unique objects of cultural heritage with the
help of additive technologies necessary for
visualization and training.

Photogrammetric methods of collection, processing and
presentation of paleoanthropological data have been
de-veloped. The main means of reconstruction of
digital paleoanthropological 3D models is a
photogrammetric system that provides accurate and
photorealistic 3D and 2D data.
A study of the same anthropological object 
was carried out using computed tomography. A 
digital model based on tomographic data was 
constructed and compared with a 
photogrammetric model. The resulting difference 
was due to the calibration of the photogrammetric 
system can be compensated by a scale factor.
The applicability of the use of stereolithographic copies
of paleoanthropological objects for research and
exchange of rare data is studied. Evaluation of the
accuracy of the stereolithographic copies shows that
they can be successfully used for educational
purposes and for the reconstruction of the appearance.
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ABSTRACT 
The crowded environment of a pig farm is highly vulnerable to the spread of infectious diseases such as foot-and-
mouth disease, and studies have been conducted to automatically analyze behavior of pigs in a crowded pig farm 
through a video surveillance system using a top-view camera. Although it is required to correctly separate 
overlapping-pigs for tracking each individual pigs, extracting the boundaries of each pig fast and accurately is a 
challenging issue due to the complicated occlusion patterns such as X shape and T shape. In this study, we propose 
a fast and accurate method to separate overlapping-pigs not only by exploiting the advantage (i.e., one of the fast 
deep learning-based object detectors) of You Only Look Once, YOLO, but also by overcoming the disadvantage 
(i.e., the axis aligned bounding box-based object detector) of YOLO with the test-time data augmentation of 
rotation. Experimental results with the occlusion patterns between the overlapping-pigs show that the proposed 
method can provide better accuracy and faster processing speed than one of the state-of-the-art deep learning-
based segmentation techniques such as Mask R-CNN (i.e., the performance improvement over Mask R-CNN was 
about 11 times, in terms of the accuracy/processing speed performance metrics). 
 

Keywords 
Pig monitoring, overlapping-pigs, separation, deep learning, YOLO. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The early detection of management problems 

related to health and welfare is an important aspect of 
caring for group-housed livestock. In particular, 
caring for individual animals is necessary to minimize 
the possible damage caused by infectious diseases or 
other health and welfare problems. However, it is 
impossible to carefully manage pigs because each 
farm worker in Korea has to manage 1,800 pigs on the 
average. In order to solve these problems, various 
researches have been reported to automatically 
manage the behavior of individual pigs using 
surveillance cameras [1-5]. 

For surveillance systems using camera, separating 
dense pigs into individual pigs in a crowded 

environment is an essential element in the behavioral 
analysis of individual pigs. Recently, a faster deep 
learning-based object detector, such as You Only 
Look Once (YOLO) [6], has been developed, and thus 
method of the results of pig detection by using YOLO 
have been reported. Furthermore, separating of 
touching-pigs into individual pigs in crowded 
environments have been reported by using YOLO [7, 
8]. Since YOLO has some limitation in detecting small 
objects, however, separating overlapping-pigs with 
YOLO is challenging and has not been reported yet. 
In complicated occlusion patterns such as X shape and 
T shape, for example, the small areas of the occluded 
pig may not be detected accurately with YOLO only. 

In this study, we propose a separation method for 
overlapping-pigs by considering accuracy and 
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execution time. Our proposed method consists of the 
foreground detection step as the preprocessing and 
separation step for the overlapping-pigs. In the first 
step as the preprocessing, we consider data fusion 
between the infrared and depth information which is 
obtained from an Intel RealSense camera [9]. Because 
the infrared information is more accurate than the 
depth information, the infrared information can 
compensate for the defect of the depth information 
such as inaccurate pixels. Also, the depth information 
is less affected by illumination conditions, so that it 
can be complementary with the infrared information 
for precisely detecting pigs. Second, simple and 
effective image processing techniques are exploited 
for fast detection of pigs to satisfy the real-time 
execution.  

In the separation of overlapping-pigs steps, we 
propose a detection and separation method of 
overlapping-pigs using YOLO and image processing 
techniques. First, the test image is augmented by 
rotating it at various angles such that the YOLO 
boundary box contains the occluding pig only, 
regardless of the occlusion pattern of the test image. 
In particular, we use a pre-computed lookup table for 
the rotation in real-time. Then, by performing YOLO 
on the augmented data including the input data, a 
bounding box for each rotation is obtained, and the 
optimal angle of the rotation is determined. Finally, 
we separate the overlapping-pigs by using the YOLO 
result and some image processing techniques.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we 
describe background in Section 2, and Section 3 
explains the proposed method for detecting pigs from 
the various factors in the pig room and for separating 
overlapping-pigs from the various occlusion shapes. 
Section 4 shows the experimental results of the 
proposed method, and the paper is finally concluded 
in Section 5.   

2. BACKGROUND 
Recently, a variety of methods have been proposed 

for separating touching objects using images acquired 
from a camera. As an example, a separation method 
for two touching pigs has been proposed by analyzing 
the outline of touching pigs into two-dimensional 
image data as one-dimensional time series data [10]. 
By searching for two concave points between touching 
pigs and connecting the corresponding concave points, 
the touching pigs could be separated as individual pigs. 
However, there is a problem where the pigs cannot be 
separated as individual ones with a conventional 
separation method when the pigs are overlapped 
between them. In the case of the overlapping pigs, for 
example, the shape of the overlapping pigs appears to 
complex shapes such as X shape and T shape. Because 
more than two concave points may be obtained in such 
a complex overlapping shapes, accurate concave 

points cannot be obtained which are used to separate 
the overlapping pigs.  

In another studies, a separation method for 
overlapping people or vehicles in surveillance camera 
environment has been proposed by using shape 
information and color information of the objects. In 
the case of overlapping among people, for example, 
the overlapping people can be separated as the 
individuals by using the outer shape of their head 
[11,12]. 

In the case of vehicle overlapping problem, some 
studies have been reported on separating overlapping 
situations between vehicles using associative tracking 
method using spatio-temporal information through 
color information [13]. However, it is difficult to 
apply this method for the overlapping situations 
between pigs because this method uses the shape 
information and the color information of the vehicles 
and people. For example, the shape information of the 
head and body of a pig cannot be applied to separate 
the overlapping pigs because the pig's head and body 
are not clearly distinguished. Since the color of the 
pigs is very similar, moreover, the separation method 
using color information is difficult to be simply 
exploited for the occlusion situations. 

Meanwhile, a separation method using the depth 
information was proposed by analyzing differences 
the depth values among the pigs [14-16]. Because of 
inaccurate depth information, however, the previous 
methods have a difficulty where the threshold for 
separating the overlapping pigs should be set 
continuously according to their posture or position. In 
this paper, we propose a separation method for 
overlapping pigs by using a deep-learning technique 
and some simple image processing techniques. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
In order to separate the overlapping pigs, we 

perform the foreground detection from the pig room 
and data augmentation with YOLO in real-time. First, 
we perform the foreground detection in the pig room 
by using data fusion of both infrared and depth 
information before separating the overlapping-pigs. 
Initially, the region of interest (ROI) in both the input 
infrared and depth frames is set to only concentrate the 
activity region of pigs. Then, spatiotemporal 
interpolation technique is applied to the depth image 
for removing noises generated from inaccurate depth 
information. In the next step, the background (e.g., 
floor and wall) is subtracted from the foreground (i.e., 
the pigs) by analyzing the depth information, and the 
contrast of the infrared information is improved with 
a contrast enhancement technique to roughly localize 
the pigs. After that, simple image processing 
techniques are applied to precisely detect the pigs 
from data fusion (i.e., integrating infrared and depth 
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information). Using the advantages of the data fusion, 
the pigs can be detected effectively in the low-contrast. 

Second, we use YOLO to separate the overlapping-
pigs from the result of the foreground detection. 
Firstly, the input data sampled from the result of the 
foreground detection is rotated and augmented by the 
lookup table. In fact, a trigonometric function can be 
used to rotate the sampled data; however, it is time-
consuming to simply utilize the function when rotating 
the sampled data. By using the pre-computed lookup 
table for rotation angle, thus, the input data can be 
rotated and augmented in real-time. Then, YOLO can 
be used to detect the overlapping-pigs from a bunch of 
the rotated and augmented data, and some image 
processing techniques are applied to separate the 
overlapping-pigs from the YOLO results. Finally, the 
lookup table can be exploited to inversely transform 
the result of separated pigs into its original angle. 
Figure 1 shows the overall structure of the proposed 
method.  

3.1 Preprocessing 
First of all, we localize the pigs from the depth 

information. From an input depth frame, we set the 
ROI to only focus on the necessary regions from the 
whole pig room. As preprocessing step, 
spatiotemporal interpolation [17] with 4 × 4 window 
is then applied for removing noises (i.e., undefined 
pixels). Note that the spatiotemporal interpolation 
technique should be iteratively performed until the 
undefined pixels are removed. In order to realize the 
locations of each pig in the depth frame, the 
frequencies of the depth values from both background 

and foreground are calculated from histogram analysis. 
We can confirm that the background region is larger 
than that of the foreground (i.e., the pigs) in the pig 
room. In other words, the most frequent depth value 
can be defined as a threshold for background 
subtraction. Then, the pigs in the pig room can be 
roughly localized by using the defined threshold. 
However, some part of the background is not 
subtracted which has the same depth values with the 
pigs. For instance, the wall in the pig room may remain 
through the defined threshold because the height of the 
wall may be similar to the height of the pig.  

In order to remove the remaining wall, the 
background depth map is modeled from the depth 
video sequences recorded during 24-h period. First, 
the floor and other regions (i.e., the wall and pigs) for 
every frame are respectively divided by using the 
threshold that is defined by histogram analysis. Here, 
we define the floor and the other parts as the floor 
depth map and the other depth map, respectively. Then, 
the floor depth map and the other depth map are 
independently updated with the depth values of the 
floor and the other parts during the 24 h videos. After 
updating each depth map, the depth values of the other 
depth map are overlapped to the not updated regions 
of the floor depth map because the depth values of the 
floor are only updated from the interpolated depth 
frame through the threshold.  

After the background depth map is completely 
modeled, frame difference is performed between the 
background depth map and every interpolated depth 
frame. Then, the localized pigs can be obtained by 
using histogram equalization (HE) [18] and Otsu 

Figure 1. The overall structure of the proposed method. 
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algorithm [19] on the depth frame. Finally, the depth 
frame with the localized pigs is used into the infrared 
frame for robustly detecting the pigs in the low-
contrast conditions. 

The pigs from infrared information can be detected 
by analyzing its accurate gray values. Despite of the 
accurate values of the infrared information, there is a 
problem that the pigs cannot be detected according to 
various illumination conditions such as the low-
contrast. Because the infrared information may be 
affected by various illuminations, the depth frame 
with the localized pigs can be utilized for accurately 
detecting the pigs regardless of the illumination 
conditions. First, the ROI of the input infrared frame 
is also set as the same manner of the depth frame. Then, 
the histogram equalization (HE) is conducted to solve 
the low-contrast conditions. In the next step, the Otsu 
algorithm is applied to roughly localize the pigs after 
conducting HE into the infrared frame. 

Because the contrast of the floor and wall in the 
infrared frame is also coordinated consistently by 
applying HE, however, the localized pigs cannot be 
identified between the floor and wall. Therefore, the 
pigs localized from each information can be detected 
with data fusion between the infrared and depth 
information. 

In order to detect the pigs in the pig room, the 
intersection operation is performed between the 
infrared and depth frame where the pigs are localized. 

Even if the pigs can be detected from both the data, 
however, the background in the pig room are still 
detected. For example, the wall and floor are still 
detected as the foreground because of roughly 
localized frame with some remaining noises. 

In an attempt to only detect the pigs, the frame 
difference between the input depth frame and the 
background depth map is used. Only the pigs can be 
then detected from the intersection operation between 
the roughly localized frame and the depth frame where 
the wall and floor are removed through the frame 
difference. Given the detected frame, the post-
processing using some image processing techniques is 
performed to accurately detect the pigs. In order to 
remove the remaining noise, an erosion operation is 
performed to remove and minimize small noises that 
are adjacent to the objects or generated from the 
intersection operation. Then, the connected 
component analysis (CCA) is applied into the detected 
frame for labeling all of the objects, where the small 
labeled objects are removed. After removing the 
noises, the pigs can be detected by using a dilation 
operation to recover the shapes of the pigs. 

3.2 Separation of Overlapping-Pigs 
The outline of the separation method for 

overlapping-pigs consists of four steps as shown in 
Figure 2: the input data augmentation, the bounding 

Figure 2. Outline of the separation method. 
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box selection, the overlapping-pigs separation, and the 
inverse transform to its original angle. 

We use YOLO for separating the overlapping-pigs. 
YOLO is an object detector that detects objects in real 
time and separates them with high accuracy.  However, 
since YOLO is a bounding box-based object detector, 
it has a characteristic to create a bounding box parallel 
to the x-axis. This characteristic causes some 
problems when separating the overlapping-pigs 
because of the shapes of the various occlusion. As 
shown in Figure 3, for example, a bounding box is 
generated on the overlapping-pigs through YOLO for 
X shape and T shape. In this type of occlusion, we 
tried to detect only occluding pig, but the area of the 
interest of the bounding box also include occluded pig. 
To solve this problem, we augment the data at the test-
time. There are methods such as shifting, flipping, and 
rotation to augment data. Among such the 
augmentation categories, we use data rotation from the 
categories to overcome the characteristic of the 
bounding box.  

 

 
Figure 3. Various bounding boxes obtained from 

YOLO in case of occlusion. 
The image can be rotated through the trigonometric 

function. In this case, however, it is hard to satisfy the 
real time because of a relatively large amount of 
computing loads. In order to satisfy the real-time 
processing, we rotate the data using a pre-defined 
lookup table. The lookup table rotates the data 
clockwise. The rotation angle is from 0 ° to 50 °, and 
it generates six data including the input data (0°). The 
six images are combined into one image in order to 
perform YOLO efficiently. 

In the next step, the optimally-rotated YOLO result 
is obtained according to the area of the margin. Here, 
a “margin” is defined as the area excluding the 
occluding pig in the bounding box. The area of the 
margin can be calculated using the following equation 
(1): 

                 margin  =  
𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜_𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
                (1) 

where 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  means the number of all pixels in the 
bounding box, and 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜_𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 means the number of 
occluding pig pixels. Margins are calculated on all the 
augmented data to obtain the area of the margin for 
each of the six data including the input data. The area 
of the six margins obtained are compared and the 

bounding box of the largest area of margin is selected 
as the optimally-rotated YOLO result. That is, the data, 
which is the area of the largest margin, can be 
determined as the representative data among the six 
augment data. 

Then, we apply some image processing techniques 
to the optimally-rotated YOLO result in order to 
separate the overlapping-pigs. First, histogram 
equalization (HE) technique [18] is applied to the 
optimally-rotated YOLO result in order to clearly 
distinguish the boundary line between the overlapping 
pigs. When the histogram smoothing is applied, the 
intensity distribution of the whole image using the 
smoothing becomes uniform, and thus the contrast 
between the two pigs can be improved. As a next step, 
Otsu technique [19] is applied in order to separate the 
two pigs. Then, the binary result from Otsu is labeled 
with connected component analysis technique [20], 
and the number of foreground pixels is calculated to 
derive the size of each connected component. By 
selecting the largest and the second largest connected 
component, we can obtain the occluding pig and the 
occluded pig as a final result of image processing 
techniques (i.e., some image noise can be removed).  

Finally, we use an inverse lookup table to rotate the 
image processing result back to its original angle. That 
is, the inverse lookup table is a pre-computed table 
that rotates the pixel locations of the image processing 
result in the opposite direction with the lookup table. 
As a result, we obtain the final separation result of the 
overlapping-pigs. Algorithm 1 describes the overall 
proposed method. 

 

Algorithm 1 Separation of overlapping-pigs 
Input: Infrared and depth information sequences 
 
 𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = FG_Detect(𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜 , 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡ℎ , 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜); 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖  = SamplingPigs(𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜); 
 

for i = 1 to 5 : 
    𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜  = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜(𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖); 

 
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  = CompareMargines(𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖); 
𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 = YOLO(𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡); 
Apply histogram equalization into 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏; 
Separate overlapping pigs in 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 with Otsu; 
Post-process 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 through CCA; 
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝. = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖(𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏); 
 
Output: Separating overlapping pigs into 
individual pigs 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The following experimental setup was used to 

conduct the proposed method: Intel ® Core™ i7-
7700K, NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080 Ti, 32GB RAM, 
and OpenCV 3.4. For the experiment, an Intel 
RealSense D435 camera was installed on the ceiling 
of 3.2m above the bottom. There were 9 pigs in the 
room, and we obtained video frame images having 
resolution size of 1280×720 pixels. In the case of 
YOLO, we produced a model through the training data, 
which was composed of 774 frames. The YOLO 
learning parameters were 0.001 for learning rate, 0.9 
for momentum, and 0.0005 for decay. The activation 
function was leaky ReLU function. We then used 47 
test frames that were not used as training data. 

We used the depth and infrared video sequences 
obtained from Intel RealSense camera during a 24 h 
period. As explained in Section 2, various illumination 
conditions in the infrared and depth videos were 
confirmed such as low contrast. In particular, the low-
contrast conditions were evidently identified when the 
pigs were located at the corners in the pen. Thus, we 
detected the pigs while considering the conditions. 

Initially, we modeled the background depth map as 
an independent procedure for conducting the frame 
difference into the input depth frame. Then, the 
spatiotemporal interpolation technique was applied to 
the 1296 frames extracted from each video. Note that 
because the spatiotemporal interpolation technique 
was interpolated from three frames to one frame, 1296 
frames were needed to detect the pigs in 432 frames. 
With each interpolated frame, simple image 
processing techniques were conducted to each domain. 

In the case of depth information, a histogram 
analysis was performed for background subtraction in 
the input depth frame. The frequency of the depth 
value corresponding to the background converged to 
53, and the depth threshold for segmenting the 
background was defined as 53. The background-
subtracted depth frame was then derived using the 
threshold defined through histogram analysis. In 
addition, the frame difference between the background 
depth map and the interpolated depth frame was 
carried out. In the case of the procedure of infrared 
information, the Otsu algorithm was used to define the 
parameter for segmenting the background for roughly 
localizing the pigs. Using the background-subtracted 
depth frame and each localized frame from each 
information, the pigs could be detected by performing 
the intersection operations among the frame attributes.  

For the detected frame, the morphology operation 
and CCA were conducted as the post-processing steps 
for refining the detected pigs. As the size of each noise 
calculated by CCA was less than 100, the noises were 
simply removed with the threshold defined as 100. 
After that, a dilation operation was conducted three 

times to sufficiently recover the shape of the pigs, and 
as a result, all of the pigs in the pen could be accurately 
detected.  

Then, we sampled the input data from the results of 
the foreground detection, which was used to rotate 
counterclockwise for selecting an optimal bounding 
box. The optimal bounding box was selected when the 
occluding pig was aligned with x-axis or y-axis. 
Accordingly, the rotation angle of the test-time 
augmentation was set to 0 ° ~ 50 ° with 10 ° interval. 
Then, the six rotated data were merged into a single 
synthetic image. Through this synthesis, six YOLO 
executions could be reduced to one YOLO execution 
(i.e., YOLO is You Only Look Once, independent of 
the number of objects to be detected). In addition, we 
used a pre-computed lookup table, instead of applying 
a trigonometric function directly, to reduce the 
execution time. In the case of rotating one data using 
the trigonometric function, the execution time of 27 
msec was required. On the other hand, the lookup table 
could reduce the rotation time to less than 1msec. 

Fig. 4 shows the YOLO results after rotating 0 °, 
10 °, 20 °, 30 °, 40 °, and 50 ° for X-shaped and T-
shaped overlapping pigs, respectively. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b)  

Figure 4.  Results of YOLO from the rotated data. 
(a) Results of YOLO from the rotated T-shaped 
data and (b) Results of YOLO from the rotated X-
shaped data. 
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Then, we measured the horizontal and vertical 
lengths of the six bounding boxes, and obtained the 
horizontal and vertical ratios of the bounding boxes. 
The YOLO result with the largest ratio was selected as 
the optimally-rotated YOLO result. In Figure 4(b), for 
example, the ratios of each rotation 0 ° rotation) were 
1.05 (for 0 ° rotation), 1.29 (for 10 ° rotation), 1.62 
(for 20 ° rotation), 1.80 (for 30 ° rotation), 2.05 (for 
40 ° rotation), and 2.27 (for 50 ° rotation), respectively. 
Then, the largest ratio was 2.27, and thus the YOLO 
result rotated by 50 ° rotation was selected as the 
optimally-rotated YOLO result. 

With the optimally-rotated YOLO result, we 
applied some image processing techniques to separate 
the overlapping pigs. Histogram smoothing was first 
applied to the optimally-rotated YOLO result in order 
to clarify the intensity value of the overlapping-pigs 
by improving the contrast of the optimally-rotated 
YOLO result. Then, Otsu was applied to separate the 
individual pigs from the overlapping-pigs. After the 
connected component analysis with the Otsu’s result, 
we computed the size of each connected component. 
Finally, we selected two largest connected 
components as the occluding pig and the occluded pig, 
and rotated the result to the original angle by using the 
inverse lookup table.  

In order to evaluate the separation result of the 
proposed method qualitatively, we compared it with 
the state-of-the-art deep learning-based instance 
segmenter (i.e., Mask R-CNN [21]) and YOLO [6] 
only (i.e., applying YOLO to overlapping-pigs 
directly without any rotation). As shown in Figure 5, 
Mask R-CNN could not distinguish the overlapping-
pigs depending on the overlapping patterns, whereas 
YOLO only could not distinguish the overlapping-
pigs at all with the selected frames. On the contrary, 
the proposed method could distinguish the 
overlapping-pigs with the selected frames.  

 

Figure 5.  Separation results of overlapping-pigs. 

In order to evaluate the separation performance of 
overlapping-pigs quantitatively, the results of the three 
methods were compared. As a performance metric for 
accuracy, we compared the separation results with 
ground-truth at pixel-level. Each accuracy of the 
methods was calculated by equation (2):  

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇+𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

                   (2) 

where true positive (𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃) is defined to a pixel on the 
separated pigs, false positive (𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃 ) is defined to a 
pixel on the background as the separated pigs, and 
false negative (𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁 ) is defined to a pixel on the 
separated pigs as the background. 

Since real-time performance is important in any 
surveillance system, we compared the execution times. 
Finally, these two performance metrics (i.e., accuracy 
and time) are generally conflicting, we computed a 
“collective” performance metric defined as 
accuracy/time.  

Table 1 shows the comparison results of Mask R-
CNN, YOLO only, and the proposed method. The 
proposed method could provide better accuracy than 
Mask R-CNN and much better accuracy than YOLO. 
Also, the proposed method could provide much faster 
execution time than Mask R-CNN, while it could 
provide slightly slower execution time than YOLO 
due to the additional image processing steps. With the 
accuracy/time performance metric, the proposed 
method could improve the collective performance of 
Mask R-CNN by a factor of 11, and that of YOLO by 
27%.  

Even though the overlapping pigs were separated 
through the proposed method in real-time, we should 
consider the occlusion issue for separating among 
more than two pigs. The occlusion among the 
numerous pigs in a complex pig room should be 
solved with the extended separation method in order 
to manage the pigs' health care. Therefore, we will 
extend the proposed method to precisely separate 
occlusion among more than two pigs. 

 
Table 1. Performance comparison 

Methods 
Accuracy 

(%) 

Time 

(msec) 

Accuracy / 

Time 

(%/msec) 

Mask 
R-CNN[21] 79.87 254.35 0.31 

YOLO[6] 55.61 20.42 2.72 

Proposed 83.33 24.01 3.47 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
Separation of dense pigs in a crowded environment 

is an important issue to automatically manage pig 
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farms. Recently, many studies have been reported to 
detect pigs with YOLO (i.e., one of the fast deep 
learning-based object detectors). With the axis aligned 
bounding box-based method, however, separating 
overlapping-pigs is difficult, depending on the 
complicated occlusion patterns. 

In this study, we proposed the real-time separation 
method for overlapping-pigs using test-time 
augmentation with the effective foreground detection 
in the pig room. First of all, we applied the 
spatiotemporal interpolation into the depth 
information for removing noises and roughly 
localizing the pigs in the pig room. Then, the infrared 
information was concurrently utilized to the depth 
information as data fusion, and we simply applied 
effective image processing techniques to precisely 
detect the pigs in real-time.   

Through the results of the foreground detection, we 
used YOLO and image processing techniques by using 
the pre-computed lookup table for test-time 
augmentation. As a result of these procedures, the 
overlapping-pigs could be separated fast and 
accurately regardless of the complicated occlusion 
patterns. 

Experimental results show that the overlapping-
pigs could be separated with accuracy of 83.33% and 
the execution speed of 24.01msec. These results show 
that the accuracy/time performance of the proposed 
method was 1,119% higher than that of Mask R-CNN, 
and it was 27% higher than that of YOLO only. Future 
studies will be carried out on a parallel-processing 
method that can handle the whole process of 
individual pig analysis in real-time. 
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Abstract

Convolutional neural networks are applied successfully for image classification and object detection. Recently,

they have been adopted to semantic segmentation tasks and several new network architectures have been proposed.

With respect to automotive applications, the Cityscapes dataset is often used as a benchmark. It is one of the

biggest datasets in this field and consists of a training, a validation, and a test set. While training and validation

allow the optimisation of these nets, the test dataset can be used to evaluate their performance.

Our investigations have shown that while these networks perform well for images of the Cityscapes dataset, their

segmentation quality significantly drops when applied to new data. It seems that they have limited generalisation

abilities. In order to find out whether the image content itself or other image properties cause this effect, we have

carried out systematic investigations with modified Cityscapes data. We have found that camera-dependent image

properties like brightness, contrast, or saturation can significantly influence the segmentation quality. This papers

presents the results of these tests including eight state-of-the-art CNNs. It can be concluded that the out-of-the-box

usage of CNNs in real-world environments is not recommended.

Keywords
Convolutional neural network, Semantic segmentation, Generalisation abilities

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent developments of convolutional neural networks

for semantic segmentation led to impressive results on

validation and test datasets. However, the datasets for

this performance measurement and the dataset on which

the training procedure was based share the same im-

age characteristics as, for example, the lighting con-

ditions and the acquisition environment (e.g. camera

type and settings). A very prominent and one of the

largest datasets in the field of semantic segmentation is

the Cityscapes dataset [1]. It shows urban scenes of 50

different cities. Common features between the training,

validation and test datasets have been prevented by hav-

ing no city being doubly represented in one of the sub

datasets. Nevertheless, dependencies still exist between

them due to the standardised capture settings. Images

from real-world scenarios can be much more diverse,

especially when using different cameras or settings, and

state-of-the-art CNNs are expected to cope with these

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit

or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and

the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-

publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires

prior specific permission and/or a fee.

image variations. So far it was not known how well

CNNs trained with the Cityscapes dataset perform un-

der various lighting conditions or in rural areas.

Domain adaptation and transfer-learning are well-

known methods to adjust trained models to new

conditions or type of scenes. However, they are typ-

ically not used to increase the generalisation abilities

but to shift the application range. The use of CNNs in

real-world applications such as autonomous driving,

on the other hand, requires them to function optimally

under all kinds of conditions.

In this paper, eight state-of-the-art CNNs are compared

using out-of-the-box models available on the Internet in

order to assess their generalisation abilities. The inves-

tigations have revealed that most of the evaluated nets

do not cope well with images having varying character-

istics which can be caused by different camera systems.

These variations have been simulated by modifying

brightness, saturation, or contrast of the images. In a

second test, images that do not belong to the Cityscapes

dataset have been presented to the CNNs in order to vi-

sually evaluate the resulting segmentation masks.

2 RELATED WORK

The focus on a specified dataset and therefore overfit-

ting and limited generalisation abilities of neural net-
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works are a known issue and have already been covered

in literature.

Adversarial examples are images that can trick a neural

network into a false classification by slightly modify-

ing an otherwise correctly classified image. In [2] these

cases are described, searched and systematically pro-

voked. Wang et al. presents a theoretical analysis of

the functionality of adversarial examples and possible

countermeasures [3].

Even small image transformations like object transla-

tion can drastically influence CNNs for object recogni-

tion [4], which is validated in [5]. Rosenfeld et al. ad-

ditionally showed that the object position in an image

and “object transplanting“ from one image to another

has not only an influence on its own detection rate but

also the detection of other objects in the image.

Global image modifications can also have an effect

on the CNN results. In [6], the robustness of clas-

sifiers against added random and semi-random noise

in the samples has been researched and their impact

on the classification rate has been proven. In addi-

tion, the effects of blur, noise, contrast, JPEG and

JPEG2000 related compression artefacts are evaluated

for image classification tasks for deep neural networks

in [7]. Vasiljevic et al. extend this in [8] by investigating

the impact of blurred images to semantic segmentation

tasks.

Solutions have already been proposed to overcome

these problems. In [9], the robustness of a classification

deep neural networks has been improved by including

distorted copies of the original images in the training

process. They use downsampling, JPEG compression

and random cropping for stability training. Random

cropping is one form of data augmentation that is used

for some CNNs compared in this paper.

An alternative solution to make CNNs robust against

these type of modifications is proposed in [10]. Based

on the image quality, different paths inside of the net-

work are selected to maximize the classification result.

The impact of image modifications on the task of image

classification has already been comprehensively stud-

ied in the present literature. The effects are expected

to carry over to semantic segmentation tasks. This pa-

per examines the influence of image modifications with

real application background (image brightness, con-

trast, and saturation). Additionally, the segmentation

of unknown images is evaluated. This allows a compar-

ison of different network architectures beyond their test

dataset segmentation scores.

3 INVESTIGATIONS

CNNs for image classification and object detection use

a cascade of convolutional layers and downsampling

to compute a vector containing the class scores from

Test-Set. Val.-Set

CNN mIoU [%] mIoU [%] Fig. 1

DeepLabv3+ 82.1 78.7 a)

PSPNet 81.2 77.0 a)

TuSimple-DUC 77.6 83.7 a)

RefineNet 73.6 75.3 b)

LRR 71.9 72.5 a)

ICNet 69.5 67.7 b)

ESPNet 60.3 59.1 a)

ENet 58.3 53.5 a)

Table 1: Ranking of the CNNs based on their offi-

cial Cityscapes test dataset results (Test-Set. mIoU),

the measured results on the validation dataset (Val.-Set.

mIoU) and the categorization of their network architec-

ture

the resulting feature maps via fully connected layers.

Changes to this classic CNN architecture have been

made to cope with the task of image segmentation. The

class scores are computed for each pixel on low resolu-

tion features maps and different upsampling techniques

have been developed to obtain a score map in the orig-

inal image resolution. This is known as an encoder-

decoder network. The basic structure can be seen in

Fig. 1a) with the feature maps being the possible inter-

mediate result after many different modules or layers

(convolution, downsampling or upsampling).

Every network architecture takes a different approach

on this structure with more or less drastic modifications

to the encoder or decoder. A major change is the intro-

duction of additional branches on the encoder site that

process downsampled versions of the original image in

parallel. This is called a multi-path encoder-decoder

structure (Fig. 1b) and is explained in more detail in the

following subsections.

3.1 Selected Convolutional Neural Net-

works

On the Cityscapes website [11] a lot of CNNs are

ranked regarding their segmentation performance on

the test dataset. The Tab. 1 lists some of these net-

work architectures along with their performance ratings

(mean Intersection over Union metric [12], mIoU) for

the Cityscapes test and validation dataset. This selec-

tion is based on code availability and covers a broad

range of segmentation capabilities (highest, middle and

also low mIoU scores) and objectives. DeepLabv3+,

PSPNet, TuSimple-DUC, RefineNet, and LRR focus

on the highest segmentation score possible, while IC-

Net, ESPNet and ENet also have real-time inference

in mind. They all can be categorized as an encoder-

decoder (Fig. 1a) or multi-path encoder-decoder (Fig.

1b) network architecture.
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Figure 1: Basic CNN architecture for semantic segmentation; a) encoder-decoder; b) multi-path encoder-decoder

3.1.1 DeepLabv3+

The Deep Labelling Network (DeepLabv3+) [13] is the

highest ranked network on the test dataset but only the

second best network on the validation dataset of the ex-

amined networks (see Table 1). It is based on Deep-

Labv3 [14] and introduces a modified Xception module

[15] as network backbone. In general, the network ar-

chitecture is based on a complex and powerful encoder

that relies on parallel atrous convolution with different

rates to enlarge the field-of-view (Atrous Spatial Pyra-

mid Pooling). The decoder module handles the upsam-

pling and combines the final encoder output with low-

level features from previous layers with the same spatial

size to recover object segmentation details.

3.1.2 PSPNet

The Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) [16] is

the second highest ranked network on the test dataset

and third highest network on the validation dataset. Its

encoder is ResNet-based [27] while the decoding is per-

formed by a pyramid pooling module. This proposed

module uses parallel pooling and convolution with dif-

ferent sized kernels/filters. This aims at a broader re-

ceptive field by including local and global context in-

formation. The resulting feature maps are then upsam-

pled and concatenated before a final convolutional layer

generates the segmentation-output.

3.1.3 TuSimple-DUC

The ResNet-DUC-HDC alias TuSimple-DUC [17]

yields the highest segmentation performance on the

Cityscapes validation dataset and third highest segmen-

tation performance on the test dataset. It introduces a

combination of Dense Upsampling Convolution (DUC)

and Hybrid Dilated Convolution (HDC) as an addition

to the ResNet-based architecture. The encoder consists

of the ResNet and HDC layers while the decoding is

performed by the DUC layers.

3.1.4 RefineNet

The Multi-Path Refinement Network (RefineNet) [18]

uses parallel processing of the original and downsam-

pled version of the input image. It is a multi-path

encoder-cecoder network architecture. The RefineNet-

block consists of two ResNet-based Residual Convolu-

tion Unit (RCU) for each input, Multi-resolution Fu-

sion, Chained Residual Pooling and final RCU to com-

pute the output feature map.

3.1.5 LRR

The LRR architecture (Laplacian Pyramid Reconstruc-

tion and Refinement) [19] introduced the two name-

giving techniques. The low-resolution segmentation

map is upsampled and refined with the help of higher-

resolution feature maps in areas with high uncertainty.

3.1.6 ICNet

The Image Cascade Network (ICNet) [20] is a variation

of the PSPNet with focus on real-time inference and is

also a multi-path encoder-decoder network architecture

with three encoder branches. The PSPNet architecture

is only used for a downsampled version of the input

image to save computational time. The resulting small

spatial sized feature map gets upsampled and merged

with feature maps that originated from a higher sam-

pled and later the original sized input image. They both

only have passed through a limited number of convolu-

tional layers. After these two Cascade Feature Fusion

(CFF) modules, only upsampling and a final convolu-

tional layer is applied to get the final segmentation out-

put.

3.1.7 ESPNet

The Efficient Spatial Pyramid of Dilated Convolutions

Network (ESPNet) [21] has introduced an ESP module

replacing the standard convolutional layer. It consists

of a point-wise convolution and a spatial pyramid of

dilated convolutions that result in an computational ef-

ficient and bigger receptive field. The network architec-

ture consists of normal convolutional layers, ESP mod-

ules and deconvolutional layers [22] for upsampling.

3.1.8 ENet

The Efficient Neural Network (ENet) [23] is especially

designed for real-time inference. For this reason, the
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network architecture is very small compared to the

other presented networks by limiting the number of lay-

ers and size of the feature maps. It is based on the Res-

Net architecture.

3.2 Experimental Setup

The generalisation abilities of CNNs can be evaluated

in two ways. Firstly, the images of a known dataset

can be modified and the change in segmentation perfor-

mance is measured. Secondly, the segmentation output

for unknown images can be visually demonstrated and

discussed. The out-of-the-box performance of each net-

work architecture has been tested with the provided and

here named models:

• DeepLabv3+: deeplabv3_cityscapes_train; model-

variant: xception_65;

• TuSimple-DUC: ResNet_DUC_HDC_CityScapes

• RefineNet: refinenet_res101_cityscapes.mat

• LRR: LRR4x-VGG16-CityScapes-coarse-and-fine

• ESPNet: espnet_p_2_q_8.pth

• ENet: cityscapes_weights.caffemodel.

The official implementation of the PSPNet and ICNet

could not be used due to Hard- and Software incom-

patibilities. Instead, the Tensorflow implementations

[24, 25] have been utilized with these models:

• PSPNet: pspnet101-cityscapes

• ICNet: icnet_cityscapes_train_30k.npy.

The Cityscapes test dataset is not public available so

all further tests have to be performed on the validation

dataset. Changing the brightness, contrast and satura-

tion of its images represents realistic scenarios in a real-

world environment.

3.2.1 Brightness

A brightness modification can be described by an offset

b to the R, G and B values of each pixel:

R′ = max(min(R+b,255),0) (1)

G′ = max(min(G+b,255),0) (2)

B′ = max(min(B+b,255),0) (3)

with b ranging between [−50;50] in increments of 10 in

our tests. The Fig. 2 shows the effect of the maximum

brightness changes on a Cityscapes validation dataset

image. The range of b is chosen so that the resulting

images still look realistic and can arise by under- or

overexposing the camera sensor. It is to be expected

that the influence of this modification on the segmenta-

tion results is rather low because the gradients are not

affected. Only pixels that have to be clipped to 0 or 255

change their properties in a non-linear way.

3.2.2 Contrast

A contrast modification corresponds to the multiplica-

tion with a factor c:

R′ = max(c ·R,255) (4)

G′ = max(c ·G,255) (5)

B′ = max(c ·B,255) (6)

with c ranging between [0.5;2] in our tests. We choose

the values c ∈ {0.5;0.7;1;1.4;2}. The influence of

the maximum contrast modification can be seen in

Fig. 3. This modification is more drastic compared

to the brightness change because it is affecting the

neighbouring relations between pixels and compresses

or stretches the accompanying histogram.

3.2.3 Saturation

The saturation of an image can easily be modified by

transforming the image from the RGB to the HSV

colour-space first. According to [26], the saturation shsv

is defined by:

shsv =

{

0 if R = G = B

255 · max(R,G,B)−min(R,G,B)
max(R,G,B)

. (7)

Analogous to the brightness, the saturation modifica-

tion can be applied by an offset s:

s′hsv = max(min(shsv + s,255),0) (8)

with s ranging between [−40;40] in increments of 10 in

our tests. Fig. 4 shows the maximum saturation mod-

ification. Due to the transformation, the pixel values

change non-linear and the neighbourhood-relations be-

tween pixel get distorted the most. It is expected that

this modification has the most influence on the segmen-

tation performance.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Modified Cityscapes Validation

Dataset

The graphs in Fig. 5 show the influence of the image

modification on the mIoU score for each CNN applied

to the entire Cityscapes validation dataset.

The images in the Cityscapes dataset are rather dark,

which is indicated by the low mean of the colour chan-

nels for the images of the training dataset (R: 73.19, G:

82.91 B: 72.39). Therefore, the reduction of brightness

can make many objects black. They become indistin-

guishable resulting in a drastic decrease of the segmen-

tation performance of all nets for a negative b in Fig.

5a). Increasing the brightness does not seem to affect

the CNNs output much except for the ICNet.

The influence of the contrast modification in Fig. 5b)

surprisingly has the least affect on the segmentation
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a) b) c)

Figure 2: Brightness modification on a Cityscapes validation image; a) original image; b) b =−50; c) b = 50

a) b) c)

Figure 3: Contrast modification on a Cityscapes validation image; a) original image; b) c = 0.5; c) c = 2

a) b) c)

Figure 4: Saturation modification on a Cityscapes validation image; a) original image; b) s =−40; c) s = 40

performance, although the images in Fig. 3 appear to

be the darkest or brightest of all image modifications in

their extreme points. Only a very big c leads to a sig-

nificant decrease probably due to clipping of the pixel

values to 255.

As expected, the change in saturation has the greatest

impact on the segmentation performance. The curves

in Fig. 5c) drop off rather rapidly with an increasing

|s|. DeepLabv3+ and RefineNet seem to be the least

affected by this modification as the flat curves indicate.

Some curves intersect with others. This indicates that

some network architectures have a lower segmenta-

tion performance on the “default“ images but a higher

robustness against image modification and therefore

less over-fitting. The DeepLabv3+ shows in all three

graphs the best generalisation abilities. It has the sec-

ond highest mIoU score and flatter curves compared to

TuSimple-DUC which it also intersects. Therefore, the

DeepLabv3+ network architecture has the best compro-

mise between mIoU score and generalisation abilities in

this test.

4.2 Unknown Images Dataset

In a real-world application, a CNN is exposed to vari-

ous different scenes. The validation and test datasets are

usually from the same source and feature the same bias

(camera settings, preference by the photographer etc.).

This bias is also learned by the CNNs and prevents them

from having good generalisation capabilities. To test

this further, a visual segmentation evaluation has been

performed with unknown images from a completely

different source. Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 (each a)) show four

example images with similar content to the Cityscapes

images and exclusively known objects/classes. They

only tend to be a bit brighter and originate from a differ-

ent camera. Even without having ground truth data for

these images available, the segmentation outputs pro-

duced by the nets in b) - i) show remarkable differ-

ences that allow a subjective comparison. The relation

between the colours and the classes of the Cityscapes

dataset can be seen in Fig. 10. The conclusion from the

previous section is confirmed with DeepLabv3+ pro-

ducing the best looking segmentation output and show-

ing the best generalisation performance. The segmen-

tation is almost perfect with only the semantic mean-

ing being wrong in some cases. The biggest problem

seems to be the semantic segmentation of the grassland

where the border is inexact and the classes “vegeta-

tion“, “terrain“ and “sidewalk“ are assigned in an in-

consistent way. The second best network architecture

in this test appears to be the RefineNet, whose segmen-

tation has the same but more obvious problems. The

others CNNs often drastically fail to segment the ob-

jects correctly and make fundamental errors regarding

the classification. The class “building“ stands out by

being assigned incorrectly to different areas in the im-

ages.

ESPNet and ENet have the biggest problems with the

images. The segmentation of objects is mostly wrong

and often the segments are classified into the wrong

class. Especially Fig. 7 is negatively noticeable here.

4.3 Comparison of Results Between Both

Datasets

In our tests, DeepLabv3+, first place on the test dataset

but only second place on the validation dataset, seems

to be the least influenced by the image modifications

and showed the best segmentation output for the four

unknown images.
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Figure 5: Influence on the mIoU score a) brightness; b) contrast; c) saturation

a) b) c)

d) e) f)
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Figure 6: Segmentation-output; a) original image; b) ENet; c) ICNet; d) PSPNet; e) RefineNet; f) ESPNet; g)

LRR; h) DeepLabv3+; i) TuSimple-DUC

The investigated shifts of brightness, saturation, and

contrast are realistic modifications that can occur under

various practical conditions, and convolutional neural

networks should be able to cope with them.

The surveyed CNNs use a variety of different prepro-

cessing steps but there does not seem to be a correlation

between them and the results in this paper. ICNet, PSP-

Net, TuSimple-DUC and LRR subtract a fixed value

for each colour channel to distribute the pixel values

around zero, while ESPNet normalizes the input image

with the Cityscapes dataset mean and its standard devi-

ation. DeepLabv3+ also normalizes the pixel values x

to [−1;1] by x′ = (2/255) · x− 1.0. The other network

architectures (ENet and RefineNet) do not use any im-

age preprocessing steps. The DeepLabv3+ and Refine-

Net showed the best generalisation abilities in both tests

despite their fundamentally different network architec-

tures and preprocessing methods. The reasons for the

divers robustness against varying image characteristics

could not be clarified with our experimental set-up yet.
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

Figure 7: Segmentation-output; a) original image; b) ENet; c) ICNet; d) PSPNet; e) RefineNet; f) ESPNet; g)

LRR; h) DeepLabv3+; i) TuSimple-DUC

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

Figure 8: Segmentation-output; a) original image; b) ENet; c) ICNet; d) PSPNet; e) RefineNet; f) ESPNet; g)

LRR; h) DeepLabv3+; i) TuSimple-DUC

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

g) h) i)

Figure 9: Segmentation-output; a) original image; b) ENet; c) ICNet; d) PSPNet; e) RefineNet; f) ESPNet; g)

LRR; h) DeepLabv3+; i) TuSimple-DUC
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Figure 10: Colourmap of the Cityscapes classes

5 CONCLUSIONS

Our investigations show that (i) modern CNNs are sen-

sitive to simple image modifications in the validation

dataset and that (ii) a high segmentation score on the

validation or test dataset is not necessarily an indicator

for a good generalisation capability of network archi-

tectures. We assume that the compared neural networks

did not primarily learn the structural properties of ob-

jects in the scene, but some colour properties which co-

incide with objects. Consequently, segmentation scores

on validation and test data are not sufficient as a bench-

mark test. To select a powerful network architecture,

also the generalisation capability in a real-world appli-

cation need to be considered.

To support reproducible research, all scripts, CNN

models and images are provided in [29].
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ABSTRACT
The task of synthesizing sketches from photographs has been pursued with image processing methods and super-
vised learning based approaches. The former lack flexibility and the latter require large quantities of ground-truth
data which is hard to obtain because of the manual effort required. We present a convolutional neural network
based framework for sketch generation that does not require ground-truth data for training and produces various
styles of sketches. The method combines simple analytic loss functions that correspond to characteristics of the
sketch. The network is trained on and evaluated for human face images. Several stylized variations of sketches are
obtained by varying the parameters of the loss functions. The paper also discusses the implicit abstraction afforded
by the deep convolutional network approach which results in high quality sketch output.

Keywords
neural-networks, image manipulation, image stylization, sketch style

1 INTRODUCTION
Stylized sketch synthesis from a photograph is an
important problem in image stylization. In this paper
we propose a simple framework for stylized sketch
generation from images using a convolutional neural
network used as an image-to-image optimization
framework. We present results and analysis for human
face images.
Sketches are representational artwork characterized
by minimal marks (strokes, shading, etc.) on paper or
other substrates. They can be hand-drawn or digitally
constructed using software, and in this work we limit
our scope to digitally styled sketches only. These
sketches usually start from a photographic image, and
transform it by means of an image processing pipeline.

Static filter pipelines (for example in [11]) are a
fast method for producing sketch-like effects. The
drawback of such an approach is that its ability to
capture features of a sketch drawing depends on
complex heuristics that do not always work. Also,
these methods lack control over the characteristics

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Figure 1: Sketching results using our method. The dif-
ferent styles of sketches are produced by varying the
parameters and structure of the loss function at the top
of an image-to-image neural network.

of the output sketch which depends heavily on the
input image. Our method addresses both of these
concerns by learning a function from image data using
an optimization objective that captures the semantics
of the desired sketch output. Different stylized sketch
output can be constructed simply by changing the
parameters and structure of the loss functions of the
underlying neural network.
Neural networks are now commonly used for image
stylization, starting with [6]. Sketch generation could
be posed as a style-transfer problem. The primary
drawback of this approach is that examples images of
each sketch style are required. Our method addresses
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this problem by not requiring any specifically collected
paired-data. Also, the results vary significantly with
style-transfer.
Stylized sketch generation can also be set up as a
supervised learning problem, but the data for stylized
sketches is scarce. Generative approaches using adver-
sarial training, such as in [20], have also been proposed
but they too lack control over the characteristics of the
sketch output.

Our method for photograph to sketch generation com-
prises of a U-Net [12] like feed-forward convolutional
neural-network which is trained on different loss func-
tions that capture the semantics of the sketch output -
its similarity to the input photograph, its overall bright-
ness and contrast, and its sharpness, as determined by
the amount of variation captured. We fuse a set of non-
trainable classical image-processing filters at the top of
the convolutional network that enables the styles to be
varied either by direct combination with the output, or
by enforcing a semantic constraint on it. Different loss
function parameters produce different stylizations. The
data used for training is a set of regular, non-sketch pho-
tographs. The network trains quickly, for fewer than ten
thousand iterations, and produces high quality sketch
output.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• A generalized method for fusing classical image
processing techniques into a learnable filter mech-
anism as constraints.

• Loss functions for producing stylized sketch output,
that are also extensible to other kinds of image styl-
ization tasks.

2 RELATED WORK
Our work on sketch generation is closest to those based
on style-transfer because both methods use end-to-end
training of neural networks without the need for exten-
sive data. Supervised learning methods like [1, 14, 13,
21, 18, 25, 26, 24, 19, 17, 4] learn from large sets of
paired data and are directed towards producing hand-
drawn sketches, and are therefore not directly related to
our work.

Style Transfer Neural Style Transfer methods like [6],
[8] are closely related to our work because they too train
a deep neural network without the use of paired data.
[8] extended the initial algorithm in [6] by training the
image transformer network for each style image, thus
making it possible to generate stylized images for a sin-
gle style in a single pass. [2] proposed to use condi-
tional instance normalization in image transformer net-
works. Their method reduces each style to a point in the
embedding space and makes it possible to train a single

network for several different styles. Recently, [3] obvi-
ated the need to retrain the image transformer networks
for every new style by proposing a meta network that
takes a style image and produces the transformer net-
work directly. All of these methods rely on matching
the low- and mid-level features of deep neural network
for transferring style from a style source to another im-
age. Our method differs from style transfer in that the
style source is itself expressed as semantic constraints
on the output, rather than another image.

Deep Image Prior An important reason why the
method is able to produce stylized sketch images with
ease is that the underlying neural network affords it a
certain level of abstraction of the representational qual-
ities of the input images. This ability of the network
is discussed in the work by Ulyanov et al. [15]. They
discuss how a minimally trained U-Net network ([12])
provides a good prior for the input itself and impedes
noise (details). This can be considered a means of
implicit abstraction of photographic images. We use
this impedance of the network to noise and detail to
the effect of producing a pre-styled, abstract state. The
constraints imposed by the filters then enable directing
the output towards the desired sketch characteristics.

3 METHOD
An overview of our framework is depicted in Figure
2. The learning pipeline comprises of a U-Net like
convolutional neural network with a set of fixed, non-
trainable filters at the top. The network learns to op-
timize a composite loss function which is constructed
on the input image, the raw unfiltered output from the
network and the filtered output. The sketch output is
either a filtered output from the fixed filters or a linear
combination of the raw unfiltered and filtered outputs.
Combinations of different fixed filters and different loss
functions lead to distinct sketch stylizations. For con-
trast independence, we employ the instance normaliza-
tion trick from [16].

3.1 Dataset
The training of our network does not require any
ground-truth data. We trained and validated our
framework on human face images as input. We use
the Celeb-A [10] aligned and cropped images for our
experiments. The dataset has over 200,000 images of
human faces. We use around 30,000 of these images
for training, and the rest for testing. The images are
center-cropped to a size 192x192 pixels for training.
We also validate our method with images from the
CUHK Face Sketch Database [22].

3.2 Network Architecture
The network is a U-Net [12] like fully convolutional
neural network. We chose the U-Net like architecture
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Figure 2: Network architecture.

because of the implicit prior that it affords, as discussed
in [15]. In our experiments, this network trained re-
ally quickly as long as the expected output as close to
the input image itself, the closeness measure itself be-
ing codified by the loss functions. All training sessions
were run for fewer than ten thousand iterations. The
last layer of the network has a sigmoid activation and
produces a 3-channel image output. This output is then
fed into a set of fixed filters including edge detection,
and blur filters. The resulting output image, as well as
the raw, unfiltered output from the network, along with
the input images are all passed into the composite loss
function. The output is selected as either the filtered
output, or a combination of the filtered and unfiltered
output images.

3.3 Loss Formulation
We consider sketches as an interpolate between the
grayscale image and the inverted edge response image,
along with some modified textural characteristics. This
transformation is achieved by means of the neural net-
work working as an image-to-image filter that is trained
to optimize certain functions of the output image, and
satisfy constraints defined on classical image process-
ing filters over the output. For example, pencil or char-
coal sketches can be considered as gray-scale image
representations of a photographic image which have the
following properties:

• The shapes and edges of the sketch match with those
of the photographic image.

• The substrate color (white for the paper, for in-
stance) is higher in mass than the pencil/charcoal
marks.

Output Loss Representations
Characteristic (Mean)
Brightness Similarity Ls = ||G(Y )−G(X)||2
Edge Similarity Le = ||∇Y −∇X ||2
Overall Brightness Lb = ||G(Y )||
Local Brightness Llb = ||µn×n(G(Y ))−

µn×n(G(X))||2
Overall Contrast Lc = |G(Y )|n×n

∞ +
|-G(Y)|n×n

∞

Total Variation Ltv = ||∇Y ||
Table 1: Key image characteristics used for construct-
ing loss functions. X is the input image, Y is the output,
G(x) is the grayscale conversion of x, ∇ is the gradient
operator, µn×n is the n× n average pooling operation,
||n×n

∞ is n×n max-pooling.

These ideas are used to formulate loss functions that
produce different variants of sketch outputs. The gen-
eral formulation includes loss terms for edge similarity
Le, brightness similarity Llb, overall brightness Lb and
contrast Lc of the output, its closeness to a binary image
Fbin, a function of the overall brightness of the image
(Luma CCIR601) that determines the degree of white-
ness in the output Fmass, and a total variation term Ltv.
The similarity terms are measured with respect to the
original image. More explicitly, this is expressed as:

L(X ,Y ) =λbdi f Ls +λedgedi f Le +λlbdi f Llb

+λbrightFmass(G(Y ))+λcontrLc

+λbinFbin(G(Y ))+λvarLtv

(1)

Here, X is the RGB color input image, Y is the RGB
output image, G(Y ) is the grayscale image correspond-
ing to the output image and the λ s are constant weights.
The different variations of sketch output are produced
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Figure 3: Pencil Sketch Output.

Figure 4: Charcoal sketch output.

by choosing different values for the λ s, Fmass, Fbin, and
the implementation of the gradient (∇) operator. Table
1 lists the different loss function components.

3.3.1 Shaded Pencil Sketch

Shaded pencil sketches (Figure 3(a)) are characterized
by thin strokes and smears over the paper. The con-
stants are λedgedi f = 1.0, λbright = 10−2 , λbin = 10−3..
The loss function components are:

Le =||∇Y −∇X ||2

Fmass(x) =(1.0−G(x) · x)
Fbin(x) =||(1.0−4(x−0.5)2)||

(2)

3.3.2 Traced Pencil Sketch Output

A contoured sketch output (Figure 3(b)) can be pro-
duced where instead of edge-matching with the Sobel
operator, for the input image X , we employ a formu-
lation which is similar to the Difference of Gaussians
method for edge detection as used in [23] and imple-
menting a selection operation on the edges in the input
image. The image predicted by the network (Y ), is a
selection mask over the edges. The objective function
itself is to minimize the difference between the Yout im-
age and the grayscale vector of the input image G(X),
as well as reduce the overall edge response of the pre-
dicted mask Y .

Gpooled =|G(X)|4×4
∞

Gshi f ted =R4×4(Gpooled ,w,h)

∇X =Gshi f ted−G(X)

(3)

Where R4×4 is a re-scaling operation that restores the
size of the max-pooled image to the original size. The
output image is computed as:

Yout = 1.0−∇G(X) ·G(Y ) (4)

L(X ,Y ) = λlbdi f ||Yout −G(X)||2 +λtvLtv (5)

Where λlbdi f = 1.0, and λtv = 0.01

3.3.3 Charcoal Drawing Generation

Charcoal drawings (Figure 4) have larger smears and
deeper black shades. The corresponding loss function
components are the same as for shaded pencil sketches
2 except for the additional contrast terms and the λ val-
ues:

Lc =|G(Y )|4×4
∞ + |−G(Y )|4×4

∞
(6)

with λedgedi f = 1.0, λbright = 10−3, λcontr = 0.1, and
λbin = 0.1.

3.4 Contrast Invariant Output
One major reason why we employ a learning method
for sketch generation is that it can be used to learn the
map from a color image to a sketch image irrespec-
tive of the contrast of the input. For this, instance-
normalization (as described in [16]) layers are inserted
into the encoder part of the network. Figure 5 shows
the results without and with the instance normalization
trick.

3.5 Results on other datasets
Figure 6 depicts some results from the CUHK Face
Database. These results are not really comparable to the
hand-drawn ground-truth images, but they are produced
for comparison with other contemporary methods.

3.6 Training and Stability
We use the Adam optimizer [9] for training the network.
Many of the loss functions we use have stable local
minima which poses a challenge in training. For exam-
ple, if the network is initialized randomly, and trained
with Lbin as part of the loss function, sometimes it re-
sults in an inverted initial output. And then it takes very
long for the network to converge towards the global op-
timum (or even a good local optimum). We could re-
duce the learning rate or reduce the weights of these
losses considerably, but that too results in delay in con-
vergence. We found that training with the L2 loss be-
tween the input (grayscale) and output images (recon-
struction task) for only a thousand iterations initially,
produces a very good prior and adds to the stability of
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Figure 5: Output without and with instance normalization.

Figure 6: Pencil and charcoal sketch output for the
CUHK dataset. Top row: Charcoal sketches, Bottom
row: pencil sketch output.

Figure 7: Quilt-like sketch output produced by match-
ing the inverted edge image against the grayscale input
image.

the training. In our experiments, with an initial train-
ing for reconstruction, the network never converged to
a stable local optimum.
Just as in illustration workflows, where an abstract
shape or form serves as a good starting point for produc-
ing styled art, this abstraction implicit in the network
serves as a good starting point for learning automatic
stylization. We can use this fact to produce artistic ren-
ditions of the input image that abstract away certain rep-
resentational qualities but retain the semantics. Sketch
generation is an instance of this sort of abstraction.
To further corroborate the insight that the network does
learn a representation close to the original image even
when it is not fully trained, we train our network with

a combination of three conflicting loss function with
clear trade-offs. This ensures that the network never
fully converged to the minimum of either of the loss
function components:

L(X ,Y ) =Ledge +Lbdi f

Ledge(X ,Y ) =||(1−F((G(Y ))−G(X)||2
Lbdi f (X ,Y ) =||µ4×4(G(Y ))−µ4×4(G(X))||2

(7)

where the filter function F(Y) is the average of the gra-
dient responses (computed using the Sobel operator) in
the x- and y- directions.

F(Y ) = 0.5 · (∇x(Y )+∇y(Y )) (8)

The loss functions pit the (inverted) edge response
against the grayscale value of the input image. For
photographic images, the gradient response is rarely
equal to the input image G(X), because the intensities
of the pixels are not exponential in their coordinates.
Therefore, this is a very hard optimization problem for
the network. As a result, the network learns to abstract
out details and produces only the most necessary edge
responses. Training with this loss function produces a
quilt-like pattern(Figure 7) from the network.

3.7 Comparison with Style Transfer
Our results are compared with those from style trans-
fer methods. To produce results from style transfer, we
took a synthesized sketch image from our method as a
style image and used it to transfer style over to a pho-
tograph in the dataset via the approach of neural style
transfer as in [6]. The results are depicted in Figure 8.

3.8 Extended Results
The versatility of our approach is indicated by the di-
versity of results that can be obtained by simply chang-
ing the underlying loss function parameters. Figure
9 demonstrates the results on high-resolution images.
The last output is obtained by capturing the color output
times the inverted edge response, while keeping identi-
cal objectives as a pencil sketch, besides an L2 distance
between the color output and the input image.
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Figure 8: Comparison with style transfer outputs. The style transfer output loses semblance with the content image,
while our method produces better looking sketch output.

Figure 9: High Resolution Results. The last result is obtained by capturing the color output from the network times
the inverted edge response as the output.

4 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a framework for producing styl-
ized images without the need to train with paired style
and ground-truth data. It focuses on producing stylized
sketch output by means of fusing classical image pro-
cessing filters into a learning framework based on an
intuitive loss function. It also demonstrates how the
underlying abstraction afforded by the deep neural net-
work aids in producing stylizations.
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ABSTRACT
Detecting anomalies in the behavior of a computer system is crucial for determining its security. One way of
detecting these anomalies is based on the assessment of the amount and sequence of system calls issued by pro-
cesses. While the number of processes on a computer can become very large, the number of system calls issued
during the lifespan of such a process and its subprocesses can be humongous. In order to decide whether these
anomalies are due to the intended system usage or if they are caused by malicious actions, this humongous amount
of data needs being analyzed. Thus, a careful analysis of the system calls’ types, their amount, and their temporal
sequence requires sophisticated support. Visualization is frequently used for this type of tasks. Starting with a
carefully aggregation of the data presented in an overview representation, the quest for information is supported
by carefully crafted interactions. These allow filtering the tremendous amount of data, thus removing the standard
behavior data and leaving the potentially suspicious one. The latter can then be investigated on increasingly finer
levels. Supporting this goal-oriented analysis, we propose novel interactive visualizations implemented in the tool
SyCaT-Vis. SyCaT-Vis fosters obtaining important insights into the behavior of computer systems, the processes
executed, and the system call sequences issued.

Keywords
Security visualization, system call traces, security analysis, behavior analysis

1 INTRODUCTION
Detecting anomalies in the behavior of a computer sys-
tem is crucial for determining its security. The analysts
need to decide if these anomalies are due to intended
system usage or if they are caused by malicious actions.
To do so, the behavioral analysis can be based on ob-
serving the system calls issued by processes like mem-
ory reads and writes, network usage, and CPU usage,
among others. Besides the types of the system calls,
their amount and their sequence are important clues for
separating intended from malicious behavior.

Overall, this behavioral system analysis is quite in-
volved due to the huge amount of individual system
calls and the already large number of processes that
run in parallel. To date, only some approaches for au-
tomated analysis of system call traces were proposed

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

(Section 2.1). Regarding visual support of these anal-
yses, only three approaches were found in the litera-
ture [16, 14, 2] (Section 2.2). Our contribution is the
tool SyCaT-Vis (SystemCallTrace-Visualization) pro-
viding three views containing interactive visualizations
adapted to this situation:

1. A Context View showing all traces that were cap-
tured.

2. A Process view proving more detailed, temporal in-
formation about programs and program groups.

3. A detailed thread view showing groups of system
calls as well as individual system calls themselves.

This realizes a semantic zooming environment that to-
gether with filtering as well as additional interactions
fosters the analysts insights into the process behavior
recorded and thus eases analyzing the security of the
computer system under investigation (Section 4).

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Automated Analysis of System Call

Traces
Analyzing the behavior of a system is often performed
based on data about which processes are running and
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Data Set t CA E SC SCT SCC C U P T

1 1s i 21,362 10,756 23 9 4 6 22 75
2 5s i 62,353 31,339 72 12 1 5 84 143
3 8s i 105,384 52,900 81 12 1 7 101 165
4 ∼60s i 784,167 392,896 88 12 1 7 304 516
5 ∼27s au 3,674,663 1,838,122 106 13 7 14 145 715

Table 1: Basic values of the benchmark data (t: time span; CA: computer activity (i: idle, au: actively used); and
the contained number of elements (see also Table 2; E: events (without switch events); SC: system calls; SCT:
system call types; SCC: system call categories; C: containers; U: users; P: processes; T: threads)

Information Type Result-Set sysdig Parameters

event information Ein f evt.num, evt.rawtime, evt.latency, evt.dir
system call type Stype syscall.type
event category Ecat evt.category
container C container.id, container.name
user U user.uid, user.name
process P proc.pid, proc.exe, proc.args, proc.pname, proc.name
thread T thread.tid

Table 2: Attributes extracted from the complete sysdig trace.

which system calls are issued by them. To obtain low
false-positive rates in detecting malicious system be-
havior, several different models supporting the auto-
mated analysis of system call traces have been devel-
oped.

Forrest et al. [6, 4, 5] developed an n-gram pattern
approach. Sequences of system calls are analyzed
and those stemming from normal process execution
are used to form pattern that are stored in a database.
The system call sequences to be analyzed are then
compared to the pattern stored in the database and
mismatches are reported. Sekar et al. [10] and Yu et
al. [17] use finite state automata instead of the n-grams
for this analysis. Ghosh et al. [7] use neural networks
to determine whether or not the system behavior is
malicious, while Liao et al. [8] use k-nearest neighbor
classification for pattern detection overcoming the need
of learning sequence pattern for individual programs.

Warrender et al. [15] compared several methods to de-
tect intrusions: enumeration of observed sequences, a
rule induction technique, and Hidden Markov Mod-
els. They conclude that “weaker methods than Hidden
Markov Models are likely sufficient” for these tasks.

Coull et al. [1] use an approach that is based on tech-
niques used in bioinformatics to uncover masquerade
attacks. The trace to be analyzed is compared to pre-
vious traces using semi-global alignment. A similarity
score is computed and based on this score the similarity
or dissimilarity between the traces that are compared
can be assessed.

Mazeroff et al. [9] employ an approach based on proba-
bilistic models. They construct probabilistic suffix trees
and translate them into probabilistic suffix automata.

The resulting models are then used for monitoring data
in real-time.

Shu et al. [13] analyze the correlation among events
using long-span behavior anomaly detection based on
mildly context-sensitive grammar verification.

All these approaches rely on machine learning ap-
proaches, generating models and assessing the systems’
behavior according to these models. No visual support
for analyzing the results is provided.

2.2 Visual Analysis of System Call Traces
Visualizations supporting system behavior analysis
based on system call traces are less common. Wu et
al. [16] propose “lviz”, a tool visualizing Microsoft
Windows system call traces. Their visualization shows
two call traces and the contained events in a dotplot
matrix. Tandon et al. [14] visualize distances of motifs
found in system calls using scatterplots. Lately, the
tool Csysdig [2] showing the latency of system calls
per time in a spectrogram was proposed.

Our tool provides three visualizations allowing on the
one hand to obtain a general overview and on the other
hand analyzing and comparing several process execu-
tion traces at the same time. Moreover, the user can
smoothly change between these views in a top-down or
bottom-up manner according to her workflow.

3 DATA SETS
For testing the performance and showing the features of
our visualization, we use self-generated data sets (Ta-
ble 1). The behavioral data was collected using the tool
“sysdig” [3]. This tool does not provide system calls
directly. Therefore, these have to be extracted from the
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behavioral data comprising the events associated with
the system calls. Sysdig stores the data obtained in
compressed, binary files, the proposed file extension
being “scap”.

As the amount of attributes collected by sysdig is very
large, it is useful to extract those attributes that should
be analyzed before subsequent operations. This is done
calling sysdig using a set of parameters indicating the
attributes to be extracted. The information we are inter-
ested in together with the corresponding sysdig param-
eters is given in Table 2.

"switch"-events are not related to system calls and just
indicate a context switch, i.e., when a thread is put to
sleep by the process scheduler, while another thread
will be executed. Therefore, they are filtered from the
data. Data selection and filtering are performed while
loading the original data into our tool.

Data Set 5 contains the largest amount of collected sys-
tem calls and therefore will be used as example for pre-
senting our approach.

4 SYCAT-VIS
4.1 System Overview
To support analyzing a system’s behavior based on its
system call traces obtained using sysdig [3], we pro-
pose SyCaT-Vis (SystemCallTrace-Visualization). All
data to be analyzed is stored in a PostgreSQL database.
SyCaT-Vis imports the data collected into this database
by running the sysdig command as described in the pre-
vious section for selecting and filtering the original sys-
tem traces (scap-file) followed by parsing the results
and writing them into the database. The importer itself
is written in the Java programming language.

A ReSTful API written in NodeJS connects the SyCaT-
Vis user interface to this database. It also serves as a
cache for database requests needing a long computing
time. The user interface itself is written in JavaScript
using the AngularJS library (version 1.7.7) for data and
interaction handling, and the D3.js library for creating
the visualizations.

Currently, three views are provided by the user interface
for analyzing the system behavior following Shneider-
man’s mantra “Overview first, zoom and filter, then de-
tails on demand” [12]. The Context View (Section 4.2)
provides an overview: information about the main at-
tributes and their values in the information areas, a user-
selected hierarchy of attributes in the main area, and
a configuration area for selecting and deselecting the
attributes and their hierarchy shown in the main area
realizing a filter. A contextual popup-menu provides
additional information (details on demand) and allows
using the currently selected element as a filter in the
Process View.

The Process View (Section 4.3) is a more detailed, in-
termediate view (zoom) showing the time evolution of
all processes or of those processes that match the filter
conditions selected. Various interactions allow modify-
ing the display of the information as well as adapting
the filters. Altogether, the filter conditions can be se-
lected in the context view and they can be selected and
changed in the process view.

Selecting individual processes in the Process View can
in turn be used as a filter for the most detailed view, the
Thread View (Section 4.4). This view shows the system
calls for the selected threads of a process from a coarse
grained aggregated view summarizing system calls to a
fine grained view showing individual system calls, thus
realizing several zooming levels.

We describe these views in the subsequent sections us-
ing Data Set number 5 (Table 1) as a running example.

4.2 Context View
The main area of the context view (Figure 1) contains
a circle-based hierarchical view showing an overview
of the data (Figure 1 (c), Section 4.2.3). It is com-
plemented by a configuration area allowing selecting
the elements displayed in the hierarchy and their order
(Figure 1 (b), Section 4.2.2). Moreover, the configura-
tion area provides selecting scaling the attribute values
being visualized linearly or logarithmically. The infor-
mation areas to the left and to the right of the visual-
ization and interaction areas provide information about
the entries for the main attributes (container: upper left,
users: lower left, processes: upper right, and system
call types: lower right) (Figure 1 (a), Section 4.2.1).
Finally, a contextual popup menu provides further in-
teraction facilities (Figures 1 (d) and 2, Section 4.2.4).
Next, we describe each of these areas in the order of the
work flow of an end user.

4.2.1 Information Areas
The information areas (Figure 1 (a)) are to the left and
to the right of the visualization and interaction areas
providing information about the different values of the
main attributes. These correspond to the previously
(Section 3) defined sets C: Container (upper left), U :
Users (lower left), P: Processes (upper right), and Stype:
System Call Types (lower right). For each of these at-
tributes, its name and the amount of different values
are given. Additionally, the eye-icon indicates that this
dimension is currently part of the hierarchy displayed
in the main area of this view. The attribute values
are sorted by the amount of system calls they are con-
nected to in descending order. The top eight attribute
values according to this order are shown together with
the amount of system calls they are related to. Finally,
a hint about how many more attribute values are not
shown is displayed. On mouse-over one of the attribute
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Figure 1: The Context View containing the following areas: (a) Information Areas showing the attributes that
can be included into the hierarchy (b) shown in the main area (c); (b) Configuration Area allowing to construct
the hierarchy to be analyzed as well as to switch between linear and logarithmic scaling; (c) Main Area showing
a circle-based hierarchical visualization representing the currently active attribute hierarchy; (d) Context Menu
showing information about the selected element (green) and providing interaction facilities.

values, all occurrences of this attribute value in the main
area are highlighted, if this attribute is shown there.

In our example, the “Container”, the “Users”, and the
“Processes” are part of the hierarchy shown in the mid-
dle (having an eye icon), while the “System Call Types”
are not (no eye icon). All container attribute values are
shown (7) in its list, while only 8 out of 10 users (2 more
not displayed), 8 out of 145 processes (137 more not
displayed), and 8 out of 106 system calls types (98 more
not displayed) are listed in the respective areas. User
“alrik” is associated with the largest number of system
calls (1,782,285), followed by “root” (50,156).

4.2.2 Configuration Area

The configuration area is located between the two in-
formation areas at the top (Figure 1 (b)). In the middle
of the configuration area, the attributes currently shown
in the main area are displayed in the order in which
they form the hierarchy from top (left) to bottom (right).
Each of the currently shown attributes can be removed.
Moreover, new attributes can be added to the top or to
the bottom of the hierarchy.

On the left side of the configuration area, the user can
switch between linear and logarithmic scaling of the at-
tribute values visualized in the main area. Logarithmic
scaling is especially useful if small elements should be
made more visually salient.

In the example given in Figure 1, the hierarchy is “Con-
tainer” (top) – “Users” – “Processes” (bottom). More-
over, linear scaling is chosen.

4.2.3 Main Area
In the main area of the context view (Figure 1 (c)), the
currently selected hierarchy is displayed using a circle-
based hierarchical view. The circles are color-coded
according to the hierarchy they belong to, the lightest
color representing the top attribute of the hierarchy and
the darkest color representing the bottom attribute of
the hierarchy. Moreover, the size of each circle reflects
the number of the associated system calls.

In the example, the basic color is gray. Thus, the seven
values of the top-most attribute of the hierarchy (“Con-

Figure 2: Context View restricted to the container
“host” with user “alrik” being selected.
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tainer”) are mapped to seven light-gray circles that are
arranged next to each other in the main area. The val-
ues of the next attribute in the hierarchy (“Users”) are
grouped by container value and each container-users
pair is mapped to a middle-gray circle. These circles
are arranged inside the circles representing their respec-
tive containers. Finally, the values of the bottom-most
attribute of the hierarchy (“Processes”) are grouped
by container-users value pairs yielding container-users-
processes triplets. Each such triplet is mapped to a
dark-gray circle. These circles are arranged inside their
respective container-users circles.

If an attribute value corresponding to a circle is se-
lected, the circle is colored green. In the example, the
green circle represents the container “host”. Within this
container, there are circles for all users active in this
container (eight). Some of these circles are very small
and can barely be seen. Logarithmic scaling could be
used to enlarge them when needed. Within each of the
circles representing the users, the dark circles repre-
sent the processes like the two “java” processes and the
single “htop” process inside the circle representing the
lower right user of the container “host”, or the process
“gulp” on the upper left.

Figure 2 shows the main area restricted to the container
“host” with user “alrik” being selected (circle colored
green). Only the main area is shown.

We also tested a squarified treemap [11] representation
of the same data (see also http://www.cs.umd.
edu/hcil/treemap-history/). In general, a
treemap is emphasizing leaf information over hierarchy
information. Also, treemaps are prone to create very
small, sub-pixel wide or high stripes. Comparing the
circle layout to a squarified treemap layout showing the
same data (Figure 3), it can be seen that the hierarchy
is more salient and that the processes with less activity
are easier to discern in the circle representation (Fig-
ure 3(a)) compared to the squarified treemap represen-
tation (Figure 3(b)). Further, it can be seen, that the
unused space around the circles helps to spot elements
that are very small and that can not be identified in the
squarified treemap representation. As both the hierar-
chical information and the inner nodes (and information
about them) are both important for our application, the
circle-based hierarchical view was chosen.

4.2.4 Context Menu
Selecting a circle in the main area results in display-
ing a contextual popup menu (Figure 1 (d)), Figure 2)
showing information about the element associated with
the circle representing a specific attribute selected (Ta-
ble 3 shows the values for the examples provided in Fig-
ure 1 (d) and Figure 2):

• The name of the attribute
• The value of the attribute

Information shown Figure 1 (d) Figure 2
Attribute Name Container User
Attribute Value host alrik
Element ID 14 1000
Hierarchy host host > alrik
System Calls Amount 1,375,457 1,275,438

Table 3: Attribute values provided by the popup menu
shown in Figure 1 (d) and Figure 2, respectively.

• The id of this element
• The elements of the hierarchy starting at the top and

ending at the selected element including the selected
element

• The amount of system calls that are associated with
the selected element

Moreover, the context menu provides several interac-
tion facilities. For each hierarchy level above and in-
cluding the current element, a filter can be selected at
the bottom of the menu. The filter options are to select
the element (none selected), to hide the element (strike-
through eye, middle), and show only this one (eye, left).
Each set of icons is annotated by the hierarchy infor-
mation in the format “attribute: attribute value (id)”. In
Figure 1 (d), there is only one entry: “Container: host
(14)”, while in Figure 2, there are two entries: “Users:
alrik (1000)” and “Container: host (14)” according to
the two hierarchy levels involved in the selection. The
third icon changes to the Process View (Section 4.3)
showing the activities of the processes filtered by the
selected element.

4.2.5 Interpretation

The Context View provides a general overview over the
data set. Using this overview, first assumptions about
the usage of the monitored computer are created. To do
so, a solid knowledge is needed about which users are
executing processes on this machine, which processes
are expected to be running, and what the non-malicious
behavior on this machine should look like. In the exam-
ple shown in Figure 1, the existence of containers is ex-
pected on the machine under exam and thus should not
cause an alert. However, a similar image based on the
data drawn from an office only computer could be an in-
dication of a misuse of the machine. Together with the
activity of processes used by different users, this could
indicate malicious behavior, e.g., by a malware infected
computer.

On the other hand, if the inspected system is a server,
the view of the container and the active processes inside
is helpful. Based on the idea to have one container for
one purpose, there should not be several processes that
are equally active. If a container looks like the selected
host of Figure 2, the assumption that the container was
attacked could be made and that, e.g., a reverse shell
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(a) Each user is represented by a light grey circle. The run-
ning processes of the user are represented by circles having a
darker grey color located inside the user’s circle. The size of
the circles represents the amount of system calls aggregated
for the respective circle. Compared to the treemap layout (b),
the low activity processes are easier to discern and the hier-
archy is salient.

(b) Squarified treemap representation of the “User” > ‘Processes” hierar-
chy. Each user is mapped to an individual color. The size of the leafs
representing the processes is mapped to the amount of their system calls.
Compared to the circle layout (a), the low activity processes more difficult
to discern and the hierarchy is less salient.

Figure 3: Comparison between the circle layout (a) and the squarified treemap layout (b) showing the Main Area
of the Context View with no filters representing the hierarchy is “User” > “Processes”.

Figure 4: The Process View for user “alrik” in the container “host”. The number of system calls per process
overlapping a specific time step is encoded using a logarithmic grey scale. The relation is “group” and the processes
are grouped by “executable”. The groups are ordered by the count of “elements”. The time resolution is one second.

was used to deploy malicious software inside a con-
tainer.

4.3 Process View
The Process View (Figure 4) shows an overview of pro-
cesses and their corresponding activities. Either all pro-
cesses are shown or only the ones that were previously

selected in the Context View. The filter currently ap-
plied to this view is shown at the top of the view. Filters
can be removed and added there, too.

4.3.1 Design

A tabular design was chosen for displaying the pro-
cesses and their evolution over time. Each process is
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represented by a row and each time step is represented
by a column. The number of system calls overlapping
a time step is represented by the respective cell’s light-
ness: the darker the cell, the more system calls are asso-
ciated with the (sub-)process and overlap this time step.

By default, the processes are grouped by the “par-
ent_name”, a 16 bit identifier for the process. Every
process in a group is spawned from the same named
parent. It is possible that processes are spawned from
different parent processes with the same parent_name.
The parent_name should be a significant identifier for
the activity or for the goal of the process. Therefore,
the grouping of processes with similar named parents
is interesting to us. Another option is to group the pro-
cesses by the associated executable.

The processes can be ordered by the process id of the
first system call in each group, or by the number of pro-
cesses per group. The ordering can be either ascending
or descending.

The labels shown in Figure 4 (process id, executable,
and number of system calls) can be hidden such that
only the visual elements are shown. Then, the informa-
tion can be shown on mouse-over the respective cell.

Besides changing the filters, additional interaction fa-
cilities are provided by this view (Figure 4, below the
filters; selected values are emphasized):

• Select the color hue (“Color”: grey, blue, red)
• Select the scale (“Scale”: linear, logarithmic)
• Select the relation (“Related to”: group, global)
• Group by (“Grouped by”: executable, parent_name)
• Order by (“Ordered by”: process id, number of ele-

ments in group; ascending, descending)
• Select the time resolution (“Resolution”: between

50ms and 1s)
• Select if labels are shown (“Labels”: on, off)

Here, the processes in the container “host” for user
“alrik” are shown that are related to the executable
“chrome”. Overall, 25 processes and 27 time steps are
shown in Figure 4.

Several pattern emerge from this visualization:

(a) The first three processes are different from the re-
maining ones. (see blue bordered area (a) in Fig-
ure 4)

(b) Several processes are constantly active, i.e., every
time step. (see red bordered area (b) in Figure 4)

(c) Several processes show a regular activation (sub-
)pattern. (see black bordered area (c) in Figure 4)
They are at least active every six seconds.

Based on these pattern, hypotheses about the exe-
cutable’s behavior can be created.

4.3.2 Interpretation
Being an intermediate view between the Context View
and the Thread View, the Process View provides the

temporal dimension of active processes that are related
to each other. One malicious behavior that is identi-
fiable using this view is reverse-shells on servers. The
possible indication for this type of malicious behavior is
a long idle time followed by an extremely high amount
of activity of another process directly afterwards, e.g.,
a php-child.

A similar example of this behavior—a process starting
a new process that performs some sub-tasks—can be
found in Figure 4 in the lines marked with an (a). In
this case, the chrome process with process id 800 (line
before) has no further activities after starting. However,
directly afterwards, a high amount of system calls by its
child process having the pid 898 is observed. Knowing
the spawning schemata of specific processes, like us-
ing a fixed process-pool for computation, it can be as-
sessed whether or not this behavior of creating new sub-
processes and delegating tasks to them is malicious.

4.4 Thread View
4.4.1 Design
Figure 5 shows the system call traces at thread level.
Each line—except the last two—represents a thread that
can be selected from a list. In the last line, a barchart
shows the distribution of systems calls over time. The
number of all system calls from all threads overlapping
the respective time interval is mapped to the height of
the associated blue bar of the bar chart. On mouse over,
the exact number of system calls overlapping each time
interval is shown. Above this bar chart, the timeline is
shown.

Figure 5(a) shows the coarsest granularity where the
number of time intervals depends on the available
screen space. Similar to the “Process View”, a cell
represents all system calls for a specific thread (row)
overlapping a specific time interval (column). The
saturation of the cell represents this number of system
calls in relation to

• the total number of system calls of the thread (used
in Figure 5)

• the maximal number of system calls overlapping a
time step over all threads

• the sum of system calls overlapping a time step over
all threads

• the sum of system calls over all threads

Interaction allows to obtain more details. Zooming-in
using the mouse allows to decrease the length of the
time intervals. Thus, fewer, shorter time intervals are
shown. These shorter time intervals are represented by
cells as long as they contain more system calls than can
be displayed. Otherwise, triangles and bars represent-
ing individual system calls are used. Each triangle starts
at the beginning of the system call and ends at its termi-
nation. The triangle’s color represents the system call
category:
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(a) Coarsest view showing the complete time interval selected. The saturation of each cell represents the number of
system calls that are active in that interval: the higher the saturation the more system calls are contained in this thread
and time interval.

(b) Finest view showing individual system calls, only. Triangles represent the system calls and their durations (called
‘latency” by sysdig) from the start event to the final event of each system call. The triangle’s color represents its system
call category: red: net(work), blue: inter-process communication (IPC), violet: sleeping, orange: unknown (system call
type: fdatasync). Single vertical red lines represent system calls with zero duration (e.g. in the marked lines, before and
after the yellow system call). The irregularities in the idle threads (see marked lines) can easily be identified.

Figure 5: Visualization of the threads showing only aggregated system calls (a) and only individual system
calls (b). In the last line, a barchart shows the distribution of systems calls over time. The number of all system
calls from all threads overlapping the respective time interval is mapped to the height of the associated blue bar of
the bar chart. On mouse over, the exact number of system calls overlapping each time interval is shown. Above
this bar chart, the timeline is shown.
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• red: net
• blue: inter-process communication (IPC)
• violet: sleeping
• orange: unknown (system call type: fdatasync).

A red bar represents a system call of zero duration. The
finest level displaying individual system calls, only, is
shown in Figure 5(b) (most detailed view).

This flexibility allows to generate as many intermedi-
ate levels between the coarsest (least detailed) and the
finest (most detailed) level as necessary to provide an
acceptable number of elements (bins or individual sys-
tem calls).

4.4.2 Interpretation

The temporal pattern that can be observed in this visu-
alization fosters recognizing normal as well as possibly
malicious behavior. Again, a thorough understanding
about the computer, its users, and the processes to be
expected is needed for judging whether or not a cer-
tain visual pattern is suspected to be malicious or not.
Therefore, the system calls that were issued are ana-
lyzed regarding their amount and their sequence. The
detection of malicious behavior is one the one hand
fosters by the side-by-side display of a number of pro-
cesses performing the same task (see Figure 5 (b) line
4 to 9) such that processes with a divergent amount or
sequence of system calls can be spotted. On the other
hand, a sudden change in the behavior of a single pro-
cess might point to a malicious irregularity. In Figure 5,
the irregularities in the idle threads (lines in the blue
bordered box, Figure 5) are an example of this type of
anomaly.

5 CONCLUSION
We propose SyCaT-Vis for the visualization-based
analysis of system call traces. Currently, three views
are provided fostering understanding of the system’s
behavior: an overview showing the processes and their
context (context view), an intermediate view showing
details of selected processes (process view), and a
detailed view showing details of selected threads of
one or more processes (thread view, several levels
of detail). Being able to configure and to interact
with these flexible visualizations enables the security
researcher to adapt them to her needs and to focus
on the crucial parts for understanding whether the
system’s behavior is normal or not.
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Abstract
Light field data records the amount of light at multiple points in space, captured e.g. by an array of cameras or
by a light-field camera that uses microlenses. Since the storage and transmission requirements for such data are
tremendous, compression techniques for light fields are gaining momentum in recent years. Although plenty of
efficient compression formats do exist for still and moving images, only a little research on the impact of these
methods on light field imagery is performed. In this paper, we evaluate the impact of state-of-the-art image and
video compression methods on quality of images rendered from light field data. The methods include recent video
compression standards, especially AV1 and XVC finalised in 2018. To fully exploit the potential of common image
compression methods on four-dimensional light field imagery, we have extended these methods into three and four
dimensions. In this paper, we show that the four-dimensional light field data can be compressed much more than
independent still images while maintaining the same visual quality of a perceived picture. We gradually compare
the compression performance of all image and video compression methods, and eventually answer the question,
"What is the best compression method for light field data?".

Keywords
Light field, Plenoptic imaging, Lossy compression, Image refocusing

1 INTRODUCTION
To describe a three-dimensional scene from any possible
viewing position at any viewing angle, one could define
a plenoptic function P(x,y,z,φ ,ψ), where the (x,y,z) is
the position and (φ ,ψ) is a viewing angle (in spherical
coordinates) of a camera. Figure 1 shows the situation.
The value of the P is color. The definition can be further
extended with t (time) to describe a dynamic scene.

Our interest here is to describe the scene by capturing
either via an array of cameras or by a single compact
sensor preceded by microlenses. In this case, the aper-
ture is modeled by a grid of views (cameras) located
on a two-dimensional plane. This situation is shown in
Figure 2, where the baseline between individual views
from the grid is described by the distance d. This rep-
resentation is often referred to as 4D light field (LF)
since we deal with the light field function, L, sampled in
four dimensions, (k, l,m,n), where the (m,n) are pixel

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee
provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or
commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the
full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish,
to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior
specific permission and/or a fee.

φ
(x,y,z)

Figure 1: Plenoptic capture of a scene from a single
viewing position. For simplicity, the range of viewing
angles is indicated for one spherical coordinate.

d

Figure 2: 4D light field capture via an array of cameras.

coordinates, and (k, l) are indices of a sub-aperture im-
age. Light fields acquired by the single compact sensor
have limited support for the viewing angle. Light fields
based on the array of cameras offer larger viewing an-
gles at the cost of missing information in between the
cameras. In practice, the number of views located on
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Figure 3: Dataset used in this paper. From top left to
bottom right: Black Fence, Chessboard, Lego Bulldozer,
and Palais du Luxembourg.

the two-dimensional plane ranges from a couple of units
to several hundred. Considering increasing resolution
sensors, it is no surprise that the light field data reach
huge sizes. As an example, consider "Lego Bulldozer"
light field (Figure 3) taken from the Stanford Light Field
Archive. The light field is captured using a 17× 17
grid of cameras having image resolution 1536× 1152
(rectified and cropped). The uncompressed size easily
exceeds a gigabyte. For light field videos, storage and
transmission requirements are enormous.

Several methods to compress 4D light fields have been
recently proposed. Some of them attempt to compress
directly the data from sensors preceded by microlenses
(lenslet image). Other compresses the resulting 4D light
field. In this paper, we focus only on the latter ones. We
compare various state-of-the-art compression methods
applicable to 4D light field data. These methods include
recent video compression standards, especially AV1 (val-
idated in June 2018), and XVC (version released in July
2018). In order to evaluate the comparison, we refocus
the original and decompressed light field. The evaluation
is then carried out using the PSNR as a full-reference
quality assessment metric.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related work and compression methods.
Section 3 presents our experiments in detail, and dis-
cusses the results. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK
The individual views from a light field are usually never
displayed. Therefore, it is not very meaningful to com-
pare the original and decompressed light field directly,
even though such methodology is usual to asses a sin-
gle view compression performance. For this reason, we
adopt the compression performance assessment method-
ology for multi-focus rendering from [2]. This methodol-
ogy basically lies in assessing the quality of the rendered
views for multiple focal points. The rendered views are

obtained by combining pixels from different 4D light
field views for various focal planes. The average distor-
tion is computed as the mean of the PSNR for multiple
rendered focal plane views. This situation is shown in
Figure 4. Note that the PSNR is computed from the
MSE over all three color components.
The 4D light field comprises a two-dimensional grid of
two-dimensional views. The baseline between individ-
ual views ranges from a few millimeters (microlenses)
to several centimeters (camera array). It is, therefore,
natural to expect a high similarity of views adjacent in
any of two grid directions. This similarity opens the
door to understanding the 4D light field data as a video
sequence navigating between the viewpoints. Another
possible point of view is to see the 4D light field as the
three- or directly four-dimensional body. The above ap-
proaches can also be reflected in light field compression
by using either an image, video, volumetric, or four-
dimensional coding system. Although other approaches
(like 3D video) are also possible, we are not aware of
generally available coding systems for such cases.
In recent years, several papers compared and evaluated
the compression performance of various approaches on
light field imagery. The authors of [2] evaluated the
performance of the main image coding standards, JPEG,
JPEG 2000, H.264/AVC intra profile, and H.265/HEVC
intra profile. The "intra" suffix refers to the fact the
individual views were compressed independently (in-
tra profile). The video coding approaches were not
evaluated. As could be expected, the H.265/HEVC in-
tra profile proved to be the most efficient compression
method. In [17], the authors compared the compression
performance of three strategies using the H.265/HEVC.
Their first strategy performs compression directly on the
lenslet image. Another strategy arranges 4D LF views
a pseudo-temporal sequence in spiral order and subse-
quently compressed it. The last strategy compresses a
subset of lenslet images through the transformation to
4D LF. Their results show that coding 4D LF leads to
better performance when compared to coding lenslet
images directly. The authors of [6] compared the per-
formance of JPEG, JPEG 2000, and SPIHT directly on
lenslet images. The comparison was performed using
the same methodology as in this paper. As could be
expected, the JPEG 2000 exhibits the best compression
performance. In [16], the authors proposed to rearrange
4D LF views into tiles of a big rectangular image. This
image is then compressed using the JPEG 2000 coder.
The proposed scheme was compared against standard
image coding algorithms, namely the JPEG 2000 and
JPEG XR. It is, however, unclear how these standard
coding algorithms were exactly applied to the 4D light
field data. In [1], the author rearranges the 4D light field
into a three-dimensional body. The three-dimensional
volume is then encoded using the 3D DCT scheme on
8×8×8 blocks, similarly as in the JPEG coding system.
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4D light field

compress decompress render

render

compare

Figure 4: Data flow diagram of the compression performance assessment methodology used in this paper.

Besides conventional coding methods, also an alternative
approach [3] exists that uses deep learning to estimate
the 2D view from the sparse sets of 4D views. Another
approach [4] proposes own sparse coding scheme for the
entire 4D LF based on several optimized key views. The
method in [9] decomposes the 4D light field into homog-
raphy parameters and residual matrix. The matrix is then
factored as the product of a matrix containing k basis
vectors and a smaller matrix of coefficients. The basis
vectors are then encoded using the H.265/HEVC intra
profile. In [11, 12], the authors propose a hierarchical
coding structure for 4D light fields. The 4D LF is de-
composed into multiple views and then organized them
into a coding structure according to the spatial coordi-
nates. All of the views are encoded hierarchically. The
scheme is implemented in the reference H.265/HEVC
software. In [5], the authors propose a coding scheme
that splits the 4D light field into several central views
and remaining adjacent views. The adjacent views are
subtracted from the central views, and both groups are
then encoded using H.265/HEVC coder. The authors of
[13, 14] feed the 4D LF into the H.265/HEVC exploit-
ing the inter prediction mode for individual LF views.
Finally, tremendous attentions have also been focused
on convolutional neural network based compression ap-
proaches [7, 8].

From the above, it can be seen that the JPEG 2000 and
especially the H.265/HEVC coding schemes are quite
popular. In this paper, we compare the compression
performance of the main state-of-the-art lossy compres-
sion methods. These methods can be divided into four
groups according to the way they process the 4D LF
data. The first group covers the following image coding
methods—the JPEG and JPEG 2000. In the literature
[10], this kind of methods is sometimes referred to as the
self-similarity based methods. The second group com-
prises video coding methods: H.265/HEVC, AV1, VP9,
and XVC. In the literature, these methods are referred to
as the pseudo sequence based methods. The third group
extends the image coding methods into three dimensions.
This group consists of JPEG 3D (our own implementa-
tion) and JPEG 2000 3D (Part 10, JP3D). Notice that
the JPEG 3D refers to a volume image rather than a pair
of stereoscopic images. The fourth group extends the
image coding methods into four dimensions. However,

only one method in this group exists, JPEG 4D (our own
implementation). To evaluate the above methods, we
use the following list of encoders: OpenJPEG, x265,
libaom (AV1 Codec Library), libvpx (VP8/VP9 Codec
SDK), xvc codec, and our own implementation of the
JPEG method.
Since our comparison also deals with the latest video
compression standards, we consider it appropriate to
present their short description here. The H.265/HEVC
(High Efficiency Video Coding, MPEG-H Part 2) is a
video compression standard designed as a successor to
the widely used H.264/AVC (MPEG-4 Part 10). The
standard was published in June 2013. The AV1 (AOMe-
dia Video 1) is an open video coding format standardized
in June 2018. It succeeds the VP9 video coding format
developed by Google. According to [18], the AV1 out-
performs the H.265/HEVC by 17 %, and VP9 by 13 %
over a wide range of bitrate/resolutions. The XVC is a
video coding format with a strong focus on low bitrate
streaming applications. The official website claims that
the codec outperforms the AV1, H.265/HEVC, and VP9.

3 EVALUATION
This section presents our dataset, multi-focus rendering
method, experiments conducted on this dataset using the
above methodology, and the results we achieved.
Our dataset consists of four 4D light fields based on
two types of capturing devices. Two of the light fields
were captured using Lytro Illum B01 plenoptic camera
and the other two using conventional cameras. The first
conventional camera light field was captured using a
multi-camera array, and the other one using simple mo-
torized gantry equipped with Canon Digital Rebel XTi
camera. Corresponding resolutions and adjacent image
disparity ranges are listed in Table 1. The value in the
last column describes the pixel difference in the location
of the same 3D object projected to images captured by
a camera or computed from a lenslet image in the case
of Lytro. The range is narrow (ca. −1 to +1 pixel) for
the densely-sampled light field (Lytro) and wide (ca. 40
to 90 pixels) for the images captured by camera array.
These values correlate to the focal length and camera
baseline (distance between camera centers). For conve-
nience, the central view for each light field is shown in
Figure 3.
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description source resolution disparity

Black Fence EPFL Light-field data set 15×15× 625×434 −1to 1
Chessboard Saarland University 8×8 ×1920×1080 40 to 90
Lego Bulldozer Stanford Computer Graphics Laboratory 17×17×1536×1152 −1to 7
Palais du Luxembourg EPFL Light-field data set 15×15× 625×434 −1to 1

Table 1: Dataset used in this paper. The first and last light field are taken using a plenoptic camera; the Chessboard
is captured using a camera array; the Lego Bulldozer is captured using a motorized gantry holding a camera. The
adjacent image disparity range (last column) is given in pixels.

The digital refocus of the images at the virtual focal
plane is achieved using shift-sum algorithm [15]. This
algorithm shifts the sub-aperture images (views) accord-
ing to camera baseline with respect to the reference
frame and accumulates the corresponding pixel values.
The refocused image will be an average of the trans-
formed images. The computation of the pixel value at
point (m,n) of the refocused image Ed is given by the
equation

Ed(m,n) =
1
N ∑

k,l
L(k, l,m+αk,n+αl), (1)

where N is the number of summed images, α is the
distance of the synthetic plane from the main lens, k and
l are indices of a sub-aperture image of the light field
representation, and αk and αl are the shift parameters
with respect to the reference frame. We performed a
linear interpolation in the last two 4D dimensions to
convert the sampled light field function into a continuous
one.

Experiment 0

Before we start, the reader might wonder whether it is
really necessary to assess the image quality on views
rendered for multiple focal points rather than the origi-
nal views (i.e. compare the original and decompressed
LF directly). A quick experiment reveals that a big dif-
ference exists between the former and the latter (see Fig-
ure 5). This difference is about 10 decibels in the PSNR,
depending on the bitrate and compression method. This
can be explained by the fact that any pixel in the rendered
view is a sum of pixels from the 4D LF so that this sum
all together suppresses compression artifacts. In other
words, we can afford to compress the 4D light fields
much more than independent images, while maintaining
the same visual quality of a screened picture.

Experiment 1

As seen from the previous section, most current LF com-
pression approaches handle either 2D data or their se-
quence (video compression). Compression of 4D LF
images is still a relatively unexplored area of research.
Since 4D LF are sequences of 2D images (views), the
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Figure 5: Experiment 0. The difference in the quality
assessment using the 4D light field directly vs. using
images rendered at virtual focal planes. Illustratively
shown on the Black Fence light field.

2D compression methods may be used to code the views
independently. However, such methods fail to exploit
pixel correlations in all four dimensions. Similar reason-
ing can be used for 3D methods. In our first experiment,
we were interested in examining the effects of LF com-
pression in three and four dimensions. To evaluate the
compression performance fairly, identical compression
method must be used for the 2D, 3D, and 4D case. Thus,
we have created a custom implementation of the JPEG
compression method with the ability to process either
the 2D, 3D, or 4D data. Additionally, we are aware of
the existence of the JPEG 2000 standard, with the ability
to compress the 2D and 3D data in the same manner.
Unfortunately, the JPEG 2000 does not deal with the 4D
images. Since the similarity of adjacent pixels in the
third and four dimensions strongly depends on the cam-
era baseline, different results can be expected depending
on the baseline distance. The result of this experiment
is shown in Figure 6. In each panel, the horizontal axis
shows the bitrate (bits per pixel), whereas the vertical
axis shows the mean of the PSNR for multiple rendered
focal plane views.

On light fields with a small baseline (Black Fence and
Palais du Luxembourg), both 3D compression meth-
ods clearly outperform their 2D counterparts over a
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Figure 6: Experiment 1. Comparison of image compression methods against their extensions into three and four
dimensions.

whole range of bitrates. Similarly, the 4D JPEG method
clearly outperforms its 3D counterpart. This is not so
surprising because pixels at the same spatial position
in adjacent views are strongly correlated. However,
the situation changes with increasing baseline. With
increasing baseline (Lego Bulldozer and Chessboard),
adjacent views are less and less similar, which results
in higher amplitudes of the underlying transform coef-
ficients. Consequently, the tide is turning in favor of
the less-dimensional compression methods. Consider-
ing the JPEG method, the Lego Bulldozer is a special
case because it contains large areas of blackness (black
pixels). It turns out that it is more efficient to compress
these solid areas at once using a single 4D block than
using multiple 3D blocks. Similarly, it is more efficient
to use a single 3D block than multiple 2D blocks.

Experiment 2

The second thing to notice in the previous section is the
employment of the video compression standards. Upon
this, a question arises: whether it be better to compress
the 4D light fields as a sequence of 2D frames, or as
multi-dimensional body. We, therefore, measured the
performance of all the above-mentioned video compres-
sion standards. The results can be seen in Figure 7.
This time results only for two light fields are shown
for brevity. We have, however, got similar results for
the other two. Interestingly, the XVC codec has really
shown better compression performance than HEVC and
AV1, as claimed by the official website.

To answer the question, "What is the best compression
method for LF data?", we have further compared these
results with the best-performing methods from Exper-
iment 1. The overall comparison is shown in Figure 8.
Interestingly, video compression methods perform better
than all image compression methods, even better than
their 3D and 4D extensions.
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Figure 7: Experiment 2. Performance of video compression methods. The XVC and AV1 clearly overcome the
older standards.
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Figure 8: Overall performance of the best compression methods. Video compression methods perform better than
all image compression methods.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of our work was to evaluate the current
methods suitable for lossy compression of 4D light fields.
Since the light field is basically a collection of images
(views), image compression methods are often the first
choice, when it comes to the need for compression. It
turns out that the methods handling the 4D light fields
directly in four (or three) dimensions are able to achieve
better compression results than common image com-
pression algorithms. This is, however, dependent on a
baseline between neighboring views. For large baselines
(e.g., camera arrays), the common image compression
methods come handy.

We have also evaluated the performance of video com-
pression methods. The underrated XVC compression
format demonstrated superior performance, closely fol-
lowed by the AV1. This confirms that the latest video
compression standards offer better performance than
their predecessors. Eventually, it turns out that these
video compression methods perform better than the im-

age compression methods (including their 3D and 4D
extensions).
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ABSTRACT
One of the all time issues with Virtual Reality systems regardless if they are head-mounted or projection based is
that they can only provide perspective correctness to one user. Such limitation affects collaborative work which
is nowadays the standard anywhere. One of the approaches for generating different perspective correct images to
several users is through optical routing. This approach relies on bending the light to generate perspective correct
images to the engaged users. Lenticular lenses can bend the light to be able to generate perspective correct images
for several users depending on their positions. On this paper we present an analysis that lets us understand the
pixel spread correlation with lenticular lens efficiency on multi user VR displays.

Keywords
Multi user displays, Virtual Reality, Simulation, lenticular lens

1 INTRODUCTION
Different approaches have been proposed across the
years for interacting through Virtual Reality (VR), head
mounted displays (HMDs), projection-based virtual re-
ality systems, volumetric screens and several different
devices aid on these tasks.

When the person who is interacting in VR is by him-
self, HMDs work well to some extent. Unfortunately,
working alone is rarely the case nowadays in any field.
Several attempts have been proposed to work coopera-
tively with HMDs [1] but unfortunately having weight
on one’s head not only exhausts users but also hinder
their eyesight when used on prolonged sessions. Al-
though some sessions can be short, another issue that
raises is that HMDs occlude one’s face, hence making
facial expressions less visible to other participants re-
moving important nonverbal communication channels.

Normally, when a group of experts get together, they
discuss and gesture around a common dataset hoping
to achieve a consensus. This engagement is persistent
across disciplines and begs for a VR system that acco-
modates small groups of people working together with
correct perspective point of views. Different studies
[2] [3] back up the perspective correctness requirement
demonstrating that collaboration times get significantly
longer when participants dont have a correct perspec-
tive point of view compared to a correct one.

An interesting classification for different approaches
when multiplexing images from a single display was
presented by Mark bolas et al in [4]. Here, they in-
troduce a “solution framework” of four categories for

multiplexing images: Spatial Barriers, Optical Filter-
ing, Optical Routing and Time Multiplexing.

Lenticular lenses fall in the optical routing approach
and are widely used for lenticular printing, 3D TV and
lenticular screens among other uses [5][6][7]. These
lenses can also used for multiplexing views from a sin-
gle screen. It has been shown that the lens specs that
maximizes the minimum visible unique pixels and min-
imizes ghosting is a lenticular lens that has a 50% radius
increase from the minimum possible radius, covers 18
to 21 pixels per lenticule and has the smallest possible
substrate thickness in [8].

Pixel spread is also an important factor that also con-
tributes to ghosting between users. On this paper we
are going to present and discuss the correlation factor of
pixel spread with lenticular lens performance for multi
user displays.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Lenticular Lens Overview
A lenticular lens can be thought as a set of cylinders
(lenticules) placed next to each other overlapping with
one side flat and the other side with the protubing lenses
(fig 1), these lenses are designed so that when viewed
from different angles different slices of an image are
displayed (fig 2).

Lenticular printing is one of the most prominent exam-
ples of lenticular lens usage. Here, lenses are employed
to give illusion of depth or to make images that change
depending on the angle the print is looked from.
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Figure 1: Micro profile of a lenticular lens.

Figure 2: Image looked from different angles in a
lenticular lens

Depending on how pronounced the lenticules are en-
graved in the sheet, different types of effects can be
achieved (fig 3). These effects can be just about any-
thing one can do with video; some of these effects in-
clude morphing effects, animations, flipping and 3D ef-
fects [9] [10].

Figure 3: Flip to 3D lenticular lenses.

• Morph effect: This is commonly used to create the
illusion of transformation (fig. 4 A).

• Animation effect: Generates illusion of motion
from a set of sequential images (fig. 4 B).

• Flip effect: A dramatic swap of two images occurs
vanishing and then reappearing from one to another
(fig. 4 C).

• 3D effect: Provides an illusion of depth and per-
spective by layering objects within images (fig. 4D).

Lenticular lenses are classified by the number of lentic-
ules that can be fit in an inch (Lenses per inch (LPI)),
the higher the LPI the smaller each lenticule is. Man-
ufacturers normally offer lenses in 10, 15, 20, 30, 50,
60, 75, 100LPI lenses; however, with enough funds one
can get a custom lens manufactured with specific char-
acteristics.
Following the same principle of how lenticular printing
works, lenticular lenses can also be used for multiplex-
ing different images to different users in VR under an
optical routing approach.

Figure 4: Effects. A:Morph B:Animation C:Flip D:3D

2.2 Pixel overview
Pixels are the building blocks of screens; pixels are
composed of subpixels which are generally colored red
green and blue; When all the three subpixels are at full
intensity a white pixel light is generated; when all the
subpixels are completely dark; black is the resulting
color; combination of intensities of the different sub-
pixels generate colors like pink, yellow, etc.

An important factor that occurs on screens is pixel
spread. Pixel spread is referred in this paper as the an-
gle from where the light can be seen from each pixel.
Naturally, for TVs, monitors and screens in general, an
increased pixel spread is the desired effect so people
can see the same image from different angles without
any variation in contrast / brightness.

Pixel spread for the purpose of this paper varies from 0
(collimated light) to 89 degrees (fan like setting). The
more pixel spread the wider the angle an image on a
screen can be seen from (fig. 5).

Figure 5: Pixel spread range

3 PREVIOUS WORK
Optical routing uses the angle-sensitive optical charac-
teristics of certain materials to direct or occlude images
based on the user’s positionm [4].

In 1994, Little et al talk about a design for an au-
tostereoscopic, multiperspective raster-filled display
[11]. Here, they propose a time multiplexed approach
and an optical routing approach. The optical routing
approach features video cameras and LCTV projectors.
Here, they use an array of video cameras to capture
multiple perspective views of the scene and then they
fed these to an array of LCTVs and simultaneously
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project the images to a special pupil-forming viewing
screen. The viewing screen is fabricated by either a
holographic optical element or a Fresnel lens and a pair
of crossed lenticular arrays.
Van Berkel et al in [12] [13] built a prototype display
using a LCD and a lenticular lens from Philips Optics
to display 3D images; they slanted the lenticular lens
with respect to the LCD panel in order to reduce the
"picket fence" effect.
Later in the same year, Matsumoto et al in [14] pro-
poses a system that consists of combination of cylindri-
cal lenses with different focal lengths, a diffuser screen
and several projectors to create a 3D image. They had
issues with one of the lenses causing a dark stripe in the
3D image affecting the stereoscopic vision by reducing
the sense of depth.
Omura, presents a system that uses double lenticular
lenses with moving projectors that move according to
the tracked user’s position to extend the viewable area
[15], their system needs a pair of projectors per person
and their projectors move to adjust each user’s position.
Their system suffers from latency due to the mechanical
movement.
Lipton proposed the Synthagram [16], a system that
consists of an LCD Screen with a lenticular screen that
overlays the LCD display. They angled the lenticular
screen in order to reduce moire patterns and their sys-
tem uses nine progressive perspective views from a sin-
gle image. They sample these views into a program
called the Interzig where they process the images and
assign each pixel to a specific position in the screen.
Matusik proposes a system that consists of an array
of cameras, clusters of network connected PCs and a
multi-projector 3D display with the purpose to transmit
autostereoscopic realistic 3D TV [17]. They record the
imagery with a small cluster of cameras that are con-
nected to PCs. The PCs broadcast the recorded video
which later on is decoded by another cluster of con-
sumer PCs and projectors. Their 3D Display consists
of 16 NEC LT-170 projectors that are used for front or
rear projection. The rear projection approach consists
for two lenticular sheets mounted back to back with an
optical diffuser material in the center and the front pro-
jection system uses one lenticular sheet with a retro re-
flective front projection screen material.
Another way of optical routing approach use is the dis-
play proposed by Nguyen et al [18] [19]. Here, they
propose a special display which consists of a screen
with 3 layers that has directional reflections for projec-
tors so each participant sees a customized image from
their perspective; their system supports up to 5 view-
ing zones but doesn’t support tracking and it needs a
projector per participant.
Takaki et al introduces a system that can produce 72
views[20]. Their system consists of a light source ar-

ray, a micro lens and a vertical diffuser (a lenticular
sheet). They mention that as the horizontal positions of
all light sources are different, rays from different light
sources proceed to different horizontal directions after
passing through the micro lenses thus generating differ-
ent views. They also mention that it’s difficult to fab-
ricate a large micro lens array and also say that unused
pixels remain at the corners of the LCD panel.

Later on. In [21] [22] followed by [23], Takaki dis-
cusses a multiple projection system that is modified to
work as a super multiview display. Here, they attach a
lens to the display screen of a HDD projector and by
combining the screen lens and the common lens, they
project an aperture array. This aperture array is placed
on the focal plane of the common lens, and the display
screen (a vertical diffuser) is placed on the other focal
plane. Hence, the image of the aperture array is pro-
duced on the focal plane of the screen lens. With this,
the image of an aperture array gets enlarged generat-
ing enlarged images that become viewpoints. The au-
thors comment that there is some discontinuity between
the different generated views when the observation dis-
tance is different from the distance to the viewpoints.

In 2009. Takaki and his team introduce a prototype
panel that can produce 16 views [24]. They do this by
building a LCD with slanted subpixels and a lenticu-
lar screen. They place a diffusion material between the
lenticular sheet and the LCD screen in order to defo-
cus the moire pattern but increase the crosstalk among
viewpoints. They mention that by slanting the subpixel
arrangement instead of the lenticular sheet, they can in-
crease the number of views but the optical transmittance
of the display decreases. They conclude that by slant-
ing the subpixels in the screen instead in the lenticular
sheet, they can reduce significantly the crosstalk and
moire compared to the normal approaches. Their ap-
proach requires to build a LCD display which is a quite
a complex task.

Finally, in 2010 Takaki and his team combine several
16-view flat-panels that have slanted subpixels[24] and
creates a system with 256 views[25]. They superimpose
the different projected output of the panels to a single
vertical diffuser. The multiple viewing zones for each
flat panel are generated on an incident pupil plane of
its corresponding projection lens. Each projection lens
projects to the display surface of its corresponding flat
panel system on the common screen and finally a screen
lens is located on the common screen so the lens gen-
erates viewing zones for observers. They mention that
their prototype display has the possibility of producing
3D images on which the human eye can focus but also
they report that there is considerable crosstalk between
the viewing zones and the resolution of the prototype is
not very high.
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Another system that takes advantage of the optical rout-
ing approach is the Free2C display, a project proposed
by Surman in [26]. Here, they created a single viewer
autostereoscopic display using a head tracker. The dis-
play accommodates the head movement of the viewer
by continually re-adjusting the position of the lenticu-
lar lens in relation to the LCD to steer the stereoscopic
views onto the eyes of the viewer. Their display res-
olution is 1200x1600, the viewing distance goes from
40cm to 110cm and side to side movements range of ap-
proximately +-25 degrees from the center of the screen.
They also attempted a multi-user display that steers the
LCD instead of the lenses to produce image regions for
the users but they mention the display performance was
really poor.

Similarly to Free2C, Brar et al use image recognition
to track users’ heads to produce multiple steerable exit
pupils for left and right eyes [27] [28]. Here, they de-
scribe the design and construction of a stereoscopic dis-
play that doesnt require wearing special eye wear. A
stereo par is produced on a single LCD by simultane-
ously displaying left and right images on alternate rows
of pixels. They propose steering optics controlled by
the output the aforementioned head tracker to direct re-
gions, referred as exit pupils to the appropriate view-
ers’ eyes. Their prototype is not optimal due to insuffi-
cient brightness and instability in the holographic pro-
jector and their current research doesn’t support multi-
ple users.

Kooima et al [29], uses 24" and 42" 3DHD Alioscopy
displays[30] which come with integrated lenticular
lenses. They propose a system that consists of scalable
tiled displays for large field of views and use a gener-
alization of a GPU based autostereoscopic algorithm
for rendering in lenticular barriers.They tried different
methods for rendering but they had issues where
they perceived repeated discontinuities, exaggerated
perspectives and as the displays pixels cannot be
moved smoothly but in discrete steps. The tracked
viewer moves into transition between channels, the
user begins to see the adjacent view before the channel
perspective is updated to follow the user’s head.

Zang et al proposes a frontal multi-projection au-
tostereoscopic display [31]. Their approach consists of
8 staggered projectors and a 3D image guided screen.
The 3D image screen is mainly composed of a single
lenticular sheet, a retro-reflective diffusion screen and a
transparent layer that is filled between them to control
the pitch of the rearranged pixel stripe in interlaced
images. Their system is space efficient compared to
previous approaches that produce light from the back
of the screen, but the loss of intensity and crosstalk are
seriously increased out of the system boundaries and
besides being complex it doesn’t provide perspective
perfect views for each user.

We have mentioned here some research that has been
done throughout the years that use an optical rout-
ing approach; specifically, lenticular lenses to separate
users. Still, none of these projects compare the pixel
spread correlation with the performance of said lentic-
ular lenses.

4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Depending on the lens / screen marriage used, different
lens parameters need to be set for the best performance.
Some factors like the minimum number of pixels per-
ceived, ghosting, color banding among others can be
improved / minimized depending on the values the lens
have. Such values need to be taken into account when
pursuing an optical routing approach for multiplexing
images.

To know how good or bad a specific lens with specific
attributes works with any given screen, a lenticular lens
simulator was developed. Such simulator helped de-
termine the best parameters for a lens given a specific
screen. This simulator also can assess how the screen’s
pixel spread is correlated with the lens performance.

Lenticular lenses have different parameters that can be
tweaked to produce different effects; manufacturers sell
lenses based on their LPI but at the end, each of these
lenses comes with a set of specifications like the refrac-
tion index of the material the lens is made of, substrate
thickness, viewing angle, lenticule radius, etc.(fig. 6).
In order to simulate how a lenticular lens works, we

Figure 6: Detailed lenticular lens

discretize the light generated from each pixel and rep-
resent it as several rays that start from each subpixel and
travel along the substrate of the lens and get refracted
to the air from each lenticule. These rays are calculated
in three steps: Substrate contact, lens contact and lens
refraction.

4.1 Step 1: Substrate contact.
In this phase n number of rays are calculated for each
pixel with a spread S (in deg) in order to get n contact
points P0,P1 . . .Pn from a horizontal line (parallel to the
screen) that defines the substrate thickness of the lens
(fig. 7). To find the points P0,P1 . . .Pn where the rays
intersect the end of the lens substrate we represent the
rays from the pixel and the substrate with line equations
and find their respective intersection points.
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Figure 7: Step 1: Find where rays intersect substrate
line.

Given the points R1 and R2 from the line L1 that rep-
resents the ray that gets generated from the pixel and
points S1 and S2 from the line L2 that defines the sub-
strate of the lens, we can generate two standard line
equations with the form y = mx+ b, make them equal
on the y axis (as it is the substrate thickness that the
manufacturer gives) and find the intersection point Pi
on x (fig. 7).

L1→ y = m1x+b1 L2→ y = m2x+b2

m1x+b1 = m2x+b2

m1x−m2x = b2−b1

x(m1−m2) = b2−b1

x =
b2−b1

m1−m2
intersection X axis (Px).

Again, finding the Py becomes trivial as is given by the
lens manufacturer and is the lens substrate thickness.

4.2 Step 2: Lens contact.
After finding where the rays of light intersect in the sub-
strate thickness line, we proceed to find which lens the
ray “belongs” to in order to apply the corresponding re-
fraction in step three.

To do so, we find the center Ci of the lenticule li
that is closest to the intersection Pj in order to know
which lens refracts each ray from the pixel (fig. 8).
To find these centers we just need to find Cx for each

Figure 8: Step 2: Find points Pj closest to center Ci.

lens because Cy in all the lenticule centers remain the
same and can be easily deduced from figure 8 as Cy =
lensT hickness− lenticuleRadius.

Getting Cx is also pretty straight forward as the pixel
number (PixNum) the ray comes from is known,
the physical pixel size (Pps) has already been pre-
calculated from the screen density PPI and we can

know each lenticule size (Ls) by just dividing the LPI
of the lens by 1 inch (Ls = 1

LPI ).
First, we calculate the lenticule center that stays on top
of the current pixel (Lct) with:

Lct =
(⌊PixNum∗Pps

Ls

⌋
∗Ls

)
+
( Ls

2

)
(1)

After calculating Lct (eq. 1), we check if the distance
with Px i is lesser than half of an individual lenticule size
(|Lct−Px| < Ls

2 ), if it is we have found the lenticule center
Cx the ray belongs to, else we carry checking for neigh-
boor lenticule centers with Cx± Ls

2 until the condition gets
satisfied.

4.3 Step 3: Lens Refraction.
After figuring the closest lenticule center C j from a
given ray intersection Pi we can continue with the ray
direction~r and finally find the intersection point Qi with
the lenticule L j where the ray refraction occurs (fig. 9).
~rf.

Figure 9: Step 3: Ray intersection with lens and refrac-
tion.

4.3.1 Finding lens intersection point:
To find Qi (fig 9) we can treat each lenticule as a circle
and the rays that come from each pixel as lines and then
the lens-ray intersection point can be treated as a line-
circle intersection as follows [32] [33]: Given a circle
with center (cx,cy) with radius r representing the lenticule
with center C j and a line representing the ray of light that
comes from a given pixel:

Ray→ y = mx+b Lens→ (x− cx)
2 +(y− cy)

2 = r2

0 = (x− cx)
2 +(mx+(b− cy))

2− r2 Replace ray in lens equation

0 = x2(1+m2)+ x(2mb−2cx−2mcy)+(c2
x +b2−2bcy + c2

y − r2)

Solving the quadratic form of the resulting equation we
end up with:

x1,2 =
−mb+ cx +mcy±

1+m2

=

√
−2mbcx +2mcxcy−b2 +2bcy− c2

y + r2 + r2m2−m2c2
x

1+m2 (2)

After finding the x component in eq. 2, there are three
possible values that the quadratic equation gives us un-
der the square root. Lets call this D.

D =−2mbcx +2mcxcy−b2 +2bcy− c2
y + r2 + r2m2−m2c2

x
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If D < 0 there is no intersection point, when D = 0 the line
touches the lens tangentially and finally if D > 0 there are
two intersection points (as each lenticule is at the end a
circle.) We are only interested in the positive value as
the lenses point torward the positive Y axis so on this
case, the x component of the intersection point Qi where
the ray touches the lens ends up being:

x =
−mb+ cx +mcy+

1+m2

=

√
−2mbcx +2mcxcy−b2 +2bcy− c2

y + r2 + r2m2−m2c2
x

1+m2

(3)

Finally, by replacing eq. 3 on the line equation from the
ray we can get the y component of Qi.

4.3.2 Generating refracted ray from the lens:
After finding the point of intersection where the ray
(coming from the pixel) touches the lens (Qi) we finally
calculate the refracted pixel ray (~r f )(fig. 9) using Snell’s
law [34].

Snell’s Law states that the products of the index of re-
fraction and sines of the angles must be equal (eq. 4).

n1 sin(θ1) = n2 sin(θ2) (4)

Snell’s equation (eq. 4) can be re-written as:

sin(θ2) =
n1

n2
sin(θ1) (5)

One can immediately see a problem here, and is that if
sin(θ1)>

n2
n1

then sin(θ2) has to be bigger than 1 which
is impossible. So when this happens, we have a TIR
(Total Internal Reflection), TIR only happens if you go
from a denser material (lens) to a less dense material
(air). When TIR happens, we just ignore that ray and
do nothing about it. So eq. 5 can be written like this:

sin(θ2) =
n1

n2
sin(θ1)←→ sin(θ1)≤

n2

n1
(6)

To find ~r f , lets begin by splitting it up in a tangent and
a normal part:

~r f = ~r f‖+ ~r f⊥ (7)
As all the vectors are normalized and any vector ~v can
be decomposed in its tangent and parallel parts, and its
parts are perpendicular to each other (~v‖ ⊥ ~v⊥), with
basic trigonometry, the following rules apply:

sin(θ) =
|~v‖|
|~v|

= |~v‖| cos(θ) =
|~v⊥|
|~v|

= |~v⊥| (8)

Since Snell’s law talks about sines (eq. 6), we can use
eq. 8 and rewrite eq. 6 as:

| ~r f‖|=
n1

n2
|~r‖| (9)

Since ~r f‖ and ~r‖ are parallel and point in the same di-
rection, eq. 9 becomes:

~r f‖ =
n1

n2
~r‖ =

n1

n2
(1− cos(θr)~n) (10)

To find ~r f⊥ one can simply use pythagoras (|~v|2 =
|~v‖|2 + |~v⊥|2) and end up with:

~r f⊥ =−
√

1−| ~r f‖|2~n (11)

Replacing eq. 8, eq. 9 and eq. 11 in eq. 7 we get:

~r f =
n1

n2
~r−

(n1

n2
cos(θr)+

√
1− sin2(θr f )

)
~n

Finally, we need to find sin2(θr f ) in this last equation,
but this can be easily deduced it using Snell’s law in
equation 9.

sin2(θr f ) =
(n1

n2

)2
sin2(θr) =

(n1
n2

)2
(1− cos2(θr))

With these two equations we can finally calculate the
refracted vector ~r f .

Each step is built with information from the previous
step starting by disctretizing the light that comes from
each pixel in rays, each ray is generated from the pixel
until it intersects the lens substrate (step 1). Afterwards,
we figure out which lenticule the ray “belongs to” and
calculate the center of the aforementioned lenticule for
the ray and get the position where the ray intersects with
the lens (step 2). Finally, we calculate the new refracted
ray for the ray that comes from the pixel (step 3). These
three steps are performed for each pixel n ray times for
all the pixels in the screen.

5 EXPERIMENT
To assess how pixel spread correlates to the perfor-
mance of lenticular lenses when multiplexing user
views, two main factors need to be taken into account.
The maximum ghosting perceived for each user and
the minimum amount of unique pixels users perceive.

A simulation was performed to assess these factors.
This experiment simulate separate lenses that can fit in
18 to 21 pixels per lenticule, lenses have a 50% radius
increase from the minimum possible lenticule radius,
lens substrate thickness of 0.1mm with a refraction in-
dex of 1.56 (PETG)[8].

The aforementioned lens is designed to fit a Samsung
QN65Q900R TV. This 8k 65” TV has a resolution of
7680x4320 pixels, a refresh rate of 120Hz with phys-
ical display dimensions of 1428.51x803.538mm, pixel
density of 137ppi and a pixel pitch of 0.186mm.

Tests where performed with three users evenly sepa-
rated by 50 centimeters between them and 1 meter away
from the screen as seen in figure 10.
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Figure 10: User separation diagram.

In this experiment we measure the minimum unique
pixels perceived for each user and the maximum
amount of image ghosting users get in said layout by
varying the pixel spread, starting with a collimated
light (0 deg spread) up to 89 degrees of pixel spread
(fan like setting).

One thing to note is that in this paper we treat the spread
angle as the angle from the center of the pixel to where
the last ray ends (see figure 5). The total amount of
“vision” from any given pixel would be twice the values
of the reported spread here.

6 DATA ANALYSIS

Different spread angles will result in different metrics
for ghosting and the amount of unique pixels perceived
per user. As the reader can notice in table 1. As ex-
pected, the more angle spread pixel rays have the more
ghosting appears between users. Also, in said table, the
reader can see that regardless of the number of pixels
per lenticule, the change between ghosting values is not
representative.

The first thought that one could have after checking ta-
ble 1 is that collimated light would perform best (as in
there is no ghosting), but if the reader looks closely;
with 10 degrees of pixel spread, ghosting just starts to
appear. One can also see that when the pixel spread
is above 20 degrees (measured from the center of the
pixels), pretty much the ghosting occludes half of the
imagery each user perceives.

Another thing to notice in table 1 is that ghosting in-
creases drastically from 10 to 20 degrees and even more
from 20 to 40. For sure pixel spread needs to be below
20 degrees to have an usable optical routing approach
when multiplexing images between users.

Spread
(deg)

Max
Ghosting
18px/lent(%)

Max
Ghosting
19px/lent(%)

Max
Ghosting
20px/lent(%)

Max
Ghosting
21px/lent(%)

0 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.000%

10 2.467% 1.345% 1.139% 1.0566%

20 56.841% 56.255% 55.359% 54.684%

30 85.607% 85.580% 85.070% 84.974%

40 94.534% 94.528% 94.721% 94.587%

50 94.630% 94.603% 94.567% 94.466%

60 94.374% 93.825% 93.978% 94.068%

Table 1: Maximum ghosting perceived between 18-21
pixels per lenticule.

In table 2 the reader can also appreaciate the minimum
unique number of pixels perceived between either of
the three users. As one can notice from 0 to 10 degrees
of pixel spread, the minimum unique perceived pixels
double up to∼20% without generating pretty much any
ghosting (as seen in table 1).

From 10 to 20 degrees (table 2) the minimum unique
pixels also increase, but not as much as from 0 to 10 and
unfortunately the ghosting (table 1) increases radically
when reaching 20 degrees.

It is worth mentioning that with as little as ∼20% of
unique pixels perceived from an 8K TV, the resulting
image will contain at least around 1500 pixels. Not bad
for assembling an image.

Spread
(deg)

Min Unique
seen pixels
18px/lent(%)

Min Unique
seen pixels
19px/lent(%)

Min Unique
seen Pixels
20px/lent(%)

Min Unique
seen Pixels
21px/lent(%)

0 12.291% 12.072% 11.875% 11.718%

10 24.140% 23.945% 23.763% 23.671%

20 32.526% 32.356% 32.291% 32.760%

30 40.065% 39.856% 39.218% 39.570%

40 46.093% 45.820% 45.625% 45.338%

50 46.992% 46.601% 46.432% 46.132%

60 46.458% 46.054% 45.898% 45.820%

Table 2: Minimum unique perceived between 18-21
pixels per lenticule.

Analyzing the initial values from tables 1 and 2 begs
to ask questions like: “How much can we push the
pixel spread before introducing ghosting between
users?” and also “How much more unique pixels
are we gaining by increasing the spread angle before
generating ghosting?”.

In figure 11, the reader can see three aligned graphs, the
first one shows the minimum percentage of the whole
screen either of the users see, the second one presents
the minimum amount of unique pixels users perceive
and finally the third graph displays the maximum ghost-
ing perceived by either of the aforementioned users.

As one can see, with a collimated light, the experiment
generates zero ghosting but at the same time collimated
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light doesnt maximize the amount of perceived pixels
per user. If one looks carefully on the second graph, the
reader can see that as the pixel spread increases, still
there is zero ghosting present in the third graph until
reaching 9 degrees of pixel spread with around 1700
minimum unique perceived pixels.

Figure 11: Pixel spread graph for Samsung Q900R 8k
65” TV.

Looking more closely, unique perceived pixels get max-
imized when the pixel spread is 11 degrees but, at the
same time ghosting starts to appear when the spread
reaches 10 degrees. When the pixel spread is 11 de-
grees, the maximum amount of ghosting perceived by
either of the users is ∼9%.
Finally, in Figure 12 one can appreciate how ghosting
also increases the thicker the substrate gets regardless
the number of pixels per lenticule. With a substrate
thickness of 0mm (pretty much the lencitules directly
attached to the TV), the ghosting is reduced the most.

Unfortunately no lenticular lens comes with a substrate
thickness of 0mm. Hence the calculations done with a
substrate thickness of 0.1mm.

Figure 12: Ghosting vs Substrate thickness Samsung
Q900R.

7 CONCLUSIONS
An overview of how lenticular lenses work and how are
they used was presented in this paper; a lenticular lens
simulator was also introduced and its internal mathe-
matics on how it works where also exposed. An exper-
iment with three users evenly separated to assess pixel
spread on this paper was also mentioned and an analysis
of the experiment was covered.

Ghosting is one of the biggest issues that deter the most
user experience when multiplexing images through one
screen. Pixel spread as discussed here is a contributing
factor on ghosting when employing lenticular lenses.
As presented in this paper the more straight the pixel
rays the better in regards to reducing ghosting.

Lenticular lenses that have 18 to 21 pixels per lenticule,
50% of minimal lenticule radius increase and a sub-
strate thickness of 0.1mm behave similarly in regards
of maximum amount of ghosting perceived and mini-
mum amount of unique pixels displayed for either of
the users.

The percentage of perceived ghosting radically in-
creases from 10 to 20 degrees of pixel spread as seen
in table 1. It is also clear that collimated pixel rays
will generate zero ghosting, but will not maximize the
minimum number of unique pixels perceived by either
of the users as seen in figure 11.

11 degrees of pixel spread maximizes the minimum
amount of unique pixels perceived by the users but un-
fortunately introduces a perceived ghosting of ∼ 9%.
Nine degrees of pixel spread on the other hand almost
maximizes the minimum unique perceived pixels by ei-
ther of the users without introducing any ghosting to the
final interlaced image in the proposed setup.

With a pixel spread of nine degrees, the minimum
amount of unique pixels perceived is ∼23%; more or
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less 1700 pixels. Enough to assemble an image that
contains zero ghosting.

Given the case that it’s not physically possible to manu-
facture a lens with said requirements of substrate thick-
ness of 0.1mm; its feasible to increase the thickness to
some extent without inducing ghosting with 9 degrees
of pixel spread.

8 FUTURE WORK
Subpixel layout is something that changes from screen
to screen; in this paper we covered a subpixel layout
that follows the typical red/green/blue layout with even
subpixel sizes. It would be interesting to see if the same
pixel spread behavior repeats with different physical
subpixel layouts.

The lenticular lens simulator presented in this paper
helped assessing maximum ghosting and minimum
amount of unique pixels perceived by either of the
users; color banding is a phenomenom that occurs
when lenticules magnify enough a pixel hence produc-
ing separate red/green/blue bands instead of an even
white color. Color banding wasnt addressed in this
paper and is worth doing more research on this topic to
assess if the proposed lens with the current pixel sizes
of the tested screen generates color banding.

The experiment proposed in this paper had static users;
user movement should be considererd for the data in or-
der to assess how much ghosting and pixel spread vary
troughout the physical space. A mapping of the space
would be valuable to manipulate where users should be
located depending on the generated virtual content.

An interesting way to reduce pixel spread would be
with privacy screens; said screens are cheap and easy
to attach to a screen. It would be interesting to know if
with the new material between the screen and the lens;
color banding is produced or if ghosting and unique pix-
els change.
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ABSTRACT 
 

3D visualization of volumetric line integral convolution (LIC) datasets has been a field of constant research. So 

far, most approaches have focused on finding suitable transfer functions and defining appropriate clipping 

strategies in order to solve the problem of occlusion. In medicine, extensions of the LIC algorithm to diffusion 

weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dwMRI) have been proposed, allowing highly resolved LIC volumes to be 

generated. These are used for brain white matter visualization by LIC slice images, depicting fiber structures with 

good contrast. However, 3D visualization of fiber pathways by volume rendering faces the problem of occlusion 

of anatomic regions of interest by the dense brain white matter pattern. In this paper, we introduce an anatomy-

focused LIC algorithm, which allows specific fiber architectures to be visualized by volume rendering. It uses an 

anatomical atlas, matched to the dwMRI dataset, during the generation of the LIC noise input pattern. Thus, 

anatomic fiber structures of interest are emphasized, while surrounding fiber tissue is thinned out and its opacity 

is modulated. Additionally, we present an adaptation of the orientation-dependent transparency rendering 

algorithm, which recently has been proposed for fiber streamline visualization, to LIC data. The novel methods 

are evaluated by application to dwMRI datasets from glioma patients, visualizing fiber structures of interest in the 

vicinity of the lesion. 

Keywords 
Volume LIC, Line integral convolution, Anatomical atlas, Visualization, Volume rendering, Diffusion MRI 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Three-dimensional visualization of data from line 

integral convolution (LIC) is a challenging field in 

scientific visualization. The major challenges in 

Volume LIC are occlusion and finding suitable 

transfer functions. Although streamline tractography 

has been established as a standard technology, LIC is 

a promising approach in the visualization of fiber 

pathways from diffusion weighted magnetic 

resonance imaging (dwMRI) datasets. However, 

three-dimensional depiction of LIC data suffers from 

occlusion and cluttered visualization. Figure 1 

presents an example of rendering a dwMRI LIC 

volume with dense white matter structures. In 

previous solutions, clipping approaches and 

sophisticated transfer functions have been proposed to 

visualize vector fields. In particular, when visualizing 

dense LIC volumes from dwMRI data, such strategies 

do not lead to visualizations depicting the three-

dimensional course of single fiber bundles and lack 

anatomical context. Furthermore, most of these recent 

approaches focus on depicting a whole LIC volume 

after it has been generated.  

In this paper, we propose a new approach by 

emphasizing volumes of interest (VOI) while 

generating the noise input pattern to the LIC 

algorithm. This is achieved by the incorporation of an 

anatomical atlas which is matched to the individual 

dwMRI dataset, allowing anatomical VOIs to be 

specified by the user without tedious interactions. Our 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 

profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute 

to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
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approach is based on the A-Glyph LIC algorithm 

proposed by Höller et al. [HESK17, HOKG14]. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, we give an 

overview of related methods and solutions to the 

problem of visualizing Volume LIC datasets (section 

2). In section 3, we give a detailed description of our 

approach of anatomy-focused Volume LIC by atlas-

based sample placement. In section 4, experimental 

results from the application of the methods to clinical 

datasets from glioma patients are presented. We 

conclude with section 5 by discussing our results and 

giving an outlook to further algorithmic amendments. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2. RECENT SOLUTIONS 
 

State of the art – Volume LIC 
LIC, originally introduced by Cabral and Leedom 

[CaLe93],  is a texture-based algorithm to visualize 

vector fields. In its original two-dimensional version, 

it takes a random noise texture as input and blurs it 

locally along the given vector field. There are several 

extensions to the LIC algorithm [LHDV04] that 

include Volume LIC as well. In scientific literature 

there are different approaches to visualize Volume 

LIC data with the aim to give insight into the volumes 

and to highlight certain characteristics of the 

underlying data. One area of research focuses on 

various forms of clipping planes. Schurade et al. 

[SHSK10] use a Virtual Klinger dissection method 

with which curved dissection surfaces are generated. 

These extend locally parallel to user specified fiber 

bundles and thereby shape a free-form clipping 

surface.  

Peeters et al. [PeVR09] pursue a different approach. 

They do not calculate a whole LIC volume and depict 

it, but define a 2D cross section of a heart and carry 

out a 3D vector field visualization for this “Plane of 

Interest”. In the specified intersection of the plane with 

the vector field, the 3D vectors are rendered as 3D line 

segments by using a local raycasting approach. In 

addition, line lightning and shadow computation is 

performed. 

The question of how four-dimensional blood flow 

patterns can be visualized interactively in vivo is 

answered by Kainz et al. [KRRS09]. Here, an 

overview of experiments of how to visualize and 

measure flow fields in the human vascular system is 

given and sparse and dense flow visualization 

algorithms are presented. To visualize the results, a 

volume raycasting approach is introduced that 

reintegrates 3D information into 2D cutting planes by 

using velocity directions as plane normal vectors. 

Another field of research focuses on the use of transfer 

functions in generating volume renderings. Tax et al. 

[TCSV15] do not describe a solution for visualizing 

Volume LIC, but propose an adaptation of the 

transparency rendering of fiber trajectories as a 

function of fiber orientation. This can lead to an 

enhanced visibility, because pathways that are 

orientated along a user-specified axis, can be made 

more transparent. Other approaches render  LIC 

volumes based on 3D Significance Maps [ChFS03, 

SFCN03]. Significance values are derived from 

intrinsic properties of the vector field and control the 

transfer functions for LIC volume rendering by 

manipulating the opacity of each texel, whereby 

different regions are highlighted or neglected. Besides 

the single use of clipping planes and transfer 

functions, there are several approaches that combine 

both techniques. Burns et al. [BHWV07] propose 

feature emphasis and contextual cutaways for 

multimodal medical visualization. This importance 

driven approach aims to present embedded data in a 

way that it is clearly visible along with its spatial 

relation to the surrounding volumetric material. The 

specification of importance and ranking of materials 

within the volume is achieved by augmentation of 

conventional transfer functions. Additionally, view-

dependent cutaway structures are used to cut away 

occluding materials based on its importance. Similar 

to the importance driven approach is the employment 

of cost functions introduced by Auzinger et al. 

[AMBS13]. A Curved Surface Reformation is 

proposed to visualize vessel lumen. This method 

generates a cut surface along a vessel centerline fully 

in 3D and handles occlusion by employing a cost 

function on the cut surface that incorporates the 

location of individual points to the viewer and to the 

vessel centerline. Correspondingly necessary 

cutaways are then generated automatically. 

Rezk-Salama et al. extend the use of clipping planes 

and transfer functions to animated clipping objects 

that are used for an interactive exploration of Volume 

LIC based on 3D-Texture Mapping [RHTE99]. Here, 

LIC calculation is based on sparse noise textures. 

Through animated clipping objects, an insight into the 

volume can be given. Additionally, interactive 

assignment of color and opacity values is used to 

Figure 1. Volume rendering of a Volume LIC 

dataset. An insight into the inner structures of the 

brain is occluded. In the front part of the brain, 

lowered fiber density can be seen. 
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enhance or suppress portions of the data. Liu et al. 

propose with animated and arbitrarily-oriented cutting 

planes a similar approach [LiMo05]. Here, time-

varying flow volumes are visualized, using volume 

rendering with magnitude-based transfer functions 

that show flow structures in individual frames. The 

rendering method takes two volume datasets as an 

input. One is the flow texture and the other includes 

flow magnitude. During visualization only the flow 

texture is rendered while the flow magnitude is used 

to define color and opacity mapping in the transfer 

function. 

Highlighting salient features inside volumetrically 

data is also possible by using short animations during 

user interactions [SRBG10]. The purpose is to explore 

the data more efficiently and to aid the user in the 

detection of unknown features. The method tries to 

anticipate the region of interest and changes the 

rendering style to improve the visualization. 

The methods listed so far mainly focused on 

improving the three-dimensional visualization after 

the volume datasets were generated. However, 

Interrante et al. present strategies for effectively 

visualizing 3D flow with Volume LIC [InGr97]. A 

definition of an appropriate input texture is described, 

that clarifies the distinct identities and relative depths 

of the advected texture elements. Regions of interest 

(ROI) are highlighted in the input and output volumes 

using “halos”. The input texture of the LIC algorithm 

is sparsely opaque with evenly distributed points that 

are premultiplied by a function of the velocity of the 

flow. The halo effect is then achieved by using a 

second, slightly different input texture which is 

incorporated in the rendering process. A method that 

also uses a sparse input texture and produces a halo 

effect is introduced by Helgeland et al. [HeAn04]. 

Here, shading is done by limb darkening using a 

transfer function and performing a two-field 

visualization. Unlike before, seeding is done by the 

usage of ROIs, so that seeds are only placed inside 

these ROIs and the focus of the visualization lies on 

these regions. 

Although the aforementioned methods work well in 

their respective application areas, they are not directly 

applicable to Volume LIC data of white matter. 

Particularly, usage of sophisticated transfer functions 

to highlight individual fiber bundles is of limited 

effect, because they do not differ enough in their 

intensity and change their color in their course. 

Furthermore, with clipping techniques it is hardly 

possible to emphasize single fiber bundles and to 

depict their anatomical context. 

 

3. METHODS 
 

A-Glyph LIC  
We base our methods on the A-Glyph LIC approach 

by Höller et al. [HESK17, HOKG14], which produces 

high contrast color-coded LIC maps that visualize 

local anisotropy information and regional fiber 

architecture of the human brain from dwMRI datasets. 

Typically, these are acquired by the high-angular 

resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) technique. 

Since the approach has been published before, we give 

only a short summary here. A-Glyph LIC is an 

extension of the LIC approach proposed by Cabral and 

Leedom [CaLe93]. Different to the procedure 

suggested there, no white noise is used as input 

texture, because this leads to low-contrast fiber 

visualizations with poor delineation of fiber pathways. 

Instead, an anisotropic glyph sample pattern is 

generated and processed with a multiple kernel LIC 

algorithm. Since it is the groundwork for the methods 

described in this paper, we will give a brief 

explanation in the following. The different steps of the 

A-Glyph LIC method are illustrated by Figure 2. The 

necessary directional vectors to carry out LIC, 

originate from fiber orientation distributions (FOD) 

computed by spherical deconvolution from the 

dwMRI data [TCGC04, ToCC07]. From the FODs the 

direction vectors of the fibers can be derived by 

determination of global and local maxima of 

anisotropic diffusion. The first step of A-Glyph LIC is 

the generation of a high-resolution input pattern with 

an isotropic voxel size of 0.1 mm. We use multi-

cylindrical glyph samples derived from the FODs and 

place them along very short streamlines. The 

streamlines originate from seeds, which are randomly 

distributed over the whole volume. Then, a multiple 

kernel LIC algorithm smoothes the generated high-

resolution anisotropic glyph input pattern. This is done 

Figure 2. Processing steps of the A-Glyph LIC algorithm. 
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not only along a single anisotropy direction, but also 

along a second local FOD maximum. Thus, crossing 

and branching fiber pathways can be depicted. In the 

last step, planar 2D slices are generated from the 

resulting 3D LIC volume. By directional color-coding 

fiber orientation in 3D space is depicted  [PaPi99]. 

 

Proposed Solution 
This paper focusses on Volume LIC data calculated 

with the A-Glyph LIC algorithm. Originally, the input 

texture of the convolution process consists of 

anisotropic glyph samples, placed randomly with the 

same probability throughout the whole volume. This 

produces good results for 2D orthogonal slice images, 

but leads to occlusion in volume renderings (see 

Figure 1). To overcome this, we introduce an 

anatomy-driven approach which varies the sample 

placement probability for different anatomic regions. 

These regions are defined by usage of an anatomical 

atlas. The ICBM-DTI-81 atlas is utilized, created from 

diffusion tensor imaging of 81 healthy volunteers, that 

segments the white matter of the human brain into fifty 

areas [MOJJ08]. This atlas is individually registered 

to the respective dwMRI datasets, using the atlas 

based segmentation [ChRM94, MCAG06, RoMa05] 

in the Computational Morphometry Toolkit (CMTK) 

[Comp18].  

During computation of the noise input texture for the 

LIC algorithm, a VOI is defined by selecting 

segmented white matter structures of interest. Inside 

the VOI the probability of placing anisotropic glyph 

samples is increased from 0.5 percent, what would be 

the standard probability of the A-Glyph LIC 

algorithm, to 1.0 percent, whereas in an adjustable 

environment around the VOI the glyph placement 

probability is decreased linearly from 1.0 percent to 

0.025 percent. This procedure allows the anatomical 

VOI to be emphasized within the input texture. After 

application of the LIC algorithm, occlusion by fiber 

structures outside the VOI is diminished because of a 

sparser placement of glyph samples outside the 

specified VOI. 

For volume rendering of the anatomy-focused LIC 

volume we used MeVisLab (MeVis Medical Solutions 

AG, Bremen, Germany) [Mevi18]. To allow analysis 

of fiber affection near lesions, we used the integrated 

surface renderer for 3D display of the tumor surface. 

In a pre-processing step the tumor is delineated 

through segmentation with a region growing 

algorithm. All of the algorithms for tumor delineation 

and reconstruction are provided by MeVisLab 

modules. 

To enhance 3D visualization, the orientation-

dependent transparency rendering approach proposed 

by Tax et al. [TCSV15] was adopted to Volume LIC 

datasets. The original algorithm of making fibers more 

transparent along a user-defined axis is based on 

streamlines, produced by whole-brain tractography. 

For a single streamline its path through 3D space is 

known and its overall orientation can easily be 

computed. Since LIC generated a fiber texture only, 

the course and overall orientation of a single fiber 

cannot be determined. However, based on the 

orientational color-coding scheme, the local 

orientation of the fiber can be determined for every 

voxel. The RGB color vector represents a fiber’s 

spatial orientation in x-, y- and z-direction. After 

definition of the viewing direction, all voxels in a 

conic region around the viewing axis are made more 

transparent. Thus, fiber structures running orthogonal 

or nearly orthogonal to the viewing plane are 

eliminated and no longer occlude fibers of interest. 

Figure 3 summarizes the processing steps of the 

anatomy-focused Volume LIC algorithm. 

As the computing environment we used a Lenovo 

ThinkPad S540 laptop computer with an Intel Core i7 

processor, 16 GB RAM, and an AMD Radeon HD 

8670M GPU with 2 GB VRAM. Computationally 

expensive routines of the A-GLYPH LIC algorithm 

were transferred to the graphics hardware using the 

OpenCL programming language. Thus, high-

resolution volume LIC datasets could be computed 

within timeframes of typically approx. 25-30 minutes. 

Realtime volume rendering by MeVisLab was carried 

out on the GPU by exploiting the texture mapping 

hardware. 

•HARDI data 
acquisition

• FOD-computation

•Vector extraction

Data Acquisition, 
Preprocessing

• ICBM-DTI -81 Atlas

•Registration to 
dwMRI dataset

Atlas-based 
segmentation • Integration of 

anatomical atlas

• Sample probability 
computation

Atlas-based input 
texture

•multiple kernel LIC 
algortihm

•RGB color-coding

A-Glyph LIC
• Integration of tumor 

surface

• Transparency 
modulation

Volume 
Rendering

Figure 3. Processing steps of the anatomy-focused Volume LIC algorithm. 
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Patient Datasets 
For a preliminary evaluation, two clinical patient 

datasets with different pathologies were used. The 

datasets were acquired as part of ongoing research 

studies approved by the ethics committee of the 

medical faculty of the Eberhard-Karls-University of 

Tübingen. Informed-written consent was obtained 

from the patients or their parents. Patient A is a 54-

year old woman with a glioblastoma in the right 

frontal lobe. Patient B is a 15-year old boy with a left-

sided brain tumor in the central region close to the 

primary motor cortex. Both datasets were acquired at 

the University Hospital Tübingen. Table 1 gives an 

overview of the acquisition protocols. 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The methods described above were applied to the two 

clinical datasets. By atlas-based generation of the 

anisotropic glyph samples the focus was set to 

clinically relevant regions in the vicinity of the tumor. 

Figure 4 shows data from Patient A, opposing the 

original input texture of the A-Glyph LIC algorithm 

(left) to the atlas-based input texture (right). In this 

axial view it is clearly noticeable that there are less 

glyph samples outside the region around the VOI, 

defined by the corpus callosum (CC). This is because 

the probability of placing glyph samples outside the 

VOI was only 2.5 percent of that for placing them 

inside the VOI. However, there is no smooth transition 

from inside to outside of the atlas-based VOI. This 

problem can be solved by smooth adaptation of the 

placement probability from inside to outside in a 

continuous manner. The result is demonstrated in 

Figure 5, showing data from Patient A. Here, the effect 

of increasing the environment around the VOI is 

depicted. Figure 5a shows the result of the A-Glyph 

LIC method with the atlas-based glyph sample shown 

in Figure 4b. To incorporate the closer neighborhood 

around the CC, Figure 5b expands the VOI by an 

environment of 5 voxels. Thus, additional anatomical 

context is displayed. In Figure 5c the environment is 

expanded even more to 10 voxels. However, this leads 

to an undesirable occlusion. For this reason, we 

decided to use an environment of 5 voxels as a default 

value. 

To avoid occlusion by fiber bundles that run along the 

viewing axis, voxels that represent such fibers are 

rendered transparent. Figure 6 demonstrates the effect 

of this occlusion culling technique on an axial view of 

Patient A. In Figure 6a, fibers that run along the 

viewing axis are depicted in blue color. They are not 

rendered transparent. Occlusion is diminished by 

making fibers transparent that run along the viewing 

axis within a cone of 45 degrees. As a result, a 

damaged area of the CC with lower fiber density 

becomes visible (marked by yellow arrows). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Through the aforementioned steps a better insight into 

the inner structure of volume LIC datasets can be 

given. Figure 7 shows a comparison of volume 

rendering and anatomy-focused Volume LIC with 

data from Patient A. Both visualization approaches are 

combined with surface rendering of the tumor surface. 

For the atlas-based generation of the anisotropic glyph 

sample, the corpus callosum was used as VOI, which 

is a fiber bundle that links both hemispheres of the 

 Patient A Patient B 

Manufacturer Siemens Siemens 

Scanner Skyra Sonata 

Magnetic field strength [T] 3.0 1.5 

Number DWI directions 64 60 

B-value [s/mm²] 1000 3000 

TR/TE [ms] 6100/85 11500/122 

Voxel length [mm] 2.0 2.5 

Table 1. Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance 

imaging (dwMRI) acquisition protocols 

a b c 

a b 

Figure 4. Anisotropic glyph samples for the LIC 

algorithm in an axial view, generated from the 

dataset of Patient A. (a) Original input texture, as 

proposed by Höller et al. (b) Atlas-based input 

texture with focus on the corpus callosum. 

Figure 5. Effect of adjusting the environment 

around the atlas-based VOI, in which the 

probability of placing glyph samples is lowered, 

demonstrated by data from Patient A. (a) No 

environment, (b) environment of 5 voxels, and (c) 

environment of 10 voxels. 
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brain. It is a central lead structure for neuroradiologists 

and neurosurgeons for diagnosis and therapy planning. 

In the example, the CC is damaged by a tumor and its 

surrounding edema inside the right frontal lobe. By the 

anatomical focus inside the input texture of the LIC 

algorithm and through rendering fibers running from 

anterior to posterior transparent, the whole CC and its 

damaged region become visible (marked by yellow 

arrowsFigure 8 shows the issue from another 

perspective. In the volume rendering result of Figure 

8a, an insight into inner structures of the brain is 

prevented by occlusion. The CC is depicted only in 

part in the fissura longitudinalis. However, by 

applying the anatomy-focused Volume LIC approach 

the whole CC becomes visible and its disruption can 

be seen in Figure 8b (marked by the yellow arrows). 

The choice of the anatomical focus to be selected as 

VOI depends on the pathology of the individual 

patient dataset. In Patient A, there is a tumor inside the 

right frontal lobe that damages parts of the CC. 

Therefore, the atlas-based generation of the 

anisotropic glyph sample focuses on this region. In the 

dataset of Patient B, there is a tumor in the left side of 

the brain that might interfere with the cortico-spinal 

tract (CST). Neuroradiologists and neurosurgeons 

often use a left-to-right comparison to analyze 

pathologies. Therefore, in this case the anatomical 

focus was on the left and right CST. Figure 9 shows a 

comparison, similar to that presented by the two 

previous figures. In Figure 9a the LIC volume is 

visualized by volume rendering together with the 

reconstructed tumor surface, located in the left 

hemisphere. In the image an impairment of a CST is 

not recognizable. However, Figure 9b indicates a 

reduced fiber density and disruption of the left branch 

of the CST in the region, marked by a dotted yellow 

ellipse, in comparison to the right branch of the CST, 

marked by a continuous yellow ellipse. To get a better 

view on the left CST, fibers running from anterior to 

posterior were rendered transparent. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Adaptation of orientation-dependent 

transparency rendering to anatomy-focused 

Volume LIC data of Patient A. (a)Without 

orientation-dependent transparency rendering. 

(b) Transparent rendering of fibers that run along 

the viewing axis. The yellow arrows mark a region 

of CC with reduced fiber density. 

Figure 7. Comparison of (a) volume rendering 

and (b) anatomy-focused Volume LIC with 

transparent fibers running from anterior to 

posterior (Patient A). On both visualizations the 

same look-up table has been used and both are 

combined with the reconstructed tumor surface 

(grey). The arrows point to a pathological 

disruption of the corpus callosum. 

Figure 8. Same comparison as in Figure 7, but 

with an axial view. (a) Volume rendering with 

occlusion of inner structures of the brain. (b) 

Anatomy-focused visualization of the CC, 

revealing a disrupted region, marked by yellow 

arrows. 

a b 

a 

b 

a b 
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Figure 10 shows a final comparison of four different 

methods to visualize the CC of Patient A in an axial 

view. In contrast to previous axial representations, a 

view from bottom to top is given. In Figure 10a, 

showing a volume rendering of the LIC volume, the 

CC is occluded by fibers running from anterior to 

posterior (depicted in green) and from superior to 

inferior (depicted in blue). A disruption of the CC as 

shown in Figure 7b cannot be seen. Figure 10b shows 

a volume rendering with an optimally adjusted look-

up table and transparency to present the CC in more 

detail. Since in LIC data single fibers do not differ 

enough in their intensity the application of transfer 

functions is of limited effect. Especially fibers from 

the CC and the CST are of similar intensity in this 

example, which leads to the CC still being occluded 

and the disrupted area of the CC can just be seen to 

some extent (marked by yellow arrows). Furthermore, 

the adjustment in the look-up table and the 

transparency causes skips in the CC (marked by dotted 

yellow ellipse). Figure 10c shows a volume rendering 

with applied clipping to select the CC. Since the 

course of the CC is selectable by planar clipping 

planes the disruption becomes visible to some extent 

(marked yellow arrows) but is still partially occluded. 

With more curved fiber bundles, planar clipping 

planes would not be sufficient and curved planes 

would have to be used. Furthermore, the anatomical 

context of the clipped region might be missing. Figure 

10d shows the anatomy-focused Volume LIC with 

emphasized CC and transparent rendering of fibers 

running along the viewing axis. Here, the disrupted 

area of the CC with reduced fiber density becomes 

visible (marked by yellow arrows). This method is 

applicable to more curved fiber bundles as well, but its 

accuracy depends on the used anatomical atlas and on 

the precision of the matching between atlas and 

individual patient dataset.       

    

5. DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION 
 

With anatomy-focused Volume LIC for brain white 

matter visualization, we have presented a novel 

approach to utilize Volume LIC for dwMRI data. To 

minimize occlusion effects, an integration of an 

anatomical atlas is proposed, that is registered to the 

individual dwMRI dataset. While generating the 

anisotropic glyph sample input texture for the LIC 

algorithm, the atlas can be used to vary the sample 

placement probability in different anatomic regions. 

Anatomy-focused Volume LIC makes it possible to 

get an insight into the inner structures of the brain and 

to highlight single fiber bundles. With an adaptation 

of the orientation-dependent transparency rendering 

approach, fibers that run along the viewing axis can be 

rendered transparent to clarify the display even more.  

The presented results focus on two patient datasets 

with different types and locations of brain tumors. 

Next steps will be a broader clinical evaluation with 

more patient datasets with different pathologies. 

Furthermore, it has to be examined how well a 

registered anatomical atlas fits an individual patient 

dataset, especially when brain structures are 

considerably displaced by pathologies. Here, novel 

techniques of elastic atlas matching have to be 

evaluated in order to avoid manual adjustments. 

Additionally, other anatomical atlases with different 

segmentations of anatomic structures will be analyzed 

as to their potential use for generating atlas-based 

input structures to the LIC algorithm.  

 

 

 

a 

b 

Figure 9. Coronary view of volume rendering and 

anatomy-driven visualization with focus on left 

and right CST from Patient B. (a) Volume 

rendering with integrated tumor surface in the 

left hemisphere. (b) Anatomy-focused Volume 

LIC that reveals a reduced fiber density of the left 

branch of the CST (dotted yellow ellipse) in 

comparison to the right branch (yellow ellipse). 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the depiction of the CC 

from Patient A on (a) volume rendering, (b) 

volume rendering with adjusted look-up table and 

transparency, (c) volume rendering with applied 
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a novel radiosity implementation which we called dynamic radiosity. By storing and
updating local form-factor matrix of the patches closest to the observer we have solved 2 main problems of radiosity
algorithm: (1) quadratic complexity of the algorithm and thus difficulty of applying it to a large-scale scenes, and
(2) the possibility of changing geometry on the fly (dynamic geometry).

Keywords
Radiosity for large scenes, dynamic geometry.

1 INTRODUCTION
Global Illumination (GI) is a fundamentally difficult
computational problem. Thus, real-time applications
usually apply approximate algorithms to solve it. Such
algorithms can be divided into two main classes: (1)
fully dynamic and (2) precomputed radiance transfer.
Dynamic GI algorithms allow changing scene (both ge-
ometry and materials) each frame. Precomputed Ra-
diance Transfer (PRT) usually immobilizes geometry
or both materials and geometry of scene and moves
the most complicated computations to precomputation
stage. PRT gets the best balance of speed and accu-
racy because of that. The proposed algorithm lies some-
where in between of these two classes.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Dynamic GI
Reflective Shadow Maps [1] is a popular solution for
interactive global illumination. RSM is a variation of
the Instant Radiosity [2] method — global illumination
via virtual light sources. The main disadvantage of this
approach is the low accuracy of the resulting solution;
its advantage is high speed. Although similar methods
(called many lights) have been developed [3], with the
exception of RSM, they are not often used in real-time

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

applications due to bad balance of speed/quality. At
high speed they provide low accuracy, and at high qual-
ity, they are too far from real time applications [4, 5].

Voxel Cone Tracing [6] uses pre-integrated lighting and
Final Gathering via tracing cones. The method is pretty
accurate, however, it still suffers of artifacts and it is
expensive in terms of computing due to several cones
should be traced for each pixel of image.

Light Propagation Volumes [7] numerically solves a
differential equation on a three-dimensional grid. The
main disadvantage is low accuracy and high memory
costs for a regular grid. Cascaded LPV [8] amortizes
this cost but does not solve the problems of the method.

With the advent of Nvidia RTX technology [9], Path
Tracing in combination with denoising has become a
popular method [29, 30, 31, 32]. It is one of the most
computationally intensive solutions, however.

Modern dynamic GI approaches compute lighting only
around the observer [34]. It allows to apply these meth-
ods for a large scenes.

2.2 PRT
Among PRT methods, three main classes should be dis-
tinguished: methods based on spherical harmonics [10],
radiosity [20], and neural network methods [22].

There are a lot of methods using spherical harmonics:
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Their basic idea comes from the
Radiance Caching [17]. The harmonics themselves are
just a compact storage of the incident light via decom-
position of the incident light in the basis of orthogonal
functions. Next by analogy with relighting [18], these
methods allow replacing the environment and evaluate
the lighting dynamically by adding contribution from
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the harmonics in the same way that relighting adds con-
tribution from different sources, summing up individ-
ual images. These methods are well-suited for outdoor
scenes, but fail for indoor ones, since harmonics be-
lieve that light comes to a point from infinitely distant
objects. In the interiors, this rule is often broken, which
leads to various types of artifacts: leakage, incorrect
lighting and others [15]. With a proper effort, however,
one can achieve a good result for interiors as well [19].

Precomputed Radiance Transfer via neural networks is
a relatively new area of research. Authors of [22] show
high accuracy in real-time and compact memory rep-
resentation. The shortcomings of the method include
a long pre-calculation and a complete static nature of
the scene — neither geometry nor materials could be
changed at all (in harmonic or radiosity based methods,
for example, these limitations can be relaxed).

2.3 Radiosity
The radiosity method is a physically based approxima-
tion for diffuse global illumination [21]. Despite its
venerable age, radiosity is widely used in real-time ap-
plications [23, 16] and lighting engineering [24, 25].

We chose radiosity because of its physical correctness,
relatively high accuracy and speed when small number
of patches are used. In addition, ones to be used on
practice and well-suited for GPU and hardware imple-
mentations since it can be expressed as a single matrix-
vector multiplication [26]. On the other hand, the dis-
advantages of the radiosity are: (1) the dependence on
memory and computation as O(N2) where N is a num-
ber of patches and (2) the static geometry of the scene
(in this case, unlike the method based on neural net-
works, materials can be easily replaced).

Hierarchical radiosity [27] subdivides polygons of
the original scene into smaller patches until the form-
factors for them can be computed with acceptable
accuracy (the error is less than a specified threshold),
or the maximum depth of the splitting is reached. Thus,
a hierarchy of patches is obtained. In the calculation,
part of the light is not transferred between the detailed
patches, but between the top patches in the hierarchy,
which reduces the amount of computation. For some
scenes, a very detailed split may be required for good
computational accuracy. This method can no longer
be expressed in terms of lineal algebra operations and
thus it is more complicated than original radiosity for
specific GPU or hardware implementations.

Progressive radiosity [28] is a method for gradual cal-
culating of the illumination. Initially, all patches are
assigned the same illumination. Gradually, for individ-
ual patches, the correct illumination is calculated based
on form-factors. The main disadvantage of this method
is the difficulty of choosing of criterion for the next lit

patch. In this method, each rotation or shift of the cam-
era leads to a complete lighting recalculation. This is
a serious disadvantage in comparison with original ra-
diosity that is completely independent from camera pa-
rameters.

It is a well known that the radiosity problem can be ex-
pressed as a linear equation system problem. By using
well known LU (low-upper) decomposition this prob-
lem can be solved in O(N ∗N) operations where N is
a number of patches. In [26] more straightforward and
GPU friendly algorithm was presented. It was shown
that single matrix-vector multiplication can be used to
solve multi-bounce radiosity equation.

3 SUGGESTED APPROACH
We suggest a new method for calculating global illumi-
nation based on the radiosity method, which we called
dynamic radiosity. The new method allows to effec-
tively compute the lighting around the observer (Fig.
1), recalculating the local matrix of form-factors. Due
to this, we can reduce O(N2) complexity to O(M2)
(where M < N) and add dynamic objects to the scene.
We further extend our method to local multibounce ma-
trix [26] which is important contribution of our paper.
Following to the approach in [26], we suggest to use the
radiosity method for indirect illumination.

Our basic idea is as follows: at first, we restricted
area of interest with a subset of patches close to ob-
server (Fig. 1, left). We do not update patches that lie
out of this area. Next, we have developed the method
for reusing calculations made on previous frame if we
know that observer moves only slightly (Fig. 1, right).
Thus, we can perform only a small number of calcula-
tions every frame, effectively using the information that
we have accumulated in time.

Figure 1: Concept of our method. Red patches (right
part of the image) illustrate new patches that we should
insert into local matrix. Green patches can be reused.

To start, assume using original radiosity in which we
simply have O(N2) form-factor matrix. Select a sub-
set of M patches and then make M2 submatrix of form-
factors (Fig. 2). We could directly evaluate several ra-
diosity bounces using this M2 form-factor submatrix,
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but this approach has several disadvantages. First, it re-
quires B∗M2 operations per each frame where B is the
number of light bounces. Second, this idea has poor uti-
lization of modern computing architectures (both CPU
and GPU) because it does not combine computations
with memory operations when making local submatrix
and does not use the principle of data locality. Due to
that we used different approach and worked with multi-
bounce matrix instead of simple form-factor matrix.

Figure 2: local matrix

The local matrix Flocal is a multibounce matrix (by
analogy with [26]), containing information only about
the transfer of light for patches around the observer.
The lighting is recalculated when the emission of the
patches changes or the position of the observer changes.
When the observer’s position changes the area of inter-
est also changes.

Light — vector of emission of patches.

Colors — vector of colors of patches.

Idx is a vector of length M, where M is a count of
patches in Flocal .

Idxi = k where k is index of patch in full form-factors
matrix F and i is index of the same patch in local matrix.

Colorslocal — vector of colors for local patches.
Colorslocal

i =ColorsIdx[i]

Figure 3: Green patches are included into local matrix
(the nearest one to observer). Red patch is farthest out
of patches in local matrix. Blue patch is the nearest of
excluded patches from a local matrix.

To update the local matrix, the following algorithm is
applied within each frame:

1. Select the farthest of the patches involved in the lo-
cal matrix. Let it be indexed as i.

2. Select the patch which is the closest to the observer
and not included into the local matrix. Let it be
indexed as j.

3. If patch j is closer to the observer than patch i, then
the matrix is updated, otherwise the update is not
required (Fig. 3).

4. In the matrix, the column and row corresponding to
patch i are cleared.

5. Calculate the row and column for the j-th patch.

6. The remaining data in the matrix is updated, taking
into account the light reflected by patch j.

3.1 Form-factors composition
This method uses the idea of form-factors composition.
For patches i, j, k, the value of Fik ∗Colorsk ∗Fk j is the
amount of lighting that excidents from patch j to patch
i through patch k.

Thus, the lighting transferred from patch j to patch i
through other patches will be equal to:

N

∑
k=0

Fik ∗Colorsk ∗Fk j.

Then, to transfer the lighting from patch i to patch j,
taking into account one reflection, it is equal to:

N

∑
k=0

Fik ∗Colorsk ∗Fk j +Fi j.

Similarly, it is possible to calculate form-factors that
take into account the transfer of light between two
patches, taking into account an arbitrary number of re-
flections from intermediate patches.

Figure 4: Patches in the local matrix with computed
light transfer and the new patch.

3.2 Adding a new patch to local matrix
The process of adding a new patch i (Fig. 4) consists of
two parts:

1. Calculation of form-factors for the new patch (just
take them from global form factor matrix if geome-
try is static).

2. Update of the remaining values of the matrix.
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Figure 5: fc – form-factors from i-th patch to other.
Orange arrows are the directions corresponding to out-
come form-factors for a new patch.

fc is a form-factors column for the new patch. It con-
tains information about the transfer of light from the
i-th patch to the rest (Fig. 5).

fr is a form-factors line for the new patch. It contains
values showing which part of lighting is transferred
from other patches to the i-th one. (Fig. 6)

Figure 6: fr – form-factors from all patches to i-th
patch. Red arrows are the directions corresponding to
income form-factors for new patch.

For the new patch, we compute the form-factor for
lighting emitted by i-th patch to the rest and reflected
by them to i-th (Fig. 7).

double_re f lection =

M

∑
j=0

fc[Idx[ j]]∗ fr[Idx[ j]]∗Colorslocal
j .

(1)

M is the number of patches in the local matrix.

Figure 7: double_re f lection form-factor for the new
patch. Orange arrows shows direction of double light
bounce.

double_re f lection is taken into account in the vectors
gc and gr. gc is a column that takes into account the
lighting, moving from the new patch to others, includ-
ing three light reflections (Fig. 8). gr is row, which
takes into account the lighting that passes to the new
patch, with three light reflections too (Fig. 9).

gc = fc +Colorsi ∗double_re f lection

gr = fr +Colorsi ∗double_re f lection

Figure 8: gc vector of form-factors for excident lighting
with information about three reflections. Orange arrows
are the path of light in a triple bounce. Red arrow - light
from single bounce ( fc).

Figure 9: gc vector of from-factors for incident lighting
with information about three reflections. Orange arrows
are the paths of light in triple bounce. Red arrow - light
from single bounce ( fr).

Additionally, in gc and gr, we can add information
about one reflection from the new patch and following
re-reflection inside the local matrix (Fig. 10, 11):

g′c = gc +Flocal · (Colorslocal ◦gc)

g′r = gr +(Colorslocal ◦gr) ·Flocal

g′c and g′r are the column and row in the local form-
factor matrix for patch i, which take into account at least
3 reflections.

The local matrix of form-factors changes as follows:

F ′local = Flocal +g′r · (Colorsi ∗g′c).

This transformation adds reflections from the new patch
to the matrix.
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Figure 10: g′c vector of from-factors for excident light-
ing from new patch through other patches in local ma-
trix.

Figure 11: g′r vector of from-factors for incident light-
ing from patches in local matrix through their inner re-
flections to new patch.

Supposed operations allow to recompute lighting in the
area of interest, when the observer is moving. This ap-
proach can be applied for dynamic objects, but it needs
to precalculate and store form-factors for each position
of the object.

3.3 Lighting recalculation by local matrix
Lighting is recalculated only for the patches in a local
matrix. The calculation itself is similar to the calcula-
tions for the multibounce matrix [26]: the local matrix
is multiplied by the corresponding emission values of
the patches in vector Light.

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
4.1 Eliminate duplicate reflections
If algorithm deletes a patch from the local matrix, and
then adds it back, some patches in the local matrix will
receive the reflection information from this patch again.
To avoid such errors, we suggest storing a list of patches
which lighting is already taken into account for each
patch in local matrix. For this, the bitset container can
be used. At the same time, it should be updated every
time a new patch is added.

4.2 Form-factors streaming for large
scenes

Traditional form-factors are used in new patch adding.
For large scenes containing a huge amount of non-zero
values it may be the problem to store all these numbers
in memory.

Proposed method can be combined together with
streaming technique for form-factors and load neces-
sary values from HDD/SSD on demand.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The proposed method was compared with the naive ra-
diosity method and path tracing. Comparisons were
made for a scene with a ready-made patching (rungholt
house from [33]), so the hierarchical radiosity is not
applicable to it. The scene consists of 63125 patches.
The multibounce matrix takes more than 44 GB for the
scene. Such amount of data is not applicable in real-
time applications. The local matrix needs less memory
(96 MB for M = 4096). If fact the size of the memory
required (and thus M) can be specified by the user.

5.1 Local multibounce matrix and form-
factors sub-matrix

In the worst case our method needs the computation
time equal to 3 bounces in naive radiosity for sub-
matrix with dimensions M×M. But multibounce can
take into account more bounces. Moreover, multi-
bounce matrix needs the same computation as usual
form-factors matrix for a single reflection if observer
doesn’t move too far for matrix recompute.

5.2 Comparison and conclusion
For a local matrix, the lighting computation takes 400
times less time, and updating the local matrix takes 200
times less time than performing the naive radiosity al-
gorithm (Fig. 15, 12). All tests were performed on Intel
Core i7-7700HQ CPU in a single thread mode and gain
real-time performance with same precision as original
radiosity which is relatively close to the reference solu-
tion (path tracing, Fig. 12).

We have presented a concept of Dynamic radiosity.
However, several problems were not considered in this
paper and we believe this is our future research: (1)
dynamic geometry will involve fast form-factor evalua-
tion, which we didn’t implement, (2) GPU implementa-
tion is our next area of interest and (3) effitient stream-
ing of data from storages are not well studied yet. Fi-
nally (4), our algorithm does not account lighting from
excluded patches at all. This can be fixed via cascades
by analogy with Cascaded Light Propagation Volumes.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a fast, stable and accurate meshless method to simulate geometrically non-linear elastic behav-
iors. To address the inherent limitations of finite element (FE) models, the discretization of the domain is simplified
by removing the need to create polyhedral elements. The volumetric locking effect exhibited by incompressible
materials in some linear FE models is also completely avoided. Our approach merely requires that the volume of
the object be filled with a cloud of points. To minimize numerical errors, we construct a corotational formulation
around the quadrature positions that is well suited for large displacements containing small deformations. The
equations of motion are integrated in time following an implicit scheme. The convergence rate and accuracy are
validated through both stretching and bending case studies. Finally, results are presented using a set of examples
that show how we can easily build a realistic physical model of various deformable bodies with little effort spent
on the discretization of the domain.

Keywords
Meshless methods; Physically-based modelling; Interactive simulation; Point-based models

1 INTRODUCTION

Simulating realistic deformations of a soft virtual ob-
ject is a complex task that can quickly transform into
a considerable challenge when the simulation needs to
be performed in a close to real-time framerate. Start-
ing from a 3D representation of a deformable object,
the model must account for all external forces such as
gravity, collision impacts and other elements that alter
the surface of the object. This can be achieved by build-
ing a volumetric representation of the object and by de-
riving the displacement field according to the contin-
uum mechanics laws in a discretized space. This ap-
proach is usually referred to as a physics-based simula-
tion framework [NMK*06]. Hence, the object’s defor-
mation results from the natural equilibrium between ex-
ternal forces being captured by the simulation process
and elastic properties (mainly the resistance to stretch-
ing and compression) of the object’s material. The com-
plexity of the method then greatly depends on the ap-
plication for which the simulation process is designed
and more importantly, the performance criteria to be
achieved.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

1.1 Four key performance criteria
Over the last decade, a large number of engineering and
medical computer simulation applications have been
developed. For this type of application, the accuracy
of the solution is usually the main performance crite-
rion imposed on simulation methods. Simply stated,
the main concern here is how close is the virtual repre-
sentation to the object’s real deformation? Since this
strongly depends on the physical laws governing the
simulation model, this condition can also be translated
as how do the states of deformation compare to a the-
oretical solution? Physics-based methods are usually
best suited where high accuracy is required.

Other applications such as interactive modelers or vir-
tual simulators require quick updates of the various de-
formation states. This brings two other performance
criteria into play, namely the speed and the stability
of the simulation. In this work, the speed constraint
is expressed as either a real-time requirement (around
30 frames per second) or a close to real-time (around 1
frame per second) requirement. The stability constraint,
on the other hand, relates to the robustness of the sim-
ulation process and its response to unexpected external
forces.

The simplicity of the simulation framework is our fourth
and last criterion. The objective here is to adequately
correlate the accuracy of the solution produced by the
simulation process to the amount of configuration work
and technical knowledge required by the end-user.

To be effective, the simulation framework must provide
an adequate balance between these four criteria. More
specifically, the method must be accurate. It must also
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be well suited for interactive modeling and must be flex-
ible enough to handle the different properties of elastic
materials. Finally, the model must be simple enough to
allow inexperienced users to easily configure and run
the simulation with minimum assistance.

1.2 Current methods
Methods based on finite elements (FE) currently form
one of the most popular physics-based simulation
frameworks. Using a linear FE approach and a small
displacement assumption, [BC96] and [CDA99] have
pioneered the field of real-time surgical simulators. To
minimize the impact of rotations, [Fel00] and [NPF05]
have proposed a method, called the corotational FEM,
to extract a rotation matrix from the displacement
of elements. Their work has opened the door to a
whole new branch of FEM-based tools for interactive
simulation. Unfortunately, these methods come with
some drawbacks: the simulated object’s volume must
be pre-filled with well-formed and well-placed ele-
ments. In addition, for nearly incompressible materials,
FE methods are affected by volume locking effects
which lead to numerical errors that directly impact the
accuracy criterion. To overcome this situation, the user
must not only discretize the volume with elements,
but must also make sure that these elements will not
generate numerical errors. The complexity of this
approach compromises another of our performance
criteria, i.e. the simplicity of the framework.
To address the inherent limitations of FE models in de-
formable object animation, a well-established branch
of solutions is gaining momentum: meshless meth-
ods. With these frameworks, the discretization of the
domain is simplified by removing the need to create
polyhedral elements. They also prevent the volumet-
ric locking effect exhibited by incompressible materi-
als [BLG94]. Under normal conditions, the meshless
approach merely requires that the volume of the object
be filled with a cloud of points, frequently called parti-
cles.
Meshless methods have already been proposed in both
the Computer graphics & Animations and Computa-
tional mechanics communities. [HWJM10] has pro-
posed a fully non-linear element-free Galerkin method
[BLG94] for surgical simulation. Although no mention
was made with respect to real-time compliance, all in-
dications are that they were the first to propose a fast
enough Galerkin-based solution without element-based
approximations. Since then, their work has been car-
ried over to various surgical applications [MHJW12;
ZWJ*14; DRTZ16; DLLW16; WGJ*16]. While these
meshless methods are accurate, their use of fully non-
linear material is time-consuming and not well adapted
for applications requiring a real time or close to real-
time framerate. Since they use an explicit time integra-
tion scheme, they are also restricted to small and regular

time step intervals which implies a less robust solution
in an interactive environment.

[MKN*04] presented a completely mesh-free method
based on a moving least squares (MLS) approximation
and a particle density approach to integrate the elastic
energy equations in space. Using the same approach,
[SSP07] also presented a complete mesh-free method,
but this time using a smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) approximation. Unlike [MKN*04], their shape
function does not rely on the inverse of a moment ma-
trix and allows for co-linear and co-planar neighbor-
hoods. [BIT09; PGBT18] extended this strategy by
carrying the corotational principle to the SPH formu-
lation. While these meshless methods present visually
plausible results, their volumetric integration approach
is based on an approximation of the particle densities.
This reduces the precision of the simulation and induces
instabilities. It is especially true given that their parti-
cles represent both the degrees of freedom and the inte-
gration points.

Beside physics-based simulation frameworks,
geometry-based methods such as [SCL*04; MHTG05]
are often proposed where only the surface repre-
sentation of simulated objects matters. While these
approaches produce visually pleasing results, they
do not satisfy our accuracy criterion where material
properties must be correctly simulated anywhere inside
the simulated object.

1.3 Our proposed solution
In this paper, we propose to address the problem of 3D
deformable object simulation using a meshless method
whereby each object is defined only by their surface
meshes. The solution borrows concepts from both the
FE and meshless models. But unlike the other solutions
mentioned earlier, our approach relies on two basic ad-
justments that are directly driven by our four perfor-
mance criteria.

Firstly, unlike meshless density-based integration
methods, our approach relies on background quadra-
ture grids where the intersection between the surface
mesh and grid cells are used to accurately estimate
the interior domain’s volume. The objective here is to
both improve the integration process of the Galerkin
approach and reduce numerical errors inherent to large
non-linear displacements by applying the corotational
principle.

Secondly, since the effects of nonlinear rotations are
minimized by the corotational principle, we propose to
exploit a linear approximation of the stress and strain
measures. This then allows for close to real time fram-
erates. We also propose an implicit time integration
scheme for large time steps that are better suited for
interactive simulations.
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1.4 Paper outline
In Section 2, we present a brief overview of the math-
ematical framework that was selected to model mate-
rial elasticity and deformation. The basic features of
our proposed method are then discussed in Section 3.
Among other things, we show how, from the updated
positions of a set of integration points, the rotational
part of a displacement can be extracted. We also expose
the system assembly stages for both a static solving
scheme and an implicit time integration scheme. This
is followed by the introduction of a method to correctly
map the vertices of the object surface mesh to the par-
ticle positions. We then explain how collision forces
gathered from the surface mesh can also be mapped
onto the particles. In Section 4 we present a series of
case studies to measure the convergence rate and preci-
sion of our proposed model. We conclude this paper in
Section 5 with some suggestions for future work.

2 MODELING ELASTIC MATERIALS
To simulate the elastic behavior of an object, a set of
rules governing the shape of an object over time must be
used. For a body that is stretched or compressed by ex-
ternal forces, whether from a gravitational field or from
a collision with another object, the rules ensure that an
equilibrium state is always maintained between these
forces and the body’s deformation resistance dictated
by the intrinsic material properties. The rules also in-
volve two key parameters to describe the stiffness of the
material: i) Young’s modulus E (N/m2) which defines
the lengthwise resistance to stretch and compression;
and ii) Poisson’s ratio ν which quantifies the perpen-
dicular expansion (respectively the transverse compres-
sion) of the body’s volume during compression (respec-
tively stretch). A material is said to be incompressible
when its Poisson’s ratio approaches the limit of 0.5.

The rules that we selected for our simulation framework
are derived from Cauchy’s first law of motion, which
states the conservation of linear momentum in a con-
tinuum. Here, Cauchy’s stress tensor σσσ conveys the
amount of stress (N/m2) sustained by the material un-
dergoing a certain deformation. Under the small strain
hypothesis, if uuu= [u v w]T is a displacement vector from
position xxx0 in the undeformed state of the body to its de-
formed position xxx = xxx0 +uuu, the deformation of a mate-
rial can then be approximated by the linear strain tensor
:

εεε(uuu) =
1
2
(∇∇∇uuu+∇∇∇uuuT ) (1)

where ∇∇∇uuu is the displacement gradient.

Using a constitutive model that follows Hooke’s law of
elasticity, we can define the stress tensor σσσ explicitly as
a linear function of the displacement uuu:

σσσ(uuu) = 2µεεε +λ tr(εεε)III (2)

where λ = Eν

(1+ν)(1−2ν) and µ = E
2(1+ν) are the Lamé

coefficients. It is important to note that equations 1 and
2 are linearized versions of their counterparts found in
finite strain theory. This means that the stress and strain
tensors can only represent relatively small and linear
displacements of the body. However, they can be com-
puted faster and, as we will see later, they can be pre-
calculated at the beginning of the simulation. Also, we
will later present a method to minimize the effects of
this linearization when nonlinear transformations (rota-
tions) are encountered.

Cauchy’s first law of motion can finally be translated
into a system of partial differential equations which
pose our set of rules for the simulation process:

−∇∇∇ ·σσσ = fff ⇒


−( ∂σ11

∂x + ∂σ12
∂y + ∂σ13

∂ z ) = fx

−( ∂σ21
∂x + ∂σ22

∂y + ∂σ23
∂ z ) = fy

−( ∂σ31
∂x + ∂σ32

∂y + ∂σ33
∂ z ) = fz

(3)

where fff is the external force. Finding the deformed
shape of an elastic object is then reduced to the prob-
lem of solving for the unknown displacements uuu of the
partial differential equations 3. This can be viewed as
a static simulation as it does not involve any time inte-
gration scheme.

For a dynamic simulation that involves time dependent
terms such as the gravitational force, equation 3 be-
comes:

ρ
d2xxx
dt2 + fff elastic(xxx, t) = fff ext(xxx, t) (4)

where ρ is the material density, fff elastic(xxx, t) =−∇∇∇σσσ(uuu)
is the internal elastic force and fff ext(xxx, t) is the external
force. In this case, finding the deformed shape of an
elastic object requires numerically integrating equation
4 over time.

The next section presents the complete process of com-
puting the elastic force fff elastic(xxx, t) and the description
of an implicit method to integrate equation 4 over time.

3 OUR PROPOSED METHOD
In the previous section, we described a linear relation-
ship between stress and infinitesimal strain in a contin-
uous domain. In order to solve the unknown displace-
ment field uuu of our object, and given that we do not
have an explicit definition of it, we propose using an
approach that relies on the Galerkin method, which we
now outline.

3.1 The Galerkin method
The Galerkin method uses a weak formulation of the
discrete partial differential equations to be solved. To
simplify the reading, we temporarily disregard the time
dependent terms of our equations and refer only to the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Volumetric discretizations of a 3D surface. (a) Surface mesh provided by the user. (b) Background grid
where the grid’s cubes are used to place the DOFs and the integration points. (c) DOFs and integration points are
cropped to fit the surface mesh. (d) A neighborhood of the closest particles is built around each integration point.

static case. By multiplying equation 3 by a test func-
tion www in the Sobolev solution subspace H1(Ω0)

3, and
by following Green’s theorem, the set of equations be-
comes

−
∫

Ω0

σσσ(uuu) ·δεεεdΩ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Πelastic

=
∫

Ω0

bbb ·wwwdΩ0 +
∫

Γ0

ttt ·wwwdΓ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Πext

(5)
where Ω0 is the initial (undeformed) domain, Γ0 is the
domain boundary, δεεε denotes the variation of the strain
tensor and ttt =σσσ ·nnn is the surface normal traction vector.
Here the left term Πelastic can be viewed as the internal
virtual work and Πext as the work related to external
loads.

3.2 Volumetric discretization: the FE ap-
proach

In finite element methods, the initial domain Ω0 is dis-
cretized into a set of polyhedral elements (usually tetra-
hedrons or hexahedrons). These elements serve two im-
portant purposes: i) to construct an interpolation func-
tion of the displacement anywhere in the domain, and
ii) to numerically integrate the continuous equations.
The FE approach begins by building an explicit geomet-
rical representation of an element domain Ωe. From this
representation, an interpolation uuue(xxx) of the displace-
ment inside every element e with respect to its nodes is
assembled. The displacement uuu(xxx) of any position xxx ∈
Ω0 then becomes the displacement uuue(xxx) where element
e is the one surrounding xxx. By gathering all element
nodes into a set called degrees of freedom (DOFs), the
problem of solving for the unknown displacement field
uuu(xxx) is thus reduced to one of solving for a finite vec-
tor of n unknown displacements [uuu0,uuu1, ...,uuun]

T . Fur-
thermore, placing one or more Gauss integration point
inside the elements provides a means of numerically es-
timating the integral terms of equation 5 since elements
usually conform to the surface, hence producing an ac-

curate volumetric representation (the sum of all integra-
tion point volumes should equal the total volume of the
object).

3.3 Volumetric discretization: the mesh-
less approach

Whereas FE methods use the nodes of a polyhedral el-
ement to interpolate the displacement at Gauss points,
meshless methods instead create an approximation of
the displacement by considering the values of nearby
points. The idea is thus to fill the interior volume of
the object with an evenly distributed cloud of points,
the particles. These particles represent the DOFs of the
system and, consequently, the unknown displacements
to be solved. The approximation is built by using shape
functions φ that are evaluated at every particle near a
given position. The value of the displacement uuu(xxx) be-
comes:

uuu≈ ũuu = ∑
i∈V (xxx)

φi(xxx) uuui (6)

where V (xxx) is the set of particles in the vicinity of po-
sition xxx. Here, ũuu is an approximation since our shape
function does not offer the Kronecker delta property
at the nodes, and is therefore not a true interpolant
[BKO*96].
For the volumetric integration of equation 5, we use a
background grid of regular cubic elements that com-
pletely covers the domain. The Gauss points within
these volume elements, the integration points, are used
for numerical integration of the equation. The summa-
tion of the volume of every integration point must al-
ways be very close to the total interior volume of the
simulated object. The integration over the continuous
domain Ω0 becomes:∫

Ω0

f (uuu)dΩ0 ≈∑
I

vI f (ũuuI) (7)

where vI is the volume of integration point I and ũuuI is
the approximation of the displacement at position of I.
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Using equation 6, the displacement of any integration
point is estimated by accumulating the weighted dis-
placements of the particles surrounding it. The shape
functions we selected for our proposed framework are
similar to those described in [HWJM10] and are found
by using a moving least squares approach to minimize
weighted residuals from the polynomial approximation
uh(xxx) = pppT (xxx)aaa(xxx). To conform with time constraints
imposed by interactive simulations, we use linear basis
functions ppp = [1 x y z]. Solving for the unknown coeffi-
cients aaa, the shape function and its derivative become:

φi = PPPIAAA−1WIiPPPi

φi,x = [PPPI,xAAA−1WIi +PPPI(AAA−1
,x WIi +AAA−1WIi,x)]PPPi (8)

where PPPI = ppp(xxxI), AAA = ∑ j∈V (xxx0
I )

WIiPPP jPPPT
j and with

WIi = W (
∥∥∥xxx0

I − xxx0
j

∥∥∥ ,h) is a monotonic and decreasing
weight function on a distance threshold of h, beyond
which it becomes null. In this work, we used the
quartic spline weight function described in [HWJM10]
where h is found by taking the mean distance of the k
nearest neighbors of a position xxx and multiplying it by
a small dilatation factor.

3.4 The corotational nodal elastic forces
Similar to FE methods, and because the continuous in-
tegration terms in equation 5 are discretized into a sum
over the integration points (equation 7), the continuous
system is now reduced to a set of smaller systems of
equations to be solved around each neighborhood. Be-
fore we describe the process of solving for the unknown
displacements uuu, let us start by assuming that they are
already known. To derive the elastic forces of equation
4 applied to a particle i in the neighborhood of an inte-
gration point I, we look at the rate of change of internal
elastic energy in the direction of uuui, yielding:

fff elastic
I→i = vIσσσ(uuuI) ·δεεε

= vI [λ (∇ ·uuuI)III +2µε(uuuI)] ·δεεε

= vIBBBT
i CCC ∑

j∈V (I)
[BBB j uuu j] (9)

where CCCi jkl = λ IIIi jIIIkl +µ(IIIikIII jl +IIIilIII jk) is the elasticity
tensor, often reduced to a 6x6 matrix, and where BBBi is
the strain matrix and is defined as

BBBT
i =

φi,x 0 0 φi,y 0 φi,z
0 φi,y 0 φi,x φi,z 0
0 0 φi,z 0 φi,y φi,x

 (10)

Normally, a rigid transformation (translation or rota-
tion) of the simulated body should not generate any
elastic force since there is no deformation involved.
Unfortunately, since both the strain tensor and constitu-
tive model are linear approximations, rotations, which

(a) Ghost forces prevent the
cylinder to rotate down.

(b) The corotational approach
alleviates the effects of ghost
forces by removing rotations
before the computation of elas-
tic forces.

Figure 2: Simulation of a cylinder fixed at the left and
deformed by gravity (downward along the Y axis).

are non-linear transformations, will wrongly generate
internal forces, often called “ghost forces” (see figure
2a).

In order to minimize these ghost forces, we extend the
work of [NPF05] and [BIT09] by introducing a coro-
tational approach to our method. Whereas in FEM the
rotation is extracted from an element, and in the SPH
formulation of [BIT09] the forces are gathered around
the particles, our method relies on the integration point
neighborhood. Since these quadrature positions are not
represented by unknown variables, their position does
not get updated throughout the simulation. To solve
this, we manually update their positions at the begin-
ning of each time step by using the displacement of
neighboring particles (equation 6). Using these updated
positions, we construct a transformation matrix of each
integration point subspace:

AAAI = ∑
j∈V (xxx0

I )

v j(xxx j− xxxI)(xxx0
j − xxx0

I )
T (11)

where v j is the volume of a particle and is obtained
by splitting the volume of the integration points evenly
among its neighbors. We then use the stable SVD de-
composition method of [PTVF07] to extract a rotation
matrix RRRI from the transformation matrix AAAI . Finally,
we cancel this rotation from the displacement approxi-
mation in equation 9 to get the corotational forces:

fff elastic
I→i = vIRRRIBBBT

i CCC ∑
j∈V (I)

[BBB j (RRRT
I xxx j− xxx0

j)] (12)

The benefits of this approach are shown in figure 2b
where ghost forces no longer appear.

3.5 Solving the static system
In the previous section, we described how to compute
the localized elastic force fff elastic

I→i applied to a given par-
ticle i in the vicinity of integration point I. The total
elastic force on i is found by accumulating the contri-
bution of every integration point. This elastic force defi-
nition is only useful when the current displacements uuu j
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are known. Typically, in a static scheme (where there
are no time dependent terms), the displacements are
unknown, which implies that a linear system of equa-
tions must be solved in order to find them. When linear
strain and stress tensors are used, displacements uuu can
be factored to obtain the system KKK uuu = fff ext where KKK
is the stiffness matrix and is constant in time. However,
since our method relies on displacements relative to up-
dated integration point positions due to our corotated
approach, the stiffness matrix is no longer constant.
Therefore, solving for the unknown displacements is
done using an iterative Newton-Raphson method. Start-
ing from an initial displacement, uuu0, we try through an
iterative process to find a correction δδδ u that balances
the linearized set of equations after n iterations:

K̇KKn−1
δδδ

n
u = fff elastic(uuu0 +δδδ

n−1
u )+ fff ext (13)

where K̇KK is the tangent stiffness matrix obtained by de-
riving the force of equation 12 with respect to the dis-
placement of the neighbors. The 3x3 sub-matrix K̇KKi j
can be viewed as the linear action of the displacement
uuu j on the particle i:

K̇KKi j = ∑
I

vIRRRIBBBT
i CCCBBBT

j RRRT
I (14)

where I represents an integration point influencing both
particles i and j.

3.6 Solving the dynamic system
For dynamic schemes, time-dependent terms must
be incorporated into the equations. For example, the
gravity force involves the acceleration of particles, the
damping force involves their velocity and collision
forces involve the current state of the surfaces. To solve
this time-dependent system, we decided to follow the
Euler implicit time integration method [BW98]. Using
the discrete formulation MMMaaa− fff elastic = fff ext, we derive
the acceleration aaa and velocity vvv from the following
equations:

MMMaaat+∆t = fff elastic(xxxt+∆t)+ fff ext(xxxt+∆t)+DDDvvvt+∆t

vvvt+∆t = vvvt +∆taaat+∆t

xxxt+∆t = xxxt +∆tvvvt+∆t (15)

where MMM is a diagonal lumped mass matrix of the par-
ticles and DDD is a constant Rayleigh damping matrix.
Since the forces at time t +∆t are unknown, the follow-
ing linear equation is obtained from a first order Taylor
approximation :

(MMM−∆tDDD−∆t2K̇KK)aaat+∆t = ∆t( fff elastic(xxxt)+ fff ext(xxxt))+∆t2K̇KKvvvt

(16)
This equation is finally solved using the iterative conju-
gate gradient method.

3.7 Surface displacement and external
force mapping

So far our attention has been confined to the interior of
the deformable body. The last and final step consists
of extending the displacements derived in the previous
steps to the object’s surface using the shape functions.
Since the surface of an object is usually represented by
a mesh of triangles or quads, the displacement of these
polygon vertices can be derived by evaluating the shape
function of their neighboring particles (see figure 3b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The similarities between (a) the relation be-
tween particles and integration points, and (b) the map-
ping of particles and the surface tesselation. Here, the
green oval shape is the simulated object, the blue nodes
represent the unknown degrees of freedom, the black
nodes are the surface vertices and the blue crosses are
the integration points.
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While this method is trivial and very fast, it should be
noted that other methods based on an implicit repre-
sentation (see [MKN*04]) can also be used to produce
even more visually satisfying results. However, given
the objectives set earlier in this paper, we consider the
displacement approach to be sufficient.

For the external forces applied to the surface mesh
(such as collision and external pressure), the surface
nodal forces are applied to the neighboring particles
following the same general idea. Thus, for an external
force fff s applied to a surface vertex at the initial posi-
tion xxx0

s , the mapped force fff ext
i at a neighboring particle

i becomes
fff ext

i = φi(xxx0
s ) fff s (17)

4 RESULTS
In this section, we seek to demonstrate how our method
positions itself with respect to the four criteria pursued
in this work. Beginning with bending and stretching
scenarios, the solutions are validated through conver-
gence and precision analyses. Next, we outline the sta-
bility and simplicity of the method using various exper-
iments involving multiple objects and materials. The
computation times are given and were measured on an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00 GHz com-
puter with 16 GB of memory. No multithreading ma-
neuvers were used, hence leaving place for future speed
improvements. Our method was implemented as a plu-
gin for the multi-physics open source SOFA Framework
[FDD*12].

4.1 Convergence analysis
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Figure 4: The convergence rate of our method in differ-
ent scenarios. The error norm is obtained by comparing
the n DOFs solution against the (n−1) DOFs solution
of the same variant of the method in the same scenario.
The straight curve indicates a constant rate of conver-
gence.

To verify that the implementation of our method
works adequately from a numerical standpoint and
that it results in accurate deformations, we performed
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Figure 5: The accuracy of the solutions for the (a) bend-
ing and (b) stretching scenarios against a corotated
FEM reference solution of 69k regular hexahedral el-
ements.
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Figure 6: The computational times of the experiments

a convergence analysis using a FE solution as a
reference. The first scenario was a regular beam of
size 20x20x200 mm3 placed horizontally, fixed at one
end and subjected to a downward pressure force of
12 N/mm2 at the other. The material used a Young
modulus value of 50 N/mm2 and a Poisson ratio of
0.45.
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From this experiment, we gathered two measurements.
The first one, presented in figure 4, shows the conver-
gence rate of our method. It shows that, as the number
of DOFs increases, the static solution tends towards a
unique solution at a constant rate, whether that solution
is accurate or not. The second one, presented in fig-
ure 5a, validates the accuracy of the converged solution
against a reference solution. In this work, we used a
corotated FEM solution of nearly 70k regular hexahe-
dral elements as a reference.
To demonstrate issues with estimating the volume of an
object without a background grid, we also simulated the
beam with a nodal integration method where node mass
and volume were estimated by sampling neighboring
nodes as in [MKN*04]. While the estimated density is
very accurate, the corresponding mass and volume are
much higher than the actual ones and result in higher
stiffness of the simulated object. Furthermore, the esti-
mation is affected by particle distribution and will thus
vary as the number of DOFs changes. This means that
the simulation will not converge to a specific solution
as we increase the number of DOFs.
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Figure 7: The "locking" artifact of linear tetrahedrons
when used on an almost incompressible bending beam.
The distances of displacement from the tip of the solu-
tions are shown.

The bending of a beam is also a good way to illus-
trate one of the inherent meshing problems that come
with FE methods. As those methods need to generate
a mesh that conforms to the boundary surface, tetrahe-
dron meshes are generally preferred over hexahedrons
since they are well suited for automatic meshing meth-
ods. However, the solutions of linear tetrahedron-based
FEM can vary a lot: the under-integrating aspect dur-
ing the computation of the stiffness matrix can intro-
duce large numerical errors, also known as the "lock-
ing" effect. By building two tetrahedron FE models
from the regular hexahedron one, where both have 6
tetrahedrons per cube, but with different orientations,
we can clearly see how this numerical error impacts the
solution. Both have exactly the same number of ele-
ments, system unknowns and element shapes. How-

ever, as shown in figure 7, they converge to different
solutions. In both cases, these tetrahedrons would have
been accepted as "well-shaped elements" by most au-
tomatic meshing software. We can also see how our
method and the hexahedron one does not suffer from
this numerical constraint. Conversely, while the hexa-
hedron FE method is trivial to implement for a squared
cross-section beam, it remains very hard to apply to
general complex objects. This demonstrates an attrac-
tive benefit of our methods over traditional FE methods.

In figure 4 and 5b, the experiment is repeated but this
time through a stretching scenario. Here, using the
same previously used material, a pressure force exert-
ing 1500 N/mm2 was used in a direction parallel to
the beam. The computation times from both bending
and stretching scenarios are outlined in figure 6. To
solve the static systems, we used the Newton-Raphson
method described in equation 13 with a maximum of
100 iterations and a residual threshold of 0.00001.

4.2 Multiple materials
To illustrate the process of discretizing an object with
different material properties, figure 8 shows a cylinder
fixed at its center and deformed by gravity. Here, two
background grids of different material properties were
placed side by side, illustrating the simplicity of setting
the different material properties.

Figure 8: Material properties can vary inside a single
object. The cylinder is fixed at its center and gravity is
applied. The left half of the cylinder has a much higher
Young’s modulus than the right half.

We can imagine how this could be extended to com-
plex objects where some parts must be stiffer or heavier
than the others. A gradient of the material properties
could also be added around the boundary regions of the
different parts, smoothing out the change in material.
The inherent simplicity of dealing with a cloud of par-
ticles then allows for a lot of flexibility to the user, ei-
ther for determining how the objects should behave or
to improve the accuracy of the solution in some specific
regions of the object.

4.3 Surface mapping
The result of mapping the surface representation onto
the degrees of freedom is best demonstrated visually, in
figure 9. This figure shows the various object represen-
tations that are manipulated during a simulation. The
master state, represented by the degrees of freedom (red
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Mapping between a surface and the deformation state of a torus. (a-b) Relation between the master
state (red circles) and its slave surfaces: the visual (red) and contact (yellow) tesselations. (c-d) Resulting mapped
surfaces after the contact with the floor.

circles in figures 9a and 9b) describes the deformation
of the object, while visual and contact model represen-
tations completely depend on that state to get their fi-
nal shapes (figures 9c and 9d). The contact forces can
be obtained through different methods. In this work,
a simple penalty based contact force was sufficient for
our demonstration purposes, even when used with col-
lisions between deformable objects as shown in figure
10.

5 CONCLUSION
We have presented a method for animating deformable
objects at interative framerates that require no poly-
hedral meshing of the volume. Where finite element
methods require well-formed and well-placed elements
inside their domain, our method only needs a cloud of
points to solve the system of unknown displacements.
Unlike other meshless methods based on nodal density
integration, we use a regular background grid which
does not need to conform to the surface mesh to effi-
ciently integrate the Galerkin formulation of elasticity
PDEs to be solved, hence improving the accuracy of
the solution. To minimize numerical errors and by us-
ing the integration points as a local reference frame, a
rotation matrix was extracted from the neighborhood of
those frames and used to reduce the effects of large non-
linear displacements. We have shown that this method
is both stable and accurate by presenting convergence
and precision analyses. We have also presented images
directly extracted from various simulations involving
collisions. These time dependent simulations followed
an implicit time integration scheme that is well suited
for interactive applications incorporating large and pos-
sibly inconsistent steps.

While this method is promising, there is however room
for improvement. Since the computation involves
neighborhoods containing more nodes than its FE
method counterparts, the resulting computation time

is a little bit heavier. Conversely, this can be greatly
improved by using multi-core computers and exploiting
the symmetry in elementary stiffness matrices by node
numbering optimizations. The benefits of this method
could also be explored in topological change scenarios,
such as cutting and plastic deformations. Finally,
we plan on doing extended convergence analyses to
establish optimal neighborhood configuration based
on the sparsity of the nodes and integration points to
further improve convergence rates.
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ABSTRACT 
3D building models with roofs are important in several fields, such as urban planning and BIM (Building 

Information Model). However, enormous time and labor are required to create these 3D models. In order to 

automate laborious steps, a GIS and CG integrated system is proposed for the automatic generation of 3D building 

models, based on building polygons (building footprints) on digital maps. The generation is implemented through 

straight skeleton computation, in which three events (‘Edge’ and ‘Split’, ‘Vertex’ events) were proposed. In the 

computation process, usually three edges propagate into a node. Often it causes an acute angle shape that is not 

appropriate for roof boards. To avoid the inappropriate shape, in this paper, methodologies are proposed for adding 

‘Line segment’ events besides the conventional events, and monotone polygon nodes sorting. 

Keywords 
automatic generation, 3D building model, straight skeleton, building footprint, GIS. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
3D town models, such as the one shown in Fig.1 right, 

are important in urban planning and architectural 

design, e.g., BIM (Building Information Model). 

However, enormous time and labor are required to 

create these 3D models, using 3D modeling software 

such as 3ds Max or SketchUp. For example, when 

manually modeling a house with roofs by Constructive 

Solid Geometry (CSG), one must follow the following 

laborious steps:  

(1) Generation of geometric primitives of proper size, 

such as boxes, prisms or polyhedra that will form parts 

of a house (2) Boolean operations are applied to these 

primitives to form the shapes of parts of a house such 

as making rectangular holes in a building body for 

doors and windows (3) Horizontal and vertical 

rotation of parts of a house (4) Placing the parts of a 

house to appropriate positions (5) Texture mapping 

onto these parts. 

In order to save these laborious steps, a GIS and CG 

integrated system that automatically generates 3D 

building models is proposed, based on building 

polygons (building footprints) on a digital map as 

shown in Fig.1 left and Fig.7a, which show most 

building polygons’ edges meet at right angles 

(orthogonal polygon). An orthogonal polygon can be 

divided or separated into a set of rectangles. The 

proposed integrated system divides orthogonal 

building polygons into a set of rectangles and places 

rectangular roofs and box-shaped building bodies on 

these rectangles. In the digital map, however, building 

polygons are not always orthogonal. In either 

orthogonal or non-orthogonal polygons, the 

methodology is proposed for automatically creating 

general shaped roofs by the straight skeleton 

computation defined by Aichholzer et al. [Aic95].  

In their proposal, two events (‘Edge’ and ‘Split’ events 

described in section 4) will occur during shrinking 

process. Besides two events, Eppstein et al. [Epp99] 

suggested a ‘Vertex’ event in which two or more reflex 

vertices reach the same point simultaneously. A reflex 

vertex is a vertex whose internal angle is greater than 

180 degrees. However, some roofs are not created by 

these three events proposed. In our paper, the 

methodology was proposed for constructing roof 

models by assuming ‘the Third event’ in which a 

reflex vertex runs into the edge, but the other split 

polygon is collapsed into a node (an Edge event 

happens in the Split event at the same time). 

In this paper, a methodology is proposed for adding a 

‘Line segment’ event besides the conventional events. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part 
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without fee provided that copies are not made or 

distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that 

copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first 

page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers 
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The shrinking process continues if polygons split have 

non-zero area. The shrinking process ends when 

polygons split fall into ‘Vertex’ or ‘Line segment’ 

since they have no area. Consequently, a ‘Line 

segment’ can be a resulting shape of shrinking 

procedure, and we will classify a ‘Line segment’ event 

in which two line segments collapse into one line 

segment.  

Usually three edges propagate into a node. Often it 

causes an acute angle shape that is not appropriate for 

roof boards shown in Fig.3. To avoid the inappropriate 

shape, a ‘Line segment’ event will be proposed for 

straight skeleton computation. We also propose 

‘monotone polygon nodes sorting’ by which not self-

intersecting monotone polygons are formed, where 

‘monotone polygons’ are the areas divided by a 

straight skeleton, as shown in Fig.2c. 

 

2 RELATED WORK  
Since 3D building models are used for several 

different purposes, such as urban planning, 

archaeological reconstruction and game industries, 

various types of technologies, ranging from computer 

vision, computer graphics, photogrammetry, and 

remote sensing, have been proposed and developed for 

creating 3D building models. When 3D building 

models are used for urban planning or reconstruction 

of ancient cities, we will make non-existent building 

models which we cannot take a picture, and therefore 

these models are not created by CV, photogrammetry, 

and remote sensing. So, we focus on procedural 

modeling, especially roof creation by straight skeleton 

computation. Procedural modeling is an effective 

technique to create 3D models from sets of rules such 

as L-systems, fractals, and generative modeling 

language [Par01]. Mueller et al. [Mue06] have created 

an archaeological site of Pompeii and a suburbia 

model of Beverly Hills by using a shape grammar. 

They import building footprints from a GIS database 

and try to classify imported polygons as basic shapes 

in their shape vocabulary. In case of misclassification, 

they use a general extruded footprint together with a 

general roof obtained by the straight skeleton 

algorithm defined by a continuous shrinking process 

[Aic95].  

The straight skeleton algorithm is useful in generating 

hipped roofs, since its resulting ‘monotone polygons’ 

correspond to the roof boards of a hipped roof. The 

downside is that the generated roof is only one of 

many possible roofs, and there is no way to get another 

roof [Ede14]. To overcome the downside, a new 

generalization of straight skeletons is proposed by 

Helda et al. [Hel17], introducing additively-weighted 

straight skeletons. An additively-weighted straight 

skeleton is the result of a wavefront-propagation 

process where wavefront edges do not necessarily start 

to move at the begin of the propagation, resulting in 

an automated generation of roofs in which the 

individual facets have different inclinations and start 

at different heights. 

By using the straight skeleton, Kelly et al. [Kel11] 

present a user interface for the exterior of architectural 

models to interactively specify procedural extrusions. 

They use a profile editor which controls the sweeping 

of a plane from the base of the building footprint, and 

they finally construct a wide variety of roofs and a 

complex architecture. 

By these interactive modeling, 3D building models 

with plausible detailed façade can be achieved. 

However, the limitation of these modeling is the large 

amount of user interaction involved [Jia09], and the 

models created are ‘surface models’ by sweeping or 

extruding dependent on edited profiles, or revolving 

2D primitive geometries. However, when creating 3D 

building models for architectural design and BIM, 3D 

building models should be made up of solid 

geometries primitives which will be parts of the 

building, created through Boolean operation. Thus, the 

GIS Application 

(ArcGIS) 
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Figure 1: Pipeline of Automatic Generation for 3D Building Models by Straight Skeleton Computation 
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GIS and CG integrated system that automatically 

generates 3D building models immediately by CSG 

(Constructive Solid Geometry) is proposed. Although  

surface models can have ‘beautifully curved roof’ by 

interactive procedural modeling, in reality these roofs 

are consisted of hundreds of narrow flat boards in most 

building design. These narrow boards will be properly 

placed along the roof curve.  

 

3 PIPELINE of AUTOMATIC 

GENERATION 
As the pipeline of automatic generation is shown in 

Fig.1, the source of 3D models is a digital map that 

contains building polygons linked with attributes data, 

such as the number of stories and the type of roof, 

shown in Fig.1 left below. The maps are then 

preprocessed at the GIS module, and the CG module 

finally generates the 3D building model. 

The preprocessing at the GIS module includes the 

procedures as follows: (1) Calculate the minimum 

receding distance for an Edge event (including a Third 

and Line segment event). Until the Edge event occur, 

check if Split event happens by starting continuous 

shrinking process. (2) Start continuous shrinking 

process in which edges of the polygon move inward, 

parallel to themselves at a constant speed (Fig.2a&2b). 

(3) Detect any event such as a Split, Edge or Line 

segment event during shrinking process, and 

formation of nodes by these events. The position of the 

node is calculated by the intersection of angular 

bisectors. (4) Inherit and store three or more original 

edges’ ID (e.g. edgN in Fig.2a) linked to the node 

during the shrinking process in which the topology of 

the polygon will change. In shrinking process, Fig.2b 

shows edg2 firstly disappears into Node1, and two 

edges (edg8 & 9) secondly result in Node2. Since at 

least three original edges sweep into the node, edg1,2 

& 3 propagation result in Node1, and edg4,5 & 10 

propagation result in Node3 (by Split event). (5) Every 

(original) edge will inquire ‘each node’ having three 

or more ID to find out which node has the same 

original edge ID. If so, then nodes of the same ID are 

collected and the set of nodes are sorted according to 

the edge vector to form ‘monotone polygon’ and the 

straight skeleton. (6) Calculate the length, width, 

center position and inclination of the bounding 

rectangle for ‘monotone polygon’. (7) Export the 

coordinates of polygons’ vertices, ‘monotone 

polygons’ information, and attributes of buildings.  

In these procedures, the areas divided by a straight 

skeleton are called as ‘monotone polygons’ shown in 

Fig.2c, and to get ‘monotone polygons’, the set of the 

nodes belonging to the same original edge will be 

aligned depending on the coordinate value on the axis 

parallel to each original edge vector (the ‘node vector 

projections’ onto the original edge vector). These 

nodes are coplanar and will form roof boards for a 3D 

building model. 

As shown in Fig.1, the CG module receives the pre-

processed data that the GIS module exports, 

generating 3D building models. In GIS module, the 

system measures the length and inclination of the 

bounding rectangle for the monotone polygon that will 

be a roof board. The CG module generates a bounding 

box of the length and width, measured in GIS module. 

The monotone polygons will be converted into 

primitives, i.e., thin boxes by Boolean operation 

between the extrusion of the monotone polygon and 

the box primitive.  

In case of modeling a building with roofs, the CG 

module follows these steps: (1) Generate primitives of 

appropriate size, such as boxes, prisms or polyhedra 

that will form the various parts of the house. (2) 

Boolean operations applied to these primitives to form 

the shapes of parts of the house, for examples, making 

holes in a building body for doors and windows, 

a) b) c) d) 

Figure 2: Shrinking process and a straight skeleton, a roof model generated. a) Input polygon (bold) start 

continuous shrinking process in which edges of the polygon move inward, parallel to themselves at a constant 

speed. b) Shrinking polygons (blue) by no event, and red one by a split event. c) The straight skeleton (blue) and 

monotone polygons. d) A roof model automatically generated: each roof board is based on an ‘monotone polygon’. 
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making trapezoidal roof boards for a hipped roof and 

a temple roof. (3) Rotate parts of the house according 

to the inclination of the partitioned rectangle. (4) Place 

parts of the house. (5) Texture mapping onto these 

parts according to the attribute received. (6) Copy the 

2nd floor to form the 3rd floor or more in case of 

building higher than 3 stories. 

CG module has been developed using Maxscript that 

controls 3D CG software (3ds MAX, Autodesk Inc). 

 

4 STRAIGHT SKELETON 

COMPUTATION 
Aichholzer et al. [Aic95] introduced the straight 

skeleton defined as the union of the pieces of angular 

bisectors traced out by polygon vertices during a 

continuous shrinking process in which edges of the 

polygon move inward, parallel to themselves at a 

constant speed. The straight skeleton is applied to 

constructing general shaped roofs based on any simple 

building polygon, regardless of their being rectilinear 

or not.  

As shrinking process shown in Fig.2, each vertex of 

the polygon moves along the angular bisector of its 

incident edges. This situation continues until the 

boundary change topologically. According to 

Aichholzer et al. [Aic95], there are two possible types 

of changes: 

(1) Edge event: An edge shrinks to zero, making its 

neighboring edges adjacent now. 

(2) Split event: An edge is split, i.e., a reflex vertex 

runs into this edge, thus splitting the whole polygon. 

New adjacencies occur between the split edge and 

each of the two edges incident to the reflex vertex.  

The shrinking procedure is uniquely determined by the 

distance dshri between the two edges of before & after 

shrinking procedure. 

The distance e_dshri is the dshri when an Edge event 

happens in the shrinking process. e_dshri for the edge 

(edi) is calculated as follows: 

e_𝐝shri =
Ｌ

i
 cot 0.5 ∗ θi + cot 0.5 ∗ θi+1  

  

 

where Li is the length of edi, and θi & θi+1 are internal 

angles of vertices incident to edi. 

When 0.5*θi＋0.5*θi+1＜180 degrees, i.e. , the sum 

of the internal angles of two vertices incident to an 

edge is less than 360 degrees, an Edge event may 

happen unless the edge is intersected by an angular 

bisector from a reflex vertex and a Split event happens. 

4.1 How Straight Skeleton is formed 
How a straight skeleton and monotone polygons are 

formed is as follows.  

(1) One simple polygon (P) is given such as shown in 

Fig.2a. If there is any reflex vertex in the P, then it can 

be divided into two or more polygons.  

(2) The system calculates e_dshri (receding distance for 

an Edge event, shown in above (1)) for all edges and 

finds the shortest of them. Then, the system checks if 

a Split event occurs by increasing dshri by (e_dshri 

/n_step). In this way, the shrinking process may 

proceed until dshri reaches the shortest e_dshri 

calculated.  

(3) During shrinking until dshri reaches the shortest 

e_dshri, the system checks if a ‘checking angular 

bisector’ from a reflex vertex intersects another edge 

of the polygon or not. If an edge is found intersected, 

then the system calculates the node position by the 

Split event. The position of the node is calculated by 

the intersection of two angular bisectors: one from the 

reflex vertex and the other between the intersected 

edge and one of two edges incident to the reflex vertex. 

However, edges may be intersected by several 

‘checking angular bisectors’ from several reflex 

vertices. Among the several reflex vertices, the reflex 

vertex that gives the shortest dshri will be selected for 

calculating the node position. 

(4) In the process of (2), a Split event may happen and 

the polygon will be divided into some polygons: Ps.  

In this ‘Split event checking’ process, all divided 

polygons are checked if they can be divided more. As 

long as there are some Ps that can be divided, ‘Split 

event checking’ routine will continue. After that, the 

system concentrates on the Edge event procedure.  

(5) In this stage, since the number of polygons divided 

does not increase by the Split event, the system can 

concentrate on the Edge event including Third and 

Line segment event procedures. If the polygon divided 

has only three vertices, then the polygon (triangle) 

collapses to a node; this is the final stage for the 

polygon divided. 

(6) While the Edge events are being executed, the 

topology of the polygon will change. If the change 

happens, then the system re-implement the process 

from (2) to (5) for the polygon whose topology has 

changed. At that moment, the system recalculates the 

length of each edge and the internal angle of each 

vertex in order to find the shortest dshri for next events. 

This re-implementation process continues until all 

polygons changed collapse to a node or a line segment.  

4.2 Node Structure 
The generated node will be associated with the edges 

of original P (original edge: o-edge) which are 

identified by original edges’ ID (e.g. edg1 & edg2 in 

Fig.2a), since at least three original edges sweep to 

form a node. Therefore, at each event when the node 

is generated, at least three o-edges will be linked to the 

(1) 
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node. This means more than three o-edges ID will be 

stored in the node with a suitable structure.  

In our system, a node has the following properties; (a) 

‘Node Type’ (how the node is risen; by Edge event or 

Split event, Vertex event, Multiple Edge event and so 

on) (b) ‘Number of forming edges’ (usually three 

edges sweep to form a node, but more than three edges 

sweep in case of Multiple Edge event) (c) ‘o-edge ID 

preceding the vanishing edge’ (by Edge event) or ‘o-

edge ID of one of the edge incident to the reflex vertex’ 

(by Split event) (d) ‘o-edge ID following the vanishing 

edge’ (by Edge event) or ‘o-edge ID of the other edge 

incident to the reflex vertex’ (by Split event) (e) ‘o-

edge ID of at least one vanishing edge’ (by Edge 

event) or ‘o-edge ID of a split edge’ (by Split event) 

 

Since three edges usually sweep into the node, three 

‘o-edge IDs’ are stored in the property of a node. 

These IDs are used for forming a monotone polygon. 

The system is looking for the node which has the same 

‘o-edge ID’ as each original edge of P to form 

monotone polygons.  

In special cases, four or more edges collapse into 

nodes, such as Node2 in Fig.2 and Node1,2,3 in Fig.4c. 

In extreme cases, such as a hexagon or a regular 

polygon, a star-shaped polygon collapses to a node, 

four or more o-edges will sweep into a node, and more 

than three ‘o-edge IDs’ are stored in the property of 

the node. Therefore, a node needs ‘Number of forming 

edges’ property.  

This is the case of a multiple Edge event or the case 

Eppstein et al. [Epp99] defined as a ‘degenerate case’ 

in which the straight skeleton can have vertices of 

degree higher than three, introduced by simultaneous 

events at the same location. However, in single or 

double precision floating point calculation for the 

position of the node, it is quite rare for four or more 

vertices to reach the same point simultaneously.  

To rectify monotone polygons to be appropriate shape 

for roof boards, in our system, if multiple edges 

collapse into a certain area considered as a point for a 

node, then they are considered to converge into the 

same point and the node is formed.  

4.3 Line Segment Event 
Since three edges usually sweep into a node, very 

often this causes a quite acute angle shape that is not 

appropriate for roof board shape shown in Fig.3. In 

Fig.3c, pt5 propagates to join pt2 and four edges 

(edg1,2,4,5) propagate into Node2, whereas, in Fig.3b, 

pt5 does not join pt2 and goes off Node2, and three 

edges (edg1,4,7) result in Node3 with acute angle 

shape. This acute angle shape is also found at the 

a) b) c) 
pt3 
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edg4 
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Figure 3: a) An orthogonal building polygon b) a monotone polygon with an acute angle c) rectified 
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figure of Eppstein et al. [Epp99], which uses 

perturbation techniques, replacing the high-degree 

node with several nodes of degree three, connected by 

zero-length edge. In our system, using the technique 

completely opposite to Eppstein’s perturbation, a 

‘Line segment’ event is proposed where edges are 

overlapped and collapse into a line segment instead of 

a node to avoid the acute angle shape. This so-called 

snapping function is done by setting up a certain range 

for possible ‘Line segment’ events, in which edges 

converge into a certain area considered as a line 

segment, then they are supposed to converge into the 

same line segment. 

By a ‘Line segment’ event, two parallel edges 

converge into one edge (line segment), and the 

convergent line segment will be detached from a next 

shrinking body polygon. But if the detached line 

segment leaves no vertex for next shrinking process, 

then the line segment is disconnected from a body 

skeleton. Therefore, the detached line segment leaves 

at least one vertex for next shrinking process. 

Examples are shown in the line segment between 

Node2 and Node5 in Fig.4c and Fig.5b; one node 

whose interior angle is flat will remain for the next 

shrinking process so as to create the border of 

monotone polygons. For example, in Fig.4c & Fig.5b, 

four edges (edg11,12,14,15) propagate into Node2, 

and two overlapping edges (edg12,14) turn into the 

line segment incident to Node2 & nearby Node after 

edg13 disappeared.  

If a configurable range is quite narrow, then edge 

propagation will be extended, ending in Node5 as 

shown in Fig.5a; three edges (edg12,14,15) result in 

Node2, and three edges (edg11,12,15) result in Node5 

whose inner angle is quite acute, which is improper for 

roof board shape. 

4.4 Monotone Polygon Nodes Sorting 
According to Aichholzer et al. [Aic95], the area 

divided by a straight skeleton will be a ‘monotone 

polygon’. To get the monotone polygons, the set of the 

nodes belonging to each original edge will be sorted 

according to the ‘coordinate value of node vector 

projections’ onto the original edge vector parallel to 

each original edge. These nodes are coplanar and will 

form roof boards for a 3D building model. However, 

for some polygon, this methodology does not work, 

resulting in self-intersecting polygons. Fig.5c shows 

monotone polygons for edg13 are self-intersecting. 

This is because the edge (connecting Node3 & Node4) 

of the monotone polygon is perpendicular to the 

original edge (edg13) of the polygon, and the nodes 

are connected in the order of ‘node vector projection’. 

The self-intersection is found at edg29 in Fig.5c and 

edg21 in Fig.5b. 

To avoid self-intersection, the azimuth angle of the 

nodes belonging to the same monotone polygon is 

proposed, where the azimuth is the angle between each 

original edge vector and a node vector. The first node 

in the monotone polygon vertices numbering is 

selected from the node with least azimuth, and the last 

node is the node with greatest azimuth, since the nodes 

near the both ends on an original edge may wrap 

around both ends for some monotone polygons, and 

wrapping around nodes may not have simply 

increasing ‘coordinate value’. For example, in Fig.5c, 

the edge (connecting Node1 & Node2) of the 

monotone polygon is perpendicular to the original 

edge (edg29), and Node1 & Node2 have the same 

‘coordinate value’, resulting in self-intersection at 

nodes sorting. Thus, the nodes at ends are sorted by 

the azimuth angles. Then, the sorting of the nodes is 

found successful in a complicated shape polygon such 

as the one in Fig.4c and Fig.6c. 

 

5 APPLICATION 
Here are the examples of 3D building models 

automatically generated by the integrated system. 

Fig.6 & Fig.7 show the examples of 3D building 

models automatically generated. In generating these 

models, we classify the case of ‘Line segment event’. 

In Split event as mentioned in section 4.1, it is assumed 

to calculate the intersection of two non-parallel line 
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segments, i.e., two non-parallel angular bisectors. 

However, for some orthogonal polygons, two parallel 

edges will be overlapped when shrunk by e_dshri, and 

two parallel angular bisectors will be overlapped. If 

we do not classify the case of Line segment event, then 

we end up with numerical error by trying to calculate 

the intersection of two parallel line segments. 

Once 3D models with roofs are created, a top view of 

these models can be a roof report as shown in Fig.7i & 

7j, which can be used for the rapid assessment of roof 

damages by insurance companies. Automated 

generation of simple and complex roof geometries will 

be utilized for rapid roof area damage reporting by the 

length measurements and area calculations of all roof 

surfaces. The roof board area will be easily calculated, 

since a roof board is a monotone polygon, and can be 

partitioned into a set of trapezoids or triangles. The 

roof board area will be calculated by adding these 

trapezoids, and subtracted or added by two triangles, 

depending on the shape of the monotone polygon.  

The advantage of our generation system is that our 3D 

building models created are utilized for architectural 

design, i.e., BIM (Building Information Model), while 

3D models created by procedural modeling are not 

solid models but surface models which are to be 

converted into geometric primitives (CSG) when they 

are used for construction design.  

Now, architectural design world is experiencing a shift 

from 2D CAD drawings to BIM 3D modeling. BIM 

revolution is happening in the construction industry 

that is producing a step change in efficiency and 

accuracy. In our research, 3D building models 

automatically created can be used for BIM 3D 

modeling. There is no automatic generation system for 

3D building solid models with complicated roofs as 

far as we know. Automatic generation will be 

compared with manual creation which are a series of 

manual operations mentioned in section 1 by 3ds Max, 

and broken down into functions of the program 

(Maxscript) described as CG module’s process in 

section 3. It will take about more than one hour to 

create one hipped roof house including making 

intricately shaped ridges, while several seconds to 

automatically generate one by the personal computer. 

If given digital maps with attributes being inputted, as 

shown in Fig.1&7, the system automatically generates 

one hundred 3D building models within less than 10 

minutes by the personal computer with Intel(R) 

Core(TM) i7-7820HK CPU 2.90GHz. 

 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the new and extended methodology is 

proposed for adding ‘Line segment’ event besides the 

conventional events, and ‘monotone polygon nodes 

sorting’ by which self-intersecting monotone 

polygons are not formed. Thus, the proposed 

integrated system succeeds in automatically 

generating 3D building models. 

The roofs created by the straight skeleton are limited 

to hipped roofs with their roof ridges parallel to nearby 

long edges of the building contour. However, there are 

many roofs whose ridges are perpendicular to long 

edges. In the residential area all over the world, there 

are many roofs the straight skeleton method cannot 

create. For example, in the middle of the top edge in 

Fig.4a and Fig.6a, Fig.7e, there are some branch roofs 

which are not slanting and drop 90 degrees vertically, 

i.e., gable roofs. These are not created by the straight 

skeleton. 

In order to create various shape of roof, we propose a 

couple of schemes to create roofs by straight skeleton 

computation or partitioning or separating of 

orthogonal polygons. A complicated orthogonal 

building polygon can be partitioned or separated into 

a set of rectangles. Our proposed system partitions 

orthogonal polygons into a set of rectangles and places 

various shapes of roofs which include gable & hipped 

roofs or the roof whose ridges are perpendicular to 

nearby long edges on these partitioned rectangles. 

Thus, in order to create the 3D building models that 

have hipped and gable branch roofs, the future work is 

for developing the system in which we can select a 

couple of various schemes; dividing or separation 

Figure 6: Complicated shape polygon in shrinking process and a straight skeleton, a roof model generated.  

a) Complicated building polygon drawn on an orthophoto. b) Shrinking polygons (blue) by no event and red ones 
by events. c) The straight skeleton (blue) of the building polygon (bold). d) A roof model automatically generated 

a) b) c) d) 
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scheme or straight skeleton scheme to automatically 

create the different styles of roofs for one building 

footprint. 
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(b) Set of receding 
polygons by dshri calculated 
by equation (1) 

(a) Building polygons on 
2D Digital Map: Most of 
them are orthogonal. 

 

(c) The straight skeleton 
formed as the union of the 
pieces of angular bisectors 

 

(d) Automatically generated 
3D building model based on 
monotone polygons 

Figure 7: Shrinking process and a straight skeleton, a roof model generated, roof report 

 

(e) Enlarged building 
polygons: orthogonal 

 

(f) Set of receding polygons by 
dshri calculated by equation (1) 

(g) The straight skeleton 
formed as the union of the 
pieces of angular bisectors 

 

(h) Automatically generated 
3D building model based on 
monotone polygons 
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ABSTRACT
Implicit functions provide a fundamental basis to model 3D objects, no matter they are rigid or deformable, in
computer graphics and geometric modeling. This paper introduces a new constructive scheme of implicitly-defined
3D objects based on products of implicit functions. This scheme is in contrast with popular approaches like
blobbies, meta balls and soft objects, which rely on the sum of specific implicit functions to fit a 3D object to a set
of spheres.

Keywords
Implicit surfaces, surface modeling, constructive modeling, 3D modeling, computational geometry, geometric
modeling.

1 INTRODUCTION
Both implicit surfaces and parametric surfaces have
been widely used in computer-aided design, geomet-
ric modeling, visualization, animation, and computer
graphics [GVJ+09]. Implicit surfaces benefit from the
valuable properties in modeling, namely: closure and
point membership. Indeed, applying boolean opera-
tions (intersection, union, and difference) results in an-
other well-defined implicit surface [GRM99, BGA04].
Moreover, it is easy to check whether a point behind,
on, or beyond an algebraic implicit surface, as needed
in collision detection.

However, unlike piecewise parametric surfaces, im-
plicit surfaces are not akin to local shape changes in-
teractively. Also, rendering an implicitly-defined alge-
braic surface poses some difficulties because it requires
its preliminary triangulation [RV85, PK89, Gom03],
particularly for implicit surfaces defined by high degree
polynomial functions; hence, the low degree algebraic
surface patches or algebraic splines used for geomet-
ric modeling [Baj88, BX97, LPP06, CCD00, War89,
WZ00].

In this paper, we introduce a new method to model
complex shapes through products of implicitly-defined

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

algebraic surfaces (e.g., spheres, ellipsoids, cylinders,
hyperboloids, and tori), called Π-surfaces. These Π-
surfaces allow us: (1) to represent a surface as the prod-
uct of two or more patches; (2) to globally edit the
shape of each patch (e.g. patch replacement, patch re-
moval, patch insertion); (3) to locally edit the shape of
each patch (e.g. deformations like recesses, saliences,
and so forth); (4) to blend two patches using a single
blending parameter; and (5) to better control bulging
effects inherent to sum-based surfaces (e.g., ∑-surfaces
like Gaussian surfaces) via the blending parameter.

In short, we propose a new constructive method for
3D objects through products of implicit functions,
which differs from the dominant method found in
the literature, which is based on ∑-surfaces (e.g.,
blobby molecules [Bli82], metaballs [NHK+85], soft
objects [WMW86], blobby model [Mur91], piece-
wise implicit surface patches [Baj88, BX97], and
homotopy-generated surfaces [Bed92] [HH85].

2 Π-SURFACES
Π-surfaces can be used to approximate any given
smooth and bounded object in R3 whose surface is de-
fined by a single polynomial as a product of subsidiary
polynomials. In other words, we can design any smooth
object with a single algebraic surface. Let us denote the
defining polynomials as fi ∈ R[x1, . . . ,xn](i = 1, . . . ,k).
Then, the approximating object is defined by the
polynomial

F(x,y,z) = ∏
i

fi(x,y,z)− r (1)
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where r ∈R stands for the blending parameter that con-
trols the approximating error.

From Eq. (1), which is the core equation of this paper,
we can find that the shape of the approximating surface
depends on the primitive surfaces fi and the parame-
ter r. That is, we have a product (Π) of functions fi,
where each function represents an arbitrary geometric
primitive i, and r is the approximation parameter for
the entire surface.

2.1 Implicit Primitives
Π-surfaces are built up from arbitrary implicit surface
primitives. However, unlike traditional distance-based
methods, Π-surface primitives are not limited to sets
of spheres (or ellipsoids) to compose 3D objects. In-
stead, Π-surfaces use primitives like planes, quadrics,
tori, and other more complicated surfaces. These prim-
itives split into two different groups: bounded primi-
tives (e.g., sphere, ellipsoid, torus, and so forth) and un-
bounded primitives (e.g., plane, cylinder, cone, hyper-
boloid of 1 sheet, hyperboloid of 2 sheets, paraboloid,
hyperbolic paraboloid, and the like). Both bounded and
unbounded primitives may be combined into the same
3D object.

2.2 Shape Operations
There are three different types of shape operations:
shape repositioning, global shrinking or inflation, and
local bulges or concavities.

2.2.1 Shape Repositioning

The shape of a Π-surface can also be adjusted by con-
trolling the position of the primitives. This is somehow
intuitive, though the blending of the primitives only de-
pends on the distance between them and the blending
parameter r. For example, both spherical primitives in
Figure 1 are combined into a Π-surface (in transparent
gray). Obviously, considering the blending parameter
r = 0.25 remains unchanged, the resulting Π-surface
depends on the distance between both primitives.

2.2.2 Global Shrinking vs. Global Inflation

Varying the blending parameter r in Eq. (1) makes the
entire Π-surface shrink or inflate. Specifically, decreas-
ing the value of r to zero makes the Π-surface shrink
to the surface of the union of implicit surface primi-
tives. Conversely, increasing the value of r inflates the
Π-surface globally. Figure 2 shows how distinct values
of r affect the global shape of a Π-surface.

Similar to ∑-surfaces, undesired bulges about the inter-
section regions of primitives may occur in Π-surfaces.
The difference is that Π-surfaces allow the control on
bulges by reducing the value of the approximation pa-
rameter r, as illustrated in Figure 3.

2.2.3 Local Deformations
Unlike ∑-surfaces, Π-surfaces are very efficient in per-
forming local deformations without affecting the global
shape of the objects. Such deformations are performed
by the action of primitives on other primitives. There
are two main types of local deformations: local protru-
sions and local depressions.
Local protrusions are generated by adding a relatively
small primitive to the Π-surface, but the small primitive
needs to be close enough to the Π-surface in order to
affect it. This mechanism is illustrated by the red object
in Figure 4(a), where a small sphere imposes a spherical
bump to the plane x = 0.
Local depressions are a little bit trickier to obtain with
Π-surfaces. In this case, we need to invert the sign of
the implicit function of the small primitive, yet invert-
ing the original implicit function of the global shape is
also feasible. This local deformation mechanism is il-
lustrated in Figure 4(b)-(c), where we also used a small
sphere to obtain a concavity in the plane x = 0.

2.3 Interactive Shape Control
As seen above, adding a primitive is as simple as in-
cluding its defining implicit function in the product of
Π-surface. This procedure only changes the already ex-
isting object locally. Besides, the position and geomet-
ric parameters of the primitive can also be interactively
adjusted on the fly by the user. There two types of shape
composition control: additive and subtractive.
Additive shape composition means we interactively add
positive primitives to a given object without losing the
control of its overall shape, i.e., without losing the ca-
pability of anticipating how the inclusion of a specific
primitive will affect the global shape the object, as il-
lustrated in Figure 5. In this case, the user creates the
handle of the cup by interactively adding a torus to an
existing bowl composed by a flattened ellipsoid and an-
other torus. As depicted in Figure 5, when the user
interactively displaces the handle until its final posi-
tion, the handle remains perfectly blended with the cup.
If needed, the user might also interactively change the
”thickness” of the handle just by changing the smaller
radius of the torus.
Let us now see how three more objects are obtained
from the composition of positive primitives.
Example 1. The hammer shown in Figure 6(a) was
built using two implicit primitives so that F = f1 . f2−c,
where c = 1 is the blending parameter, and f1 defines
the first primitive (a block) and f2 the second primitive
(an ellipsoidal handle) as follows:

f1 =(x−5)6+
( y

2

)6
+z6−100; f2 =

( x
8

)2
+y2+z2−1.

Example 2. The sword pictured in Figure 6(b) is defined
by F = f1 . f2 . f3−5, where f1, f2, and f3 define three
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Figure 1: Repositioning of two spheres of the surface F(x,y,z) = ((x−d)2 + y2 + z2−1) · ((x+d)2 + y2 + z2−1)−0.25: (a)
d = 0.8; (b) d = 0.9; (c) d = 1.0 and (d) d = 1.1. The positions of the surface primitives were adjusted, but the parameter r
remained unchanged. The Π-surface appears in translucent gray.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: “Eggplant” surface defined by the function F(x,y,z) = ( 1

64 x2 + 1
8 y2 + 1

8 z2−0.25) · ((x+2)2 + y2 + z2−4)− r = 0
for different values of r: (a) 1.0; (b) 0.25; and (c) 0.05. The Π-surface appears in translucent gray.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: The parameter r is used to reduce an undesired bulge that occurs about the intersection of two crossed cylinders
defined by the function F(x,y,z) = (x2 + z2−1) · (y2 + z2−1)− r = 0: (a) r = 1; (b) r = 0.001

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Local deformations obtained by placing a small sphere near the x = 0 plane : (a) protrusion defined by a sphere in
( f (x,y,z) = (x2 + y2 + z2−1) · (x)−1 = 0; (b) depression obtained by inverting the sign of the original plane as in f (x,y,z) =
(x2 + y2 + z2− 1) · (−x)− 1 = 0; and (c) concavity obtained by inverting the sign of the sphere as in f (x,y,z) = (−x2− y2−
z2−0.01) · (x)−1 = 0 (right)

implicit primitives, two crossed ellipsoids and a sphere,
as follows:

f1 = (x+17)2 + y2 + z2−1;

f2 = (2x+24)2 +
( y

6

)2
+ z2−1;

f3 =
( x

16

)2
+
( y

2

)2
+(2z)2−1.

Example 3. The table shown in Figure 6(c) is defined
by F = f1 · f2 · f3 · f4 · f5− 1, that is, by five implicit

primitives, a rounded parallelepiped for the table top
and four ellipsoids for the table legs, where

f1 = 0.1 · x6 +0.1 · y6 +(8z+5)6−1;

f2,3,4,5 =

(
x±1
0.1

)2

+

(
y±1
0.1

)2

+
( z

0.9

)2
−0.5.

Subtractive shape composition means we interactively
add negative primitives to an existing Π-surface, as
shown in Figure 7. Interestingly, the negative primi-
tive used to create the concavity shrinks as it gets close
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: Interactive edition of a moving handle (or torus) to create a cup as given by the function F(x,y,z) =
(((x−2.2 ·a)2+(z+1)2+y2+0.5−0.01)2−2 · ((x−2.2 ·a)2+(z+1)2)) · ( 1

8 ·x
2+ 1

8 ·y
2+(z+2)2−0.1) · (((z+

1)2 +10 · x2 +10 · y2 +19)2−800 · (x2 + y2))−10.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Additive shape composition of Π-surface objects: (a) hammer; (b) sword; and (c) table.

Figure 7: Interactive edition of a depression on a rounded cube surface by moving a small negative sphere. The
resulting object is defined by the following Π-surface: F(x,y,z) = (x6 + y6 + z6−1) · (−(x+a)2− (y+b)2− (z+
c)2 +0.05)−0.01, where (a,b,c) is the position of the sphere.

to the existing object, and even vanishes at some point.
This is a very useful feature because it eliminates un-
desired components in the final object; specifically, the
negative sphere in Figure 7 is used to interactively cre-
ate a concavity in one of the faces of a 3D cube. Notice
how the sphere becomes smaller and smaller to a point
at which it finally vanishes in the proximity of the cube.

2.4 Geometry Evaluation
The geometry evaluation (also known as boundary eval-
uation [RV85]) builds upon ray casting to solve two dif-
ficult problems in implicit surface modeling:

• Rendering. We can immediately visualize the sur-
face on screen with a significant realism and geome-
try fidelity, including singularities like apices, inter-
section curves, and the like, though without explic-
itly solving such singularities (i.e. the loci where the
first derivatives vanish), as well as multi-component
surfaces (see, for example, [RG06]).

• Triangulation. The point sampling inherent to ray
casting allows us to reconstruct the surface because
we classify the surface points as either regular or
singular using the gradient (i.e. first derivatives).
Essentially, this problem consists in triangulating a
point cloud whose points are samples of the surface
(see, for example, [BMR+99, LHRS05, KBH06]).
Note that the nearby points are associated with adja-
cent pixels on the screen so that the triangulation is
more amenable to carry out than in standard surface
reconstruction algorithms lacking information like
normals or partial derivatives. Moreover, knowing
the partial derivatives at such points, we can quickly
identify singularities like apices, sharp features, self-
intersections, and so forth. Summing up, we use
a novel image-based surface reconstruction, though
we also may use algorithms like those described by
Skala et al. in [ČS04, ČS05, ČS07]. Obviously, af-
ter triangulating a surface, we no longer need ray
casting for the purpose of the graphics output.
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Thus, our renderer combines ray casting and triangula-
tion approaches into a single renderer.

2.5 Molecular Π-surfaces
Molecular modelling is an important application for Π-
surfaces. Knowing that each atom has a correspond-
ing van der Waals (VDW) radius [Bon64][Bat01], a
molecule can be seen as a set of overlapping spheres
representing the atoms.

2.5.1 Molecular Π-surface Formulation
The molecular surface S of a molecule can be then de-
scribed by the following Π-surface:

S =
n

∏
i=1

fi− r (2)

where

fi = (x− xi)
2 +(y− yi)

2 +(z− zi)
2−Ri

2 (3)

represents the spherical surface of the i-th atom of ra-
dius Ri and center (xi,yi,zi). This formulation is in
contrast with the Gaussian Σ-surface proposed by Blinn
[Bli82] to represent molecular surfaces.

It is worthy noting that for r > 0, Equation 2 represents
a smooth molecular surface, so there is no need to use
ray casting to sample the surface. Instead, we can di-
rectly triangulate the surface on-the-fly using triangula-
tion algorithms as those described in [RG06, RQG09,
DG11, DG15, DNJG17].

2.5.2 Examples of Molecular Π-surfaces
Let us now see how to model the molecular structures
of two real drugs using Π-surfaces: (a) formic acid and
(b) acetic acid.

Formic acid. This drug occurs naturally and is present
in the venom of bees and ant stings. Using the atomic
structure obtained from the DrugBank and the VDW
radii from [Bat01] (1.52 Å for oxygen and 1.70 Å for
carbon), the spheres have the following center points
and radii:

c1 = (2.310,−1.334,0.000),R1 = 1.52;

c2 = (3.644,−2.104,0.000),R2 = 1.70;

c3 = (4.977,−1.334,0.000),R3 = 1.52.

Then, using Equation 2 (with r = 1) we obtain the Π-
surface that represents the formic acid molecule as fol-
lows:

S = ((x−2.310)2 +(y+1.334)2 + z2−1.522)·
((x−3.644)2 +(y+2.104)2 + z2−1.702)·

((x−4.977)2 +(y+1.334)2 + z2−1.522)−1

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Formic acid: (a) ball-and-stick; (b) atom-
describing spheres (VDW representation); and (c) molecular
Π-surface.

The formic acid Π-surface is shown in Figure 8 (c).

Acetic acid. This drug results from the oxidation of
ethanol and destructive distillation of wood. As seen
in the previous example, the center points and radii of
its atoms are as follows:

c1 = (24.214,−24.150,0.000),R1 = 1.70;

c2 = (25.548,−23.380,0.000),R2 = 1.70;

c3 = (26.881,−24.150,0.000),R3 = 1.52;

c4 = (25.548,−21.840,0.000),R4 = 1.52

Then, using Equation 2 (with r = 1), we obtain the al-
gebraic surface that represents the acetic acid molecule
as follows:

S = ((x−24.214)2 +(y+24.150)2 + z2−1.702)·
((x−25.548)2 +(y+23.380)2 + z2−1.702)·
((x−26.881)2 +(y+24.150)2 + z2−1.522)·

((x−25.548)2 +(y+21.840)2 + z2−1.522)−1

The acetic acid Π-surface is depicted in Figure 9 (c).

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9: Acetic acid: (a) ball-and-stick; (b) atom-describing
spheres (VDW representation); and (c) molecular Π-surface.

The Molecular Π-surface formulation can also be used,
for the sake of simplification, to model the four nu-
cleotides (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine) used
as DNA building blocks in [RG12, RG14, RG15], re-
placing the Gaussian Σ-surface model.
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3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

This paper presents a new general method to model
complex 3D objects as the product of algebraic func-
tions representing simpler implicit surface primitives.
The resulting surfaces are here called Π-surfaces. Un-
like traditional methods used in implicit modeling, this
new method is not based on a sum of specific distance
functions. Instead, the 3D objects are built upon a prod-
uct of algebraic functions representing arbitrary im-
plicit surfaces such as spheres, ellipsoids, and tori. This
new approach allows us to interactively perform con-
trolled deformations on the object shape both locally
and globally. Two possible applications are proposed
for this new model: constructive building of 3D objects
and molecular surfaces modeling. As future work, and
knowing that an increase in the number of primitives
might generate higher degree algebraic surfaces, it is
our intention to develop some strategies to overcome
possible limitations that may occur in these cases. As
a final remark, we believe that this new method is an
important contribution for the geometric modeling re-
search field.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed an image-based head-tracker interface for mobile devices that uses the information of the
front camera to detect and track the user’s nose position and translate its movements into a pointing metaphor
to the device. However, as already noted in the literature, the measurement errors of the motion tracking leads
to a noticeable jittering of the perceived motion. To counterbalance this unpleasant and unwanted behavior, we
have applied a Kalman filter to smooth the obtained positions. In this paper we focus on the effect that the use
of a Kalman filter can have on the throughput of the interface. Throughput is the human performance measure
proposed by the ISO 9241-411 for evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of non-keyboard input devices. The
softness and precision improvements that the Kalman filter infers in the tracking of the cursor are subjectively
evident. However, its effects on the ISO’s throughput have to be measured objectively to get an estimation of the
benefits and drawbacks of applying a Kalman filter to a pointing device.

Keywords
Kalman filter, head-tracker, throughput, Fitts’ law, HCI, mobile devices.

1 INTRODUCTION
Head-trackers provide a hands-free way to interact with
devices through the movements of the head and so, they
have a direct application in assistive tools for motor-
impaired users. In the assistive domain technologies,
such interfaces are widely used for desktop computers
[MYPVP10, MGiSLVG06] and in several commercial
mobile applications [DSLKT03, GB].

Research on head tracker interfaces based on image
sensors for desktop computers is a mature discipline
and has been conducted for a long time for HCI pur-
poses [Toy98, BGF02, CMM+09, VMYP08]. Never-
theless, nowadays the advent of integrated frontal cam-
eras has focused this kind of research on mobile de-
vices.

We have developed an image-based head-tracker inter-
face for mobile devices [RMMYV16] that only uses the
information of the front camera to detect and track the
user’s nose position and translate its movements into
a pointing metaphor to the device. However, as already

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

noted in the literature [CRV12], the measurement errors
of the motion tracking leads to a noticeable jittering of
the perceived motion. To counterbalance this unpleas-
ant and unwanted behavior, we have applied a Kalman
filter to smooth the obtained positions.
In this paper we focus on the effect that the use of a
Kalman filter can have on the throughput of the de-
veloped interface. Throughput is the human perfor-
mance measure proposed by the ISO 9241-411 [ISO12]
for evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of non-
keyboard input devices.
The softness and precision improvements that the
Kalman filter infers in the tracking of the cursor is
subjectively evident. Nevertheless, its effects on the
final throughput also have to be measured objectively
to get an unbiased estimation of the benefits and
drawbacks of applying a Kalman filter to a pointing
device.
There have been some attempts to generally depict the
lag that filtering inherently introduces [CRV12] but, to
the best of our knowledge, there are no clues on the
effects of the Kalman filter on ISO’s throughput.

2 HEAD-TRACKER INTERFACE
FaceMe [RMMYV16] is a head-tracker interface for
mobile devices that uses the information of the front
camera to detect and track the user’s nose position and
translate its movements into interaction actions to the
device (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Example of using FaceMe as a pointing de-
vice.

A version of SINA system [VMYP08], a camera-based
head-tracker interface for desktop environment, was
adapted and optimized for mobile devices.

The interface is based on facial feature tracking instead
of tracking the overall head or face. The selected facial
feature region is the nose, because it has specific char-
acteristics to allow tracking, it is not occluded by facial
hair or glasses, and it is always visible while the user is
interacting with the mobile device (even when the head
is rotated).

The process is divided into two stages: the User detec-
tion stage and the Tracking stage. In the User detection
stage we process the initial frames from the camera to
detect the user’s facial features to be tracked. After de-
tection, the Tracking stage performs the tracking and
filtering. Finally, the average of all the features (i.e., the
nose point) is sent to a transfer function. This transfer
function is responsible of the translation of the coordi-
nates’ change of the nose point to a coordinates’ change
on the device screen.

2.1 User Detection
In this step no calibration is needed, the only require-
ment is that the user must keep the head steady for a
small predefined number of frames to allow the system
to automatically detect the face region (see “User de-
tected" in Figure 2).

The main face is defined as the one with the biggest
area (see “Main face region" in Figure 2). To ensure
a steady user for a proper algorithm initialization and
to avoid false positives, we use a temporal consistency
scheme (see “Temporal consistency" in Figure 2).

According to anthropometrical measurements of the
human face [Sat16], the nose region occupies the sec-
ond third of the facial region (see “Nose region" in Fig-
ure 3). Inside this region, the nostrils and the corners
of the nose are selected as the initial facial features to
track (see “Facial features" in Figure 3).

Figure 2: Illustrated theoretical stages for the detection
of the main user face.

Changing light conditions can lead to the selection of
unstable features, therefore we need to re-select the ini-
tial facial features using symmetry constraints (respect
to the vertical axis). This leads to a more robust track-
ing process.

The finally chosen nose point is the average of all the
facial features being tracked, which will be centered on
the nose, between the nostrils (see “Nose point" in Fig-
ure 3).

Figure 3: Simulated steps of the User detection stage.

The User detection stage works in a wide range of light-
ing conditions (dark or clear), users particularities (skin
color, glasses or facial hair) and backgrounds (homoge-
neous or heterogeneous).

2.2 Tracking
In the Tracking stage, there is no need for the face to be
fully visible, as only an small region surrounding the
nose is used.

We get the best image registration exploding the spa-
tial intensity gradient information of the images using
a pyramidal implementation of the Lukas-Kanade algo-
rithm [Bou01]. Since the algorithm is robust to rotation,
scaling and shearing, the user can move in a flexible
way. However, fast head movements can cause the lost
or displacement of features to track. If we detect a fea-
ture abnormally separated from the average point, this
feature is discarded (see “Filtered of displaced feature"
in Figure 4). In case there are not enough features to
track, the User detection stage restarts.

We follow a typical Bayesian approach to sensor fusion,
combining measurements in the representation of a pos-
terior probability. For each new frame, we combine the
tracked nose features with newly detected features (see
“Fusion" in Figure 4).

After this stage, we apply the velocity constant Kalman
filter to get rid of the jittering.
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Figure 4: Simulated steps of the Tracking stage.

Our tracking stage is able to run in real-time on current
mobile devices with a variety of CPU platforms.
A detailed description of the system is found in other
sources [RMMYV16].

2.3 The Kalman filter
The Kalman filter is a powerful mathematical tool to
be used when working with real world inaccurate mea-
surements. It was first introduced in 1960 [Kal60] and
it is still commonly used in a broad range of disci-
plines including satellite navigation systems [SHiS14],
object and people tracking [PAHEM09] [SR11] or au-
tonomous navigation [LFL+18].
The Kalman filter is an optimal estimation of the state
of a process, in a way that minimizes the mean of the
squared error. Its implementation is very fast and its
memory requirements are very low, as there is no need
to reprocess previously observed data.
Kalman filter algorithms work in the continuous itera-
tion of two steps. In the first step, we update the state of
our system using the dynamic model (prediction), and
in the second step we update our measurement with the
observation model (correction).
Our goal when using the Kalman filter is to find an es-
timation of the cursor position such that we obtain a
smoother motion, reducing the jittering. So, in our im-
plementation of the filter, the state of our system at time
t is described with a position p and a velocity v, defin-
ing the state of the nose:

x̄t = (p,v)

The position and the velocity are correlated (the higher
the velocity, the farther the motion and the slower the
velocity, the nearer the motion). This correlation is de-
scribed in a covariance matrix Pt where each element
corresponds to the level of correlation between the cou-
ples position-velocity:

Pt =

(
Cpp Cpv
Cvp Cvv

)
At a time t, we need to know an estimation of the state
of the system x̂t :

x̂t =

(
p
v

)

And, from the current state, we have to predict the next
one x̂t .

Let use simple kinematics:

pt = pt−1 +∆tvt−1

vt = vt−1

From which we can build a prediction matrix Ft :

F̂t =

(
1 ∆t
0 1

)
,

such that,

x̂t = Ft x̂t−1 (1)

At time t, we also need to keep track of the covariance
matrix (i.e. the prediction of the new uncertainty). We
have to compute the new covariance matrix using the
prediction matrix. If we multiply every element in a
distribution by the prediction matrix, we get:

Pt = FtPt−1FT
t

At this point, we can also add some additional uncer-
tainty from the process noise expanding the covariance
by adding the term Qt :

Pt = FtPt−1FT
t +Qt (2)

Equation 1 and Equation 2 are used to estimate the state
of the system and the covariance projecting them from
time t to time t−1 in the prediction step.

In the correction step, we first have to compute the
Kalman gain K, using the matrix H that models the sen-
sors relating the state with the measurements and the
covariance of the observation noise R:

K = HtPtHT
t (HtPtHT

t +Rt)
−1

And now, we can state the equations for the correction
step:

P′t = Pt −K′HtPt (3)

x̂′t = x̂t +K′(~zt −Ht x̂t) (4)

Where ~zt is the reading we have observed.

We have tuned the noise parameters so that jittering is
correctly compensated in most use conditions.

Figure 5 depicts the desired trajectory, the raw data tra-
jectory (No Kalman) and the Kalman filtering results.
Although using a short path, the jittering of the red mea-
sures are clearly visible and very user noticeable in the
interactive application.
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Figure 5: Desired, measured and filtered trajectories.

3 ISO TESTING AND THE CALCULA-
TION OF THROUGHPUT

ISO 9241-411 [ISO12] describes performance tests for
evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of existing
or new non-keyboard input devices1. The primary tests
involve target-select tasks using throughput as a depen-
dent variable.

The calculation of throughput is performed over a range
of amplitudes (A) and with a set of target widths (W) in-
volving tasks for which computing devices are intended
to be used.

The ISO standard proposes a one-directional target-
select test and a multi-directional target-select test. Due
to the two-dimensional nature of the pointing metaphor,
the multi-directional test is better suited for our require-
ments.

3.1 Multi-directional Target-select Test
The multi-directional test evaluates target-select move-
ments in different directions. The user moves the cur-
sor across a layout circle to sequential targets of width
W equally spaced around the circumference of the cir-
cle with diameter A (see Figure 6). Each sequence of
trials begins and ends in the top target and alternates on
targets moving across and around a layout circle.

3.2 The Calculation of Throughput
The ISO standard specifies throughput (TP) as the per-
formance measure and it is calculated as follows:

TP =
Effective index of difficulty

Movement time
=

IDe

MT
, (5)

where IDe is computed from the movement amplitude
(A) and target width (W) and MT is the per-trial move-
ment time averaged over a sequence of trials.

1 ISO 9241-411 [ISO12] is an updated version of ISO 9241-
9 [ISO02]. With respect to performance evaluation, the two
versions of the standard are the same.

Figure 6: ISO Multi-directional target-select test.

The effective index of difficulty is a measure, in bits,
of the difficulty and user precision achieved in accom-
plishing a task:

IDe = log2

(
Ae

We
+1

)
, (6)

where We is the effective target width, calculated from
the width of the distribution of selection coordinates
made by a participant over a sequence of trials. The
effective target width is calculated as follows:

We = 4.133 ·Sx, (7)

where Sx is the standard deviation of the selection co-
ordinates in the direction that movement proceeds. The
effective value is used to include spatial variability in
the calculation. The effective amplitude (Ae) can also
be used if there is an overall tendency to overshoot or
undershoot. Ae is calculated as the mean movement dis-
tance from the start-of-movement position to the end
points [SM04].

Using the effective values, throughput is a single human
performance measure that embeds both the speed and
accuracy in human responses. A detailed description of
the calculation of throughput is found in other sources
[SM04, Mac15, RMMMYV17].

4 THE EXPERIMENT
The main goal of the experiment is to evaluate the mo-
bile head-tracker interface following the recommenda-
tions described in the ISO standard in order to obtain
a benchmark value of throughput. This will allow the
comparison between the two different implementations
of the head-tracker interface: by using the position ob-
tained using the Kalman filter or by using the raw posi-
tion directly.
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4.1 Participants
Twelve participants (5 females) were recruited from the
local town university campus in Spain. Ages ranged
from 22 to 52 with a mean of 31.25 years (SD = 10.67).
There were no requirements on prior experience to par-
ticipate in the study. None of the participants had pre-
vious experience with head-tracker interfaces.

4.2 Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on an Apple iPad Air
with a resolution of 2048× 1536 px and a pixel density
of 264 ppi. This corresponds to a resolution of 1024 ×
768 Apple points.2 All communication with the tablet
was disabled during testing.
The software implemented the ISO multi-directional
target-select test (see Figure 7 for details).

Figure 7: Screenshot of the experiment software: ex-
ample target condition with annotations (A = 1040 px,
W = 260 px).

User input combined the mobile head-tracker for point-
ing and touch for selection.
Each sequence consisted of 20 targets with the target to
select highlighted for each trial. Upon selection, a new
target was highlighted. Selections proceeded in a pat-
tern moving across and around the layout circle until all
targets were selected. If a target was missed, a small red
square appeared in the center of the missed target; oth-
erwise, a small black square appeared showing a correct
selection. The target was highlighted in green when the
cursor was inside it.

2 Apple’s point (pt.) is an abstract unit that covers two pixels on
retina devices. On the iPad Air, one point equals 1/132 inch
(Note: 1 mm ≈ 5 pt.).

4.3 Procedure
After signing a consent form, participants were briefed
on the goals of the experiment and were instructed to sit
and hold the device in portrait orientation in a comfort-
able position (see Figure 8). The only requirement was
that their entire face was visible by the front camera of
the device.

Figure 8: Participant performing the experiment.

The experiment task was demonstrated to participants,
after which they did a few practice sequences. They
were instructed to move the cursor by holding the de-
vice still and moving their head. Selection occurred by
tapping anywhere on the display surface with a thumb
when the cursor was inside the target. Testing began
after they felt comfortable with the task and the interac-
tion method.

Participants were asked to select targets as quickly and
accurately as possible and to leave errors uncorrected.
They were told that missing an occasional target was
OK, but that if many targets were missed, they should
slow down. They were allowed to rest as needed be-
tween sequences. Testing lasted about 20 minutes per
participant.

4.4 Design
The experiment was fully within-subjects with the fol-
lowing independent variables and levels:

• Filtering mode: Kalman, No Kalman.

• Block: 1, 2, 3.

• Amplitude: 260, 520, 1040 px.

• Width: 130, 260 px.

The primary independent variable was filtering mode:
by applying a velocity constant Kalman filter to smooth
the positions returned by the head-tracker interface
(Kalman filtering mode) or by using the raw positions
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directly (No Kalman filtering mode). Block, amplitude,
and width were included to gather a sufficient quantity
of data over a reasonable range of task difficulties (with
IDs from 1.00 to 3.17 bits).

For each condition, participants performed a sequence
of 20 trials. The two filtering modes were assigned
using a Latin square with 6 participants per order.
The amplitude and width conditions were randomized
within blocks.

The dependent variables were throughput, movement
time, and error rate.

The total number of trials was 12 participants × 2 in-
teraction modes × 3 blocks × 3 amplitudes × 2 widths
× 20 trials = 8,640.

5 RESULTS
In this section, results are given for throughput, move-
ment time and error rate.

5.1 Learning Effects
Since head-tracking was unfamiliar to all participants, a
learning effect was expected. Figure 9 shows the learn-
ing effect for throughput by filtering mode. The learn-
ing effect (i.e., block effect) was statistically signifi-
cant (F2,22 = 11.36,p < .001), confirming the expected
improvement with practice. The effect was more pro-
nounced between the 1st and 2nd blocks, with 8.65%
increase in throughput, compared to a almost indis-
cernible decrease of 0.97% between the 2nd and 3rd

blocks. A Scheffé post hoc analysis confirmed that the
effect was not significant after block 1. As throughput is
the dependent variable specified in ISO 9241-411, sub-
sequent analyses are based on the pooled data from the
2nd and 3rd blocks of testing.

Figure 9: Results for filtering mode and block for
throughput.

5.2 Throughput
The grand mean for throughput was 1.55 bps. This
value is within the expected range for head input on mo-
bile and desktop environments (from 1.28 bps to 2.10
bps [MFM15, DSLKT03, RMMMYV18]).

The mean throughput for the No Kalman filtering
mode was 1.58 bps, which was 10.5% higher than the
mean throughput of 1.43 bps for the Kalman filtering
mode. The difference was statistically significant
(F1,11 = 7.63, p < .05).

5.3 Movement Time
The grand mean for movement time was 1.44 s per trial.
By filtering mode, the means were 1.58 s (Kalman) and
1.42 s (No Kalman). The difference was statistically
significant (F1,11 = 5.92, p < .05).

5.4 Error Rate
The grand mean for error rate was 5.58% per sequence.
By filtering mode, the means were 5.70% (Kalman) and
5.37% (No Kalman). The difference was not statisti-
cally significant (F1,11 = 0.37, ns).

6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this contribution, we show that to indiscriminately
apply a Kalman filter to our data may lead to a decrease
on the human performance in terms of the throughput
of our head-tracker.

Our results show that when using the Kalman filter to
smooth the positions returned by the head-tracker inter-
face, the throughput is up to a 9.5% lower than when
using the raw positions detected in the original images.
Therefore, it has a negative effect on the throughput of
the interface. Whether this effect is compensated by the
very noticeable absence of jitter, it has to be decided de-
pending on the application.

Results also show that although the use of the Kalman
filter had no effect on the accuracy of the head-tracker
in terms of error rate, it also has a significant negative
effect in terms of velocity.

In the near future we are planning to evaluate the effect
that some low-pass filters like the 1e Filter [CRV12]
can have on the throughput of the head-tracker used as
a pointing device.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an approach and performance evaluation of performing service-based image processing using
software rendering implemented using Mesa3D. Due to recent advances in cloud computing technology (w.r.t.
both, hardware and software) as well as increased demands of image processing and analysis techniques, often
within an eco-system of devices, it is feasible to research and quantify the impact of service-based approaches
in this domain w.r.t. cost-performance relation. For it, we provide a performance comparison for service-based
processing using GPU-accelerated and software rendering.

Keywords
cloud-rendering, image processing, software rendering, performance comparison

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Today, image processing is a common task with various
applications ranging from processing high-quality pro-
fessional content to User-Generated Content (UGC).
Within recent years, simultaneous developments with
respect to the following major directions can be ob-
served: (1) an increase of mobile hardware and pro-
cessing capabilities, (2) an increase in cloud-processing
capabilities and infrastructure, as well as (3) the ex-
pected increase of network throughput and infrastruc-
ture, with new transmission standards such as 5G and
support for mobile devices such as Google Cloud Mes-
saging (GCM).

There are numerous applications to service-based
provisioning of image processing functionality,
both Business-to-Customer (B2C) and Business-to-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Business (B2B) application scenarios. Besides the
protection or Digital Rights Management (DRM) of
processing functionality internals or software source
code [12], the most prominent is the integration of
such services into collaborative web-based [2] and
mobile applications as well as cloud-processing ser-
vices. However, such a service-based provision has to
account for two major aspects:

GPU-based Processing: For efficient processing,
image processing components often rely on
hardware-acceleration based on Graphics Pro-
cessing Units (GPUs), thus require dedicated
graphics hardware (GPU). This is often the case
for real-time or high-performance applications. It
should be taken into account that not only the actual
processing time influences whether an application
is real-time capable. Also the network speed needs
to be considered.

Scalability: Providing image-processing functionality
via cloud-processing services to end users relies
on scalability features offered by cloud-service
providers. However, currently dedicated GPU-
instances are costly, thus infrastructures do not scale
well for usability in the B2C market.
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Taken both of the aspects into account when provid-
ing service-based image processing for customers, the
financial impact varies significantly between hosting a
dedicated GPU-based server or rely on scalable GPU-
based cloud-computing services such as Amazon AWS¸
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) (ranging from approx.
e120 for a dedicated server to $2000 for a scalable
one). However, one important aspect of service-based
provisioning of any functionality in general, is the cov-
erage of operational cost for the server infrastructure.
With respect to this, one observation that can be made
is the cost span between server with and without ded-
icated GPU hardware. To reduce costs while main-
taining scalability simultaneously, Software Rendering
(SWR) is a promising alternative to servers and services
that support dedicated GPUs.

1.2 Problem Statement
Compared to GPU-based rendering, the run-time per-
formance of SWR is exspected to be significantly in-
ferior. Thus, especially for high spatial resolutions of
input images, SWR is not suitable for applications that
require fast, on-demand results, but it can be used for
processing tasks where speed or output quality plays
not a crucial role, e.g., for batch processing or preview
generation. This work relies on an image-processing
framework based on C++ and OpenGL that is an inte-
gral component of various desktop and mobile image-
abstraction applications; given an input image and a de-
scription of an image-processing operation, it computes
a transformed output image using GPU-acceleration.

However, depending on (1) the type of spatial process-
ing technique, i.e., pixel-based, neighborhood-based, or
global operations, as well as (2) the choice of imple-
mentation, there are approaches and frameworks that
can counterbalance some of the negative run-time per-
formance impact. Nevertheless, when using SWR there
are arguments — specific to software development as-
pects — to rely on standard rendering and graphics Ap-
plication Programming Interfaces (APIs) for implemen-
tation of image processing techniques:

Standardization: Using standardized APIs backed by
industry and research allows for fast adaption to new
software and hardware technology as well as ease
the integration of new processing algorithms and
techniques.

Software Maintenance: Software maintenance effort
and costs can be lowered by relying only on a single
framework for image-processing.

1.3 Approach and Contributions
This paper approaches the challenge of enabling SWR
for image processing as follows: first, it integrates soft-
ware rendering by using GPU emulation via The Mesa

3D Graphics Library (Mesa3D). This allows for a wide
support of cloud-computing providers and thus facili-
tates vertical (adding processing power) and horizontal
(adding computing instances) scaling. Based on this in-
tegration approach, performance measurements are ob-
tained for comparing a dedicated server with GPU sup-
port and standard servers running the GPU-emulation.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work regarding service-based
approaches for image and video processing systems and
techniques. Section 3 describes the approach and im-
plementation details for integrating hardware and soft-
ware rendering. Section 4 presents and discusses re-
sults of a performance comparison between SWR and
GPU-based processing in a service-based environment.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and discusses
future research directions.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Software Rendering Approaches
Besides special approaches for the implementation
of high-performance software rasterization using
GPUs [18, 14], only a few research focus on software
rendering in general.

Mileff and Dudra presents an overview of perfor-
mance improvement methods for Central Processing
Units (CPUs) by utilizing specific instruction sets
and describe how these methods can be applied in
(tile-based) software rendering [20]. Following this,
the authors reviews problems and opportunities of
two-dimensional rendering and propose and evaluate
an efficient, software-based rasterization method for
textures [21]. Mesa3D in particular, is used for in-situ
visualization in a particle-based volume rendering
Kyoto Visualization System [8].

2.2 Service-based Image Processing
Several software architectural patterns are feasible for
implementing service-based image-processing [4, 25].
However, one prominent style of building a web-based
processing system for any data is the service-oriented
architecture [36]. It enables server developers to set up
various processing endpoints, each providing a specific
functionality and covering a different use case. These
endpoints are accessible as a single entity to the client,
i.e., the implementation is hidden for the requesting
clients, but can be implemented through an arbitrary
number of self-contained services.

Since web services are usually designed to maxi-
mize their reusability, their functionality should be
simple and atomic. Therefore, the composition of
services [10] is critical for fulfilling more complex
use cases [16]. The two most prominent patterns for
implementing such composition are choreography and
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orchestration [26]. The choreography pattern describes
decentralized collaboration directly between modules
without a central component. The orchestration pattern
describes collaboration through a central module,
which requests the different web services and passes
the intermediate results between them [28].

In the field of image analysis, Wursch et al. [40, 41]
present a web-based tool that enables users to perform
various image analysis methods, such as text-line ex-
traction, binarization, and layout analysis. It is im-
plemented using a number of Representational State
Transfer (REST) web services and application exam-
ples include multiple web-based applications for differ-
ent use cases.

Further, the viability of implementing image-
processing web services using REST has been
demonstrated by Winkler et al. [38], including the
ease of combination of endpoints. Another example
for service-based image-processing is Leadtools
(https://www.leadtools.com), which provides a fixed
set of approx. 200 image-processing functions with a
fixed configuration set via a web API. In this work,
however, a similar approach using REST is chosen,
although with a different focus in terms of granularity
of services.

Applications with respect to medical image processing
are presented by Yuan et al. . [43] as well as Moulick
and Gosh [22]. They propose a web-based platform to
present and process medical images by using server-
side computing for a series of image processing algo-
rithms.

Further, in the field of geodata, the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) set standards for a complete server-
client ecosystem. As part of this specification, different
web services for geodata are introduced [23]. Each web
service is defined through specific input and output data
and the ability to self-describe its functionality[42]. In
contrast, in the domain of general image-processing
there is no such standardization yet. However, it is pos-
sible to transfer concepts from the OGC standard, such
as unified data models. These data models are imple-
mented using a platform-independent effect format [3].
In the future, it is possible to transfer even more con-
cepts set by the OGC to the general image-processing
domain, such as the standardized self-description of
services.

2.3 Image Abstraction Techniques
In this work, we focus on edge-aware and content-
preserving image-processing as a fundamental tool in
computational photography and non-photorealistic ren-
dering for abstraction and artistic stylization for appli-
cation and testing purposes. Typical approaches that
operate in the spatial domain for abstraction use a kind
of anisotropic diffusion [27, 37] and are designed for

parallel execution, such as approximated by the bilat-
eral filter [35] and guided filter [9]. A plenitude of
stylization techniques exist using these filters as build-
ing blocks to simulate traditional painting media and
effects [13], such as cartoon [39] and oil paint [33].
However, these may become computationally expen-
sive when applied in an iterative multi-stage process.
This particularly applies to techniques using global op-
timizations to separate detail from base information,
e.g., based on weighted least squares [6] or locally
weighted histograms [11], and recent techniques that
separate style from content using neural networks [7].
Because of their global optimization scheme, they are
typically not suited for real-time application, in particu-
lar not on mobile devices. To this end, we implemented
a variety of these techniques using the proposed image-
processing service including stylization, High Dynamic
Range (HDR) tone mapping and compression, JPEG ar-
tifact removal and colorization, to demonstrate its ver-
satile application. We used a representative subset of
these techniques for performance evaluation.

3 SOFTWARE RENDERING
This section describes the approach for enabling
software rendering for an Open Graphics Li-
brary (OpenGL)-based rendering framework for
image processing techniques [29]. In particular, based
on our system requirements, this comprises justification
of middle-ware choices and specifics for the deploy-
ment process that is suitable for cloud-computing
providers.

3.1 Software Rendering using Mesa3D
A common approach for enabling software render-
ing for OpenGL-based applications [31] is using
Mesa3D [19]: an open source 3D graphics library
implementing OpenGL, Vulkan and other graphics
API specifications. It offers multi-platform support
and is used in Linux, Windows, and macOS. Basi-
cally, there are two architectures for Mesa3D driver
implementation. The older one uses Mesa’s Direct
Rendering Infrastructure. Gallium3D represents the
new architecture and API driver implementation and
development by abstracting from specific hardware and
operating systems. The following software drivers are
available for Mesa3D:

SWRast: represent the original/legacy software raster-
izer for Mesa3D implemented in C. It supports only
the fixed-function rendering pipeline that was used
in OpenGL before shaders were introduced.

OpenSWR: is a fast CPU OpenGL-compatible ren-
derer developed by Intel [30] with advantages in
cluster setups for large datasets.
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Table 1: Comparison of Mesa3D software rendering drivers.

Software drivers for software rendering
Aspect SWRast OpenSWR Softpipe LLVMpipe

API Features OpenGL 2.0 (no GLSL) OpenGL 3.3 Core OpenGL 3.3 OpenGL 3.3
+ OpenGL 3.0 Compatibility (70.9% Extension Coverage) (64.8% Extension Coverage)

Performance Not tested High Low High

Softpipe: is a full Gallium reference driver for a CPU
supporting the programmable graphics pipeline by
implementing code generation for shader programs
and closely modeling of hardware behavior.

LLVMpipe: is a fast software rasterizer that supports a
sufficient amount of OpenGL core functionality and
extensions. It uses LLVM for x86 Just-in-Time (JIT)
code generation and is multi-threaded. It is based on
LLVM [17], which is a collection of modular and
reusable compiler and tool chain technologies.

Since the framework is not limited to OpenGL[31], also
Vulkan[32] should be supported by SWR, which un-
fortunately none of the available software renderer cur-
rently supports. For choosing a software rendering ap-
proach we have to account for the following aspects:

Level of Feature-Completeness: This depends on the
up-to-dateness of a specific software renderer. Apart
from SWRast, all available software renderer fully
support OpenGL 3.3.; OpenSWR is currently more
actively developed while Softpipe on the other hand
supports additional OpenGL extensions. Neverthe-
less, also LLVMpipe supports a sufficient amount of
extensions.

Processing Performance: The run-time performance
of SWR approaches represents the most crucial as-
pect and is required being as high as possible.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the available Mesa3D
software drivers, based on aggregated information ob-
tained from the Mesa3D feature set [5]. The prelim-
inary performance values are obtained using the ap-
proach described in Section 4. Specifically, the machine
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Figure 1: Runtime performance comparison in mi-
croseconds of software drivers (LLVMpipe vs. Softpipe
vs. OpenSWR) using morphological closing operation
with a kernel size of three (logarithmic scale).

used for the preliminary test has the following hard-
ware specifications: an Intel i5-8400, 2.8 GHz proces-
sor with six cores, and 16 GB Random Access Memory
(RAM). Only a separated morphological closing opera-
tion with a kernel size of three was tested as representa-
tive for multi-pass processing techniques that are based
on neighborhood sampling operations (Figure 2c). Fig-
ure 1 shows the resulting performance values at a log-
arithmic scale. It can be observed that Softpipe was
significantly slower than LLVMpipe while OpenSWR
was also slower than LLVMpipe but only by a smaller
factor.

Based on this analysis, the LLVMpipe backend for
SWR is chosen for the image-processing techniques be-
cause the supported features are sufficient and the per-
formance is compared to the other drivers the best one
for this task.

3.2 Deployment Process
Similar to approaches used for real-time 3D render-
ing [24], the deployment process basically comprises
the following steps that can be managed using an
automatic approach. At first, LLVM, is compiled and
linked. Subsequently, Mesa3D with LLVMpipe back-
end is compiled and linked. After that, the Mesa3D
OpenGL dynamic linked library for Windows targets
(opengl32.dll) or shared library for UNIX-like
systems (libGL.so) is placed in the directory next to
the executable.

Following to that, OpenGL-specific application calls
are resolved using the LLVMpipe driver. Finally, for
patching the application, a docker image [1] is prepared
and deployed to the respective cloud-service providers.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluates, compares, and discusses the run-
time performance of the service-based image processor
deployed to (1) a dedicated GPU server and (2) different
standard cloud-computing platforms.

4.1 Test Data and Processing Techniques
Different image resolutions were tested with differ-
ent image-processing techniques to estimate the perfor-
mance of software rendering regarding the spatial res-
olution of an image as well as the complexity of pro-
cessing techniques. The following common resolutions
in pixels were chosen: 1280× 720 (HD), 1920× 1080
(FHD), 2560×1440 (QHD), and 3840×2160 (4K).
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(a) Original. (b) Color invert. (c) Morphological closing. (d) Oilpaint.

Figure 2: Exemplary results of different image-processing techniques (b) – (d) that are used for performance
evaluation and comparison applied to an input image (a).

In addition to various spatial resolutions, different im-
age processing techniques (Figure 2) have been tested
in order to cover a broad spectrum and obtain variant es-
timates on software rendering performance and behav-
ior with respect to different types of processing tasks:

Color Invert: This operation is pixel-based and inverts
the color value of every pixel. This requires only a
single sampling operation followed by an absolute
value of a single arithmetic operation (Figure 2b).

Morphological Closing: This operation is neighbor-
hood-based. It’s a morphological operation and
comprises a dilation followed by an erosion. Sepa-
rated kernels are used. Three different kernel sizes
were tested: 3, 14, and 90 (Figure 2c).

Oilpaint Abstraction: This multi-pass processing
technique [33] consists mainly of color palette
extraction, colorization, luminance quantization,
edge detection, flow-field computation, smoothing
and blending techniques (Figure 2d).

4.2 Overview of Test Systems
We evaluate the run-time performance of above pro-
cessing techniques applied to the test input data using
servers provided by different vendors. Table 2 (next
page) shows an overview of the hardware and software
specifications of the test systems:

Dedicated GPU Server: This server has dedicated
graphics hardware and was used to measure the
competitive performance of GPU-based processing
as well as processing using SWR.

Amazon EC2 t2.large: This is a general purpose
AWS EC2 instance of the type t2.large.

Amazon EC2 c4.4xlarge: This is a compute-
optimized AWS EC2 instance of the type c4.4xlarge.

Amazon EC2 c5.18xlarge: This is highly compute-
optimized AWS EC2 instance of the type
c5.18xlarge. It has additional RAM and an in-
creased number of virtual CPUs (vCPUs) compared
to the c4.4xlarge instance.

4.3 Test Setup
In order to obtain the performance measurements, two
docker containers were launched. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, one container runs the actual image processor
instance, while the other container exposes a REST in-
terface for communication with the client. It consists of
a NodeJS [34] server that communicates with the im-
age processor instance via WebSockets [29]. The im-
age processor itself had a profiler implementation that
could also be configured using the REST interface and
performed measurements whenever an image was pro-
cessed. Also the obtained performance results could be
queried using this interface.

After the docker containers were launched, the profiler
was configured to measure only the duration of the ac-
tual processing of an image – not the setup of the op-
eration or the transmission of the image. In a real-
world scenario the transmission and loading times are
of course relevant and should be taken into considera-
tion but these are not the focus of this work. The pro-
filer uses OpenGL query objects to obtain the measure-
ments of the actual processing time and not only the
time spend to call the asynchronous OpenGL requests.

Figure 3: Setup and deployment for service-based per-
formance testing. Via REST interface, a client commu-
nicates with the image-processing service that controls
an image processing instance using WebSockets.
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Table 2: Overview of cloud-computing provider used for performance evaluation (all 64 bit architecture).

Aspect Dedicated GPU Server AWS EC2 t2.large AWS EC2 c4.4xlarge AWS EC2 c5.18xlarge

Processor Xeon E5-2637 v4, 3.5 GHz Xeon, 3.0 GHz Xeon E5-2666 v3, 2.9 GHz Xeon Platinum, 3.0 GHz
Cores/Threads 8 cores 2 vCPUs 16 vCPUs 72 vCPUs
Memory 64 GB 8 GB 30 GB 144 GB
GPU NVIDIA Quadro M6000 24 GB None None None

When using software rendering, this obviously makes
no difference because everything that would be pro-
cessed by a GPU is processed by the CPU itself. For
every combination of resolution and processing tech-
nique six identical image processing requests were sent
and the results of the measurements queried and saved.

4.4 Test Results
From the six measurements obtained for every combi-
nation of image resolution and processing technique,
the first one was ignored and the average of the re-
maining ones was calculated. This was done due to
the fact that the first of these six measurements usu-
ally was significantly higher than the remaining (rang-
ing from a factor of 1.2 up to a factor of over 1000)
because OpenGL optimizes after the first run of pro-
cessing an image with a specific processing technique.
This, of course, is an important aspect that should be
taken into account when deploying a service-based im-
age processing service for multiple users that probably
want to process images with different resolutions and
different processing techniques.

Figure 4 shows the results of the measurements. The
first four charts show the absolute processing time in
microseconds for a specific resolution and processing
technique comparing GPU-based rendering (solid
lines) to SWR (dotted lines) on the different machines.
All charts are shown using a logarithmic scale.

Figure 5 shows the speed factor for software rendering
on each of the four test machines, i.e., how much slower
software rendering was comparedto GPU-based render-
ing. The factor was calculated by dividing the duration
of GPU-based processing by the duration using soft-
ware rendering. In the case that SWR was faster, its du-
ration of was divided by the duration of the GPU-based
approach. The result then was negated to emphasize
that software rendering was actually faster. Note that in
case of the color invert, the values are negative, i.e., for
this processing technique SWR was actually faster than
GPU-based rendering.

4.5 Discussion of Test Results
At first, the processing duration of software rendering
compared to GPU-based rendering is discussed. Subse-
quently, we discuss the computed speed factors.

It can be observed that SWR generally is significantly
slower than GPU-based rendering, but the relations be-
tween the different processing techniques and image

resolutions for SWR are similar to GPU-based render-
ing. For example, for both SWR and GPU-based ren-
dering, oilpaint abstraction, and morphological clos-
ing with kernel size 90 have a similar processing du-
ration for smaller image resolutions, but for higher im-
age resolutions the oilpaint abstraction exhibit high run-
times. This shows that SWR introduces an impact
to the processing performance, but it does not change
how the different processing techniques and image res-
olutions compare to each other regarding performance,
e.g., which processing technique has the shortest du-
ration for a specific resolution. While SWR is slower
for most of the processing techniques, interestingly for
color invert this is not the case. There are two possible
explanations for this: first of all we only tested GPU-
based processing using one specific GPU. It could be
that on other GPUs color invert would be faster. An-
other explanation could be that transferring the image
to the GPU takes longer compared to perform an invert
on the CPU, even if the CPU cannot parallelize this sim-
ilar to the GPU [15].

The measurements show that an approach for reducing
the processing time when using SWR is to increase the
number of vCPUs. Figure 6 shows the speed increase
by increasing vCPUs based on the taken measurements
for morphological closing with kernel size of 14 on a
Full High Definition (FHD) image on the three Ama-
zon EC2 instances. This speed factor is computed by
dividing the processing duration using the EC2 t2.large
instance (which has two vCPUs) by the processing du-
ration if using additional vCPUs. It can be observed that
the speed does not increase linearly with an increasing
amount of vCPUs. For a final conclusion, more mea-
surements on different machines would be required but
there probably exists an upper bound to which the speed
factor can be pushed.

Regarding the speed factor for SWR compared to
GPU-based rendering, it can be observed that for
single or multi-pass processing techniques based
on pixel-based or neighborhood-sampling of small
kernel-sizes the factor remains stable. This allows for
assessing the performance impact when using SWR
for these processing techniques. However, for complex
processing techniques it can be observed that with
increasing image resolution, GPU-based rendering
performance is superior compared to SWR.

Thus, for more complex processing techniques, the per-
formance impact depends strongly on the spatial res-
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(a) GPU vs. SWR on dedicated server.
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(b) GPU vs. AWS EC2 t2.large.
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(c) GPU vs. AWS EC2 c4.4x large.
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(d) GPU vs. AWS EC2 c5.18xlarge.

Figure 4: Comparing processing duration of GPU-based rendering to software rendering on different test systems.
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Figure 5: Speed factor of software rendering compared to GPU-based rendering for different machines.
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compared to two vCPUs.

olution of the input image. It’s interesting that for
complex processing techniques (e.g., oilpaint abstrac-
tion and morphological closing with kernel size of 90),
the speed factor for SWR on all test machines when
processing a FHD image is noticeable lower, which is
reflected by the bend in the graph. The origin of this
bend lies in a higher processing duration for FHD im-
ages compared to Quad High Definition (QHD) images
when using GPU-based rendering.

It should be mentioned that a FHD image has 2.25 times
more pixels than a High Definition (HD) image and a
4K image also has 2.25 times more pixels than a QHD
image, while a QHD image only has approx. 1.7 times
more pixels than a FHD image. This means that regard-
ing that number-of-pixels the measurements results for
QHD images would be closer to the FHD images, com-
pressing the graph in the horizontal direction. This of
course does not explain why the processing duration for
QHD is lower than the processing time for FHD. For
this, we found no sufficient explanation. The reason
may lie within the specific GPU we used for testing.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the results of feasibility study and
rendering performance evaluation of service-based
image processing techniques based on OpenGL soft-
ware rendering. It compares the rendering performance
results with a dedicated GPU-accelerated service
deployment. The results show a significant negative
performance of software rendering compared to
GPU-accelerated processing. However and to a certain
extend, this limitations can be attenuated by increasing
the number of vCPUs/Threads.

Further, the performance of software rendering com-
pared to GPU-based rendering strongly depends on
the implementation complexity of the processing
technique, i.e., for less complex processing operations
the speed factor remains stable. Furthermore, for
less complex processing techniques using pixel-based
sampling, software rendering can be faster.
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ABSTRACT
A new method to automatically track objects in the process of sterile pharmacy compounding is introduced. The
method performs the automatic object tracking by applying a simple object detection followed by an object tracking
algorithm. The advantages of the method are that it enables both single and multiple object tracking without
requiring large sets of templates or training sets. The experimental results show that the method reasonably tracks
the objects accurately.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Object detection and object tracking have been utilized
for many application domains (e.g., [mgi04, bps05,
azl11]). They play a very important role for the various
applications since identifying and tracing the feature(s)
of interest are the primary steps for further analysis or
new findings. The target application of this paper is the
sterile pharmacy compounding.

A majority of medications administered in hospitals,
long-term care facilities, patient center medical homes,
and emergency medicine are given patients as an injec-
tion. Such compounding sterile products are predomi-
nantly prepared by mixing, compounding, and manip-
ulating pre-manufactured products in an intravenous
compounding room in the hospital or a special com-
pounding center. (Figure 1 shows an example of sterile
compounding workspace in a clean room. There is very
minimal environmental disruption.) Errors and omis-
sions in this process occur often, leading to severe phys-
ical implications for patients (some can be fatal).

Continual monitoring, evaluation, and correction dur-
ing the compounded sterile product preparation relies

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

Figure 1: An Example of Sterile Compounding
Workspace (image credits given to M. Soper [sop18]).

on direct (or indirect) human supervision that is pro-
vided by an outside participant or a sole practitioner.
There are many pharmacy compounding rules [gjc13]
to follow, including objects that put on the compound-
ing table should not be close to the table edge; there
is a minimum distance between two objects on the ta-
ble; etc. However, the human factors often result in not
following some of the rules and/or lead to errors when
compounding products.

In this paper, we introduce a method for tracking ob-
jects in sterile pharmacy compounding process. Such a
method can assist reducing human errors–it can support
the observation of the physician’s operations in the real
hospital setting as well in the training setting for educa-
tion. For example, an effective and efficient automated
tracking method can signal warnings when human er-
rors occur. Figure 2 shows the simulated sterile com-
pounding workspace setting used in our application.
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Figure 2: Sterile Compounding Workspace Setting with
Cameras.

(While multiple cameras can be used, only one camera
was used for this paper.) The video frames taken from
the camera can be processed by our method in real time.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
related work is discussed. The new automated object
tracking method for assisting sterile pharmacy com-
pounding is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the
experimental results and analysis are presented. Sec-
tion 5 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK
Many methods for object detection or object tracking
in other application domains have been reported in the
literature. In this section, some of the recent work are
discussed briefly. Here, we note that we intentionally
discuss a wide range of literature since our application
covers both object detection and object tracking.

Object tracking is often used in intelligent video
surveillance and motion recognition in human-
computer interaction. One example is the traffic
monitoring. Typically traffic monitor employs ob-
ject tracking methods to identify the traffic-causing
vehicle (e.g., accidents) or may predict traffic based
on where the vehicles are moving on the road. For
example, Rouhani et al. [rmk17] have introduced an
automated re-configurable framework for real-time
intelligent video surveillance. Their framework enables
efficient and accurate object tracking by utilizing
image processing, principle component analysis, and
adaptive learning dictionary matrix for foreground
estimation in their intelligence transportation system.
Their framework allows efficient processing by em-
ploying a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) with
accompanying APIs which allow efficient processing.

Panchal et al. [ppp15] have reviewed several object de-
tection and tracking methods, including a background
subtraction method, real-time background subtraction
and shadow detection technique theory, and template

matching and shape-based method. Their review in-
cluded varying environmental settings that can happen
in different object recognition and compared the meth-
ods. The summary of their review included that (1)
the background subtraction was widely used, simple
to implement, provided fast recovery with low mem-
ory requirement, allowed objects become a part of the
background without altering the existing background,
but it was not good when shadow and many other ob-
jects were present, could not handle very quick ob-
jects changes well; (2) template matching was the best
method for a specific environment, such as a back-
ground invariant environment, but it only supported
one-to-one match and worked only if the object ap-
peared in all video frames, it had slow process for rec-
ognize new variation of a pattern; (3) frame differenc-
ing performed well for static background, it was very
easy and gives high accuracy, but it required a back-
ground without moving objects.

Recently, Held et al. [hts16] introduced a method called
GOTURN, which enabled very efficient object tracking
using a machine learning-based scheme. Their scheme
trained the GOTURN tracker entirely offline with video
sequences and images (i.e., no online training was re-
quired). It also utilized a local genetic object detector to
find target objects and performed frame-by-frame com-
parisons for tracking. Their method did not include any
object labeling and need object type information, which
were typically need for other tracker algorithms.

A popular feature detection domain is fingerprint iden-
tification and face recognition (e.g., [olp03, kun04]).
The research in this domain has been very active in
many decades, but still is one of the important appli-
cations. For example, these days, fingerprint-enabled
door lock and smartphone fingerprint identification use
photoelectric conversion equipment and image process-
ing technique to collect, analyze and compare finger-
prints in order to authenticate the users. For exam-
ple, Kundargi et al. [kuk18] recently introduced an au-
tomated fingerprint recognition system that overcomes
the problem of fake verification caused by an artificial
fingerprint from synthetic finger fabricates (e.g., sili-
cone or latex). Their system included a specialized
hardware module and a specialized software module for
liveness detection, employing a texture feature analysis
for verification.

For the work briefly discussed above, most of them uti-
lized a machine learning-based processing. Thus, they
needed a large amount of datasets for training. The
new automated method introduced in this paper per-
forms object detection and object tracking without a
large dataset training process. To our knowledge, no
automated method for assisting sterile pharmacy com-
pounding has been presented yet in the literature.
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Figure 3: New Automated Tracking Method: the Overview.

(a) Frame @ 1 sec (b) Frame @ 5 sec (c) Frame @ 9 sec (d) Frame @ 13 sec

(e) Frame @ 17 sec (f) Frame @ 21 sec (g) Frame @ 25 sec (h) Frame @ 29 sec

(i) Frame @ 33 sec (j) Frame @ 37 sec (k) Frame @ 41 sec (l) Frame @ 45 sec

Figure 4: An Example of Simulated Sterile Compounding Video Frames.

3 NEW AUTOMATED METHOD
Next, the new automated tracking method for assisting
sterile pharmacy compounding is described.
The overview of the new method is shown in Figure 3.
The image frames of video (i.e., the table scene of ster-
ile compounding) taken from the camera are continu-
ously fed into the tracking steps. The new tracking steps
include (1) a pre-processing step to “clean-up" the im-
age frame, (2) the object detection step to initialize the
location of objects, and (3) the object tracking step to
keep tracking the location of objects.
In our application, two consecutive image frames are
considered at each iteration of the steps and the latter
frame is re-considered in the next iteration. Figure 4
shows an example of simulated compounding video
frames captured at every 4 seconds. (Before subfig-
ures (b) and (c), each object was put on the table by a
physician.) As shown in the figures, there are also other
image effects (e.g., lights, reflection, shadows) in the

video frames. Here, we note that all videos used in our
paper assumed that the table was empty at the begin-
ning (which will be the case in the real setting). Thus,
the very first frame is used as the background frame.

3.1 Pre-processing Step
The primary goal of the pre-processing step is to
clean up image noise. In our method, a Gaussian
filter [gow02] is used to de-noise video frames. (We
assumed that there would not be complex image noise
in the real sterile compounding video frames since it
will be taken in a clean room setting. However, we
assumed that there would be some normal distributed
random noise from video camera sensor.)

3.2 Object Detection Step
After the video frames are cleaned, the object detection
step is applied to initialize the locations of objects of
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interest. In particular, frame differencing, thresholding,
and a morphological closing are applied in the step.

The very first frame in each video is used as the back-
ground frame. We denote the background frame as the
B f rame. If a video frame contains any object, the B
frame can be referenced and compared to find the im-
age regions where the object appears. For example,
when a brown bottle appears on frame N, the image
regions where the bottle are can be determined by ex-
amining the background subtracted image (i.e., |N−B|
image and we denote the background subtracted image
as the S image). When iterating the object detection
step with N and N+1 frames, the frame differencing of
these consecutive frames gives a local signal of where
the objects were moved. We denote the result of this
frame differening as the D image. In our method, we
used a weighted sum of the S image and the D image to
enhance the contrast of the object boundary appeared
on the N frame.

To locate the object boundary, a simple thresholding is
applied (because the image regions with objects will
have high value in the object contrast enhanced image)
and a contour extraction is applied on the thresholded
image. Here, we note that while the physician’s hand
and arm will also be extracted, we can discard them by
removing the larger object contour because they appear
as larger contours.

In addition, since light effects (e.g., lights, reflection,
shadows) and object occlusion can result in incomplete
object contours, a morphological closing is applied to
connect the disconnected object regions.

At the end of the detection step, the bounding boxes
of the objects are determined by considering the maxi-
mum and minimum coordinates of the object contours.
Here we note that, the parameters used in this step were
determined empirically (e.g., threshold value of 15 and
morphological structure of size 5 by 5 were used).

3.3 Object Tracking Step
The last step of the new object tracking method is the
object tracking step. In this step, the frame-by-frame
objects are being tracked by utilizing a combination of
a local template matching and a tracker algorithm.

The cross-correlational template matching [bru09] is
employed to track the object bounding box on the ob-
jects. In particular, the bounding box from the previous
frame is used as the template for the current frame. In
addition, a tracker algorithm is applied with the tem-
plate matching for more accurate object tracking by
exploring the scale-invariant properties of the tracker
algorithm. (For example, the objects in the video of-
ten move up and down, resulting in different scales.)
Our method utilized two different tracker algorithms:
the median flow tracker [kmm13] and the discrim-
inative correlation filter-based tracker [dhf14]. (We

have chosen these two tracker algorithms since they are
used widely and are available on the OpenCV library.)
From empirical testings, we have found that the me-
dial flow tracker produced a better result for a single
object tracking and the discriminative correlation filter-
based tracker produced a better result for a multi-object
tracking. In our method, the combination of template
matching and tracker algorithm is applied locally (i.e.,
applied to nearby image regions of the object bound-
ing boxes) since the objects do not typically move very
quickly (i.e., there is no abrupt positional change).

The object tracking step is repeatedly applied frame-by-
frame to track the objects for the entire video frames.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of the our object tracking method has
been benchmarked using the real videos in the simu-
lated workspace setting. Both single and multi-object
videos are considered. Each video frame was about
1,920 pixels in width and 1,080 pixels in height and
each video included about 1,000 to 1,500 frames. The
benchmarking included measuring the method’s effec-
tiveness by considering the accuracy and the processing
time. In our work, we define the accuracy of the object
tracking as the percentage ratio of the number of frames
that had at least 75% of the objects detected/tracked in
each frame and the number of frames that the objects
appeared. We used the average accuracy of all object
accuracies for the multi-object tracking benchmarkings.
We have compared our method’s effectiveness with the
effectiveness of the cross-correlational template match-
ing [bru09]. All experiments were performed on a PC
with Intel Core i7 2.7GHz CPU with a 8GB RAM.

Figure 5 shows the examples of object tracking using
our method. Figure 5 (a) and (b) are for a single-object
tracking (with a brown bottle of sterile compounding
product) and (c) and (d) are for a multi-object track-
ing (with the brown bottle and a needle tube). The
single-object and multi-object tracking videos had 904
frames and 1,368 frames, respectively. The red rectan-
gle overlays in each sub-figures are the markers for ob-
ject tracking. As shown in the figure, even though there
were different light effects, the new method detected
and tracked the objects accurately- the single-object and
multi-object tracking shown in Figure 5 had about 84%
and 80% accuracies, respectively. (Additional discus-
sion for improvement is in Section 5.)

While the new tracking method had the tracker mak-
ers on all objects for all frames the objected appeared,
there were some cases it did not accurately marked the
objects. As defined above, we consider the tracking for
a frame is a miss if the method didn’t mark at least 75%
of the object in each frame. Figure 6 shows two ex-
amples where the tracking miss occurred. In Figure 6
(a), while the brown bottle is marked, only about 72%
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(a) Single-object Tracking Ex. 1 (b) Single-object Tracking Ex. 2

(c) Multi-object Tracking Ex. 1 (d) Multi-object Tracking Ex. 2

Figure 5: Automated Object Tracking Results: Tracking Frames.

(a) Miss in Single-object Tracking

(b) Miss in Multi-object Tracking

Figure 6: Examples of Missing Objects.

of the bottle was included in the tracking marker. In
Figure 6 (b), while the brown bottle is marked well, the
new method marked only parts of the needle tubes.

For comparison of methods, the cross-correlational
template matching had about 66.51% accuracy and

0.0376 seconds for processing time on average and
the new tracking method had about 81.66% accuracy
and 0.0415 seconds for processing time on average.
While the template matching method was slight more
efficient than our method, our method outperformed
the accuracy.

5 CONCLUSION
We have presented and evaluated a new object tracking
method that can be used in the sterile pharmacy com-
pounding application. The method involves use of a
simple image processing, object detection, and object
tracking algorithms that enable effective object track-
ing. One of the primary advantages of the new method
is that it does not require a large number templates nor
training datasets. The new tracking method produced a
very reasonable tracking results and outperformed the
the cross-correlational template matching.

For the future work, other image processing steps to
identify the objects more accurately may be explored
(e.g., a better object contour extraction step, more ef-
fective step to remove hand and arm, etc). We also plan
to explore additional step to more accurately mark the
tracked objects. For example, Hough Transform (HT)
and its variation [hou62, hoc96] may be considered in
our application by applying a variant in a local fash-
ion way. (Figure 7 shows our ongoing effort on local
HT-based tracking makers as an example. As shown
in the figure, the markers are very accurately placed
on objects.) Fourier descriptors [gow02] may also be
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(a) Object 1 (b) Object 2

Figure 7: Accurate Object Labeling with HT.

considered. For efficient processing of the method, we
may also explore GPU processing (e.g., [sim03, urg07,
deg10]).

We also plans to compare our method with other tech-
niques and methods used for object tracking. (In our
preliminary results of comparing with other machine
learning-based algorithms, other algorithms need a
large number of training datasets to have a reasonable
accuracy.)
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ABSTRACT
High dynamic range (HDR) imaging techniques allow photographers to capture the luminance distribution in the
real-world as it is, freeing them from the limitations of capture and display devices. One common approach for
creating HDR images is the multiple exposures technique (MET). This technique is preferred by many photogra-
phers as multiple exposures can be captured with off-the-shelf digital cameras and later combined into an HDR
image. In this study, we propose a storage scheme in order to simplify the maintenance and usability of such se-
quences. In our scheme, multiple exposures are stored inside a single JPEG file with the main image representing
a user-selected reference exposure. Other exposures are not directly stored, but rather their differences with each
other and the reference is stored in a compressed manner in the metadata section of the same file. This allows a
significant reduction in file size without impacting quality. If necessary the original exposures can be reconstructed
from this single JPEG file, which in turn can be used in a standard HDR workflow.

Keywords
HDR imaging, multiple exposures, JPEG, image metadata

1 INTRODUCTION
HDR imaging has been a rapidly emerging research
field now finding applications in consumer photography
and electronics [CNEa]. There are many approaches
to create HDR images and videos including those in-
volving dedicated HDR capture hardware [AlllC16a].
However, such devices are not only rare, but are also
not preferred by most users due to their high cost. This
typically leaves the photographers with the option of
creating HDR images from multiple exposures. In
this technique, a bracketed sequence of exposures are
captured with a standard digital camera, with each
exposure taken with a different exposure time. In
such a sequence, short exposures contain detail in
low-luminance regions whereas long exposures contain
detail in high-luminance regions. By merging them
into a single HDR image, the entire luminance range of
the scene can be represented [Rei10a].

Arguably, the most problematic approach of this tech-
nique is the requirement of storing multiple images
(typically 3 to 9) for each captured scene, together with

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

the HDR image itself. While the individual exposures
can be purged after the HDR image is created, keep-
ing them around may be preferable for several reasons.
First, as typical display devices are low dynamic range
(LDR), storing these LDR images allow one to rapidly
view the captured scene, without resorting to tone map-
ping [Rei07a]. Second, the HDR image may often con-
tain ghosting artifacts due to camera and object motion
during the capture process. As new and improved algo-
rithms are proposed continually, keeping the individual
images allow one to create higher quality HDR images
using these improved algorithms.

However, storing a large number of images for each
scene (i.e. individual exposures, the HDR image, tone
mapped image) is problematic for different reasons.
It not only incurs extra storage costs but also makes
photo-album maintenance a tedious task due to image
repetition. These storage and maintenance problems
may even discourage photographers from taking mul-
tiple exposures and shy away from HDR photography.

In this paper, we propose a method known as com-
pressed exposure sequences (CES), which allows em-
bedding the entirety of the information in a bracketed
sequence into a single JPEG file. The main image,
which will be shown by a standard image viewer, is typ-
ically selected as the middle exposure although another
exposure or the tone mapped HDR image can be used
as well. Differences between the subsequent exposures
are stored in a compressed manner in the metadata sec-
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tion of the JPEG file. As demonstrated by several ex-
periments, this scheme not only yields a smaller total
file size but significantly simplifies the maintenance of
exposure sequences while having a minimal impact on
image quality.

2 RELATED WORK
There are many approaches to compress HDR images.
JPEG-2000 [Sko01a] and JPEG-XR [Duf09a] have
been developed to overcome the bit-depth limitation
of the original JPEG format. Although the new stan-
dards offer superior compression performance to the
original JPEG, they failed to achieve the desired level
of adoption arguably due to their lack of backward
compatibility with the original JPEG format.

All JPEG standards provide additional marker segments
to keep an application specific data inside metadata sec-
tions [Pen92a, Wal92a]. This ability is used to create
backward compatible HDR compression methods for
images. JPEG-HDR is an extension to the standard
JPEG format to store HDR images in a backward com-
patible manner [War06a]. The same ideas are extended
to the video domain to allow for backward compatible
HDR video storage [Man06a]. Beside these, there are
dedicated HDR file formats such as RGBE, LogLuv,
and OpenEXR [War94a, Lar98a, Kai02a]. However
none of these file formats are backward compatible with
existing software.

The most recent JPEG format, known as JPEG-XT, also
uses JPEG application markers to store HDR images.
JPEG-XT is backward-compatible with widely know
JPEG format and provides lossy and lossless compres-
sion for high dynamic range images [Art15a].

The method proposed here can be seen as an exten-
sion of these backward-compatible storage schemes for
HDR imaging. But unlike the existing methods that
store a tone mapped image as the main image and auxil-
iary data for reconstructing the HDR image, we propose
to store the entirety of information present in an expo-
sure sequence. This simplifies the maintenance and us-
ability of bracketed exposure sequences. It also allows
for creating an HDR image at any time in future, using
the original sequence stored in an efficient manner.

3 THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is termed as compressed expo-
sure sequences (CES) as it aims to store multiple expo-
sures inside a single JPEG file where the main image
represents a user-selected reference exposure. CES is
comprised of two main pipelines, one for compression
and the other for decompression. In the compression
pipeline, we use the multiple exposures of a scene and
create a new JPEG image that stores all of the neces-
sary data to recreate all of the original exposures. The

decompression pipeline reads the main image from the
JPEG file together with its metadata and reconstructs
the original exposures. These pipelines are illustrated
in Figures 1 and 2 with the details elaborated below.

Compression Pipeline

The compression pipeline is demonstrated in Figure 1.
Initially, all exposures are loaded and sorted according
to their exposure times. Thus, we get the image set
〈I1, I2, ..., Im, ..., In〉 from the shortest to the longest ex-
posure, where Im refers to the middle exposure. All of
these exposures are comprised of 24-bits per pixel (i.e.,
8-bits per color channel). We also extract the exposure
times from the EXIF data during exposure loading, and
label them as 〈E1,E2, ...,Em, ...,En〉.

During the compression pipeline, the main aim is to
store the minimum necessary data for each exposure in-
side the JPEG application markers, so that we can recre-
ate each exposure using this auxiliary information. To
save space, exposures are not directly stored inside the
metadata, instead for each exposure the difference with
respect to a reference image is stored. Therefore, at the
initial state of the pipeline, we choose a reference image
for each exposure according to Equation 1:

Ire fx =

{

Ix+1 if x < mid,
Ix−1 if x > mid.

(1)

In other words, the reference exposure for a given expo-
sure is an adjacent exposure in terms of exposure time.
Choosing such adjacent exposures as reference maxi-
mizes the coherency between them.

The next stage in the pipeline is to align each expo-
sure with its reference to compensate for the camera
movement during the image capture process. The me-
dian threshold bitmap (MTB) algorithm [War03a] was
used to determine misalignments. This algorithm was
selected due to its simplicity, efficiency, and robust-
ness against exposure differences. After the alignment
process, we apply the inverse camera response func-
tion (iCRF) on aligned nonlinear exposures to linearize
them (Equation 2). The resulting linear images are sym-
bolized as Lx. Without loss of generality, we used the
radiometric self calibration approach [Mit99a] to re-
cover the camera response function. At this point we
move from the integer domain to the floating point do-
main:

Lx = 255 f−1
(

Ix

255

)

. (2)

The difference between an exposure and its reference is
computed as defined in Equation 3:

Ldi fx =
∣

∣Lx− kxLre fx

∣

∣ . (3)
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Before computation of this difference, we find the best
exposure ratio kx that minimizes the mean value of this
difference using the gradient descent algorithm:1

kx = argmin
k

∣

∣Lx− kLre fx

∣

∣ . (4)

This is done to bring the difference values as close as
possible to zero to obtain higher compression rates.

The sign matrix stores the sign of the difference ma-
trix for each pixel. The values for the sign matrix are
selected as either 0 or 10, with the former indicating a
positive difference and the latter a negative one. The
reason for selecting these values instead of 0 and 1 is
that if we apply lossy compression for the sign matri-
ces, we can interpret values less than 5 as positive and
the others as negative. This provides robustness against
the lossy compression artifacts:

Lsignx =

{

10 if Lx− kxLre fx < 0
0 otherwise

(5)

As explained above, the result of the computed differ-
ences yield two data set for each exposure, namely the
difference and sign matrices. Before applying compres-
sion to difference matrices, we apply gamma correction
to them to simulate a simple form of perceptual encod-
ing as shown in Equation 6. This provides a larger pixel
value range for dark pixels for which the quantization
artifacts would be more noticeable. In this step, we
move back to the integer domain which enables better
compression at the cost of introducing quantization er-
rors:

Pdi fx = 255
(

Ldi fx

255

)1.0/2.2

(6)

After perceptual encoding, we apply compression to
the difference and sign matrices to decrease the data
storage size. Our method allows for both lossless and
lossy compression. Lossless compression is done us-
ing the ZLIB’s Huffman coding based compression al-
gorithm [Deu96a], whereas for lossy compression we
use JPEG compression. The results of compressions
are saved inside the JPEG metadata sections. In addi-
tion to the difference and sign matrices, we also store
the exposure time ratios, alignment data, and the cam-
era response function coefficients inside the JPEG ap-
plication markers as well. The middle exposure, Im, is
stored as the main JPEG image. It is important to note
that this middle exposure is not re-encoded, but copied
as a binary data stream to prevent re-encoding artifacts.

1 Note that the actual exposure time ratios are not always the
best choice for k due to the presence of under- and over-
exposure regions.

Decompression Pipeline
The decompression pipeline is the reverse of the com-
pression pipeline. Initially, the main JPEG image and
its metadata are loaded followed by decompressing the
metadata to recover the sign and difference matrices
(Figure 2).

This is followed by applying perceptual decoding to
undo the effect of perceptual encoding that was per-
formed during compression:

Ldi fx = 255
(

Pdi fx

255

)2.2

. (7)

Next, each exposure is reconstructed one by one start-
ing from the exposures closest to the middle exposure
by using Equation 8:

Lx = kxLre f +Ldi fx L′signx (8)

where

L′signx =

{

1 Lsignx < 5
−1 otherwise

(9)

At this point, all of the computed data is still in lin-
earized form and must be converted to the nonlinear
camera response domain using the recorded camera re-
sponse function:

Ix = 255 f
(

Lx

255

)

(10)

Finally, we align the exposures using the stored shift
amounts to reconstruct a close approximation of the
original JPEG exposures.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the experiments
conducted using a dataset of 10 exposure sequences
representing various scene conditions (Figure 3).

The quality measurements are done using two well-
known objective image quality metrics, namely
structural similarity index (SSIM) [Wan04a] and
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [Teo94a] using the
original exposures as ground-truth for both metrics.

Initially, we show the visual quality of our method in
lossless compression mode. Then we demonstrate the
effect of lossy compression on both file size and recov-
ered image quality.

Lossless Compression
Here we illustrate the lossless compression and decom-
pression results of our algorithm via a test case con-
taining five exposures of the Mug image. In Figure 4,
the first line shows the original exposure set, the sec-
ond line displays the recovered exposures by using our
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Figure 3: Our quality experiments are conducted using 10 exposure sequences whose middle exposures with two
other exposures are shown in this figure.
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Figure 4: The results of lossless compression for a test image. The insets show the selected regions in the original
resolution.
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method, and finally the last line represents the differ-
ence between the original and the recovered images.
For each exposure we calculate the SSIM index and the
PSNR value to show the perceptual and numerical sim-
ilarity between the recovered and original images. The
results show that the recovered exposures are very close
to the original ones in the lossless compression case, as
expected. The reason for not obtaining exact equality
is due to the quantization of the image differences to
whole numbers. If the storage size is not very critical
and the main aim is to be able to reconstruct the orig-
inal exposures, our lossless compression mode offers a
plausible solution.

Lossy Compression
For many applications, reducing the image size can
be important to minimize the storage and transmission
costs, and therefore using the lossless mode may not be
desirable. In Figure 5, we report the results obtained
in case the image difference data is compressed in a
lossy manner. Similar to Figure 4, the top row shows
the originals, the middle row our reconstructions, and
the bottom row their differences. Although the SSIM
and PSNR values can be seen to have dropped com-
pared to the lossless mode, the reconstructions can still
be considered close to the originals.

The Effect of Perceptual Encoding
In this section, we demonstrate the effect of using per-
ceptual encoding before compressing the image differ-
ence data. In Figure 6, (a) represents the original image,
(b) the result obtained with perceptual encoding, (c) the
result without perceptual encoding, and (d) the differ-
ence between the two. As can be seen both visually
and numerically indicated by the SSIM and PSNR val-
ues, perceptual encoding has an important contribution
to the quality of the reconstructed exposures.

The Effect of Exposure Ratio Optimization
We described in Section 3 that optimizing the exposure
ratios to compute image differences leads to better re-
sults than using the actual exposure time values (see
Equation 4). This can be explained using the follow-
ing simplified example. Imagine that two pixels’ values
are 170 and 200 in an exposure captured with ∆t expo-
sure time. Due to sensor saturation, the same pixels’
values could be both clamped at 255 in the next expo-
sure captured with 2∆t exposure time. If one uses the
actual exposure time ratio to normalize the second im-
age one would obtain 127.5 for both pixels. The differ-
ence of these with 170 and 200 would yield 42.5 and
72.5 respectively. These are the values that would be
compressed with the JPEG compression algorithm.
On the other hand, if one scales the second image with
a ratio of 185/255, both pixels in the difference im-
age would attain the value of 15. Note that not only

this difference would compress better, the reconstruc-
tion error from encoding/decoding such a difference
would actually be smaller. Although this example is
an over-simplification, we observed in practice that it is
the very reason that optimizing the exposure ratios im-
proves the reconstruction quality over using the actual
exposure times. As demonstrated in Figure 7, the bene-
fit of this optimization is most visible in long exposures
with large saturated regions.

Table 1 shows the effect of this optimization for 4 dif-
ferent image sets each comprised of 9 exposures. It not
only leads to decrease in the compressed image size,
but also produces higher SSIM and PSNR values.

The Effect of JPEG Compression
Lossy compression results are also affected by JPEG
compression quality, which control the degree of quan-
tization of the DCT coefficients. We therefore con-
ducted experiments to determine the effect of JPEG
compression on both image quality and size. The re-
sults are shown in Table 2. When we consider both im-
age quality and the amount of compression achieved,
the quality level of 85 yields a good compromise. At
this level, the compressed image size was found to stay
lower than the total size of the original exposures, while
the SSIM and PSNR values were generally high.

5 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this study, we presented a scheme called compressed
exposure sequences that provides a simple solution
for storage and maintenance of bracketed exposure
sequences commonly used by HDR photographers.
We used JPEG as a container format due to its wide
availability and its support for metadata, which makes
our solution possible. Our two modes, namely lossless
and lossy, provide flexibility to the users. Those who
prioritize image quality over storage size may choose
to use the lossless mode. Conversely, those users who
are mainly concerned with the storage size can opt for
the lossy mode. In both modes, the middle exposure is
stored exactly as it is produced by the camera so the
users can be certain that it remains unaltered by our
algorithm.

We have shown that plausible results are obtained by
using a dataset of 10 exposure sequences. As one of
the primary future works, we plan to extend this dataset
with more images. Secondly, the effect of camera and
object movement on both image quality and storage
size must be better evaluated. Finally, as bracketed
sequences resemble video frames that are captured in
close succession, video compression algorithms can be
used to further reduce the storage size without compro-
mising quality.
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Figure 5: The results of lossy compression with JPEG compression quality value of 85 for a test image.
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Figure 6: a: Original image (Urgup), b: Reconstructed image with perceptual encoding, c: Reconstructed image
without perceptual encoding, d: Difference between b and c (10 times enlarged).

Mug Urgup Sunset Selimiye
(Original size: 32.6 MB) (41.5 MB) (39.5 MB) (33.7 MB)

Computed
Exposure Rate

Actual
Exposure Rate

Computed
Exposure Rate

Actual
Exposure Rate

Computed
Exposure Rate

Actual
Exposure Rate

Computed
Exposure Rate

Actual
Exposure Rate

CES Size (MB) 23.4 27.8 31.4 33.7 31.7 33.3 29.8 32

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Exp 1 0.96 45.36 0.96 44.48 0.96 44.64 0.95 42.66 0.94 37.68 0.93 37.48 0.97 46.49 0.96 43.34
Exp 2 0.96 44.40 0.97 44.91 0.94 41.35 0.93 40.37 0.92 36.01 0.93 36.16 0.96 44.64 0.96 42.90
Exp 3 0.95 42.82 0.96 44.03 0.94 39.46 0.93 38.55 0.90 34.53 0.91 34.85 0.95 41.83 0.95 41.68
Exp 4 0.95 41.33 0.96 43.14 0.94 38.41 0.93 37.94 0.93 34.87 0.94 35.17 0.94 40.62 0.94 40.94
Exp 5 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Exp 6 0.96 42.35 0.96 41.36 0.93 33.53 0.91 32.71 0.95 32.26 0.94 31.68 0.93 37.84 0.94 38.69
Exp 7 0.95 40.04 0.90 36.68 0.90 29.88 0.83 27.21 0.92 29.80 0.89 27.68 0.90 34.82 0.89 34.21
Exp 8 0.95 39.51 0.83 32.96 0.88 28.15 0.76 23.30 0.92 30.25 0.83 25.17 0.92 36.06 0.82 31.85
Exp 9 0.95 38.50 0.77 29.50 0.90 28.43 0.67 20.86 0.92 30.71 0.72 22.27 0.93 34.87 0.72 27.20

Table 1: The effect of exposure rate optimization (Equation 4) on total size and image quality. The Computed
Exposure Rate column shows the results obtained by using Equation 4 to compute the exposure ratios. The Actual
Exposure Rate column shows the results if the original exposure time ratios are used. Note that the optimization
yields both smaller total size (CES Size) and better image quality (SSIM and PSNR).
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Figure 7: a: Original image (Sunset, shortest exposure), b: Reconstructed image with exposure rate optimiza-
tion, c: Reconstructed image with the original exposure time ratios, d: Difference between b and c (10 times
enlarged). e: Original image (Sunset, longest exposure), f: Reconstructed image with exposure rate optimization,
g: Reconstructed image with original the exposure time ratios, h: Difference between f and g (10 times enlarged).
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JPEG QUALITY

40 50 60 70 80 85 90

Original Exposure Size
(MB) CES Size (MB) % CES Size (MB) % CES Size (MB) % CES Size (MB) (% CES Size (MB) % CES Size (MB) % CES Size (MB) %

Mug 32.6 10.1 30.98 11.2 34.36 12.5 38.34 14.9 45.71 19.3 59.20 23.4 71.78 31 95.09

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.92 36.02 0.93 36.85 0.93 37.48 0.94 38.37 0.94 39.24 0.95 39.89 0.95 40.56
Avg 0.94 39.06 0.94 39.87 0.94 40.10 0.95 41 0.96 41.72 0.96 42.32 0.96 42.93

Max 0.96 44.07 0.96 44.90 0.97 44.89 0.97 45.71 0.97 46.29 0.97 46.74 0.97 47.15

Hotel Courtyard 50.9 21.4 42.04 23.5 46.17 25.9 50.88 29.8 58.55 36.5 83.30 42.4 83.30 53.2 104.52

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.74 24.74 0.76 25.57 0.77 26.12 0.79 26.78 0.81 27.87 0.83 28.56 0.84 29.6
Avg 0.80 28.20 0.82 29.27 0.83 29.71 0.84 30.41 0.86 31.61 0.87 32.38 0.89 33.29

Max 0.93 38.83 0.94 39.91 0.94 40.31 0.95 40.96 0.96 41.54 0.96 42.27 0.96 42.59

Sunset 39.5 14.40 36.46 16.00 40.51 17.90 45.32 21.20 53.67 26.70 67.59 31.80 80.51 40.70 103.04

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.77 26.06 0.78 26.71 0.78 27.29 0.79 28.10 0.80 29.10 0.81 29.74 0.82 30.66
Avg 0.83 29.27 0.84 29.97 0.85 30.48 0.85 31.17 0.86 32.06 0.87 32.63 0.88 33.44

Max 0.88 33.05 0.89 33.53 0.89 33.80 0.90 34.12 0.91 34.71 0.92 35.19 0.93 35.83

Trees 64.8 27.1 41.82 29.8 45.99 32.8 50.62 37.6 58.02 45.8 70.68 53 81.79 65.9 101.70

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.66 20.20 0.68 20.84 0.70 21.26 0.72 21.8 0.74 22.58 0.76 23.16 0.78 24.04
Avg 0.72 25.12 0.75 25.84 0.76 26.38 0.78 27.08 0.8 28.05 0.82 28.71 0.84 29.61

Max 0.83 32.65 0.85 33.45 0.86 33.92 0.88 34.73 0.89 35.6 0.9 36.19 0.91 36.88

Cave 30.60 14.00 45.75 15.60 50.98 17.40 56.86 20.30 66.34 25.10 82.03 29.40 96.08 37.50 122.55

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.71 27.90 0.73 28.81 0.74 29.36 0.76 30.07 0.79 31.15 0.80 31.84 0.83 32.94
Avg 0.86 34.24 0.87 34.87 0.88 35.61 0.89 36.62 0.90 37.85 0.91 38.65 0.92 39.72

Max 0.98 39.84 0.98 39.48 0.98 40.88 0.99 42.81 0.99 44.26 0.99 45.38 0.99 46.60

Lake 65.6 28.6 43.60 31.7 48.32 35 53.35 40.3 61.43 49.4 75.30 57.5 87.65 71.8 109.45

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.52 17.98 0.55 18.57 0.58 19.07 0.61 19.69 0.64 20.6 0.67 21.27 0.7 22.31
Avg 0.67 24.67 0.69 25.47 0.71 26.05 0.74 26.74 0.77 27.84 0.79 28.57 0.81 29.52

Max 0.84 35.35 0.86 36.30 0.87 36.78 0.89 37.51 0.91 38.55 0.92 39.2 0.93 39.95

Selimiye 33.7 12.60 37.4 14.20 42.1 16.00 47.4 19.20 56.9 24.80 73.6 29.90 88.7 39.30 116.6

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.72 30.78 0.73 31.51 0.73 31.94 0.74 32.48 0.75 33.42 0.75 33.96 0.76 34.66
Avg 0.82 34.49 0.82 35.24 0.83 35.55 0.84 36.07 0.85 36.83 0.85 37.28 0.86 37.79

Max 0.88 39.17 0.88 39.85 0.89 39.91 0.90 40.31 0.91 40.86 0.92 41.14 0.93 41.40

Devrent 57.2 23.4 40.91 25.9 45.28 28.7 50.17 33.2 58.04 40.8 71.33 47.5 83.04 59.3 103.67

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.73 23.63 0.75 24.52 0.76 25.05 0.78 25.84 0.81 26.95 0.83 27.73 0.85 28.92
Avg 0.79 25.51 0.81 26.47 0.83 27.13 0.85 28.02 0.87 29.23 0.88 30.07 0.9 31.25

Max 0.86 27.67 0.88 28.51 0.89 28.97 0.91 30.01 0.93 31.47 0.94 32.35 0.95 33.43

Beach 55.7 24.20 43.45 26.90 48.29 29.80 53.50 34.60 62.12 42.70 76.66 50.00 89.77 62.90 112.93

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.68 22.61 0.71 23.12 0.73 23.66 0.75 24.41 0.76 25.27 0.76 25.91 0.77 26.88
Avg 0.73 27.41 0.76 28.41 0.77 28.86 0.79 29.54 0.81 30.31 0.83 30.84 0.84 31.59

Max 0.76 34.63 0.79 35.27 0.81 35.36 0.83 35.54 0.86 36.15 0.88 36.52 0.90 36.88

Urgup 41.5 14.70 35.42 16.30 39.28 18.10 43.61 21.20 51.08 26.60 64.10 31.60 76.14 40.50 97.59

SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR
Min 0.77 27.74 0.77 25.51 0.77 25.99 0.77 26.59 0.78 27.51 0.78 28.23 0.78 29.24
Avg 0.81 30.92 0.82 31.54 0.83 31.89 0.84 32.41 0.85 33.11 0.85 33.60 0.86 34.23

Max 0.86 37.26 0.87 37.57 0.88 37.67 0.89 37.98 0.90 38.21 0.91 38.38 0.92 38.55

Table 2: Lossy compression results with respect to different JPEG qualities (40 – 90); each JPEG quality column
gives the size of the compressed sequence of images (CES Size), the relative size as a percentage of the original
total exposure size (%), and the quality metric results (SSIM & PSNR).
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ABSTRACT
A city metaphor has become a popular method of visualizing properties of program code. This paper provides
an overview of research projects that employ this metaphor for a wide range of software engineering tasks. Until
now, projects employing the city metaphor have primarily focused on visualizing static and semi-static properties
of software repositories, such as understanding how a program’s source code structure is changing over time,
and who is changing what. This paper compares these existing code cities and suggests likely avenues of future
research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the 1980’s, works of science fiction such as TRON
and Neuromancer popularized the notion that code and
data could be visualized in 3D and understood by means
of animation and anthropomorphization. A metaphor
was needed in order for the human viewer to under-
stand the visualization of abstract mathematical con-
structs that operate on scales beyond our normal cog-
nitive range. Since humans are trained from an early
age to understand how to navigate through man-made
structures in the real world, it was natural to envision
software as a city inhabited by many dynamic entities
whose behavior could be understood by means of direct
observation.

The first generation of virtual reality hardware in the
late 1990’s inspired researchers to attempt to implement
the metaphor of the software city with headsets and SGI
workstations. Almost simultaneously, rapid advances
in the game industry and the internet made such shared
online virtual 3D spaces popular and useful, even with-
out specialized hardware.

However, the rate of development of software city visu-
alizations has been modest and has followed the boom-
bust cycle of virtual reality technologies, rather than the
rapid rate at which computer game technology has ad-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

vanced. The rate of advances in software cities has been
limited by the difficulty of programming them, in ad-
dition to the varying rate at which funding for VR re-
search has been available.

This paper surveys the published research on software
city visualizations. The goal is to understand the range
of results achieved, their interconnections, and what
gaps or missing pieces are needed in order for this genre
of software tools to become more widely developed and
used.

By necessity, the paper draws a line at city visualiza-
tions of software. Thus, it does not consider some fine
work exploring other metaphors for software, including
metaphors that employ a galactic or solar system space
metaphor, an atomic metaphor, a cellular metaphor, or
other geographic metaphors such as islands [Kuhn08]
[Misi18] [Schr18]. Any metaphor that helps users is
valuable, and some of this related research has pro-
duced gorgeous images. Nevertheless, although some
software might arguably be developed by means that fit
one of these other metaphors, most software that gets
studied is written as a semi-planned artificial human
construct, for which the city metaphor is a better fit than
other metaphors where human planning is not so obvi-
ously involved.

2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The paper first establishes via literature survey what
coarse-grained, large-scale static and semi-static
software properties have been depicted using software
cities. It then asks the following research questions,
which focus on the question of dynamic analysis of
program execution behavior:
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• What fine-grained, dynamic program execution be-
haviors have been depicted using software cities?

• Is it possible to integrate both large-scale static and
fine-grained dynamic information into the same
software city visualization?

3 EXISTING IMPLEMENTATIONS
Software World and Component City
Knight and Munro used the Maverik VR toolkit
[Hubbold99] to develop a tool called Software World
[Knig00] that is an early single-user example of the
city metaphor for software visualization. Their layout
maps Java classes to districts, within which methods
are buildings whose height is one storey per 10 LOC.
Parameters are depicted by exterior doors. Lighter
and darker building colors indicate public and private.
The mapping of one building onto one function seems
suited to visualization of finer-grained details at the
expense of scalability to larger systems.

The work of Knight and Munro was later subsumed by
a tool called Component City, which depicts compo-
nents as buildings, a larger granularity shared by most
other research projects that employ the city metaphor
[Charters02]. Component City was not based on the
Software World implementation, but instead uses XML
and XSLT to generate VRML that can be viewed in
browsers with a suitable plug-in. The published papers
on Software World and Component City do not include
an evaluation, but their wide influence can be seen in
their number of citations and the number of projects that
utilize the same or similar metaphor.

Figure 1 shows two views from Software World. The
upper image shows a street level view of many, varying
sizes of methods. The lower image shows an overview
of a district based on a reasonably sized class, with two
methods that contain large amounts of code.

Code City
Wettel et al developed a system called Code City in
which a building represents an entire class, with a
height proportional to the number of methods, rather
than to lines of code [Wett07]. Length and width of the
buildings were proportional to the number of member
variables. The layout of buildings was performed
using a treemap, atop a land whose elevation indicated
nesting level of packages.

The increased scalability of representing an entire class
as a building allows Code City to visualize large sys-
tems. consisting of many thousands of classes. The tool
is used in the study of code evolution over time in soft-
ware repositories. Code City was evaluated by demon-
strating its scalability to large real-world software sys-
tems such as ArgoUML, Azureus, and VisualWorks, al-
lowing views of as many as 8,000 classes. The work

Figure 1: Software World (images courtesy of Claire
Knight, from [Knigh00b])

has been heavily cited or directly used in much soft-
ware city visualization work that came after it. Figure
2 shows views of two large software systems from Code
City.

Vizz3D
Panas et al developed an unnamed software city im-
plementation for visualizing C++ programs using their
visualization package named Vizz3D [Pana07]. Like
Software World, their visualization depicts member
functions as buildings; a blue platform serves as a pad
for all the functions within a class. The number of
lines of code in a member function is indicated by the
texture of its exterior walls.

In contrast with most software city implementations,
the Vizz3D based tool visually depicts more dependen-
cies between functions and classes, such as “water tow-
ers” showing dependencies between header files and the
classes defined within them. The system incorporates
some dynamic analysis information, including the tim-
ing information produced by gprof, to augment a vast
amount of static information that is depicted in the vi-
sualization.
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Figure 2: Code City (images courtesy of Michele
Lanza)

Figure 3 shows a city generated using Vizz3d. The
system is evaluated mainly by means of examples that
demonstrate the range of stakeholders and roles (such
as managers, testers, and engineers) that can utilize
the single-view architectural visualization in perform-
ing their required tasks.

UML-City

Lange and Chaudron devised a UML-City visualiza-
tion by combining two methods of reusing UML dia-
grams to produce visualizations in a system called Met-
ricView Evolution [Lang07] [Lang07b]. A first method,
called MetaView, focused on showing relationships be-
tween entities across reduced-size depictions of the en-
tire set of UML diagrams available for a given software
project. A second method, called MetricView, super-
imposed various software metrics data atop UML dia-
grams, as a vertical height, color, or shape.

The combination of MetaView and MetricView on large
software systems produces an enriched, high-level view
of the UML diagrams that resembles a city. The use-
fulness of these views was validated by a detailed user
study of 100 M.S. students that demonstrates both im-
proved speed and correctness of understanding UML
diagrams when using the 3D visualizations than when
trying to understand the software using a plethora of
conventional, disconnected 2D UML diagrams.

Figure 3: Vizz3d (images courtesy Thomas Epperly)

EvoStreets
Steinbruckner and Lewerentz created a system called
EvoStreets [Stei10]. They adapt ideas from cartogra-
phy, particularly the primary, secondary, and tertiary
data models that respectively distinguish raw data, a de-
tailed internal model, and a view-specific model that is
render-friendly.
EvoStreets lays out classes, depicted as cylinders or
cuboids, around streets, corresponding to directories or
packages. The origin date of the various software com-
ponents is indicated by their elevation given on a to-
pographic map. Arguably, laying out structures around
streets is more consistent with actual human cities than
are space-filling techniques such as a treemap algo-
rithm, although treemaps scale well.
EvoStreets has been used to study spatial orientation on
VR head-mounted displays [Rude18]. Figure 4 shows
an EvoStreets layout.

VizzAspectJ-3D
Bentrad and Meslati extended the city metaphor used
in CodeCity to support the visualization of aspects in
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Figure 4: Evostreets (images c©Claus Lewerentz and
Markus Uhlig, BTU Cottbus, 2016, by permission)

AspectJ programs [Bent11]. They developed an Eclipse
plug-in in which both classes and aspects are buildings.
The aspect buildings use the number of pointcuts and
advice to determine building height. Different color-
codings are used in complexity and dependencies views
of the classes and aspects.

SkyscrapAR
Souza et al developed an augmented reality system
called SkyscrapAR that visualizes Java systems with
a metaphor similar to Code City except with building
height denoting code churn [Souz12]. Churn refers
to the idea that the number of lines of changes to a
class may indicate its probability of containing soft-
ware bugs. The visualization is projected onto a phys-
ical marker card that allows direct manipulation of the
position, orientation, and scaling of the city, usually on
a tabletop.

SynchroVis/ExplorViz
Waller et al invented a piece of software called Syn-
chroVis in which classes are buildings [Wall13]. Each
instance of a class is visualized as a storey on the build-
ing, allowing per-instance depiction of runtime depen-
dencies and behavior.

SynchroVis depicts threads using colored arrows, al-
lowing the visualization of concurrent behavior, com-

munication and synchronization issues such as dead-
lock. Icons depict reasons why code may be suspended
in a given instance, such as a method call to another
object, or a wait on a semaphore. Figure 5 shows Syn-
chroVis in action.

The software engineering group that developed Syn-
chroVis also adapted their ExplorViz software to pro-
duce an Oculus Rift implementation with which to in-
teract with a city metaphor [Fitt15]. This implemen-
tation allows translation, rotation, and scaling of the
model using hand gestures input using a Kinect device.

Figure 5: SynchroVis (image courtesy of Wilhelm Has-
selbring)

CityVR
Merino et al created a VR application for the HTC Vive
using the CodeCity system to generate the 3D visualiza-
tion [Meri17]. The number of lines of code in a class
is indicated via brightness. Source code for any class
can be pulled up in a translucent 2D heads-up-display
by pointing and clicking on the building. A similar sys-
tem was used used on the HoloLens to explore whether
immersive augmented reality technology will help to
overcome usability issues with 3D visualizations in per-
forming software engineering tasks [Meri18].

VR City
Vincur et al wrote a VR application for HTC Vive
in which building layout is more organic because the
amount of surface area contact between buildings is
proportional to the amount of coupling between them
[Vinc17]. For highly-coupled classes, the visualization
may appear somewhat jigsaw-like. Although classes
are represented by entire buidings with storeys repre-
senting methods as in Code City, the lengths and widths
of storeys depict method metrics rather than class met-
rics. This simultaneously visualizes more information
while resulting in building shapes that are more inter-
esting and less uniform.
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The VR City visualization allows the use of color-
coding to highlight revision log information such as au-
thor commits, or dynamic information such as execu-
tion call traces. Figure 6 shows VR City’s elegant use
of color coding and translucence.

Figure 6: VR City (images courtesy of Ivan Polasek)

Code Park
Khaloo et al developed a system called Code Park
that utilizes the city metaphor more for navigation of
source code rather than for study of software architec-
ture [Khal17]. Building size is proportional to code size
but software engineering metrics are not the point of the
tool.

The walls of buildings in Code Park contain source
code with IDE-like syntax coloring and code naviga-
tion features. Users can toggle between birds-eye-view
and first-person view on the ground. Movement be-
tween locations such as moving from a variable use
to its definition is performed by animating up to birds-
eye-view and then down to the new location, improving
the user’s orientation within the code base, compared
with the more hyperlink-like teleportation that would be
common in IDEs. Figure 7 shows Code Park’s build-
ing layout (left) and a depiction on source code inside a
building’s walls.

Figure 7: Code Park (images courtesy of Joseph LaVi-
ola)

High-Rise
Ogami et al developed a city-metaphor tool to deliver
profile timing information in near real-time [Ogam17].
The height of buildings rises and falls over time, pro-
portional to the amount of time consumed by the class
in a fixed time frame such as the last L milliseconds.
This design blurs the line between a city metaphor and
a three dimensional bar chart.

By watching the profiles of different classes fluctuate
over time, developers can notice issues that are not
portrayed in conventional profiler output. It is clear
that this visualization depicts transitions between ma-
jor phases in an application very well.

LD-City
de Graaf and Khalili developed a city metaphor specif-
ically for the representation of linked data, called LD-
City [Graaf17]. Within that context, their visualization
is used to detect anti-patterns such as god classes or fea-
ture envy. Their prototype implementation is built atop
Three.js and related web technologies.

Comparison
Table 1. presents a comparison of existing software
city visualizations. Column Language indicates the
language(s) supported by the tool. Column VR spec-
ifies the type of VR hardware required, if any. Col-
umn Building conveys what a building denotes, such
as a class or a function/method. Column Src indi-
cates whether the tool depicts or integrates source code.
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Column Static shows the static program properties de-
picted. Column Dynamic shows the dynamic program
activity depicted. Column Instr gives the source/type
of instrumentation used for dynamic program execution
behavior, if any. An entry of n/a means an item is un-
known or not applicable.

4 RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Looking at Table 1, several obvious opportunities can
be identified for near-term future research on visualiza-
tions using the city metaphor. Opportunities to better
visualize information from static analysis are discussed
first, followed by opportunities that involve incorpora-
tion of dynamic analysis information.

In this section, the research opportunities are sometimes
couched in terms of suggested potential software-city-
metaphor solutions, but really, better solutions may be
empirically derived or simply invented by whomever
incorporates that aspect into their software city visu-
alization first. Many opportunities suggested here in-
volve adding useful information to the city visualiza-
tion. The research questions are often: what informa-
tion is needed in a given context, and how to provide
that information in a manner that is intuitive and does
not result in cognitive overload.

Additional Static Information
None of the published works on the city metaphor deal
with certain aspects of available static analysis infor-
mation. For example, many of the published research
works omit relationships between classes or functions
beyond approximate juxtaposition of neighbors from
the same file, package, or directory.

Tools that do visualize dependencies such as inheri-
tance or caller-callee relationships risk overwhelming
the viewer with too many interconnections, occluding
too much of the cityscape. There is an opportunity to
depict this information without overload, such as us-
ing animation, or an intermittent or context-sensitive
depiction. It is possible to identify circumstances un-
der which different dependencies merit visible rendi-
tion for a limited period of time, without overwhelming
the viewer’s other items under observation.

Integrating More Dynamic Information
Various existing tools feed dynamic analysis informa-
tion into a city visualization post-mortem from log files,
or at run-time. Either way, dynamic information has
been far less utilitized in city-metaphor visualizations.
This is probably due more to the difficulty of extract-
ing fine grained program execution behavior than to the
challenges posed to the visualization researcher of how
to depict dynamic information in the city.

In any case, it is long overdue for software city visu-
alizations to incorporate more kinds of dynamic infor-
mation from program executions. Such information is
not suggested to reduce or replace the static information
currently being visualized, but rather, to complement
and leverage the static information visualization in or-
der to visualize dynamic behavior that is intrinsically
more difficult to understand.
Function or method calls and returns, timing infor-
mation and thread operations have been depicted by
existing city visualization tools. In future software
cities should include depictions of behavior such as data
structures and access patterns, stack and heap alloca-
tion, and input/output behavior.

Populating the City
In real life, cities exist in order to organize and facilitate
the coordinated efforts of large numbers of humans. If
the city is found to be useful as a metaphor at all in soft-
ware visualization, its most likely purpose is to provide
structure and context that assists the viewer in interpret-
ing the dynamic aspects of program behavior, avoid-
ing that cognitive overload that is otherwise ubiquitous
when viewing software in its abstract complexity.
The population of objects within a software city might
be graphic primitives such as spheres or cuboids.
Adopting the terminology of videogames, a dynamic
rendered object with which the user may interact may
be termed an entity. It is a research question whether
human viewers will find it more effective to visualize
software objects via anthropomorphic entities, such
as humans, robots, or pets that populate the city, or
whether they will find abstract shapes just as effective.
The most obvious category of entity that would natu-
rally construe a citizen of the city would be an applica-
tion domain object: a class (or record/struct) instance
where the corresponding type is from the application
domain (as opposed to being an implementation arti-
fact such as a glue data structure type). Criterion for
citizenship might also include lifespan, since many or
most objects in some programs do not exist long enough
to deserve much investment from the visualization sub-
system.
Although invoking a method on a citizen means that
a thread of execution will be active within that citizen’s
class, we are often primarily interested in where that cit-
izen object is being accessed from. Rather than drawing
an arrow from caller to callee, citizens should stroll to-
ward the code from where they are accessed. Some citi-
zens will always be hanging out within the code (build-
ing) of some containing or highly-coupled object, while
other citizens may continuously be going to and fro be-
tween many different sites from which they are refer-
enced in the code. Such citizens, which may indicate
design or performance bugs, will be very evident if they
are portrayed walking around on the streets of the city.
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Tool Language VR Building Src Static Dynamic Instr

SoftwareWorld Java Maverik function n/a

LOC
#methods

public/private
# parameters
param. types

n/a n/a

ComponentCity XML VRML compon. n/a func. attributes n/a n/a

CodeCity
SmallTalk

Java
C++

n/a class n/a
# methods
# attributes

package struct.
n/a n/a

Vizz3D C/C++ n/a function n/a

LOC
complexity
call graphs

contains
inheritance

str. conn. comp.

gprof
none

(-pg)

SkyscrapAR Java AR class n/a
LOC
churn n/a n/a

UML-City UML n/a
class

various n/a
various metrics

author n/a n/a

VizzAspectJ
Java

AspectJ n/a
class

aspect n/a
# methods
# pointcuts
# advices

n/a n/a

EvoStreets Java n/a class n/a

module age
coupling

# dependencies
module size

last mod. date
author

n/a n/a

SynchroVis
ExplorVis Java Rift class n/a

inheritance
implementation

association

instances
calls

thread op

Kieker
traces

CityVR Java/C++ Vive class yes
LOC

# methods
# attributes

n/a n/a

VR City Java Vive class yes

LOC
# methods

author
coupling

trace loc.
inTrace
traces

Code Park C# n/a class yes
size

method names n/a n/a

High-Rise Java n/a function no n/a time ASM
injection

LD-City LD-R n/a (dynamic) n/a
#instances

# properties n/a n/a

Table 1: Feature Sets of City-Metaphor Visualizations

Time Scales

Understanding the execution behavior of software sys-
tems includes a need to understand dynamic behav-
ior at widely ranging time scales, perhaps from sub-
microsecond granularity to things that challenge hu-
man patience. A visualization tool can implement yet-
another slider to control the speed of execution, and
leave the user in control, but users have better things to

think about. Alice in Wonderland and Star Trek are sug-
gestive, but perhaps Dr. Who’s Weeping Angels provide
a better metaphor and potential user interface mecha-
nism: the speed of execution behavior should automat-
ically stop while an entity is being observed, either via
explicit pointer selection or by entering a user’s center
of vision.
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Dealing with Dynamic Data

Some of the more dynamic oriented software cities ani-
mate the buildings themselves, with building height de-
picting the number of instances, or the amount of time
spent in a class. Separate from the scalability problem
introduced by such approaches, they have a metaphor
problem. Although software cities are by no means re-
quired to be “realistic” or follow rules that would apply
to human cities, the value of the metaphor depends on
an analogy. Humans can recognize buildings as solid
artificial structures that have a purpose and that can be
navigated around.

While it is easy in software to grow and shrink a set
of cuboids in an animated 3D bar chart, the notion of
buildings rapidly growing and shrinking violates the
city metaphor and makes the entities softer and more
transient. Cities, streets, and topography are a more
natural fit to depict static or semi-static data, provid-
ing a context in which to interpret the vast amounts of
dynamic information that humans need to understand.

Whereas the challenge of visualizing and making com-
prehensible very large bodies of code is a semi-static
one, a software city can portray large amounts of dy-
namic data: on the stack, on the heap, or entering and
exiting via I/O ports. In most cases, the primary chal-
lenge is the depiction of large amounts of information,
much of which is very short-lived.

Short-lived information may be categorized by its im-
portance. If it is important enough that the user may
need to interact with it, it may require a temporal stop
or slowdown so that the user has time to take it in. If
user interaction is not required, such information may
still be useful, and might by depicted by means of a
more subtle visual effect rather than an entity.

Multi-user Shared Viewing
From the earliest example of Software World, re-
searchers have identified a networked multi-user
environment as an objective for software city visual-
izations, but this feature adds enough implementation
challenges that it is usually omitted. A substantial
opportunity exists for a cloud-based software city
whose open infrastucture is accessed and shared by
multiple research groups.

Multi-Lingual City Visualization
Several existing projects support two or more main-
stream languages such as Java and C++ by means of
some standard common tool for obtaining static infor-
mation, such as an Eclipse IDE plugin. While such
multi-lingual support is compelling, no standard exists
for high-level language-neutral dynamic analysis infor-
mation. A standard is needed that provides higher-level

dynamic information than that available via virtual ma-
chines that support managed code in many languages,
such as the JVM or .Net.

In addition, many large software systems are written in
a combination of languages. For example, a software
city might depict a program written in a higher level
language (such as Python or Java) with an understand-
ing that its subterranean or aquatic regions depict the
behavior of intermediate or lower-level elements, such
as ones invoked through a native interface to libraries
written in C or C++.

5 CONCLUSION
The city metaphor has been adopted by a growing num-
ber of research groups for the visualization of large,
complex software systems. Existing research has been
successful in scaling to real-world software with a large
number of classes, for which many static properties of
the program code can be immediately observed.

Compared with the static information for which they
were originally developed, city visualizations have not
been applied as much to the task of making dynamic
program execution behavior visible and understand-
able. In that domain software cities are potentially even
more useful than the applications where it has thus-
far been applied. Tremendous potential exists for the
research groups that apply this metaphor to a broader
range of dynamic program execution behavior. Such
projects will require access to general purpose, high-
performance execution frameworks capable of report-
ing a wide range of execution events, such as JVMTI
[JVMTI] or Alamo [Jeffery98].

Several of the recent research advances that use the city
metaphor focus on VR, despite head-mounted displays
still being inadequate for displaying large quantities of
text. This has resulted somewhat in a bifurcation be-
tween high-text software cities that run on desktops,
and low-text software cities that run on VR systems.
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ABSTRACT
For 3D point cloud registration, Go-ICP [Yang et al., 2016] has been shown to obtain the global optimal solution
for a pair composed of a model point cloud and a data point cloud. Go-ICP mostly has been investigated only on
standard sets of point clouds. In this paper, we demonstrate the remarkable efficacy of Go-ICP for the alignment
of very complex large-scale point clouds to their corresponding deformed CAD models. In particular, given two
distinct sets of point clouds taken from the exterior and the interior of a building, experiments demonstrate that
Go-ICP is able to successfully align both of these sets to the point cloud of the CAD model of the whole building
(both exterior and interior information included). With the experimentation presented in this paper, we demonstrate
that Go-ICP can achieve excellent alignment results and that this approach can be deployed in applications aiming
at comparing CAD models of a building ("as designed" model) to the point cloud of the actual building ("as-built"
model). Experiments also demonstrate the efficacy of Go-ICP to align a deformed copy of a man-made object to
the original object in quality control applications.

Keywords
Global 3D registration large-scale point clouds comparison of models Go-ICP.

1 INTRODUCTION
Point cloud registration is a fundamental problem in
computer vision. Given two point clouds in different
coordinate systems with different poses, the goal of reg-
istration is to find the transformation that best align the
first point cloud to the other one. Point cloud regis-
tration plays an important role in many vision appli-
cations. An application addressed in this paper is the
alignment of a large point cloud, obtained by scanning
a structure such as a building, with a CAD model of this
structure for the purpose of augmented reality. Compar-
ing the "as-designed" structure (i.e. CAD) to the "as-
built" structure (i.e. the actual building) is an important
problem in civil engineering since it often occurs that,
for various reasons, what has been built is not what was
originally designed and it is desired to find where the
difference occurs. Exploring this application leads to a
complementary study that consists of aligning a point
cloud to a deformed of copy of itself for quality control
and metrology.

3D scanners, Lidars and Structure-from-Motion can be
used to collect point clouds from large-scale infrastruc-
ture components such as buildings.

The Iterative Closest point (ICP) algorithm
[Besl and McKay, 1992] is a well-known algo-

rithm for registering point clouds under Euclidean
transformation. ICP is also known for being subject to
the problem of local minima and also requires that the
relative pose between the point clouds be close to the
rigid transformation that is needed to align them for the
algorithm to converge.

The work presented in this paper explores a globally
optimal solution to the Euclidean registration problem
defined by ICP in 3D. The Go-ICP Method exploiting
the well-established Branch-and-Bound (BnB) theory
for global optimization [Yang et al., 2016] is adapted
to the problem of aligning a point cloud collected on
a very large structure with a deformed copy of the point
cloud of the same structure. Another topic that is stud-
ied in the paper is to adapt Go-ICP to the alignment of a
large point cloud of a structure (such as a building) with
a CAD model of this structure. A third application to
which Go-ICP is extended is to align the point cloud of
man-made objects with deformed copies of themselves
in the context of quality control in metrology. The paper
also presents a thorough analysis of the Go-ICP hyper-
parameters on the quality of registration.

The experiments presented in the paper demonstrate
that Go-ICP succeeds in the alignment of a point cloud
of a structure such as a building with a deformed copy
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of itself or with a CAD model of the structure. This
functionality can be used for instance in augmented re-
ality applications in civil engineering.

2 RELATED WORKS
Significant research has been conducted on global
alignment methods and global optimal alignment
methods. A class of global method is based on shape
descriptors. The authors of [Johnson and Hebert, 1999]
present a Greedy algorithm for related general shape
representation based on spin images on using shape
contexts for shape matching in [Belongie et al., 2002].
Authors in [Gelfand et al., 2005] propose a robust
global registration approach by using integral volume
based on local geometry and BnB.

The authors of [Rusu et al., 2009] present the Fast Point
Feature Histogram that finds registration by using Sam-
ple Consensus Initial Alignment (SAC-IA). Random
Sample Consensus (RANSAC) is used for matching a
model to data in an application for Local Determina-
tion Problem (LPD) [Gelfand et al., 2005]. Authors in
[Irani and Raghavan, 1999] propose a random sampling
similar to RANSAC for alignment using 2D points
while authors in [Aiger et al., 2008] exploits 4-points
congruent sets without pre-filtering or noisy data re-
moval. The authors of [Makadia et al., 2006] find the
3D rotation of two Extended Gaussian Images (EGI)
based on global shape descriptors.

Another class of global methods is based on stochas-
tic optimization. The authors of [Sandhu et al., 2010]
solved point cloud registration by using particle fil-
tering and stochastic dynamics. Range images reg-
istration is achieved by using the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) proposed in [Silva et al., 2005]. The work in
[Blais and Levine, 1995] presents 3D registration for
range images via a cost function maximizing the qual-
ity of registration. In [Papazov and Burschka, 2011],
stochastic global optimization is used for pairwise rigid
point cloud registration based a cost function robust to
outliers.

Many approaches for global optimal registration are
based on BnB. The authors of [Breuel, 2003] present an
algorithm for geometric matching based on BnB for im-
age pattern while authors in [Pfeuffer et al., 2012] pro-
pose geometric matching based on BnB for medical im-
ages. A framework based on Lipschitz global optimiza-
tion theory for 3D registration using BnB is presented in
[Li and Hartley, 2007]. This approach is very slow for
large point-sets. Authors in [Olsson et al., 2009] find
the global optimal registration via a framework match-
ing point-to-point, point-to-line, and point-to-plane us-
ing BnB. Authors in [Parra Bustos et al., 2014] present
an approach for fast search in BnB for geometric align-
ment. This method proposes the SO(3) spaces that are
then searched by the BnB algorithms. Other global

methods by Nicolas Mellado [Mellado et al., 2014] and
Qian-Yi Zhou [Zhou et al., 2016] have been proposed.

The authors of [Yang et al., 2016] present the Go-ICP
algorithm as a global optimal registration method based
on BnB via SO(3) spaces. This approach supports 3D
Euclidean registration with both translation and rotation
(i.e. rigid transformation). It can work directly on dense
point clouds without the need for a good initial pose or
putative correspondences.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH FOR THE
ALIGNMENT OF POINT CLOUDS
WITH CAD MODELS AND EX-
PLORATION OF THE EFFECT OF
HYPER-PARAMETERS OF GO-ICP
ON THE ALIGNMENT

3.1 Solution of the problem of the align-
ment of a large point cloud with a
CAD model

Registration is the process of aligning 3D data point
sets that are captured from different viewpoints [1]. In
this section, we focus on aligning two data sets, namely
model (reference) points, and data points that are col-
lected with a different pose. Formally, X = {xi}, i =
1, ...,N and Y = {y j}, j = 1, ...,M represent data points
and model points, respectively. Note that it is usually
assumed that the number of data points (N) is lower
than the number of model points (M). Generally, the
objective function for 3D registration is defined on the
L2 square error as follows:

E(R, t) = ei(R, t)2 =
N

∑
i=1
‖Rxi + t− y j∗)‖ (1)

Where R ∈ [π,π]3 is the rotation space and t ∈ [−ε,ε]3

is the translation space, and ei(R, t) indicates the Eu-
clidean distance between xi transformed by (R, t) to y j∗

as the optimal correspondence between xi and yi.

I- Global 3D registration

GO-ICP [Yang et al., 2016] proposes to combine the
Branch-and-Bound (BnB) optimization algorithm with
ICP in order to find the global optimal transformation
in Eq. 1. Unlike ICP, this algorithm is not sensitive to
the initial transformation. Therefore, it can start from
any initial pose and eventually end up to the global op-
timum solution. The key contribution of Go-ICP is the
derivation of registration error bounds. In fact, identi-
fying efficiently the upper and lower bounds of the re-
gions of search space helps to find the global optimum
more quickly (Fig. 1 (a)).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a): Collaboration of BnB and ICP. (b): The
search space consists of the rotation space and the trans-
lation space. The gray cubes are the sub cubes from
these spaces (1) rotation space, which can be repre-
sented by a sphere with radius π . (2) the translation
space which can be represented by a cube with length
2ξ . Redrawing from [Yang et al., 2016].

II- Domains for rotation and translation parame-
ters

Generally, the search space of non-rigid registration
consists of the rotation space and the translation space.
The entire 3D rotation space can be modeled by a
sphere with radius π . For the translation space, one can
consider a bounded cube [−ξ ,ξ ] 3. The search space is
depicted in Fig. 1 (b). Note that this cube encloses the
sphere with radius π . The BnB algorithm is exploited
to divide the search space, i.e. rotation space and trans-
lation space, into sub-cubes. To efficiently and intelli-
gently search the rotation space and translation space,
BnB should have access to the upper and lower bounds
of sub-cubes. As the authors [Yang et al., 2016] point
out, their main contribution is finding efficiently the
upper and lower bounds of the search space. In this
paper, we skip the theory that is proposed to find the
error bounds and refer the reader to [Yang et al., 2016]
for details.

3.2 3D Registration of deformed objects
using Go-ICP

3.2.1- Data acquisition

In this section, we present the procedure for obtain-
ing the data points and model points of an object in
order to demonstrate how Go-ICP can be exploited to
find the optimal registration between the point cloud
of a man-made object and a modified copy of itself.

This object, which was constructed by a 3D printer,
consists of a cube, two convex cylinders with different
heights, a convex hemisphere, a concave hemisphere,
and one concave semi-cylinder (Fig. 2 (a)). We added
some parts to the original object to create new objects
(i.e."deformed" objects) for aligning the original object
with these deformed objects (fig. 2 (b)) using Go-ICP.

We captured data points of the deformed objects and
original points using a Creaform Go!scan 50 handheld
meteorologic 3D scanner. The reflective markers in-
stalled on the the object (Fig.2 (c)) are used by the
scanner for self-positioning. They are not used for the
estimation of registration by Go-ICP. A total of 3345
data points were scanned on the original object and
6879 model points were scanned on the deformed ob-
ject. To apply Go-ICP, we need to normalize the data
sets in the interval [−1,1]. The search space for rotation
is [−π,π]3 and the one for translation is [−0.5,0.5]3.
To get the best result from BnB, its hyperparameters
must be selected carefully. In the experiments, we con-
sidered all data points of the original object, i.e. =
3345. Go-ICP uses two hyper-parameters. Parameter
ρ , called the "trimming" factor, controls the robustness
to outliers while parameter ε , called the registration
error threshold, controls the convergence of the regis-
tration process. Parameter ρ was set to 20% and ε

was set to 5. The registration of the original object
and the deformed object 1 using Go-ICP is executed
in 6472.8 seconds with a Root-Mean-Square (RMS) er-
ror of 7.48679 while the RMS error of using ICP alone
is 14.383 (Fig. 3). Note that with lower ρ values, the
registration is not as good as for ρ = 20% using the
RMS error as a criterion. In addition, the algorithm run-
ning time for smaller ε values is considerably greater.
Finally, the alignment results of Go-ICP are good com-
pared to ICP alone as one can verify qualitatively in Fig.
3. The Go-ICP Method was implemented in C++ on a
PC with an Intel core i7 2*4.00 GHz CPU and 32 GB
RAM.

3.2.2- Analysis of the Hyperparameters of Go-ICP
on the registration of a point cloud with a deformed
copy of itself

The effect of trimming

To remove possible outliers, a trimming procedure can
be applied on data points so that ρ percent of data points
that are far from the model points are removed. Based
on our observations, we found that parameter ρ (the
trimming factor) has a major influence on the RMS er-
ror and running time of the algorithms (BnB and ICP).
More precisely, a large value for ρ can result in erro-
neous registered data points since some inliers that are
essential for an accurate registration are removed by the
trimming procedure. On the other hand, a very small
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2: The data and the objects. (a) is the original
object (3D print), (b) is the CAD model of the original
object (data point cloud), (c) is deformed object 1 ob-
tained by adding a convex cylinder in the concave hemi-
sphere, (d) is deformed object 2 obtained by adding a
block to the outside of the tall convex cylinder, and (e)
is deformed object 3 obtained by adding a block to the
inside of the tall convex cylinder.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: The results of Go-ICP for 3D registration of
deformed objects. The blue point clouds are the data
and red point clouds are the models (deformed objects).
(a) is the 3D registration of deformed object 1 (view:
axis of XYZ), (b) is the 3D registration of deformed
object 1 (view: axis of xz), (c) is the 3D registration
of deformed object 3 (view: axis of XYZ), and (d) is
the 3D registration of deformed object 3 (view: axis of
xz). Left: initial pose, center: registration with Go-ICP,
right: registration with ICP alone.

ρ (or ρ = 0) might lead to a very large running time
since the outliers prevent BnB to converge to a reason-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: The effect of trimming on 3D registration
of deformed objects 1 and 2. (a) is the result for
ρ = 10%,ε = 10 on deformed object 1, (b) is the re-
sult for ρ = 20%,ε = 10 on deformed object 1, (c) is
the result for ρ = 10%,ε = 10 on deformed object 2,
and (d) is the result for ρ = 20%,ε = 10 on deformed
object 2. Left: initial pose, center: registration with
Go-ICP, right: registration with ICP alone.

able RMS error. A very small ρ (or ρ close to 0) does
not remove any outliers that may be at a large distance
from the model and all points must be considered in
the optimization. In other words, due to the presence
of outliers, the RMS error cannot converge to the se-
lected threshold (ε). For example, in Fig. 4, consider-
ing ρ = 10%, ρ = 20%, and ε = 10 for Deformed ob-
ject 1, 2 results in inaccurate registration, while using
ρ = 10% and ε = 10 registers Deformed objects 1, 2
more accurately. Therefore, to get the best results from
BnB and ICP, one should tune ρ for the specific data
point set in order to remove outliers properly. In all the
experiments, we find the best ρ factor that produces the
best registration in a reasonable running time e.g. less
than 10 minutes for most experiments except the ones
with very large point clouds (with millions of points).
The curves of the effect of the trimming factor on RMS
error and computation time are shown in Fig. 5.

The effect of registration error threshold ε
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: The curve of the impact of the trimming factor
ρ on registration error and running time. The red curves
are the initial RMS errors, the blue curves are the RMS
errors of ICP, and the green curves are the RMS errors
of Go-ICP. (a) is the curve of the effect of trimming on
the 3D registration error of deformed object 1, (b) is the
result for deformed object 2, (c) is the curve of the ef-
fect of trimming on execution time (seconds) of the 3D
registration of deformed object 1, and (d) is execution
time (seconds) for deformed object 2.

The accuracy (RMS error) and running time of BnB
highly depend on the threshold (ε) as it defines the stop-
ping criterion. In other words, BnB terminates its reg-
istration process when the optimal RMS error is close
enough to the lower bound RMS error, i.e. E∗−Er < ε

(E∗ is the optimal RMS error and Er is the lower bound
RMS error of the domain of rotation space). Setting
the threshold to a small value can register data points
to model points more accurately but the running time
is very high. On the other hand, a greater threshold
can lead to a fast execution time, but the accuracy of
registration decreases. It is worthwhile to note that the
initial optimal RMS error of Go-ICP is computed by
ICP. So, for large threshold values, Go-ICP can termi-
nate very fast since its initial optimal RMS error can
become lower than the specified threshold quickly. For
example, the running time for Deformed objects 1, 2
with ε = 7 is only 1839.64 seconds for deformed ob-
ject 1 and 4258.06 seconds for deformed object 2 since
ICP as the first step of BnB achieves a RMS error of
0.685 which is lower than ε = 5 (Note that in this case
the lower bound RMS error was zero) (Fig. 6). How-
ever, this RMS error achieved by ICP is not the global
minimum. Therefore, we highlight that for reaching the
global minimum of the objective function, one should
set the threshold appropriately. The curve of the effect
of the threshold ε on the RMS error and on the running
time is shown in Fig. 7.

The effect of reducing the number of points (Nd) on
the execution time of Go-ICP.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: The effect of threshold ε on 3D registra-
tion for deformed objects 1 and 2. (a) is the result of
ε = 5,ρ = 10% on deformed object 1, (b) is the result
of ε = 15,ρ = 10% on deformed object 1, (c) is the re-
sult of ε = 5,ρ = 10% on deformed object 2, and (d)
is the result of ε = 15,ρ = 10% on deformed object
2. Left: initial pose, center: registration with Go-ICP,
right: registration with ICP alone.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: The curve of the effect of the threshold ε

on registration error ((a) and (b)) and execution time in
seconds ((c) and (d)). The red curves are the initial er-
rors, the blue curves are the errors of ICP, and the green
curves are the errors of Go-ICP. Effect of ε on the reg-
istration for deformed object 1 (a) and deformed object
2 (b). Effect of ε on execution time for deformed object
1 (c) and deformed object 2 (d).

We also studied how down-sampling the point clouds
affect the registration achieved by go-ICP. We down-
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sampled the original and model point clouds and re-
peated the registration experiments for deformed object
1, 2, and 3. Nd is the factor by which the number of
points were reduced (i.e. Ndown = Ntotal/Nd). As shown
in fig. 8, the registration values (R, T) are the same for
all values of Nd but the execution time varies. It is sur-
prising to see that decreasing the number of points does
not necessarily reduce the computation time specially
for deformed object 3 in Fig. 8 (c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: The effect of the down-sampling factor Nd on
Go-ICP execution time. (a): deformed object 1. (b):
deformed object 2. (c): deformed object 3.

3.2.3- Alignment of large-size point clouds using Go-
ICP

In this section, we apply the Go-ICP approach to the
alignment of large-scale point clouds and show that it
can achieve good alignment.

We use the CAD model of a building with 387,564 data
points (Fig. 9 (a)) and two real large-scale point clouds
(inside point cloud with 8,497,325 data points and out-
side point cloud with 26,574,097 data points) captured
by a Lidar (Fig. 9 (e, g)). As can be seen in Fig.
9 (b), the data points on the CAD model are not ad-
equate for alignment because they are not distributed
evenly which prevents Go-ICP to find the alignment of
this CAD model with large-scale point clouds. There-
fore, the CAD model is resampled using Blender to
yield 330,327 data points evenly distributed on the in-
side and outside (Fig. 9 (c) and (d)). For the alignment,
the large-scale point clouds were cropped to keep only
the points belonging to interior or exterior of a building
(Fig. 9 (f, h)). Consequently, the points on the ground
were discarded.

Go-ICP was able to find the alignment between the re-
sampled CAD model and the large-scale point cloud of
the inside and outside of the building. For these 3D reg-
istration experiments, we considered ρ = 20% for trim-
ming and ε = 5 as the registration error. The number
of points of the cropped point cloud of the inside of the
building is 6,297,579. The execution time of this regis-
tration is 7742.02 seconds for a RMS error of 6.7934.
The ICP alone RMS error was 12.7098 (Fig. 10 (a)).
Go-ICP estimates the rotation and translation parame-
ters. The parameters are then used to align the origi-
nal CAD model of the building with the cropped point
cloud of the inside of the building. (Fig. 10 (c)).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 9: The point clouds of a building and its large-
scale point clouds. (a, b) are the CAD model of the
building (original CAD model) and its point cloud, (c,d)
resampled of data points of the original CAD model
with a more even spatial distribution of the points, (e,
f) is the point cloud of the inside of the building and
its cropped point cloud, (g, h) is the point cloud of the
outside of the building and its cropped point cloud.

For the alignment of the resampled CAD model and
the cropped point cloud of the outside of the build-
ing, we considered ρ = 20% for trimming and ε = 10
as the registration error. The number of points of the
cropped point cloud of the outside of the building is
12,841,366. Go-ICP found the 3D registration shown
in Fig. 11 (a) and (b). The execution time of this reg-
istration is 3559.15 seconds for a RMS error 13.9063.
The ICP alone RMS error was 37.0139. The registra-
tion parameters were used to align the CAD model with
the cropped point cloud of the outside of the building
(Fig. 11 (c) and (d)) with Go-ICP. It is thus possible to
compare the actual building ("as-built") with the CAD
model of the design ("as-designed model").

In section 4, we use the Go-ICP for aligning the resam-
pled CAD model of a building with a large-scale point
cloud without any change (no cropping of the point
cloud). Experiments on the alignment of man-made ob-
jects with large deformations are also presented.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Result of the alignment of the resampled
CAD model and the point cloud of the inside of the
building: xyz view (a), xz view (b). Red: CAD model.
Yellow: point cloud. The parameters of the registration
are used to align the original CAD model with the point
cloud: xyz view (c), xz view (d).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Result of the alignment of the resampled
CAD model and the point cloud of the outside of the
building: xyz view (a), xz view (b). Red: Cad model.
Yellow: point cloud. The parameters of the registration
are used to align the original CAD model with the point
cloud: xyz view (c), xz view (d).

4 EXPERIMENTS ON THE ALIGN-
MENT OF THE POINT CLOUD OF
DEFORMED OBJECTS WITH ITS
ORIGINAL CAD MODEL

4.1 CAD model
In this section, we aim to align two deformed CAD
model using Go-ICP. For this purpose, we consider the
deformed CAD model 2 and the deformed CAD model
that was described in Sec.3.2.1 (see Fig. 2 (d, e)).
The 3D registration of these CAD models is difficult

because of the large deformation. However, Go-ICP
can find a good registration with ρ = 20% and ε = 10.
Alignment results are shown in Fig. 12. In this case,
the RMS error was 14.9752.

As an additional test, we used other CAD models with
different shapes that represent alignment challenges
(Fig. 13 (a, d)). In the first part of the test, we deformed
the CAD model shown in Fig. 13 (a)(and called CAD
model 1) with 3Ds Max and created a new CAD
model (see Fig. 13 (b)). The challenge consists of
the alignment of CAD model 1 and its deformed copy
for quality control for instance. Go-ICP was able to
find the 3D registration with ρ = 10% and ε = 5 with
RMS error 4501.87 in 965.276 seconds. The result of
registration is shown in Fig. 13 (d). Such an alignment
can be used in metrology to compare objects with a
deformed copy of themselves to assess whether the
fabrication is reliable (the deformation is reflected by
the large value of the RMS error).

In the second part of this test, we perform the 3D reg-
istration between CAD model 1 with the CAD model
shown in Fig. 13 (e). This registration is difficult since
the two objects are different but it may be interesting to
compare them in a metrology application or for visu-
alizing the objects in a virtual reality application. Go-
ICP succeeded in aligning these different objects with
ρ = 10%, ε = 5, RMS error 2051.108, and an execution
time of 324.502 seconds. The result is shown in Fig. 13
(g).

A final test using Go-ICP for the alignment of an object
and a deformed copy of itself is shown in Fig. 14. Fig
14 (a) shows a mechanical part and a deformed copy in
Fig. 14 (b). Fig. 14 (c) shows the alignment obtained
with Go-ICP with ρ = 10% and ε = 5 with a RMS error
of 227.987 in 32.119 seconds.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Result of 3D registration of deformed CAD
model 2 and deformed CAD model 3. (a) XYZ axis, (b)
XZ axis.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Figure 13: The results of 3D registration of the CAD
models. (a) is the CAD model 1, (b) is the initial pose
and point clouds of CAD model 1 and its deformed
copy, (c) is the ICP alone result of the alignment of the
CAD model 1 and its deformed copy, (d) is the result
of the alignment of the CAD model 1 and its deformed
copy, (e) is CAD model 2, (f) is the initial pose and
point clouds of CAD model 1 and CAD model 2, (g) is
the result of the alignment of CAD model 1 and CAD
model 2.

4.2 Alignment of Large-Scale Point
Clouds

The most challenging 3D registration experiment on
which Go-ICP was tested is the alignment of very large-
scale point clouds. For this experiment, we consider
the CAD model of a building with 42,609 points and a
very large-scale point cloud from the area of the origi-
nal building with 1,236,922 points that was captured by
a Lidar. Fig. 15 (a) shows the CAD model of the build-
ing and Fig. 15 (b, c) show the area of the building and
its surroundings and the corresponding point cloud.

The goal is to align the CAD model of the building to
the large-scale point cloud of the building and its sur-
rounding area without any cropping. This makes the
registration problem very difficult. We divided this ex-
periment into two steps. In the first step, the points not
belonging to the building were cropped and the CAD
model was aligned with the remaining points (i.e. the
belonging to the building). It is still a challenge to find
a good alignment. Nevertheless, Go-ICP has found the
3D registration with ρ = 20%, ε = 20, and RMS error

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 14: The results of 3D registration of mechanical
parts. (a) point cloud of the part 1, (b) point cloud of
deformed part 1, (c) is the result of the alignment of the
part 1 and the deformed copy of itself 2.

Figure 15: The CAD model of the building (a), the real
area of the building (b), the large-scale point cloud of
area (c).

of 20.4129 in 48107 seconds. The result is shown in
Fig. 16 (a): xyz view and (b ): xz view.

In the second step, we aimed to align the CAD model
to the point cloud of the building and its surrounding
without any cropping. This is a significant challenge
because of the number of points involved and the many
local minimums of the cost function. Nevertheless Go-
ICP is able to achieve the alignment with ρ = 20% and
ε = 60 in 186,359 seconds and with a RMS error of
61.2573. Fig. 16 (c) shows the result of this 3D regis-
tration.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The Go-ICP algorithm was exploited to find the reg-
istration between a large point cloud and a deformed
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(a, view: xyz)

(b, view: xz)

(c)

Figure 16: The results of the alignment between the
CAD model and very large-scale point cloud. Red
points: CAD model, yellow point: building and its
area. (a, b) are the 3D registration of the surrounding
CAD model and the original building point cloud, (c)
is the result of the registration of the CAD model and
the point cloud of the building and its surrounding area
without cropping.

copy itself or with a CAD model. Experiments show
that with a proper selection of the algorithm’s hyperpa-
rameters, good alignment can be achieved. For very
large point clouds, the computation time needed for
achieving a good alignment is important. We are cur-
rently using Go-ICP to find the the initial alignment
between the CAD models of civil engineering infras-
tructures(building) and point clouds collected during its
construction. This initial alignment is used in an aug-
mented reality application providing architects ways of
assessing whether or not what is being built ("as-built")
corresponds with what has been designed by architects
("as-designed" model). The paper also demonstrates
that Go-ICP can be exploited successfully for compar-
ing man-made objects with deformed copies of them-

selves for the purpose of quality control in metrology
applications.
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ABSTRACT

Despite being often considered less challenging than image-based person re-identification (re-id), video-based per-

son re-id is still appealing as it mimics a more realistic scenario owing to the availability of pedestrian sequences

from surveillance cameras. In order to exploit the temporal information provided, a number of feature extraction

methods have been proposed. Although the features could be equally learned at a significantly higher computa-

tional cost, the scarce nature of labelled re-id datasets encourages the development of robust hand-crafted feature

representations as an efficient alternative, especially when novel distance metrics or multi-shot ranking algorithms

are to be validated. This paper presents a novel hand-crafted feature representation for video-based person re-id

based on a 3-dimensional hierarchical Gaussian descriptor. Compared to similar approaches, the proposed descrip-

tor (i) does not require any walking cycle extraction, hence avoiding the complexity of this task, (ii) can be easily

fed into off-shelf learned distance metrics, (iii) and consistently achieves superior performance regardless of the

matching method adopted. The performance of the proposed method was validated on PRID2011 and iLIDS-VID

datasets outperforming similar methods on both benchmarks.

Keywords
Person Re-identification, Spatio-temporal Descriptor, Feature Extraction, Gaussian Distribution, Surveillance.

1 INTRODUCTION

With the rise in the need for smart surveillance appli-

cations, person re-identification (re-id) has attracted the

attention of many researchers within the computer vi-

sion community. The problem entails finding a match

for a given person image or sequence of images (the

probe) among a set of gallery person instances captured

using a different non-overlapping camera view. The

aim is to track the person under a multi-camera setting.

The challenges associated reside mainly in the large

intra-class variations caused by significant changes in

viewpoint angle, pose and illumination, added to the

presence of background clutter and occlusions [1, 2,

3]. Furthermore, small inter-class variations caused by

clothes similarities between different people render the

task even more challenging.

To mitigate the effect of these challenging attributes

on re-id performance, one could exploit the rich vi-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit

or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and

the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-

publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires

prior specific permission and/or a fee.

sual cues and temporal information provided by per-

son video sequences available from surveillance cam-

eras. For this purpose, the past few years have wit-

nessed the development of several video person re-id

algorithms. As few of the descriptors were specially

designed for the video-based problem, most of them

rely on image-based low-level representations to de-

velop multi-shot ranking algorithms based on set-to-set

distance measures [4, 5, 6], or to perform frame selec-

tion and weighting [7, 8]. When it comes to descriptors

utilising spatio-temporal information, they are often ac-

companied by walking cycle extraction [9, 10], which is

not trivial especially under severe noise and occlusions.

A robust hand-crafted spatio-temporal descriptor that

can be efficiently computed and used for matching with

common distance metrics has not been yet proposed,

which motivates the current work. Such a descriptor

presents the advantage of considerably boosting met-

ric learning or multi-shot ranking accuracy, while be-

ing equally suited for use in unsupervised settings as no

learning is required.

Benefitting from the advances achieved in image-based

person re-id feature design, the state-of-the-art Gaus-

sian of Gaussian (GOG) [11] feature is here extended

to 3 dimensions integrating temporal information. The

suggested extension coupled with existing metric learn-

ing approaches achieved significant accuracy improve-
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ment on two widely tested video-based person re-id

benchmarks, PRID2011 and iLIDS-VID.

Briefly, this paper proposes a robust person descrip-

tor for video-based re-id leveraging both spatial and

temporal cues. The proposed method is based on lo-

cal Gaussian distributions of 3-dimensional pixel fea-

tures that are subsequently projected into the Euclidean

space. This allows the extracted feature to be learning-

free and flexible to use with any matching method.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows.

Section 2 highlights recent related work. Section 3 ex-

plains the proposed approach. The experiments con-

ducted are described in detail in Section 4. Finally, the

paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Tracking a person in a multi-camera setting involves

three main steps: person detection, tracking, and re-

trieval. The latter consists of searching a person cap-

tured in one view, in a different non-overlapping camera

view. It is commonly known as person re-id. For that

purpose, two tasks should be fulfilled: pedestrian de-

scription and matching. The former involves represent-

ing persons by a set of features describing their phys-

ical appearance. The most popular have been colour

and texture features [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. On the

other hand, distance metric learning has emerged as the

most prevalent matching method [15, 6, 14, 18, 19] due

to its efficiency and promising accuracy.

Early research in person re-id focused mostly on the

single-shot scenario where each person is represented

by a pair of images that need to be matched [17, 20,

21]. Other scenarios were also investigated including

multi-shot re-id and video-based re-id [4, 5, 6, 9, 10,

22]. In that case, each subject is represented by multiple

images or video sequences in both probe and gallery

views.

Hand-crafted features have been predominant in person

re-id until very recently when deep-learning popular-

ity started growing [22, 23, 24, 25]. This was mainly

triggered by the release of large-scale datasets such as

CUHK03 [24], Market-1501 [26], and MARS [25]. A

common practice for hand-crafted methods is to divide

the person image into small patches and several hori-

zontal stripes on which features are subsequently ex-

tracted. The most prominent methods in this category

are ELF [20], gBiCov [12], HistLBP [14], Densecolor-

SIFT [27], and LOMO [15]. They all leverage colour

and texture information to describe the person’s appear-

ance.

More recently, a high-performing image person de-

scriptor called GOG [11] has been proposed. It divides

the image into small overlapping patches and a number

of horizontal stripes. It then leverages both mean and

covariance information by encoding each patch using

a Gaussian distribution. Towards the goal, each pixel

i is initially described by a feature vector pi given by

pi = [y,M0◦ ,M90◦ ,M180◦ ,M270◦ ,R,G,B]T where y is the

y-coordinate of pixel i, M0◦ to M270◦ are the orienta-

tions along which the gradient is quantised and multi-

plied by the gradient magnitude, and R, G, B are the

RGB colour channels. Patches belonging to the same

horizontal stripe are in turn summarised using another

Gaussian distribution that is flattened into the Euclidean

space. The final image representation is the concatena-

tion of all stripes’ features.

As for the matching process, distance metric learning

attempts to find a subspace that brings positive samples

(feature vectors of the same person) closer to each

other while pushing negative samples apart. Various

methods were proposed in this category of which

the most prominent are KISSME [18], Cross-view

Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (XQDA) [15], and

kernelised versions of Local Fisher Discriminant Anal-

ysis (kLFDA) and Marginal Fisher Analysis (kMFA)

[14]. More recently, Zhang et al. [19] exploited

the kernel Null Foley-Sammon Transform (kNFST)

to learn a subspace where the within-scatter is zero

and the between-scatter is positive. By enforcing

such a strict condition, the learned subspace is more

discriminative and exhibits better separability of the

data. Distance metric learning methods have been

a great success in person re-id given their efficiency

and accuracy especially on small datasets where deep

learning usually fails. These reasons motivate their use

in this work to additionally boost the performance of

the proposed person descriptor.

Compared to image-based re-id, video-based re-id rep-

resents a more intuitive scenario owing to the availabil-

ity of pedestrian videos from surveillance cameras. The

early trend was to treat the task as a multi-shot match-

ing problem. That is, features were extracted from still

images on which the person appearance was built, and

temporal cues were completely ignored [5, 21]. This

was compensated by exploiting the multiple person in-

stances in the matching process. More recently, Wang

et al. [9] leveraged temporal information by proposing

a spatio-temporal descriptor based on HOG3D features

[28], they later combined it with mean colour values

[29]. These features were computed on fragments ex-

tracted from the person sequence using the Flow En-

ergy Profile (FEP) signal as an approximation of walk-

ing cycles. A ranking function, DVR, was learned for

matching. Liu et al. [10] subsequently proposed a

spatio-temporal descriptor based on Fisher vectors ex-

tracted from video-fragments representing body-action

units after performing walking cycle extraction simi-

larly to [9].
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}

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1: Representative diagram of GOG3D feature. (a) Patch Gaussians are computed. (b) They are then

flattened into the Euclidean space. (c) Region Gaussians are formed using patches in the same horizontal region.

(d) They are also projected into the Euclidean space. (e) Region feature vectors are concatenated to form the final

image feature. Finally, average-pooling is performed over image features of the same person.

Following these works, temporal information was

mainly exploited in deep learning methods such as

RNN [22] or ASTPN [23] where spatial and temporal

pooling layers were added for that purpose. The

remaining video-based re-id systems either design

a set-to-set distance metric such as DRAH [4] that

models the distance between two sequences as the

minimum distance between their respective affine

hulls, or assign a signature to each person using the

corresponding frames by fitting a GMM [30] for

instance.

The proposed method is a spatio-temporal descriptor

that benefits from temporal correlation to give a richer

representation for each person. However, each person

sequence is eventually described by a single feature

vector which is in essence similar to the single-shot sce-

nario. This is very convenient as it speeds up the match-

ing process significantly and broadens the applicability

of the descriptor with any off-shelf distance metric. It

is worth noting here that extracting the proposed feature

from sampled walking cycles is also possible. However,

in this work we highlight the advantages presented by

using it in its simplest setting.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

This section details the proposed spatio-temporal de-

scriptor for video-based person re-id which we call

GOG3D. Similar to GOG [11], a part-based model

is adopted where each person image is divided into

R overlapping horizontal stripes, roughly representing

different human body-parts. Each stripe is also divided

into small overlapping patches, and each patch is mod-

elled by a Gaussian distribution using its pixel feature

information. Patch Gaussians are subsequently em-

bedded into the space of Symmetric Positive Definite

(SPD) matrices and flattened into the Euclidean space

forming the patch feature vector. Patches belonging to

the same horizontal region are in turn summarised by

a Gaussian that is projected into the Euclidean space

forming the region feature vector. Region feature vec-

tors are concatenated to form the final image feature.

Finally, image features of the same person are averaged

to form the final representation of a person sequence. A

diagram summarising GOG3D is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Pixel Features

By first considering each of the patches, local informa-

tion is described using a 10-dimensional pixel feature

vector summarising the spatial position of the pixel, its

gradient magnitudes along four directions, and the in-

tensity values of some colour channels. Namely, for a

pixel i, the pixel feature vector pi is given by:

pi = [x,y,M0◦ ,M90◦ ,M180◦ ,M270◦ , |It |,L,A,B]
T , (1)

where x and y are the x- and y-coordinates of pixel i

taken from the top-left of the image, M0
◦ through M270◦

are the orientations along which the gradient is quan-

tised and multiplied by its magnitude, |It | is the gradient

magnitude in the temporal direction, and finally L, A, B

correspond to the Lab colour channels. Each dimen-

sion of pi is scaled to the range [0, 1] before further

processing can take place. The computation of these

pixel features is detailed in the following.

For simplicity, let us consider one person sequence of

images given by S = {Qk|k = 1, ...,N}, where N is the

number of frames in this video sequence. By taking a

pixel i(x,y, t) in frame Qt , the gradients Ix, Iy and It in

the horizontal, vertical and temporal directions can be

computed as:

Ix(x,y, t) = i(x+1,y, t)− i(x−1,y, t), (2)
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Figure 2: The top row represents example images sampled from person sequences of iLIDS-VID dataset, each

2 adjacent images represent a correct match. The bottom row includes the temporal gradient computed for these

sequences and averaged over the frames involved.

Iy(x,y, t) = i(x,y+1, t)− i(x,y−1, t), (3)

It(x,y, t) = i(x,y, t +1)− i(x,y, t −1), (4)

where x,y and t are the x-, y- and t-coordinates of pixel

i(x,y, t), respectively.

Although, it is possible to compute the gradient orienta-

tion in 3D and quantise it using a regular polyhedron in

a manner similar to HOG3D in spirit [28], this is subop-

timal in our case due to the following reasons. Firstly,

binning in 3D while preserving the distinctive power of

the descriptor requires the use of a dodecahedron (12

bins) or icosahedron (20 bins) [28], thus raising signifi-

cantly the dimensionality of the pixel feature vector pi.

A high-dimensional pi will definitely cause numerical

problems upon the computation of covariance matrices

in small patches. Moreover, it is favourable to use spa-

tial gradients separately as a texture descriptor, while

motion information is encoded via the temporal gradi-

ent. For this purpose, hereby the orientation of the spa-

tial gradient given by Ix and Iy is exploited separately to

the temporal gradient It .

The gradient orientation O is given by O= arctan(Iy/Ix)

and its magnitude is defined as M =
√

(I2
x + I2

y ). It has

been proved in [31] that quantisation into vector angles

rather than using magnitude and orientation raw val-

ues is essential to enhance the discriminative power of

the descriptor. Therefore, soft voting is used to quan-

tise the values of O into two neighbouring bins to ac-

count for the loss of information caused by quantisation

while maintaining some rotation invariance. Since four

bins are considered in this case, the reference points

are 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦. Given α ≤ O < β where

α,β ∈ {0◦,90◦,180◦,270◦} are the boundaries of the

bin containing O, the distances (positive differences)

dα = |O − α| and dβ = |O − β | from O to the bin

boundaries are computed, and the voting weights are

assigned as wα = dβ/(dα + dβ ), wβ = dα/(dα + dβ )
and w(θ 6=α ,β ) = 0. These weights are finally multi-

plied by the gradient magnitude M to obtain Mθ ,θ ∈
{0◦,90◦,180◦,270◦}. As for the temporal gradient It ,

the magnitude of It is found by taking its absolute value

|It |. Some examples of the information provided by

computing |It | for all sequence images and taking their

average can be seen in Fig. 2. This highlights the type

of information added by computing the gradient in the

temporal direction.

The choice of the colour channels is crucial for any

appearance descriptor, especially for person re-id

where individuals are mainly distinguished by their

clothes’ colours and texture. Performing feature

fusion by extracting the features four times, each with

different colour channels such as RGB, HSV, Lab and

normalised RGB (nRGB), and concatenating them

similarly to GOGfusion [11] and moM [16], is highly

inefficient. The reason is that the features have to be

extracted four times for each person, and the resulting

vector has a high dimension which in turn slows down

the matching process. For this purpose, it is convenient

to select the most discriminative colour channels that

can better deal with illumination changes. In this work,

these are found to be the Lab colour channels.

It has been previously argued that person images are

aligned vertically but not horizontally [13], therefore

only the y-coordinate has been used in GOG algorithm.

However, as it will be detailed thereafter, we find that

the orderless representation of patches in the same hor-

izontal stripe as a mean to deal with viewpoint angle

variations may cause the loss of some important spatial

information that could be useful for re-identification.
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This could be avoided by including the horizontal lo-

cation of the pixel represented by its x-coordinate.

3.2 Patch and Region Gaussians

As both mean and covariance features have proved

successful in person re-id [9, 12], a promising way

to leverage both types of information is to summarise

them using a Gaussian distribution. As discussed in

[11], it is definitely possible to use a Gaussian Mix-

ture Model (GMM) instead for a more accurate repre-

sentation. However, given the small patch size, a sim-

ple Gaussian model should be sufficient to describe the

patches. More importantly, unimodal Gaussians can

be efficiently projected into the Euclidean space which

renders the matching process with the resulting feature

much easier, as any off-shelf distance metric can thus

be exploited. Therefore, for each patch H, the mean µH

and covariance ΣH are estimated as µH = 1
nH

∑i∈H pi

and ΣH = 1
nH−1 ∑i∈H(pi − µH)(pi − µH)

T where nH is

the number of pixels in patch H and pi is the feature

vector of pixel i defined in Section 3.1. Subsequently,

the patch Gaussian N (p; µH ,ΣH) is given by:

N (p; µH ,ΣH) =
exp

(

− 1
2
(p−µH)

T Σ−1
H (p−µH)

)

(2π)d/2|ΣH |
,

(5)

where | · | is the matrix determinant operator and d is

the dimension of pixel feature vector p.

Once all patch Gaussians are computed, an algorithm

(see Section 3.3) is used to project these Gaussians

into the Euclidean space transforming them into patch

feature vectors fH . To account for background clut-

ter, patches are weighted similarly to SDALF algorithm

[17] according to their distance from the central verti-

cal axis of the image such that wH = exp
(

− (xH−xC)
2

2σ2

)

where xC =W/2, σ =W/4 and xH is the x-coordinate

of the central pixel in patch H. By W we denote the

image width. According to this definition, it is easy to

see that more weight is assigned to patches closer to the

central vertical axis of the image where the person is

expected to be centred.

In a similar manner to patch Gaussian computation,

the patches belonging to the same horizontal region are

in turn summarised into a region Gaussian using their

mean and covariance information. Based on the above

defined weights, the region mean µR and covariance ΣR

are defined for region R as:

µR =
1

∑H∈R wH
∑

H∈R

wh fh, (6)

ΣR =
1

∑H∈R wH
∑

H∈R

wH( fH −µR)( fH −µR)
T , (7)

where fH is the patch feature vector for patch H. The

region Gaussians are consequently computed according

to 5 and projected into the Euclidean space before con-

catenation, to form the final representation of an image.

Finally, frame-wise features are averaged over a per-

son’s sequence to form the final representation of that

sequence. It is also worth noting that covariance matri-

ces are regularised by adding a small value ε to diagonal

entries to prevent them from becoming singular.

3.3 Euclidean Space Projection

Projecting patch and region Gaussians into the Eu-

clidean space is essential for GOG3D, primarily to ob-

tain a final descriptor that can be used with off-shelf

distance metrics. Towards the goal, the following two

steps need to be applied.

It is well known that multivariate Gaussian distribu-

tions lie on a Riemannian manifold that can be embed-

ded into the space of SPD matrices [32]. Such em-

bedding is favoured as the SPD space endowed with

the log-Euclidean metric can be locally flattened into

the tangent Euclidean space through matrix logarithm.

More specifically, consider a d-dimensional multivari-

ate Gaussian N (µH ,ΣH), this can be embedded into a

(d +1)-dimensional SPD matrix PH as follows:

N (p; µH ,ΣH)∼ PH = |ΣH |
− 1

d+1

[

ΣH +µH µT
H µH

µT
H 1

]

.

(8)

PH can subsequently be mapped into the Euclidean

tangent space by computing ΓH = log(PH) where

log(·) is the matrix logarithm operator. Noting that

ΓH is symmetric, only the upper triangular part

needs to be stored resulting in the final vector fH

being m = (d2 + 3d)/2 + 1 dimensional. Thus,

fH = vec(ΓH) = [Γ(1,1),
√

2Γ(1,2), ...,
√

2Γ(1,d +
1),Γ(2,2),

√
2Γ(2,3), ...,Γ(d + 1,d + 1)]. Note that

off-diagonal entries are multiplied by
√

2 upon

half-vectorisation to ensure that the Frobenius norm

of ΓH remains equal to the ℓ2-norm of fH , that is

||ΓH ||F = || fH ||2.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Datasets

The proposed GOG3D feature is evaluated on the two

most widely tested benchmarks for video-based person

re-id, PRID2011 and iLIDS-VID.

iLIDS-VID [9] includes 600 person sequences created

from two non-overlapping camera views captured by a

CCTV network in an airport arrival hall. 300 different

subjects are sampled in this dataset with two sequences

per person. Sequences have variable lengths ranging

from 23 to 192 frames with an average number of 73.

iLIDS-VID is a very challenging dataset in terms of il-

lumination changes, viewpoint angle variations and oc-

clusions.
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Figure 3: General pipeline of the re-id system employed

in this work.

PRID2011 [33] consists of 400 image sequences of

200 different subjects captured by two adjacent cam-

eras. Sequences lengths vary from 5 to 675 frames

with an average number of 100 frames per sequence.

PRID2011 is less challenging than iLIDS-VID as no

occlusions or background clutter are involved. How-

ever, significant changes in illumination are exhibited.

4.2 Implementation Details

The original GOG algorithm divides the image into

7 overlapping horizontal regions and employs a patch

size of 5× 5 pixels. Patches are extracted at 2 pixels

interval, and the regularisation parameter is ε = 0.001.

For the first experiment reported in Section 4.3, and for

fair comparison with GOG, a similar setting is used for

GOG3D. This results in the patch feature vector being

of size (102+3×10)/2+1= 66, and the region feature

vector being (662+3×66)/2+1= 2,278 dimensional,

finally the person descriptor obtained is 7 × 2,278 =
15,945 dimensional. When comparing to state of the

art (Section 4.4), the parameters of GOG3D are further

tuned through extensive experimentation which results

in a better performance for a patch size of 9× 9 pixels

and ε = 0.0001. The patch extraction interval is kept at

2 pixels, and the results obtained on both datasets are

presented using 10 and 15 overlapping horizontal re-

gions denoted GOG3D10 and GOG3D15, respectively.

In that case, the resulting feature vector is 22,780 and

34,170 dimensional for R = 10 and R = 15, respec-

tively.

Similar to GOG, mean removal and ℓ2-normalisation

are applied. Dimension reduction using PCA is per-

formed with KISSME metric [18], and the dimension

of the reduced feature is set to 100. A linear kernel is

used with kNFST [19], kLFDA [14], and kMFA [14]

in all experiments. The code provided by the authors

is employed for GOG, and frame-wise features are also

averaged for a person sequence in a similar manner to

proposed GOG3D. The performance is evaluated using

the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve

as follows. Given a probe (query) instance, the gallery

elements are ranked according to their distance from

the probe, and at each given rank of the CMC curve,

the probability of the correct match appearing at a sim-

ilar or higher rank is computed. The general pipeline of

the re-id system employed in this work can be seen in

Fig. 3.

4.3 Components Analysis and Compari-

son to GOG

To highlight the consistent performance gain by em-

ploying GOG3D over GOG algorithm for video-based

re-id, we compare the results in top-matching rates of

the CMC curve using five state-of-the-art metric learn-

ing methods: XQDA [15], KISSME [18], NFST [19],

kLFDA and kMFA [14]. For this purpose, each dataset

was divided into two subsets, half for training and half

for testing. The experiments were repeated over 10 tri-

als and the average results are reported.

Table 1 shows the performance obtained by adding

different pixel features to baseline GOG. Specifically,

GOG_It is obtained by adding the |It | component,

GOG_It_x also involves the x-coordinate, and GOG3D

is the final feature obtained by replacing RGB colour

channels by the Lab channels. A detailed evaluation of

these components is performed using XQDA distance

metric since the latter was initially used with GOG in

[11]. Moreover, results comparing GOG directly to

GOG3D with four other metrics can be seen in Table 2

for further validation.

It is clear from these results that GOG3D presents a

remarkable advantage over GOG for video-based per-

son re-id. Using XQDA, the performance gain was

gradual and consistent by adding different pixel fea-

ture components to reach a maximum of almost 7% for

iLIDS-VID and 3% for PRID2011 from baseline GOG

to GOG3D. This margin undergoes some fluctuations

when employing different metrics. It reaches a maxi-

mum of almost 13% with kLFDA on iLIDS-VID and

2% on PRID2011 with most other metrics.

4.4 Comparison to State of the Art

Since available spatio-temporal descriptors are mostly

designed to be applied to extracted walking cycles or

fragments sampled from person sequences [9, 10], em-

ploying them directly with a common distance met-

ric in the same evaluation protocol to ours is unfair.

When possible, it will in fact cause their performance to

downgrade. Therefore, video-based re-id systems were
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Dataset iLIDS-VID PRID2011

Rank 1 5 20 1 5 20

GOG + XQDA 66.6 87.2 96.9 86.6 97.6 99.6

GOG_It + XQDA 70.6 90.6 98 87.2 97.2 99.8

GOG_It_x + XQDA 72.9 91.3 98.7 87.7 97.8 99.9

GOG3D + XQDA 73.7 92 98.3 89.9 97.9 100

Table 1: Components analysis of GOG3D. Best results in top-matching rates are in bold.

Dataset iLIDS-VID PRID2011

Rank 1 5 20 1 5 20

GOG + KISSME 49.5 73.4 88.1 81 94.2 99.2

GOG3D + KISSME 55.1 78.9 92.7 83.3 94.9 99.2

GOG + kNFST 63.9 85.9 95 87.8 97.4 99.9

GOG3D + kNFST 74.3 92.2 98.9 89.6 97.8 100

GOG + kLFDA 54.6 85.5 97.5 82.8 96.8 99.6

GOG3D + kLFDA 67.4 90.7 98.8 85.1 96.5 99.9

GOG + kMFA 56.3 85.3 97.6 83.3 96.7 99.5

GOG3D + kMFA 66.5 90.9 98.9 85.4 96.6 99.9

Table 2: Comparison to GOG. Best results in top-matching rates for each distance metric are in bold.

compared to our method in their original setting. For

this purpose, the same evaluation protocol employed

by most algorithms was adopted. More specifically, for

PRID2011 dataset, only sequences from 178 persons

consisting of more than 27 frames were retained. Half

of each dataset was used for training and the remaining

half for testing. Experiments were repeated over 10 tri-

als and average results in CMC top-matching rates are

reported in Table 3. The distance metric used in this ex-

periment was kNFST due to its superior performance.

It is worth noting that the results here are different from

those of the previous subsection because the evaluation

protocol of PRID2011 and the parameters (patch size,

ε , and number of stripes) have been changed as previ-

ously detailed in Section 4.2.

ColHOG3D [9] and STFV3D [10] are state-of-the-art

spatio-temporal descriptors that fall in the same cat-

egory with GOG3D. The difference in performance

between GOG3D and these descriptors is very obvious,

even when using the same distance metric KISSME

as shown in the second row of Table 2. The gap

in rank1 matching-rate with the better performing

STFV3D is over 10% on iLIDS-VID and around 20%

on PRID2011.

When compared to deep learning techniques, GOG3D

+ kNFST outperforms RNN [22], CNN + XQDA [25]

and ASTPN [23] by at least 18% on iLIDS-VID and

17% on PRID2011 in terms of rank1 accuracy. It also

outperforms multi-shot ranking methods DRAH [4] and

SPW [8] by around 10% on iLIDS-VID for SPW and

around 5% on PRID2011 for DRAH. The only method

that exhibits comparable or slightly worse performance

than GOG3D on both datasets is PAM+KISSME [30].

However, while not being in the same category with

GOG3D, PAM requires (i) extracting low-level fea-

tures, (ii) fitting GMMs to person sequences with many

parameters to learn, and (iii) the final person representa-

tion does not fall in a Euclidean space. Hence, special

care needs to be taken for matching. This also means

that the final person signature does not exhibit the flex-

ibility of use with other distance metrics.

It is finally noteworthy that GOG3D not only achieves

outstanding results on two challenging benchmarks, it

is also simple, flexible and computationally efficient.

The low computational complexity is derived from

omitting additional tasks like walking cycle extraction

and fragment selection used by similar space-time

descriptors, or feature clustering and frame weighting

required for multi-shot ranking methods that may

involve further learning. Moreover, the high computa-

tional cost needed to train deep neural networks is also

avoided. Finally, the flexibility of GOG3D feature is

granted by the possibility of its use with any matching

method in both supervised and unsupervised settings

since it does not involve any learning.

4.5 Computational Cost

GOG3D is implemented in MATLAB and experiments

are run on a desktop PC equipped with Intel Xeon

X5550 @2.67GHz CPU. The average time to extract

GOG3D features per frame is 0.44 seconds. It is com-

puted on 10 video sequences from PRID2011 dataset
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Dataset iLIDS-VID PRID2011

Rank 1 5 20 1 5 20

ColHOG3D+DVR [9] 39.5 61.1 81 40 71.7 92.2

STFV3D+KISSME [10] 44.3 71.7 91.7 64.1 87.3 92

RNN [22] 58 84 96 70 90 97

CNN+XQDA [25] 53 81.4 95.1 77.3 93.5 99.3

ASTPN [23] 62 86 98 77 95 99

DRAH [4] 64 86 96.3 88.7 97.9 99.7

PAM+KISSME [30] 79.5 95.1 99.1 92.5 99.3 100

SPW [8] 69.3 89.6 98.2 83.5 96.3 100

GOG3D10+kNFST (proposed) 80 95.3 99.5 93.6 99.4 100

GOG3D15+kNFST (proposed) 79.5 95.4 99.5 94 99.1 100

Table 3: Comparison to state-of-the-art methods. Best and second best results in top-matching rates are in bold.

and averaged over the number of frames constituting

these sequences. Under the same setting, the time taken

to compute GOG features is 0.35 seconds per frame. It

is intuitive for GOG3D to be slightly slower than GOG

since it uses additional pixel features and more horizon-

tal stripes. However, compared to other video person

re-id descriptors [9, 10], GOG3D is evidently more ef-

ficient since it omits the walking cycle extraction step

and any further post-processing. Moreover, frame-wise

feature pooling employed with GOG3D renders the

matching process very efficient. For instance, the aver-

age time taken to train the kNFST metric on PRID2011

dataset over 10 trials is 0.034 seconds, and the testing

time on the same dataset is 0.008 seconds which is ex-

ceptionally fast for video-based re-id methods.

5 CONCLUSION

A novel spatio-temporal descriptor for video-based

person re-id based on hierarchical Gaussian distri-

butions was presented in this paper. The proposed

algorithm leverages the gradient in the temporal

direction to describe the temporal correlation between

consecutive frames yielding significant improvement

in accuracy. Unlike available spatio-temporal re-id

descriptors, the proposed method does not require any

complex walking cycle extraction of frame selection

and weighting. It also does not involve any learning.

By simply averaging the frame-wise computed features

over a person sequence, robust representation can

be achieved and consequently fed to most off-shelf

distance metrics.

A thorough analysis of the proposed descriptor was

conducted on 2 widely used benchmarks using 5

distance metrics, highlighting the advantages brought

by exploiting temporal cues. Extensive experiments

showed that the performance achieved surpasses

similar methods by a large margin. It also outperforms

a number of existing deep learning and multi-shot

ranking techniques.
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